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 NOTE ON CREDITS

 been very hard  give   contributions  many of
these  because everybody has shared in writing bits
and pieces of different subject  So even though Tom,

say, is given credit for the  section, there are entries
in there by most of  rest of  We decided  put 
initials with  of these  pieces because it seemed like
it would make  all  cluttered. The exceptions  where
information  is    stands  as
being obviously different.

STEALING  AND HELPING FRIENDS

If you add up the cost of   in this book that 
bc useful  you, they would  to a fortune.
We’re not trying to  publicity  for book 
we’re trying to help people get access    So
before you think about buying something, see how  you
can  hold of it. See if your local library has if (doubtful,
but ASK!). Check local bookstores-and read ii there. Check
university libraries- if they  let you borrow  you can
almost always read it there. See if a neighbor  friend has a

Most importantly, almost  local library has an Inter-
Library  Department and can borrow almost anything
they don’t have that  for you for just the cost of postage
They usually need to believe something really exists before

 will try, which is why we’ve included so much access
information on entries  so you  order things directly
yourself if you wish). We  know people who have set up
book buying co-“ps and  share the hooks and their costs.
And there are several specialized book lending libraries 

  being  up (Earth Books Lending Library in Sweet
Home, Idaho; Alternative Sources of Energy Lending Library,
etc.-see Communications section-libraries, and Energy

 PLEASE remember-if you’re writing to any of 
small research and community groups  they’re 
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envelope  with your letter if you want  hear back.
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  an  society.  such visions,
 appears to  as  backsliding 

of our recent past,     sense  

New   possible. The  Age of  every
society in  has occurred not     

 foamed on increasing its  and power,  rather
when the attainable limits of those dreams  reached and
people realized that such goals bad  left them  the
quality, beauty or personal happiness they hod envisioned.
A    of the balance sheet  reveal   it
has in the  that   of society are being chan-
neled info now unattainable and  
which  be rechanneled  new ends.  me realize

 greatness is not     of
  requires the development   of 

own  abilities, we discover that  is
  adequate to   equitable and  

the whole world.

The  of   is   
  still   piecemeal  

book  to document some of     rhe
work  has been done    we  
with them We dedicate it to the  of a  
gentle  and to the guides  help    possible.
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Appropriate technologies can be simply defined hut not
so simply created. They arc small in scale,  of

  and wise. They extend and deepen our
own   and   unify them with 
of   with  surroundings. This whole book is about
such   is  an introduction to some of
the main  and 

Our primary concern in this book is technologies appropriate
for overdeveloped countries such as the U.S. There arc several
reasons why we arc concerned with that rather than with

 on  countries that seem to need help more

We  to live what we talk if we ever expect other people
 take  seriously. You can’t sell compost toilets 

“then if you won’t use them yourself.
WC  been asked  solve other people’s  

  a   of poorer countries’ problems. If we
can  off their backs  have a  better chance of
working  
Rethinking and changing the economics and culture we’ve
spread throughout the world can have as broad an 
coming from our  culture as from any 

 There’s  to keep us busy here!

Finding  technologies for overdeveloped countries
is in many  a very different problem from poorer coun-
tries and provides a very different challenge. We don’t need
machines-we’ve got too many. Our needs  obvious 

 nor hungry, and we seem to have  yet
we’re not particularly happy.  any case, the future promises

 changes.  going  have less wealth from fossil fuels,
 of the rest of the world’s  and  economic,

political and military competition from other countries.
 a result, the technology appropriate for changing 

 in   has several requirements:
It must improve   of   reduction in

material well-being must be   offset by improved
welt-being in other areas.
It  eliminate need for  use of fossil fuels and
further extraction of non-renewable materials.
It must   with the rewards of meaningful inter-
action with other people.
It must deal  the causes of economic inequality in this
country  between this country and other 
It must  work into a meaningful and rewarding

If must  our institutional   
forms.
It must help us realign  actions with  basic values.

We  taking a broad view of   for what
“Appropriate Technology” adds   is  
“What is Appropriate?” That  requires  WC 

into the    web  links everything
together-a web where a   in  
f   can allow      what   

   t o  l o o ,   enough    shifts in
 in addition to   I” what   Every step

 the  industry, for instances, may   
   compared to baking at home,   pro-

cess    thousands of   be  and
baked and   setting up an intricate delivery system appears
incredibly  and unnecessary. So things such as public

   community   maps, 
  for communities all  their  in

helping our large and intricate society  some  
 Public access and  of many of these tools  a

revolution in itself, and the missing  in many 
wise highly   is an accounting skill or a

 of the  where something can be useful.

New technologies, whether  power or  
packs. may not achieve their initial potential once ticir internal
and external  is more fully  Xerox ma-
chines may  the overload of useless information more
than they  availability of good information. Or they
may just  us farther into being concerned with information
about things rather than the things  So   to

  with  context as well as  the tool itself.
  has big business and big government been so receptive
 appropriate technology? Do they not understand its 

cations,  do they see different  A big equipment
manufacturer in the Philippines openly admitted their 
tations-small firms would develop the new technologies, work

 the hugs, and develop the markets,  they would come
in and take over. Is  a “poor peoptc’s technology” that can
permit us or our government from feeling any responsibility
for inequality? Many questions remain, yet what has happened

 . .

Appropriate technology in these conditions is not merely a
question of machines and tools, but of the nature of all the

 organizational, political. physical and spiritual
tools and techniques which  bring into play by our actions.
And it is these “softer” toots that we lack the most-the tools
with which t” control our machines and actions.

It   wrong  categorize dreams and  
with machines and tools as “appropriate technology,” but
those very different things need desperately to be brought
together,. Action without vision and vision without action arc
equally impotent, but together they can perform miracles.
And a shift of  concern from quantity to quality, from
powerful to skillful tools, and from material and energy 

  human  imples a shift toward such softer,
less visible and   toots.



   E. F. Schumacher,
1973, $2.45 from:

Harper  
10 E.  
New York, NY 10022

“Economics as if  Mattered.”
If  only      thing
from this  this. Cleat,
concise,  it‘s a classic (and
a best  It deals with the 

 appropriate  present resource con-
 and  experienced in-
 into the need for restructuring

our principles. actions and dreams on a
  and rewarding basis.

Schumacher is founder of the Inter-
mediate Technology Development
Group in England and author of
“Buddhist Economics” (contained in
the book).

Several Schumacher essays. originally
published in  
surface, 515 airmail from  

 Crymych,  Wales, UK)
are also available in back issues of RAIN
($1 each):

“Conscious Culture of 
 1975.

“On Inflation”-November 1975
“Think About Land”-December 1975
“On Land Speculation”-February/

March 1976
“Plant a  1976

“Technology and Political Change,
Part I”-December 1976

 and Political Change,
Part  1977

“The Other Way.” BBC, $35  film
from:

Time  Multimedia
District Center

 Eisenhower Dr.
 NJ 

The NOVA program  
and intermediate  a

 of examples,  a brick works,
 carton plants and a cable-drawn

  uses only 1% of the energy
used by our normal   has been
shown many times on National Educa-
tional Television, making numerous

Tools     1973,
$1.25 from:

Harper  Row
10 E.  Street
New York. NY 10022

This book was important in crystallizing
our thoughts about the appropriateness
of many of  present 
(cultural and  It is a 
rive and eloquent analysis of the need
for new patterns of, among other things,
health, education and transportation.

Sharing  Pies, Tom Bender,
1975, $2 from:

2270 N.W. Irving 
Portland, OR 97210

Good discussion of the need for insti-
tutional change tied in with energy and
economic realities. Begins to lay out
new operating principles, including
some criteria for  technology.

Radical Technology, Godfrey Boyle and
 Harper,  1974, $5.95 from:

Pantheon Books
201 E. 50th St.
New York, NY 10022

An impressive collection of essays. 
ports. access information and counter-
culture philosophy that surveys a
broadly-viewed range of “technology.”
Interesting essays on tree farming. 
tile making, biologica! chemicals, metal
working and paper making. Much of the
writing is not particularly penetrating
but does pull together in one place an
introduction to  from a countercul-
ture perspective. By the editors of

 Makes accessible much
of the information on European 

 that is difficult to obtain in
the U.S.

A Handbook on Appropriate 
 1976, $7.50 from:

Canadian  Foundation
75 Sparks St. 
Ottawa. Ontario. Canada  

A good   for people
interested in  Compiled in coopera-
tion with the  Institute.
Essays explaining  case studies from
many countries, a catalog of tools and
equipment, bibliography. and a begin-
ning international listing of groups and
individuals involved in  development.



Coming Around-Sourcelist  Ap-
propriate Technology, Lane 
1976, $1 from:

RAIN
2270 N.W. Irving
Portland,  97210

Eleven-page annotated  
A good introduction to what  can
mean in a  of different areas. Does
nor  how-to publications or 

 energy stuff, hut  you to
them.

Spectrum,  from:
Alternative Sources of Energy

 2, Box 90A
 MN 56353

Catalog of tools and  for 
scale use of solar, wind,  other

 of income energy.

 Technology Sourcebook,
  Asia, 1976, $4.00 from:

 Box 4543
 CA 

 outstanding sourcebook for prac-
tical tools and techniques for village and

 community technology. Focuses
on books and plans with useful how-to
information, and draws  world-wide

 A fine and useful complement
to this hook.

Low Cost Technology: An Inquiry into
O utstanding  Issues,  

 1975,  Report No. 2
Control Data  Inc.

8100 34th Ave. So.
Minneapolis, MN 55440

 based on the 1974 OECD semi-
nar of “low  technology practi-
tioners. The full proceedings of the
seminar will be out later this year and
should be worth reading. The present
report gives a general overview of major
issues discussed-information mechan-
isms for low-cost innovations,  and
appropriate  policies, the
role of universities, building up new in-
dustries and identifying new 
ties for  Gives good feeling
for the “managerial” and institutional
pressures on   are going to de-
velop as the money starts to flow. An
instructive comparison is given between
our present costly information services
and innovative low-cost  

First Steps in Village  by
G. A.   from:

Tanzania Publishing House
P.O. Box 2138

 Es Salaam, Tanzania
A handbook prepared for cooperative
development villages in Tanzania. How

  from nothing except people
and the things around them and finish
in 4  5 years with village 
producing equipment for agriculture
and other rural activities.

A fine, clearly  
by-step guide with good design drawings,
especially notable for  
advice on things like  a  may
harm a village and warnings about the
effects of free aid money. Of value 
overdeveloped countries for its simple
and straightforward advice on doing
things: don’t  with a workshop
building-build a bench under a 
don’t build a jig for holding 
barrows during construction-dig  hole
for the wheel and work on the 
don’t  the tread off an old  
make a wagon wheel-stuff planks into
the tire and build the wheel inside it!

Village Technology Handbook,
revised 1970, $9 from:

VITA
3706 Rhode  Ave.
Mt. Ranier, MD 20822

How-to  on useful fools and
techniques-digging wells, salting fish,
building bamboo pens. Oriented to
developing countries. Other good how-

 publication also available from VITA.

Lectures  Appropriate 
 Bob  ed., 1975, $6
 from:

 TOOL
 61a

Amsterdam. The Netherlands
A clear, down-to-earth report on what
has been accomplished, mostly by the

 Technology Development
Group, in many areas: pedal power, in-
termediate building technology, agri-
culture tools, chemical technology,
education,  technology and in-
dustrial liaison. Well documented with
good photographs and case studies that
should show convincingly that  com-
prises a vastly broader and more 
rive range of applications than merely
alternative energy hardware.

Environmentally Appropriate
Technologies, 3rd edition, by Bruce

 limited numbers of free
copies available from:

Information Services
Environment Canada
10th Floor, Fontaine Bldg.
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada  OH3

Excellent,  introduction to
biotechnology, renewable energy sour-
ces,  and energy conservation
in city  transportation, 

 agriculture and housing. Covers
vital areas often  or under-
emphasized because their potential is
not yet fully understood: energy 
age; decentralized on-site energy gener-
ation. conversion and utilization; wood
heating. Excellent suggestions for fur-
ther reading.

‘See Economics section for reviews
of the following basic resources:

Size, Efficiency and Community
Enterprise,  Stein, 1974, $5 from:

Center  Community Economic
Development

639 Massachusetts Avenue, Suite 316
Cambridge, MA 02139

Technology and Employment in
Industry, A.S.  ed., 1974, $14.95
from:

International Labor Office
1’750 New York Ave., N.W.
Washington, DC 20009



 are the older   active
  we know of For  com-

plete  of  check
with TRANET and look in The Hand-
book on Appropriate Technology by
the Canadian  Foundation 

 Probably   com-
prehensive  for  U .S. is being
prepared by  Design 

 1740 N Street,   
DC  20036 (Eugene  Cecil Cook
and Ann Becker!. It will contain 
800 listings coded into 2.5 
relating to   activities.
Inquire about availability, as it is not
out as of  writing.

UNITED STATES

P.O. Box 432
 Hole, MA 

One of the best of the small, lean and
creative research groups developing
highly productive integrated small-scale
agricultural  and relate? support
technologies. Their most  
is The Ark-a laboratory  for
integrated food and energy 
funded by the provincial government
in Prince Edward Island, Canada. 

 Winter 1976  
for  nice account of the opening  The
Ark. Each issue of the Journal of 
New Alchemists is  a book: Vol.

 54; Vol. 2, “The  Backyard
Fish Farmer,”   the new Vol. 3,

 includes    by Nancy 
Todd, “Women and Ecology.”

 Institute
15290 Coleman Valley Road

 CA 95465
The Farallones Rural Center is  ap-
propriate technology research and 
Prentice  center located on 80
acres in the hills of  County in

 California.  students a
term work with 11-15 staff designing
and building solar-heated showers and
forms, composting  and 
water recycling systems. There is 
work in carpentry, gardening, food
processing and blacksmithing. The
energy is high, the sense  community
strong-everyone helps in the kitchen
on a rotating basis and trades off on
other jobs necessary for a community of

 to operate. If   of the very
best ways we know of  get experience
in the practical aspects . f alternative
energy systems,   agriculture,
as well as   Write for
information on  dates, etc.
Academic credit is  through
Antioch West and UC Berkeley.

*Look under  for more 
on”  learning programs.

  Urban House
1516 Fifth Street
Berkeley, CA 94710

If  into urban things, Farallones
has an equally impressive program in

 A remodeled Victorian house
 with solar water heater, 

 privy, greenhouse. bees, chick-
ens,  and garden all on a tiny city
lot  good programs in 

  control and waste management.
Courses with credit available including
 Masters in Ecosystem Management.

 for details. This is also a 
 to visit-they’re open for 

 l-5  Open your eyes to
  for urban living!

 for Local Self-Reliance
1717 18th St., N.W.

 DC 20009
A brick townhouse in the 
gnn neighborhood of D.C. with food
gardens on the roof and beans sprouting
in the basement. It is full of mellow
people putting hard numbers onto good
dreams. See reviews in Economics. Re-
cycling and  Gardening for details
on their programs and publications, and
read Self-Reliance  for six issues).

Office of Appropriate Technology
State of California
P.O. Box 1677
Sacramento, CA 95808

Things are  along at OAT. Current
projects underway include designing a
traveling energy  putting together
materials on the relationship between
jobs and energy, training solar tech-
nicians, and the incorporation of 
ideas into the Capitol Area Plan (a de-
sign for the downtown Sacramento
urban renewal area). They’re also be-
ginning a project to test the health
problems of waterless toilets for urban
and rural  as well as a study on
the use of   from state heating
plants and buildings. A series of anno-
tated  are available on 
solid waste management, sun-tempered
greenhouses, landscaping for energy
conservation, methane and more. Write
for a complete publications list.

Intermediate 
556 Santa  Ave.
Menlo Park, CA 94025

Organizers of the extensive annual E.F.
Schumacher United States  their
focus is to get  of  into
government agencies, institutions and
corporate business. Their newsletter is

Acorn/Midwest Energy 
Network

Governor’s State University
Park Forest South, IL 60466

  and Jim  are well
on their way  spearheading a strong
network of people involved in energy
nnd technology alternatives in the Great
Lakes region. Their newsletter-getting
better by leaps and bounds-costs 
for individuals and $10 for institutions
for six bi-monthly issues.  latest
(No.  had articles on passive solar
orientation and design, federal grants
availability, advocacy and environmental
impact statements. and lots of  in-
formation. I came away with quite a
few new hits. If you live in their region
or are interested in what other 
are  to, you should definitely be in
touch.

National Center for 
Technology 

P.O. Box 3838
Butte, MT 59701

It’s been a long time  but NCAT
is finally getting off the ground with $3
million federal money from the Com-
munity Services Administration (former-
ly OEO). Their purpose is to get ap-
propriate technologies  to the people
in this country who  them by 
ing  development for low-income
communities. Strong national and
regional networking components are
planned. Because of the present close
tie with Community Action Agencies
(see Community Building section), the
center’s primary focus at the moment is

  they should be ex-
panding beyond that before long. There
are some  people involved-if
they  resist the tendency towards
centralized bureaucracy building, NCAT
will  an important element in the 
movement. Write for a copy of their
proposal and for current information
about funding 

Northeast Appropriate Technology
Network (NEAT-Net)

 Craig Decker
Box 134, Harvard Square
Cambridge,  02138

A new and promising network for New
England which includes groups such as
Northeast Carry, the Maine Audubon
Society, Boston Wind, Vermont Alliance,
New Alchemy and more. Contact them
if you want to know who’s doing what in

 510 a year.     



 William Ellis
7410 Vernon Square Drive
Alexandria, VA 

This international  networking or-
ganization grew  of the  

 at Habitat Forum in Vancouver.
BC, in June of 1976. The 

 (quarterly,  seems
headed for a  role  keeping
people up with  goings-on 
Botswana to the Phillioubcs.

INTERNATIONAL

Intermediate Technology Development
Group 

9 King Street
 Garden

London WCZE 
England

Small but effective organization founded
by E.  Schumacher to  devel-
opment and access to appropriate 

 for  countries. Many
useful publications and developed pro-
ducts, including the now-famous 
bending and egg  

 own structure is  interesting
 model for effective, 

  of  and 
  involving 

panels of academics, business 
and bureaucrats.

Brace Research Institute
  of McGill

 Anne de  800
Quebec,  HOX 

One of the oldest and most experienced
 research centers, blending academic

resources with practical development
and testing of prototypes. Emphasis is
on easily-built and -maintained 
scale  for arid 
water desalination, irrigation, crop
dryers, greenhouses, windmills and
solar heaters. Many good publications
available-in English, French, and
some in Spanish and Arabic.

Volunteers in Technical Assistance

3706  Island Avenue
Mt. Rainier, MD 20822

   generalized solu-
tions to  VITA responds to
the specific and unique problems and
situations in developing countries. Its
organization is another  of ef-
fective low-cost operation. VJTA acts as
a clearinghouse linking up more than
6000  in the U.S. to assistance
requests from abroad: installing wind
energy generating equipment for a
Honduran village, advising on develop-
ment of soap out of local Bangladeshi
materials, or  a  use
for seaweed along the Indian coast. All
by  Many years of experience are
summed up in their available publica-
tions. Write also for their  newsletter.

Minimum Cost Housing Group
School of Architecture
McGill University

 Quebec, Canada
These are the folks whose Stop  
Gallon Flush started a whole movement
to change our toilet and sewage prac-
tices a few years back. Since then
they’ve been building low-cost experi-
mental housing of  and waste
materials, developing uses of sulfur
blocks in building, designing recycling

 and a host of  
projects. Write for publications list.

Department of Rural Development
Agency for international

Department of State
Washington, DC 20523

AID has a checkered history of often
being an instrument for American
economic colonialism and Cl.4 
ties in other countries but appears to be
making an honest attempt to support
local development of  within de-
veloping countries themselves, They’ve
set up a private non-profit corporation
outside the  to channel $20
million in funding into  development
for  countries. AID’s proposal for
that center  listing of active 
groups in Latin America, Africa and
India which might provide useful con-
tacts for  working in those areas.

National  for Alternative
Technology

 Quarry
Pantperthog

What  good folks 
been doing in Great Britain is an im-
portant element in developing any new

 They’ve set up a demonstra-
tion  for  
where people can come  kick, shake,

    a feeling for the 
  compost toilets, 

and  hexers.    can
visualize that sort of thing without see-
ing it, and  it puts it into a cate-
gory of reality right along with the
traditional options they’re familiar with.
This British center has had more than
50,000 visitors this year. 
Urban House has 150 visitors every
Saturday, and new understandings of
what’s happening are spreading 
wildfire. Inquire about thr Center’s
series of Do-It-Yourself  plans for
windmills.  etc.

N A T I O N A L  C E N T R E  F O R  A L T E R N A T I V E  T E C H N O L O G Y  ( U . K . )



INVISIBLE TECHNOLOGIES
The  technologies  often the invisible ones-where
people have figured out how to avoid problems rather than to
solve them. Often all  is required is a perceptual change
such as  grasshoppers as an airborne mobile protein har-
vesting and conversion  food  than a
destructive pest. Or living near where  work rather than
building better transportation  Or caring 
on the food chain so you don’t have to  for or grow food
for the conversion  f meat animals. Or planting trees
rather than air conditioners.

‘The  technologies are  invisible. They’re
bared on people’s skills and relationships rather than machines

 skilled calligrapher  a line or carpenter cutting a
   than  a jig or machine; good neighbors

 than locks on doors; caring for the ill or elderly at home
rather than in a Home; hiking rather than mini-biking: an 
mechanic or piano tuner’s ear rather than a tuning machine.
But there’s  a range of skills and scales  situations
where things need to happen, and we’re interested in expand-
ing the  of tools for situations that have been neglected,
and learning when there are good reasons for choosing one
scale rather than another. One size can’t fit  situation
well, and a technology that  is likely not to fit  well.

Be resourceful. be  be wise

New industrial mini-plants such as this egg carton machine
developed by ITDG allow efficient production at a small
fraction of previous scales.

WASHING MACHINES and warm water left in the Japanese than American versions. The most
bath, it turned out to  a real effective

You’re right-the best thing is to 
interesting feature is that they use a

clothes that require less washing and
way    in youth hostels. We very fast spinning drum to extract
later found a tin version from 1873 in almost all the water from the clothes,

 cotton shirts, dark or a Goodwill Store in Portland. You could allowing them to dry very rapidly 
strong colored fabrics that don’t 
“cosmetic” cleaning. But eventually

one yourself from a normal in Japan’s humid summer. A very 
 alternative to American clothes

things need cleaning.  in Japan
Plumber’s Friend.  scientific 

 action as in a $300 automatic
a few years ago we came across 

dryers that use heat to evaporate the

simple washers.  cheapest. costing
washer, but without all the machinery moisture instead of just removing it.
attached.

 of  was a plastic plunger like a
The Hoover Company, North Canton,

Plumber’s Friend.  with a bucket
The Japanese  produce a Ohio 44720, imports or makes these for

washer and dryer-smaller and cheaper the  mini-refrigerators.



problems. Appropriate  repeatedly 
examples  equipment and ideas. Here are some 
interesting  they’ve covered recently.

 A Nigerian project making medical aids such as arm splints.
spinal jackets and cervical collars from broken plastic drain-
pipes.  products   by marking  pipe  a

 cutting  with a hacksaw and 
    a flame. The resulting equipment

  than  products,  they can be easily ad-
jured by a nurse   for a perfect fit for every individu-
al and are waterproof,  cheap and 

r

 A rice storage bin of non-reinforced  mortar, costing
less than $10 U.S.  build.
. An oscillating  wind mill.

. A process for  chain-link fences, by the 
Nigerian group. A simple manual procedure  worked 
that avoids the need for  machines, resulting
in a very competitive and profitable  Four men 
six rolls of fencing six  wide and  yards long each week.
Each roll sells for   workers  per  and
still giving a gross profit of   roll.

A simple  machine

. A candle-making merry-go-rcund that produces 600 candles
per hour with a single   be solar heated?).
  horticulture in  where it   that a

high percentage of a plant’s  requirement is not for
growth but  cool it during respiration. Nethouses shade and
cool,    by i/3, and keep birds, insects and
hail 

I

 A simple,  maintenance water filter for   is
buried in rhe bed of a stream and uses the sand and gravel 

 there    water.  capital   person
served is figured  run   5%  any other clean supply.



 Technology, Q uarterly
Journal from  in England. 

 ($10.50 airmail) from  Publications

Excellent technica!  geared most-
 towards  for developing countries,

though most of the tools and processes
can be applied to  

 as well. Everything from hydraulic
 and metal bending  to

sugar milling and other 
processes.

RAIN-Journal of Appropriate 
  10 issues, from:

2270 N.W. Irving
Portland, OR 97210

We’re a monthly information access
journal and reference network. trying
to provide technical support for 

 and implementing new ideas, 
logical and philosophical perception;

 creating more satisfying options,
and up-to-date information  current
projects, groups, events  
Send us useful    be
shared with others.

U ndercurrents,  issues, from
11 

  Gloucestershire
  England

Gives  coverage of British
events, projects and publications. Much
of their past material is summarized in
their Radical Technology, by Boyle
and Harper, 1976, Pantheon Books,
$5.95.

 Sources of  
quarterly, from:

Route 2, Box 90-A
Milaca, MN 56353

One of the earliest grassroots 
 groups in the alternative energy

area, ASE has grown up into a much
more sophisticated and useful journal
while continuing to contain useful
practical  for the small
experimenter or homesteader using 

 energy sources. Good infor-
mation on new products, materials and
equipment in  energy field, and lots
of that “Old  technology that
makes ERDA go into spasms. Also has
a useful lending library on energy books
and papers.

Co-Evolution Q uarterly
Box 428

 CA 94965

    update
hy the granddaddy of the
access catalogs: appropriate tools, books,
philosophy and stories all mixed in with
a bit of gossip on the state of the art. A
must if you’re nor already addicted to it.

Metastasis
  

Marblemount, WA 98267
Mail order access for hard-to-get how-to
publications. Write for new price list
(over 250  publications). 
the U.S., many foreign publications can
be obtained more easily and rapidly from
Metastasis than ordering from their orig-
inal source.

 Society/Notes, free
 Science Council of Canada

150 Kent Street,  Floor
 Ontario  

 every   for people
interested in doing something now 
Canada’s future. It is part of  Science
Council project exploring  implica-
tions of a  Society in 
 society that conserves and nourishes

 resources that support its life rather
than  them. The Dec. 1975
issue contains a good survey of energy
accounting developments. an article on
the costs of consumption, and  in-
formation on developments on the
Canadian front.

512 Blvd. Wilfred 
  194 

  for individuals, 
for  to be confused
(but why not?-they sound alike) with

 Society Notes   by the
Science Council of Canada,  News is
a  for Canadians
developing a society in harmony with
the biosphere. It’s  by Bruce

 author of 
 Technology.

 has inputs from reporters in
almost every province and is beginning

 provide a good coverage of events,
projects and goings  in Canada.

The same group has set up a non-
profit cooperative company. 
Society Products, to distribute environ-
mentally appropriate technologies.
Initial function is as a buyers’ co-op,
with emphasis on wood-burning tech-
nologies.   Society
Products, P.O. Box 4377, Station E,
Ottawa. Ontario, Canada.

‘Most of the groups listed on the 
 pages have newsletters or journal

that contain valuable information on
their 



rning from the Past

Science and  in 
  1962, from:

Cambridge University Press
32 East 57th
New York, NY 10022

A vast  of information on ways
of thought different from  own and
the incredible technologies developed

  years in  of the  pro-
ductive cultures on  planet. The
volumes produced so far include intro-
ductory  history of scien-
tific thought,  sciences of
the heavens and the earth, physics.
mechanical engineering and building,
chemistry and medicine. The volumes
are very expensive  each). so
get them at the library (or through
inter-library loan).

History of Technology, 5  Charles
Singer, ed., 1954-58, $53 each from:

Oxford University Press
200 Madison Ave.
New York, NY 10016

A massive collection of fascinating
information on how things were  in
different times and placer-Ancient
Empires, Mediterranean Civilizations,
Middle Ages, Renaissance, and 19th
Century. This does for the European
culture what  does for China.
Waterwheels and grain mills built on
boats anchored in the middle of 
how to make lost-wax castings and a
wealth of other  that 

     b y
just being clever.

Traditional   
 1966, $7.95 from:

MIT Press
28 Carleton 
Cambridge, MA 02142

Records in readable yet technically
clear language  wide  of 

 of the traditional Persian 
 metallurgy and metal working,

jewelry, lockmaking, woodworking,
comb making, building, brickmaking.
tiles and glazing,  carper 

 irrigation, agricultural methods,
windmills and oil milling. A wealth of
valuable information.

China  Work, Rudolf P. 
1937, $3.95 from:

MIT Press
28 Carleton Street
Cambridge, MA 02142

The sometimes strange-seeming tools
and ways of working of  cultures
can be a mind-opening stimulus to re-
thinking   patterns. Why do the
Japanese pull their  instead of push.
ing them? Why do some Chinese boats
look so strange-wirh  and stem
twisted to opposite sides? How 
such “primitive” tools work so efficient

 How could the Persians make their
 geometrically-inlaid boxes so

cheaply? China  Work  the
traditional Chinese tools   
tools for making   food,
making clothing, providing  and
enabling transport. Excellent box bel-
lows, how to mend cast iron, the
Chinese origin of the 
washboard, making roof tiles  caulk-
ing boats. The expedition that assembled
this material was organized by Henry

 whose tool museum in 
tow”. PA, is one of the most fascinating

of tools in the world.

Science and  in Islam,
Seyyed H. Nasr, 1968, $15 from:

Harvard  Press
79 Garden Street
Cambridge, MA 02138

Far less comprehensive than Needham’s
masterpiece, but contains an extremely
thought-provoking introductory section
explaining the underlying purposes 

 of Islamic sciences-conceiving
of science as a means for spirituai 
and considering a” individual who 

 in one aspect of science or life
 the detriment of  to be 

 and a danger to society and
oneself. The basis of Islamic sciences
can offer a valuable yardstick with
which to evaluate  own.
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A sense of place may seem an odd "technology." Yet knowing 
the differences be'twee11 variou:; regiuns---dlf[erence in climate, 
landforms, J;Colugy rmd soils, vegetation and creatures, bow 
they all go together, and how we fit in with tbenJ-·-is essential 
to developing ways of living attuned to real problems and po
tentials. Technologies that can take advantage of local resour
ces rather than overpower tbem at considerable cost must 
grow out of this sense of place. A11d tbe experience that such 
knowledge comes from also brings an awareness that living 
closely with a place mtd the people and weat/Jer and other 
creatures that i11habit it is more rewardi;zg in itsel/ than the 

isolated, aiil?nated and uniform patterns required by our 
prestnt technologies. 

Regionalism may seem like an odd fitting piece. How can 
we float into a se11se of place (which is sometimes associated 
with tradition, provinciality, collservatism) and simultaneously 
comprehend ot~r relation to a "global village" and the earth? 
Ifyuu stay in one place long euough, you either continue to 
figure out the place's special qualities or you get bored. It 
may take some of 'I" lrmgrr than otfJers (maybe becattsP of 
our liabit of fixing, j{ndin:(, figuring out things out of context) 
but we can if we sta;:d still long enough to hear the idea that 
each place is murmuring about . 

..• 



    

     
     

     
   

      
      

       
     

Rock. Time   Jerome
Wyckoff, 1966, $8.95.

Harper  Row
10 E. 53rd St.
New York, NY 10022

The natural forces and processes that
create and change  landscapes-pre-
sented vividly yet  “To be-
come more aware of landscapes is to
gain a wider consciousness of life; it is
to share, in a sense, the physical exis-
tence of the planet itself.” Good per-
spectives from which to develop an en-
during society. Less technical than
Natural Regions,  vivid photographic
illustrations.

 Writings   
 ed. by Ervin   1970,

56.00 
University of Massachusetts Press
Amherst, MA 01002

 B. Jackson was editor/publisher of
 for 16 years. and

 his collected essays from that journal
and other writings are among  few

clear visions of modern America. The
night-jeweled cities from the air, the

 path through a city, the 
suburbia of old Rome and New 

Jackson’s essays reveal the places of
modern America with unequaled clarity.

 G eography Booklet, 12, 13, 14
 Publications, $3.50

370 Mitchell Rd.
Cape Elizabeth, Maine 04107

These three issues, Economics, 
  Celestial Influence; Regions

 Locales; and Space, through poems,
interviews, essays. photos, journals,
circumscribe a sense of place recog-
nizable by both poet and scientist.

in terms of, efficient and ele-
gant  of natural systems. the

 that me”  going to have to, and
  live in the long run (if there’s

going to be a condition of harmonious
growth rather than outrageous growth)
requires this kind of knowledge: that
people have to learn a sense of region,
and what is possible within a region,
rather than indefinitely  that
 kind of promiscuous distribution of

goods and long range transportation
is always going to he possible since

 energy resources  won’t
be there, quite likely won’t be there.”
(Gary Snyder, from interview)

Era of Exploration, Weston Naef, 1975,
$9.75 from:

New York Graphic Society
140 Greenwich Avenue
Greenwich, CT 06830

Our images and perceptions of ourselves
and our world I:  change more
dramatically  rapidly than the 

 places themselves. This fascinating
chronicle of the rise of landscape pho-
tography in the American West, pro-
fusely illustrated with the photographs
that make up that revolution. provides

 absorbing insight into those changes
in perception. Photographs made by
three fine photographers, within a two-
year period, of the same view of Yosemi

 and other places, from precisely the
same spot create an entirely different
feeling of the idyllic beauty. power,

 quietude or harmony of
nature. A record of people affecting
landscapes. landscapes affecting people,
and the images of both evolving into a
new sense of our place in  world.

Natural Regions of the U .S.  Canada,
by Charles  Hunt, 1974, $15.95

W.H. Freeman  Co.
600 Market St.

 Francisco, CA 94104
Our personalities and  cultures are

 influenced by the geology, cli-
mate, landforms, soils, vegetation and
resources that are specific to different
regions, and a tracing of geomorphic re-
gions reflects  boundaries of

G eology Illustrated, by John  
$14.50 from:

W.  Freeman and Company
660 Market St.
San Francisco, CA 94104

What’s good about this introduction to
geology is the emphasis on carefully
selected photos which are worth at least
75 words. It is a textbook, but a good
self-learning primer to”.

Van Loon’s  Hendrick 
van Loo”, Simon and Schuster, 1932,

 of print A truly beauti-
ful and basic book on the geography
and history of  planet-one to read
aloud in front of the fireplace. The pen
and ink illustrations are gems that will
blow your mind and tweak your per-
ceptions of how things are. Check in
the library or old bookstore and try to
find one with a dust jacket-it folds 
into a colorful map! We paid $4. Here’s
what he was saying in 1932: “We are all
of  fellow passengers on the same

 and  are all of us equally 
  the happiness and the well-

being of the world in which we happen
 live

     
of life. Natural  gives a detailed
explanation of the forces forming and
transforming  various regions and
the characteristics and history of the
different regions. Heavily 
with maps, charts and drawings.



There arc signs, plain to  in   of the Northwest,  co a  and catastrophic flood in the 
distant past. The rushing waters have worn deep channels down  bedrock in the country southwest from Spokane. These

 are   Channeled Scablands, and the channels themselves are called  Channels-a rare case of
 

The Grand   is one of these channels, the  of all. in  and for a few hours the ledge across the
 was host  the  mightiest     now known as Dry Falls.  easily-recognized 

channels are just  from Arlington. at  Flat, and Sullivan Gulch in Portland itself. The turbulent flood
 boiled and rumbled  all parts of the lowland Northwest, entering the  Valley, for example, by way of

the  channels at  the gaps at  and  of 
There is a question of grammar here: ought we to say that this flood “did” this   or  it “does”? English

provides  with a special   or “on-going present:” I am skiing” is the  present,” but
“I ski a  is  “on-going present” of the same verb. These floods   intervals of many thousands of years, so we

 to use the “on-going present   referring  them. They  not past. they are past-and-future, or “habitual.”
Every twenty thousand  or so, it seems,  various cycles of the earth’s perihelion,  precession of the 

 and the moon’s perigee.  to mention several others still less well known, conspire together,  ail cycles must,
to bring about an  of weather conditions for North America. Most of Canada goes under ice, the Rockies spawn
great glaciers which fill the  between the ranges. The  trench which we know  the Kootenay and 
Valleys becomes, for a long time, a sea of solid ice, and  as the  moderates,  ice-locked lake the size of Lake
Erie. For many centuries  ice dam,  of the glaciers, keeps the lake a prisoner. Then, as the cycles creep, a certain
August afternoon swells  a torrid   ice dam breaks. and Lake  spills  over Idaho, 
and Oregon.

 heights of   pre-Indian inhabitants of the Columbia  have reached,   they may have
erected,  circuses watched, we shall never know, for all  swept away (are swept away, will be swept away) be-
tween teatime and dusk of  awful day. (Bob Benson)

  C O L U M B I A  I - . - -
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Ecotopia, Ernest  1975, $2.75 from:
Banyan Tree Books

  Yes, flawed, of course, but  these are

1517 Francisco St.
nicely  odd things. It felt like  had felt a new 
when I rend it. I remembered bow to ask “What  we 

Berkeley, CA 94703 the world into?”
 is a singular work,   wheel it  obvious. Somehow looking at the  from  moon,  second

 steady    economic conscious band, teaches you something  neighbor. We need
society. It’s more liken kit  any U topia I’ve read-or like big pictures.  is a unique one.

In  Big Woods
 May 17. Wood is a major factor in the 

 Ecotopian economy. as the source not only of lumber
and paper but also of some of the remarkable plastics that
Ecotopian scientists have developed. Ecotopians in the city
and country alike take a deep and lasting interest in wood.
They love to smell it, feel it, carve it, polish it. Inquiries
about why they persist in using such an outdated material
(which of course has been entirely obsoleted by aluminum
and plastics in the United States) receive heated replies. To
ensure a stable long-term supply of wood, the Ecoropians
early reforested enormous areas that had been cot over by
logging companies before Independence. They also planted
trees on many hundreds of thousands of acres that had once
been cleared for orchards or fields, but had gone wild or lay
unused because of the exodus of people from the country
into the cities.

 have now been able to visit one of the forest camps that
carry  lumbering and tree-planting, and have observed how
far the Ecotopians carry their love of trees. They do no 
cutting at all, and their forests contain not only mixed ages

 also mixed species of trees. They argue  the costs of
mature-tree cutting are  less per board foot than clear-
cutting-but that even if they weren’t, it would still be desirable

because of less insect damage, less erosion, and more rapid
growth of  But such arguments are probably only  so-
phisticated rationale for attitudes that can almost be called
tree worship-and  would not be surprised, as   further
into Ecotopian life, to discover practices that would strengthen
this hypothesis.  have  fierce-looking totem poles out-
side dwellings, for instance.)

Certainly the Ecotopian lumber industry has one practice
that most seem barbarian to its customers: the unlucky person

 group wishing to build a timber   first arrange
 go   a forest camp and do “forest service”--a period of

labor during which, according to the theory, they are supposed
to contribute enough to the growth of new trees to replace
the wood they are about to consume. This system must be
enormously wasteful in  of economic inefficiency and
disruption, but that seems to disturb the Ecotopians-at least
those who live in and run the lumber camps-not a bit.

The actual harvesting of timber is conducted with surprising
efficiency, considering the general laxness of Ecotopian work
habits. There is much goofing off in the forest camps, but
when  crew is at work, they work faster and more cooperative
ly than any workmen  have ever seen. They cut trees and
trim them with a strange,  religious respect: showing the
emotional intensity and care we might use in preparing a ballet.

 was told that in rougher country ox-teams and even horses
are used in lumbering, just as they were in Gold Rush times.
And in many areas a tethered balloon and cables hoist the

 trees and carry them to nearby logging roads. But in the
camp  visited (which may be a showplace) the basic machine
is a large electric tractor with four huge rubber tires. These 
said to tear up the forest floor even less than oxen, which have
to drag timber  on some kind of sled. Though  these
tractors are surprisingly maneuverable since both front and

 wheels  They have  protected operator’s cabin 
ship; on one end there is a prehensile extension bearing  chain
saw large enough to  through all but the hugest  and
mounted so it can cut them off only a few inches above 
level. (This is of course pleasant aesthetically, but it is 
claimed that is  some millions of board feet of lumber
each  helps in management of the forest floor.) This
saw can also  trees into  lengths.

On the other end of the tractor is a huge claw device that
can pick up a log, twirl it around lengthwise over the tractor,
and carry it to the logging road where big diesel trucks wait
to be loaded.



Ecotopian foresters claim that this machinery enables them
to log safely even in dry weather, since there are no exhausts
likely to  fire to undergrowth. It does seem to be true that
their methods disturb the forest very little-it continues to
look  and attractive. Several types of trees usually
grow in stands together, which is supposed to encourage wild-
life and cut the chances of disastrous insect and fungi inva-
sions. Curiously, a few dead trees are left standing-as homes
for insect-gobbling woodpeckers!-and there are 
forest meadows to provide habitats for deer and other animals.
The older trees seed young ones naturally, so the foresters
generally now only do artificial planting in areas they are
trying to reforest. The dense forest canopy keeps the forest
floor cool and moist, and pleasant  walk in. Although it
rained for a few hours during my stay,  noticed that the
stream passing near the camp did not become muddy-evident-
ly it is true, as they claim, that Ecotopian lumbering leaves the
topsoil intact, cuts down erosion, and preserves fish.  didn’t
actually see any fish-but then  am the kind of person who
seldom sees fish anywhere.)

The lumber camps themselves do not have sawmills, though
they possess portable devices with which they  saw rough
boards in small quantities for their own needs. The main
squaring and sawing of timber, and the production of slabs for
pulp, takes place at mills located in more open country, which
buy logs from the forest camps. The resulting boards are then
sold, almost entirely in the county-sized area just around the
mill. Lumber sales are solely domestic; Ecotopia ceased lum-
ber export immediately after Independence. lr is claimed that,

since the U.S. formerly exported half as much lumber as was
 in housing, much of it from the West, some surplus 
 existed from the beginning of the new nation. 

an foresters argue that their policies have, since then. more
than doubled their per capita resources of timber. There are.
however, no present plans for a resumption of export.

Interestingly enough, the Ecotopians themselves have a de-
bate in progress about the huge diesel trucks’they use to haul
logs. Several forest workers apologized to me that they are

 dependent on these noisy, smelly, hulking diesels. Yet
 are people all over them at the end of the work day,

shining them up-one of the few outlets still allowed in this
  society for man’s love of powerful machinery. One
truck  saw has lost its bumper, and the replacement is a large,

 piece of wood. As they wear our, the trucks will be
eliminated in favor of electric vehicles. Meanwhile, people
argue hotly over the bumpers-extremist ideologues saying
that the bumpers (which are actually stainless steel, not
chrome plate) should  be replaced with wood, and the tra-
ditionalists maintaining that the trucks should be treated as
museum relics and kept in original condition. The factions
seem about equally matched, which means that the traditional-
ists have won so fat-since a  on such a “drastic” 
ter is only carried out if there is  consensus.

Our economists would surely find the Ecotopian lumber
industry a labyrinth of contradictions. An observer like my-
self can come only to general conclusions. Certainly 

 regard  as being alive in almost a human 
once  saw a quite ordinary-looking young man, not visibly

 lean against a. large oak and  “Brother Tree!”
And equally certainly, lumber in Ecotopia is cheap and plenti-
ful,, whatever the unorthodox means used to produce it. Wood
therefore takes the place that aluminum, bituminous facings,
and many other modern materials occupy with us.

An important by-product of the Ecotopian forestry policies
is that extensive areas,  steep or rugged to he lumbered
without causing erosion, have been assigned wilderness status.
There all logging and fire roads have been eradicated. Such
areas are now used only for camping and as wildlife preserves,
and a higher risk of forest fire is apparently accepted. It is
interesting, by the way, that such Ecotopian forests are un-
cannily quiet compared to ours, since they have no 
all-terrain vehicles, airplanes overhead, nor snowmobiles in
the winter. Nor can you get around in them rapidly, since
foot trails are the only way to get anywhere.

Has Ecotopian livestock or agricultural production suffered
because of the conversion of so much  to forest? 
ly not; vegetables, grains and meat are reasonably cheap, and
beef cattle are common features of the landscape, though
they are never concentrated in forced-feeding fattening lots.
Thus an almost dead occupation, that of cowboy, has come
back. And cattle ranches in the Sierra foothills have reverted
to the old summer practice of driving their stock up  the
high valleys where they pasture on wet mountain meadow
grass. Grasslands research is said to be leading to the sowing
of more native strains, which are better adapted  the climate
and resist the incursion of thistles. Pasture irrigation is prac-
ticed only in a  areas, and only for milking herds.

But the true love of the Ecotopians is their forests, which
they tend with so much care and manage in the prescribed
stable-state manner. There they can claim much success in
their campaign to return nature to a natural condition.



 San Francisco Bay area has fer-
mented a lot of intellectual development
of roots, regional consciousness, 

regions, and how to live like a  in
your own region. As well, a  of peo-
ple are beginning  live and act on such
consciousness-numerous creeks once
buried in   have been
uncovered and restored, forests re-
planted, natural food systems reused.
Peter Berg, who disseminates 
Drum-a series of information bundles
exploring watershed politics and 
regionalism (P.O. Box 31251, San Fran-
cisco, CA 94131) is editing a book of
people’s essays in these areas. The Mussel
Group. Box 31251. San Francisco, CA
94131, is developing information on

local  relationships,
 for restoring  systems

and non-exhaustive use of labor and
 for manufacturing and 

 in the region.  Warshall,
 42, Elm Rd.,  CA 94924)

 editing the bioregion issue  of
  Snyder, poet and

 of Turtle Island, continues to
 and talk on watershed concerns.
  consultant to the 
 Office of Appropriate 
 A.T. section), has been

 on restoration projects.  of
 work is emerging a sense of

 real changes in our surroundings
 in  heads can be brought about

by becoming aware of the places we

  of  White C louds, 
 1971, $4.75 from:

 P u b l i c a t i o n s
2045 Francisco Street
Berkeley, CA 94702

There have been a lot of books written 
 a sense      

viewpoints of hundreds of different
religions and “on-religions. Most of them
blend into a haze in my memory-a haze
of talking about. For some probably per-
sonal  this one book stands apart
and in a special place. Somehow the
words convey more than words, the ex-
periences jibe with my own life, hut on

 and more powerful levels, and
  real and

true on all levels. An autobiography of
 his travels in Tibet and the effects on

 of the places and his experiences on

Seven  Hyemeyohsrs Storm,
1972, $6.95 from:

Ballantine Books
201 E. 50th Street
New York, NY 10022

A beautiful expression-in words, pic-
tures and  the forces of peo-
ple and nature that flow together
through a place, forming and evolving
together.

Moon, Moon, by Anne Kent Rush, 1976,
400 pp., $7.95, from:

Random House
201 East 50th
New York, NY 10022

or
Moon Books
P.O. Box 9223
Berkeley, CA 97409

In the couple of days this book has
been around, each of us has picked it
up, leafed through it and settled down
into a particular section. Lee  read
aloud Astronaut Jim Erwin’s 
of his mystical  going to the
moon. If is a beautiful book-full of
poems, cosmologies, calendars, histories
and images about the moon from every
culture. You will want to move slowly
and go back often to this loving col-
lection of  long-neglected feminine,
intuitive,  side, As Mao said,
“Women hold up half the sky.” 

 was a  of mystery:  seemed
 be scrambling  down and  the air.

There   small  mass of silk visible 
the center  the orb, and she  
hub  each frenzied foray between air and
air.  was a  of Tinker Creek  her, from
which  bore lightly in every direction an

 news. She had a “ice ability  make
hairpin     acute angles in the
air,  at  speed. I understand 
you   an  weaver spider, if you

  by vibrating  twirling a blade of
  the  as  flying  would

struggle if caught. This    
worked for me; I need a tuning fork.  
the webs   bushes  with 

As a friend remarked, “she  makes
a lot  of things.” There’s a kind of
hit and miss, sense of chance taking
abandon to Tinker Creek. Lots of gasps
and sudden  back in time, 
to space and back down to:  the top
inch of forest  biologists found ‘an
average of 1,356 living creatures present
in each square foot, including 865 mites,
265 springtails, 22  19 adult
beetles and various members of 12
other  forms.  

Two of Wendell Berry’s books give a
powerful sense of these ancient and nur-
turing roots:

  House, 1965, $1.25
from:

Ballantine Books
201 E. 50th St.
New York, NY 10022

A collection of essays on his reestablish-
ing a homestead in  neglected farm-
lands of  this book is filled
with  images of the land he
knows:

“The most exemplary nature is that of
the topsoil. It is very Christ-like in its

 and beneficence and in the
penetrating energy that issues  of its
peaceableness. It increases by experi-
ence, by the passage of seasons  it,
growth rising  of it and returning to
it, not by ambition or aggressiveness. It
is enriched by all things that die and
enter into it. It keeps the past, not as

.

Pilgrim  Tinker Creek, Anne 
1975, $1.95 from:

Bantam Books

New York, NY 10019
With both this and Lives of  Cell, by
Lewis Thomas, I’ve heard about some-
one having bought 8 or 9 copies  give

 to their closest friends. It is a kind
of journal of days spent at Tinker Creek.
A new and woman Thoreau? Kind of,
but I think Thoreau comes  a slow
second.

  as memory,  as 
new possibility. Its fertility is always
building up  of death into promise.
Death is the bridge or the tunnel by
which its past enters its future.”

“I had read  spiders lay their major
straight  with fluid  isn’t sticky, and
then lay a  spiral. Then they walk
along  safe mad and lay a sticky 
going the other   seems  be very much
  of concentration. The spider I

 of O ld Jack, 1970, 92.65 from:
 Brace 

757 Third Ave.
New York, NY 10017

A novel of an old farmer’s last day,
flashing back through his life and rela-
tionships with the people and land of
his home. His frustrations with so many
of the new generations who have suc-
cumbed to the lure of the city life is
based in his own experience of strength
and love received back from his own
hard work and simple life.



  Sampler, $4.95 from:
 Sound Access

P.O. Box 4100

History only doesn’t exist in the 
  it  and ignore it. 

 something    good way
to reach  conclusion for the future. A

 growth pattern, for  
only make  in  context of what
war  it began, and what in-
fluenced some  to become 

  to be lived in by only some
people and not others. It is especially
important now in  context of need-
ing low impact technology  tools

 we keep track of the 
 dying, the passing, the soft-spoken

skills and metaphors of olderpeople.

The  Curtis photograph collection,
housed at the Washington State History
Society, contains about 60,000 nega-
tives, mostly of Seattle, in the period
1900-1915. This volume, edited by
David  (who several  
compiled the  Sound 
log) is a selection of about 100 photos
with accompanying   is a
clearly-designed slide show kind of book,
and it should be of interest to Seattle
lovers  well as a. model for selective
historical photo perspectives.

O ld Glory,  Amazing Life  Co.
 1973, 54.95 from:

Warner Paperback Library
75 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, NY 10020

The oral history  In large
book format a survey of grass roots
history groups around the country;
with detailed information on doing
interviewing, historical preservation, re-
searching your local neighborhood,

 Bend,  $1 from:
Eagle Bend Public Schools,

District No. 790
Eagle Bend, MN 56446

 history and portrait of the town.
  feeling. Range of 

 children  adult. Model for
 and small town efforts.

 

region, state. It is subtitled: a pictorial
 on the  roots history move-

ment and the first hometown history
primer.

A Talent for Detail:  Photographs
of Miss Frances  Johnson,
1898-1910, by Pete Daniel and Ray-
mond  1974, 55.95 from:

Harmony Books
 Publishers Inc.

419 Park Ave. South
New York, NY 10016

A wonderful collection of photos of the
South (including Black South), famous
people, sailors and factory workers.
Johnson understands people. Pouring

 this book is a good way of feeling
closer to that era.

An  H istory of Somewhere,
as written down by Ray Raphael,
1974, 510 from:

Alfred A. 
201 E. 50th 
New York, NY 10022

A very nice informal history of people
and places  Northern California. In-
cluding natural history. Fine pen and
ink 

 follows is a small piece of  diary by  
 living in  O regon logging camp et  turn of

the century. O pel  obviously  remarkable child-her
 is pure poetry and a delight to read. I’m sure 

book will be out in paperback within a year, but  not
 you  to wait.

 by Opal Wbiteley, arranged and  by Jane
 1976, 96.95 from:

Macmillan Publishing Co.
866 Third Ave.
New York, NY 10022

Today  grandpa dug potatoes in the field.
 followed along after.

I picked them up  piled them in piles.
         

And all the time I was picking up potatoesAnd all the time I was picking up potatoes
I did have conversations with them.I did have conversations with them.
To some potatoes I did tell about,To some potatoes I did tell about,

 have thinks these potatoes growing here
did have knowings of  songs.
I have kept watch in the field at night
and I have seen rhe stars
look kindness down upon them.
And I have walked between the rows of 
and I have watched
the   on  the   on  

my hospital in the near woods
and all rhe little folk in it
and how much prayers and songs
and  helps them to have well feels.

To other potatoes I did talk about my 
how  crow, Lars Porsena,
does have a fondness for collecting things,
how Aphrodite, the mother pig, has a fondness
for chocolate creams,
how my dear pig, Peter Paul  wears a
little hell coming to my cathedral service.

Potatoes are very interesting folks.
I think they  see a lot
of what is going on in the earth.
They have so many eyes.
Too, I did have thinks
of all their growing days
there in the ground,
and  the things they did hear.

And after, I did count the eyes
that every potato did have,
and their numbers  in blessings.



by Grandma Brown

My parents were Americans from several branches of American
pioneers and in their youth traveled the Oregon Trail with
their parents.  different times, not knowing each other until
afterward. They had the knowledge of homesteading and of
mutual survival techniques. A ma” had to know a number of
skills: the care of livestock, the maintenance of equipment,
building of fences, houses and out-buildings, how to sink a
well, when to plant, when to harvest, and many other things.
He could well have passed college exams in husbandry as well
as give the college a few pointers not included in their courses.
Although many of them were somewhat short on 

education,   education of a different sort, based upon
 of their ancestors in America.

My maternal grandfather chose  farming and had
 and down farm at Beaver,  while my other

 chose  live “ear the sea at Tillamook. He was a

  young parents, during their first years of marriage, lived
 deep forest and peeled tan bark. Now this is the taking

 bark from certain trees to he used for tanning, but without
 injuring the trees. They kept two horses, 13

 bees, pigs, a cow, and chickens.
 was the first born, and when I was three we  from

 to Lane  and my father took a
 claim near Springfield. The trip was made via covered
 and I can remember how it mined just about  the

 horses sometimes walking in water up to their 
 the wagon over  roads. We would have to find

 by nightfall to shelter rhe team or they would he sick.
  community was well established, but there was one

 parcel of 137 acres. which my father filed claim 
 there was a sizable stream running along the roadside 

 it and the strip was occupied by a man named Putnam, as
 well as the rest of his acres along  side of  Upon this
strip there was  grove and  springs, and Mr. 

was charging campers  a night to camp there. People were
litterbugs in those days too, and rhe grove and the creek were
full of 

The whole acreage was one jungle of tall trees, underbrush
and foliage, woven together  Space for living had to
be cleared. It  a” insurmountable job for one man with
nothing but a  and some axes. But we weren’t alone. Soon

 forest rang with the sound of ax  saw and calls of
“Timber.” The men of the community made short work of it,
and soon there was space for a road, a barn and a house. The
logs were trimmed and  to the government sawmill up on
the hill. And it  back neatly sawed into lengths of lumber
for building. It  sucked on the property and  to season.

For a while my father helped Mr. Donaldson on his place,
but there was need for a man to work at the sawmill. The gov-
ernment furnished but  overseer at  mill, and the rest of
the labor had to be voluntary. There were three government
houses  the mill, and one was vacant, so we moved up 
for a time. My father was doing his part for his community,
the other  families for theirs.

A one-room house was built as temporary living space, and
 moved down from the mountain. Dad made some chairs

and tables, and Mr. Donaldson gave us the stove from  hop
house. We had brought beds and  other  with us
from Tillamook. The spring was  distance from the house,
and water had to  from it  Dad drove down a
pipe and installed a  pump.

The sow had six pigs,  of them females, and Dad took
that to mean that his surplus for the  would be
pork. Every member of  community raised a  be
distributed among the members.  Donaldson had a large
orchard with a variety of fruit,  he fattened cattle on the
river bottom during the summer; Mr.  had sheep; he
furnished mutton and wool. So it went.

The timber crew came and the clearing of the land began.
Dad had been busy slashing our a lot of the underbrush. but it

 necessary for skilled men to take out the big trees. The
logs were floated down the river to sawmills  but
some of them Dad took up to the high sawmill, and they 

 into lumber for our house. In  out timber rhe pio-
neers were always careful to leave some, so each homestead=:
had part of his place left in forest. This, too, is better thinned
out, the dead and diseased trees used for fire wood. Stumps
were blasted out with dynamite, but one must know how to
handle that stuff.

There were about 25 families in  community, and each
community was determined by the boundaries of its school
district,  each ran  the other and exchange went
on among people for miles around. The areas of the farms
varied. Some had not claimed  160 acres limit, but each
tried to raise as much for his own  as he could and de-
pend on the surpluses for the rest. Surplus and labor were al-
ways free. You did not insult a man by offering him money
for his help.



at
school house.  first  the men held a meeting to assess
the progress of the community and  decide the order of
work for    weeks. Every man would explain his

 nerds. and  would be assigned to help him in
 he had  do.

When problems arose there  voting, and  all
members abided by the will of  majority. There  no
elected officers, but generally they sought  advice of 
Donaldson,    oldest and most experienced. When
the men had decided exactly what was to he done in the 
half month. the young men held their meeting and discussed

 issues of  day. often scheduling debates on vital issues
affecting  state or nation.

Noon time lunch was on long tables outside,  if  was
rainy, inside the school  The ladies then displayed their
handiwork for all   After that they discussed prob-
lems concerning housekeeping and children.

Evening brought  Young men played their
instruments, someone sang. and children recited poems. 
the  evening there was a time devoted entirely 
children, when any one of us could say anything  wanted,

 our problems, or just show off. Each member, big and
little,  made to feel his  to the community  a
whole. If a decision  against a member. he was 
opportunities to perform some important service which 
designed  restore his confidence. Each family was a unit re-
volving within a unit of the community.

As girls grew up, they were given opportunities to stay for
short periods in  other than their own to learn different
ways of doing things  their mothers did. Or they often
worked outdoors gardening or grooming animals. There was a
wide range of choices, one of which was to help with birthing
and  of infants and mothers. Our midwife  an Indian
lady, who  always ready  tell others the necessary things
to do. She usually only stayed until the baby  horn and
mother and baby made comfortable, usually  day or a little
longer. Then other women or girls took over. The new mother
was always kept in bed 10 days after  baby  born. and
that is the natural way to protect her  Of course all
women nursed  babies. But in the rare case when she
couldn’t nurse, a  was brought and rhe  thrived on

 milk.  remember when my second brother was torn
I stood by and watched  midwife take care of the baby.
She explained  me everything she was doing, washing the
hahy, oiling him with olive oil, taking care of the navel and
putting on the band around his belly to bold the navel in 
and finally handing the squalling  squirmer to his mother
for 

We took   in the same  Mama washed the
clothes in. The hor water  taken from the reservoir or. 
side of the range. If was my job to fill that reservoir every
day, carrying in  oi wafer from the pump on 
porch. I  carried in  of wood from the woodshed off

 hack porch.  was  cabin Dad  
WC had a telephone on which line there   

subscribers.  sometimes took you  while  get a call through
because  was always on the line. Early one day in
the spring there came an emergency call. One short ring always

  the line.   call coming through. Then
the ring.  was ours! Why? Don’t ask me.  when Dad 

 there was a battery of receivers  and  call
 San  is burning. There has been a terrible earth-

quake. Many homeless. What can you give? Wayside (place at
the side of the road)  you can and  will pick it

It was spring. nothing had  produced yet. All we had
 spare  a few bushels of  in the bin that had

weathered rhe winter. Those Dad rook to the roadside, After
 disaster  were a great number of homeless children,

and these were offered for adoption. You had to pledge to
 the child as your own, to send it to school and keep it

in good health. You also had to be of good character. We did
not  in for adopting, bur some  did.  
three boys, so did Carneys, and each opted for a girl. 

 got a girl named Jenny, about 15, and Carneys a girl
named May aged about  The Carneys showered their girl

  and I loved  play  her because she had
  toys. May also had  fathers.   dad hadn’t

been killed, but he put her up for adoption. We all  of
envied a girl who had everything,   Papas.

You   that people who worked as  as they
did wouldn’t have rime for fun. But.  rhe contrary, 
anything  cause for  Weddings called for a

  am not sure I spell if right) and a dance and a giving
of presents. Christmas  a big time, with parties at various
houses, exchange of gifts, and a play given in the school house.
This usually was children acting  the manger scene. And a
big Christmas free with everybody under 1X getting a big bag
of goodies.

In all it was a community well organized and hardly 
a had dispute. Nobody knew how much money you had; it
wasn’t important.  was something one forgot until the rare
rimes when it might he needed. But if  didn’t have it it
wasn’t a necessity. And I think that may he why those old
days were  good.



The beautiful jewels of cities at 
of  and moonrise on the clouds, of

  snow-capped mountains
with glaciers and emerald pools of 
formed wafers. The history of the life
of our  in the faint traces of 
floods, river-cut gorges and canyons,

 of rock,   and de-
stroying of soil and vegetation. The
devastation we have brought  places
WC have loved. and the painful and joy-
ful making of things we cherish. All give

  and images   event:
that arc so closely interwoven with our
lives that we cannot conceive of their

 nature and form. Seeing from
above or afar, and the maps such visions

 that guide our future actions and
dreams, gives new dimensions  our

 of ourselves. our actions
and our planet .

 O laf  $1.95 from:
 Books

 Rd.
Baltimore. MD 21207

A deeply perceptive  of the
different  and  of 
ships on our little planet. 
“from above,” visiting different planets
and societies where each relationship is

dominant. Gives  beautiful evolu-
tionary glimpses into possible futures.

Cosmic View:   in 40 Jumps,
  $4.50. from:

John Day Books
T.Y.  
666 Fifth Ave.
New York, NY 10019

From a fly on a hand  into galaxies
and then back into the hand and down to
inner space, which of course might as
well be 

“Our World from the Air,”  
kind, in Man’s  is  
Face of the Earth, Wm. Thomas, editor,
1956, Vol. 1 $4.95 from:

University of Chicago Press
5801 Ellis Ave.

 IL 60637
 work with aerial

 has  instrumental in giving
us  perspective on the patterns of
our activities and rhe changes they have

 in our planer.

Powers of  Ray and Charles 
1968, $10 rental from:

Film Distribution Section
Division of Cinema
University of Southern California
Los Angeles, CA 90007

or
Museum of Modern Art
11 West  Street
New York, NY 10019

 color film. A  view of 
universe from  human scale to the

 of  then directly down to
rhe nucleus of a carbon  With an

 a narration and a dashboard, if
  clue to the   of things

and  it means  add another 
to any number.  can bc bought for
$150 from Pyramid Films, Box 1048,
Santa M onica. CA 

ATS  Pictures    and
Indian O cean C loud Patterns. from:

National Center far Atmospheric
Research

P.O. Box 1470
Boulder, CO 80832

The first home movies oi our 
and the rhythms of weather change

 lapse photography. Other
films available.

 Third Planet-Terrestrial Geology in
Orbital Photographs, Paul D. 
Jr., $32.00 (plus $10 airmail) from:

 Reinhold A. 

Zurich, Switzerland

 J.   H. G.
 $15.00 (plus 5’7.20

 from:
Paul List  KG, 
SV 

 33
 780 Germany

 From Space,   
H. G.  $16.95 from:

  Co., Inc.
219 Park Avenue S.
New York, NY 10003

Planetary systems of weather, water,
rock and life becomes much more com-
prehensible when viewed from above.
These collections of photography from
space flights are both beautiful and
highly   is
the  recent and comprehensive.
All  form useful tools for under-
standing, politics, geology, weather,
navigation.



“Viewed from the distance of the moo”, the   about the earth, catching rhe breath, is that it  alive. The photo-
graphs show the dry, pounded  of the moo” in the foreground, dead  a” old bone. Aloft, floating free beneath the 
gleaming membrane of bright blue sky, is  rising earth, the only exuberant thing in  part of the cosmos. If you had bee”
looking for   long, geologic time, you could have see” the continents themselves in motion, drifting  on their 
plates, held afloat by the fire beneath. It has  organized, self-contained look of a live creature, full of information, marvelously
skilled in handling the sun.”

Lives of  Cell, Lewis Thomas

Ecological Surveys  Space, National
Aeronautics  Space 
available for $1.75 from:

Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402

This is  introduction to  of 
 aerial photography in ground 

 known as earth) inventories;
forestry, agriculture, hydrology, etc.
Lois of color photos. Published in
1970, so there have  many advan-
ces since 

 World  Above,  Reich,
1968, $6 from:

Hill and Wang
   

19 Union Square W.
New York, NY 10003

Contains the magic and meaning lacking
in   U .S. Beautiful images

  coalesce and retain new 
 of the events  we are

usually so close to that WC cannot see
and comprehend. Weather, glaciers, 
raced rice paddy, cities,  and
bird flocks, swimmers, plowed fields,
strip mining, river meanders, bomb

 desert oasis, and our small
e a r t h - h a i l  h o m e .

Photo  of the United States,
Photographic  1975,

 from:
Ward Ritchie Press
474 S.  Piey
Pasadena, CA 91105

First complete photographic
atlas of U.S. using satellite photography.
Color enlargements of 10 major cities.
A valuable concept, but hopefully will
be followed by photo  with great-
er sensitivity.  range of scale is

 sense of U.S. as part of globe,
of detailed close-in enlargements of
various regions, of earth and weather,
of the real beauty of color that has
made every air traveler fall in  with
the beauty of  planet. Scale used
corresponds more to traditional political
boundaries than either to 
regions or ability to clearly reveal 
form 

National Ocean Survey
  20852

Aerial   of coastal 

Aerial Photography Division
 Stabilization 

Conservation Service
U.S. Dept. of 
Washington, DC 20250

Especially important if you’re looking

for a photographic description of how
things have changed. They have 

 back to 1933 and presently have
images of  80% of the nation.
0” a local  you can often get

  ST reference  resources
  of Geology,

Regicnai Planning  and
State Highway Departments. Or buy
yourself or a friend a special 
rent a” airplane and pilot and photo-
graph your home from above.

 of  Photographs,
3rd Ed., T. Eugene  

Burgess Publishing Co.
426 South 6th St.
Minneapolis, MN 55415

Thorough coverage of  photography
-processes used, techniques of interpre-
tation, sources of  photographs and
maps; uses in agriculture, forestry, land-
forms and geology, engineering, 
industrial patterns, and air intelligence
and military  analysis. A 
of interesting information.

The EROS Data Center
Sioux  SD 57198

The ERTS  Land-Sat) 
 launched in 1972 and 1973 have

photographed nearly the entire globe
from a” altitude of about 900 kilo-
meters. The ground resolution of 
Sat images is about 180-275 meters,
compared with Gemini and Apollo from
70 to 125 meters, Skylab’s multi-spectral
camera  40 to 100 meters, Skylab’s
earth terrain camera, 10  40 meters,
high altitude aircraft cameras 4  10
meters, and military satellite cameras,
which can obtain a resolution better

 3 meters.
in order to make use of the images

effectively, it is recommended you have
access  a computer-otherwise it’s kind
of like the proverbial bird that sings 
high to hear. The data produced is stag-
gering. “It will produce 15 million bits
of information per second, the equiva-
lent of a” Encyclopedia Britannica every
couple of minutes.”

The ordering of Land-Sat images is
complicated. We recommend you write
for details. (High  aircraft-U-Z-
and Skylab images also available).



The political regions of our  have developed  
disregard for the realities of  land and  regional cultures
arising from that land. Our “melting pot” mythology has 
tempted to erase local    it has yer 
erase the  climate, soils. vegetation and living 

 that  bring into being regional personalities
and cultures in response  the unique problems, potentials
and rhythms of each place. Those regional  and cultures

  and will  beyond an) artificial political
boundaries.

A  at  of Erwin  beautiful 
form maps of rhe U.S. (No. 3-51.30 from Erwin  
Charles St.,  MA   gives real meaning  the 

 shown here, which respond like a well-fitting shoe 
the different  regions. These regions have shared
problems,  and lifestyles which sharing among 
people of  regions can do much to improve. The life of

    .      

i
Maps  useful  things get to” big
or complex for us  tie together in 

 memory and perception. 
applied tools that permit mapping 

  different wavelengths than
visible  or from 
maps  coalesce together a 
feeling/understanding of  places. 
together the following maps, put rhem

 up an a wall, and you’re ready for
Some fascinating travels.

 of the U nited States. 
from:

Erwin  (Map No. 3)
130 Charles Street
Boston, MA 02114

The only maps  of us are used to
seeing are highway maps  make 
look like there’s nothing in this 
but freeways and road numbers. There
may not be, but if you peel off those

roads and look  the  of the
 beneath. you end up  the

beautiful Erwin   maps.
You  pour  these for 
discovering that the hills of northeast
Indiana are terminal moraines of gla-
ciers and rhe old  of Lake 
or follow the cleft of  Hudson River
and Lake Champlain all the way from
New York to Montreal, or see the cliff

 which Niagara Falls stretches for
miles across upstate New York. Write
for list of other maps.

Portrait U .S.A., for price and other
offerings, write:

 Geographic Society
17th and M Streets, N.W.
Washington, DC 20036

 as a supplement to the  1976
  this is the 

color photomosaic of the U.S. Pro-

duced from more  500 separate
satellite photos I” provide a clear and
cloud-free view, it’s what  would
look like if we had a real big mirror 
look into, or  sitting on a chair in
high orbit.

 Natural Vegetation of the
  States, $14.50

from:
American Geographical Society
Broadway at 156th St.
New York, NY 10032

An overwhelming   color
map  lays  the  and ex-
tent of various plant communities in
rhe U.S. They correspond, of course,
with the  and geology maps,
and the population maps correspond to
these. Forms the basis for meaningful
b&regions where similar and shared
conditions provide a useful basis for a
shared culture.



Tidewater, Virginia, is closer  that of New Orleans than 
West Virginia. The myths of Planet Drum and  
alive for the people of the Pacific  The  farming
of eastern Montana has more  share with that of the Texas
Panhandle  with western Montana. Regional publications

Atlases such  rhe  Atlas     Stephen
 can give more detailed regional maps for 

geology, climate, soils, flora and fauna-but they only hring
 finer focus the general regional pattern.  regions

have distinctive features and resources, and much  share
are arising to further the sharing of our lives and the meeting
of our common needs. A sense of our  and their 

with each  bur our lives are nourished and formed
  what is offered and rewired of us  the

 gives  a sense of place and of our roots well as of
  can find   answer our needs.

region in  we live.  it well.’

   

World  Provinces 
22”    color, $3 postpaid from:

 an airplane at night,  the Society, bur  incredibly  beauti-

 Q uarterly
necklaces of twinkling lights  of the  and detailed. These maps deal with

P.O. Box 428
darkness  into the fairyland the two-thirds of our planer that is

 CA 94965
of urban areas. Shortly   hidden from our eyes beneath a layer

of  as well as an ocean of air.
Attempts  do on a world scale what

saw this, an issue of 

Potential Vegetation does so beauti-
 with an infra-red  photo- Rivers flow there, and  mountains

fully for the U.S. A good first attempt,
graph of the U.S. on the cover which and plains reveal the growing pains of a

and, given funding and expertise equal
looked  like this population map. cooling planet. There are deserts and

 the American Geographical Society,
fertile valleys and vast migrations of

 hopefully provide a stunning
sand, water, plants, animals, fish, heat

new image of meaningful world regions.
The Floor of  Oceans, $10 from: and wind. These maps give an amazing

American Geographical Society view  the geography of these regions.

Population  Urban and
Broadway at 156th St.

Rural, in  U .S. -1970, United States
New York, NY 10032  Maps

Maps, GE-70, No. 1 (Stock No. 0324.
When you put these all together, you

  from:
 Floor Maps, inquire for available begin  discover a sense of 

Superintendent of Documents
maps and prices from: where geological, biological and cultural

U.S. Government Printing Office
National Geographic Society patterns coincide and co-evolve. These
17th and M Streets, N.W.

Washington, DC 20402 Washington, DC 20036
regions form a many rimes more 

This map shows population by 
dots on a black map on a deep 

The maps from the American 
 organization for thinking and doing

cal Society  about ten rimes as much
things than do   and histori-

background. The U.S. appears as it does  those from the  Geographic
 accidental boundaries of  or

federal regions.



The four  important federal mappers  the Coast and
Geodetic Survey,  Geological Survey, the  Service
and  Bureau of Land Management. The   its
coastal charts and its  of mathematical triangulations,
underlies all the others. The Geological  is responsible
for  current series of maps, both incomplete, and some
superseded series  also incomplete; furthermore, its maps

 the underpinning of the famous Army Map Service map-
ping. the series which for the   in history  pushed
through  completion for every acre of American soil.

‘She Army series (issued also in a civilian version, handled
by the Geological Survey), while admirable in many ways,

 be given low marks in certain fields, notably 
Why  versions, a military and a civilian? I’ve seen them
both; rhe difference seems  consist in  one feature: the
grid or land net. The military version displays the ten-kilo-

 military grid, an entirely fictitious grid resembling (but
not  with) latitude and longitude. The civilian version

 the  of townships, a real,   grid,
inasmuch as  is  marked  by witness  stakes
and 

Many would like  own at least one of the famous
  relief maps which have  made by an

 firm on the basis of  military version of  Army
series. They’re now available through  after a long
period of limited distribution through a military map office

The Army maps are almost too stingy in their  be

114 of an inch long. Thr one big advantage of this series is
 it is  no gaps-a point not   sneezed 

if you have had  common experience of finding that your
favorite series has a hole  where    on it

 help you.
The Geological  also handles  own  series,

called the “mile per inch” and   The first
has a  of  which yields a mile so close  an
inch in  rhe difference is  This series is
printed in  about 17x21 inches   each covering a
quadrangle 15 minutes of  and longitude on its sides.
The oblong measures  12x17 miles in area. Each oblong
bears the name of some  mountain or lake within 
Local retailers ask about $1 per sheet; if you’re in no hurry
you  send off  Geological Survey. Federal Center. Denver,
for their index or key maps and their price  generally

 75  per sheet. The series has  and dis-
graceful gaps.

A more generous scale, 2000 feet per inch, characterizes
the    series. Like the  if
shows land  by mean; of brown lines 
On the  it is this  that the Geological Survey is
pushing nowadays.       is
the series to  if you can afford it. Prices are   
for the other series, around $1 per sheet. But where a given
area will be covered by only one or  sheets in  mile-
per-inch series, it will require four to eight sheets for the same

 in the  series. The oblongs  about 6x9
miles, or 16x23 inches, in area,  the latitude-longitude
quadrangle is  minutes on a side. Bulky and unwieldy.

 
of great use to the walker, bicyclist or leisurely motorist. They
are at the scale of  yielding a mile which is only ,  

MAP SOURCES

U.S. Geological Survey
Map Information Office
Washington, DC 20242

Distribution  C-44
Washington, DC 20235

The new world air charts now show al-
most all the land  of the planet 
few Siberian and Antarctic sheets still
in the works). Ask for catalog of 

 charts and related publications.

The most widely-used maps, used in
most hiking and guidebooks. They also
have useful publications, including:
Maps of  United States,  of
M aps Published by Government 

 Topographic M aps (how  read,
etc.). Write for derailed information on
maps about your 

U.S. Army Topographic Command
Corps of Engineers
Washington, DC 20315

Maps developed for corps projects, as
well as world-wide coverage, and some
plastic relief maps.

Coast and Geodetic Survey
 MD 20852

Shoreline and river channel maps.

Bureau of Land Management
Dept. of 
Washington, DC 20240

Mostly  BLM mapping is in  west-
ern half of the U.S.. where  of the
public land holdings are.

Department of Agriculture
Washington, DC 20250

Both the Soil Conservation Survey and
the U.S.  Service do extensive
mapping. Write to find regional/local
offices.

 National Atlas of  United
States, 431 pp., 14 pounds, $100
f r o m :

 Geological survey
1200 S. Eads St.

 VA 22202
Eight years  the planning. Election
districts, agriculture, exploration,
battlefields, climate, population. 
good reference tool. Get your library
to purchase it.



O xford   and Economic
 of  

1972 from:
Oxford University Press
200 Madison Ave.

 York, NY 10016
 World  at $6.95. has  

 the bargain atlas. Very colorful.
 up    binder.

 way   broken up 
world is    
delightful.

   has  
 illustrating world 
 by nation  of goods.

 Vrry good for overview.

     R efer-
“’  Handbook, C. B. Muriel Lock,
$32.50 f r o m ;

Shoestring Press
P.O. Box 4327

 C T  0 6 5 1 4
 With this   

directory  books about 
and maps,  and much  in

 fields, you can  lost. But
what  way   lost than in 
book about maps.

The annotated entries are 
 give you an idea about the 

and how it  fit your fancy or
need.

Atlas  William  
project director, $24.00 from:

University of Oregon Press
Eugene, OR 97403

180  of  maps, 700 
 pounds (or 2.5 kilos-as it is done in

the metric system). The atlas is similar
 the Washington  Atlas,

although the range of subjects is greater,
and the  is somewhat  and

 quite as useful for derailed planning.
The overall picture of the state is about

 whole systems as you can get. Might
serve as a  before environmental
design gatherings.

There are  maps, popula-
tion density, habit of over 500 species
(very  maps). household income,
newspaper distribution. power genera-
tion, climate, land use, labor and health

The introduction/overviews  the
mapped areas are also  written.

The  of M aps and Charts
Published by the  States
G overnment, $2.00 from:

Publications Office
249  Bldg.
University of Illinois Graduate

School  Library Science
Champaign, IL 61820

A  that can lead you  maps 
dozens of  and introduce 

 how  order. and  
needs.

Also a good resource 
raphy that can lead you still furrhcr.

  World: Portrait of
M other  Erwin  $3.00 from:

 Inc.
6 West 57th St.
New York, NY 10016

An   mapping by 
cartographic 

  directory, rd. by David
 1970,  from:

Special Libraries 
235 Park Ave. S.

 York, NY 

 XC  a few good map 
     

 by David Greenwood,
1964, 53.95 irom:

University of Chicago Press
Chicago,  60637 

   mapping
in general.
M ap Reading,  from:

Dept. of Army  Manual
 Printing Office

Washington, DC 20402
This is goad  on practical map
reading.
Things  Don’t  U s,  

 1956, $6.95 from:
 Publishing Co.

866 Third Ave.
New York, NY 10022

Mr.  takes   
blow-ups and in detail describes how 
read the maps through geographic
interpretation. a good compliment 
more specific map  

G uide to  Cartographic Records in
   $3.25 from

Government Printing Office
If you    maps. 
General Services Division book
no. 

Fig. 66. The prevailing idea in the mid-eighteenth century
was that North America  sort of pyramid with 

   the Shining M ountains in  
(From  De  The Course of Empire,   



In Chinese the character (symbol) meaning to be lost in the
forest relates  a state of non-existence

Our own language is filled with references to the mind as a
place, a place  explore, and where one can get lost, with
byways and paths, fields and forests,  and rivers.

There are stream of consciousness, centers of 
right paths and  

People get lost in thought, find their way, change directions.

 quality of one’s model of the universe is  by
how well it   real 

A friend of mine  arrested one   he had 
his way. He was on his way to a  city north of here hut
suddenly realized he (or another he) had taken himself 
toward another, smaller town. He was found lightly hitting
his head against a telephone pole in frustration.

He was brought to court to have judgment passed on his
STATE of mind. Was he harmful  himself or others; and/or
was he capable of taking care of himself.

Another  I saw a person standing a foot  from a
very white wall. staring  a parch of light. He stood there for
five minutes. He was  nowhere. He had no  and
was lost in the patch of light, or lost in thought.

We  think of arresting  who was  but
knew where he was going, only not bow  get there, but 
be disoriented because your mental compass is broken and
you have no way of knowing how to get on to the next thing
(no things, just all around, every which way), or why  go
anywhere rather than right here-that’s when you stand 

I read a summary of my mental state once. which was
surmised during a selective service medical examination. 

was  simply pur:  is in touch with rime,  and
person. I’ve learned to fake being a conductor too well.

O ne  simulate   already internal systems inside
his self. M odels of   as   models
of river   of aircraft, of space ships,  of
universes. (John Lilly)

The brain is being mapped. Neuropsychologists and other
brain scientists are like archaeologists or anthropologists beset
with the problem of uncovering and describing  intricate
network of a dig the size of a cosmic New York City.

 cell (in the mind) is capable of linking up across
 pathways with between 60,000 and  other

As with rhe technology of satellite and high aerial photog-
raphy, the  perspective from above (or in the case of brain
science, the one perspective of mapping  physical brain) is
not sutiicient.

There is a necessary interplay between the map and the
territory, the census bureau and the residents, the studier and
the studied, the high  photographer.  program-
mer and the native or guide to the  itself.

The person who has lived for   in one  in his
mind, or on a piece of land, can tell others through a special
kind of knowledge (knowing that,   knowing how)

 it’s  to live on   in their mind.

It    man can effectively illuminate the way for
  There    road and a great number of

sub-paths.  all  who can   beacons 
needed. (John Lilly)



M ind in  Waters, edited by Joan
 1974, $6.95 from:

Sierra Club Books
530 Bosh St.
San Francisco, CA 94108

Maps of a water  forged by
sound   brain of delicate 
ing shaped  beings.

Mental Maps, Peter Gould, Rodney
White,  $2.95 from:

Penguin Books
72 Fifth Ave.
New York, NY 10011

 heard once about a woman who moved
 Oregon based on a  slide

of Crater Lake (which was recently pol-
luted) when she was  years old. Try
it sometime: ask people what areas
they’d like to live in and why.

I imagine that a lot of the 25% of the
nation’s energy consumption is from

people wanting to be there rather than
here, or here rather than  “We are
 slowly realizing that people’s 
  of places is one of the things we

 consider as we try to understand
 pattern of man’s work on the face

of the earth.”
M ental M aps is a report on studies

done in England, the U.S. and 
 where on how people perceive parts of

the world, especially those they have
 just heard about.

  Herbert F. 
Harper  Row, 1970. Out of Print

“Throughout  search for  lost
name, one  reject names that 
not the correct one even though the
correct one escapes capture. Further-
more. one could pick the lost name
from a list in which it was embedded,
if only one  given such a list. An
intriguing possibility is this: when 
stage has  reached in which one
can verbalize some  of a 

 the solution lies “at the tip
of one’s tongue”-the solution has al-
ready been made (as a lost name 
once learned); the problem now is to
release it from cognitive inhibition.”

 of the   Z . Young,
1964, $13 from:

Oxford University Press
200 Madison Ave.
New York, NY 20016

From studies of octopus brain 
  possible  or networks

that may be applicable to human 

Embodiments of M ind, Warren 
 1965, $3.95 from:

 Press
Cambridge, MA 02142

This was the book (even though 
never read it cover to cover) that
turned my thinking about the actual
life possibility of mathematically map-
ping the brain. That it  inevitable
and happening, but much longer 
a watched pot to complete.  tech-
nical  abstract.

 M achinery of  Brain, Dean E.
Wooldridge, 1963, $2.45 from:

McGraw-Hill Books
1221 Ave. of the Americas
New York, NY 10036

Now 14 years old, much has happened
but this is a good  to go-short of
going to technical medical journals-to
find  current state of what is known
about the mind/brain.

Laws of Form, G .   
 from:

Bantam Books
666 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10019

It seems. and  contend
that  deals with fundamen-
tal organization and  of our
world and our minds. Yet it has always
felt cold and abstract to me. This book
is a primer on Zen math, and for 
first time gives me hope that the world
of mathematics may someday be ex-
pressed in its beauty for everyone to
understand. Read the 
the rest may need a guide. The theme is

that  universe comes into being when-
ever a space is severed or a distinction is
made, and by tracing the way  

 such a  can 
.  uncanny accuracy  basic

forms underlying linguistic, 
 physical and biological science.

  and 
Michael A. Arbib, 1965, 52.45 from:

McGraw-Hill
1221 Ave. of  Americas
New York. NY 10036

 good stuff   complicated
passages of  impulses through
the network of  brain.

  Cbing or  of 
Richard   

 1950,  from:
Princeton  Press
41 William Street

 NJ 08540
When we first were trying to decide on
a name for the RAINBO O K, we thought
of calling it the  of 
because what it represented to  was
an  and access to  basic pat-
tern of changes  society was going
through. But  was too close to the
name of this beautiful and venerated

  feel right.  can’t read the
 Cbing. It’s not a book. It’s somehow

a collection and distillation of powerful
 purified  lenses

through which we can review, meditate
on and realign  actions to  most

 sense of purpose and existence.

*See also pages on Language in Com-
munications section.



Resource Inventories
Although some planning, taking stock, making inventories,
has existed for years as a central part of planning and research

 local and federal governmental agencies, in  years
several things have contributed  an increase in mapping,
land use inventories and environmental impact surveys:
. a federal law, administered by the Environmental Protection
Agency, calls for   statements  be made
for  which will have a major impact on the 

. a general trend toward evaluation and 

. the availability of satellite and high aerial photographic
images and computer techniques  
collected  allows for tremendous amounts of information

 be put  patterns and contexts.
 the  in the amount of land use planning demanded

by local government and citizen groups.
 enriched ideas about the needs of and methods available for

making clearer pictures of  between different
disciplines and different physical laws.
. the furthering of ideas about carrying capacity of the land,
limits   and resource 

As government increasingly gets involved in studying 
overall impact of development and growth, it becomes increas-

ingly   political boundaries make little sense. hence
the development of regional  units, which in many
cases relate  closely  natural  You can’t
deal with a river that wiggles by purring it into political
straight lines.

As the techniques for measuring the impact of development
 the environment become more sophisticated,  also 

 clear that everything is related. You don’t throw any-
thing away; you only give if.   it to someone (another
agency for example) else. Environmental impact 
and planning guidelines are now beginning   
the social and natural world. The measure of  begins
to include such vague things as happiness. We  probably
just beginning  see  growth of cross discipline 
that will entail ecologists working closer  sociologists,
and people working in  relating  people working in
land use planning.

There are countless inventories, land use studies, environ-
mental impact  published monthly. As well as keep-
ing tabs on it through local environmental  use
planning agencies, etc.. you can get on the EPA mailing list in
your region. Write I”:  Protection Agency,
401 M Street, S.W., Washington, DC 20460.

Environment, Power and Society,
Howard  $6.50 from:

Wiley 
605 Third Ave.
New York, NY 

Howard  and the  team
at University of Florida, have done
much  advance the idea of net energy
accounting, carrying capacity, and the
study of environmental impact through
a  approach. His 1973
paper, Energy, Ecology and Economics,
opened things up for a lot of us. 
printed  places, including

 Q uarterly.

Transition, prepared by the Office of
Energy Research  Planning, 1975
$6.95 ($9.95  from:

Prometheus Unbound, Specialty
Books

P.O. Box 42261
Portland, OR 97242

A  attempt  give a picture/
map of the   use and
flow, of the area known (in the 

 Oregon. A commendable effort.

Design  Nature, Ian L.  1971
$5.95 paperback from:

Doubleday Natural History Press
Garden City, NY

This book brought  
the context of ecological studies. I still,
after nor picking it up for several years,
find it inspiring. The variety of perspec-
tives and maps is lovely.

.-Red Corn

Federal Environmental M onitoring
 by  Council on Environ-

mental Quality.  from:
Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402

A really well-done guide  federal
agencies doing environmental inventory
work.

Washington Environmental  U .S.
Army Corps of Engineers (with assis-
tance from the Institute for Environ-
mental Studies), 1975, price unknown
from:

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
4735 E. Marginal Way S.
Seattle, WA 98134

A 3 foot by 2 foot inventory/atlas,
with several hundred  Must
be one of the most complete surveys
ever done (in mapping format). Our
first reaction: think of the money in-
volved. It lays on my floor, something

 walk around  it’s reviewed. It grows
on you. Of course, there may have been
a way to do if  less expense, but
then again, it’s a working tool. The
problem with  atlases, like the NW
Atlas, is the scale is often only of general

 these maps,  the other hand,
 generous enough  he of  in. for

example, environmental impact 
 real, critical  use decisions.

Is there a Corps of Engineers preju-
dice? No, I don’t think so. The balance
is there, the completeness of criteria,
which involves geological, hydrological.
biological, archeological,  and
contemporary  environmental
use and recreational 

Ask your library. This should he
made  to the public. Hours of
fascinating reading. Even has a map lo-
cating Bigfoot sightings-right after Fish

 Mollusks.



ng the
   O bservable. Richard GEE!  for Environmental

1    ------  to keep track of the flow of growth and
death of cities, the patterns of informa-
tion exchange, the results of decisions
and  the record of man’s rela-
tion to certain intense places where

 service exchange.
commerce and transportation  con-
centrated. As  leave canyons and
deltas, we  footprints in our search
and finding of the things  we feel,
or are made to feel, we   survive
and  happiness.

I A city has a money flaw
  

 of 
waste flow
energy flow

 flow
iry has a 

Saul Wurman, 1971 Education
$7.50 from: 1214 Arch St.

MIT Press
Cambridge, MA 02142

This study and catalog of tools 
 of the wide variety of planning

aids used and dreamt of. things like:
synagraphic mapping, computer
graphics, sequence experience 
urban atlases. walk-through models.
aerial photos, city photo books.
Excellent. A new edition has been
promised.

Philadelphia, PA 
I think they coined the phrase “Making

ibes the City Observable” (and Richard
 is at GEE!). They have pro-

duced  good materials that 
 one  comprehending the city

environment, including  
  and  

  Write for current
publications list.

  Book, Chuck Davis, editor,
1976 $10.95 from

J. J. Douglas, Ltd.
1875 Welch 
North Vancouver, BC, Canada

This is probably the most 
 full pictured  of a city. (See

full review in Communications Section).
section.)

  
 Francisco, CA 94117

They produce some of the best city
environmental education materials in
the country. Especially relevant in this
context is Your C ity Has  

 Ran Jones also did a good
 on how to research a community
 Finding  (See also

“Some Ideas” below.)

World Soundscape Project
Dept. of Communication Studios
Simon Fraser University

   
 

866 Third Ave.
New York. NY 

 a 
 BC Canada

Even the best of the cross-disciplined,
whole systems  to thinking.
planning and designing often neglect
sound. It is another world that, outside
of music, is ignored. Our ability to
describe sound, and to perceive changes
in the sound environment-ask someone
on a country road  highway when
the road got noisy-is still in early
stages, like mapping   world
was in the Middle Ages.

  
 do research   

emphasis on  and 
Somewhat old but 

“The Urban Observation Program-a
HUD-founded city-university experi-
ment that works,” in Nations Cities,
December 1974.
A survey of the urban observatories
models set up  several U.S. cities.

1. The American Institute of Architects has had some 6. Do a time lapse movie of  city growing  a period of
 workshops in which persons are given some material years.

and told to go to a chosen spot and build a small city. 7. Whar would you call a historical society that collected
2. Robert Moran, a conductor, has written musical memorabilia in the present before it became historical?

that entire cities play through car lights flashing, radio and  Give people in a workshop situation an outline map of the
television stations simulcasting certain sounds/songs. city, then have them fill it in with landmarks important to

3. Have a show and tell which would allow nonperformers. them. This can especially he meaningful when the people
 to bring forth their stories, for example the city involved are from different neighborhoods  classes.

as viewed from a bridge tender’s eyes, etc. (See “Mental Maps,” Newsweek, 
  novel. Once I helped start a thing we called the 9. Map  some people’s routines based on where they 
home grown library where we had a large book that (like the mayor).
called the community novel. People’ that visited and used  Conduct a city-wide scavenger hunt for lost objects, 
the library (which had  just locally written stuff) services, lost emotions  ideas.
would add to the 11. Draw a map of your city illustrating where humor and

 Have an exhibit of photos of the city  different angles, sorrow are found.
historical photos, aerial photos, maps, models of city

b l o c k s . (Some of these ideas from 
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Tbe dr::ams tl.Jat fueled our recent bistory aud supported 
tbe Ci!lltml role of oilY pmticulrtr bmud of eco11omics have 
lost their nwnu!illllm .md believability. New dreams, new 
ethics and new i.htlues whit.'' call align the ji·dmewrn·k of.; 
11ew ecrmomic'i with the jimdament,Il values held (if l/Of 

always followed) by our society, are beginning to coalesce as 
we come clear of our past beliefs. The dimensions of what 
must change ai!d what must take form are becomi11g visi!Jle 
througb the mists of our conventio11s. 

Within this country, tbe si::e, economic and political prnJJer 
of our corporatirms have reuched the lco.Jcl where they otre al-

most totally be.volld control ofgovernmcntal regulation a11d 
come closer to the re·uer.<>e- of regulating the government ill
stead. Our rece11t past bas been Olle of tbose rare and llllllSUal 
periods ofhistol)' wbn; abundt?!lce uf resources made rapid 
growth possible and mel de .?Cc<>ptc!hle the institutirma! couccn
tratioil of power 11ecessat:V for rapid mid massive development. 
Yn viewed ji·um uot too far into our future or from most 
other periods of history, our receut pa.'lt must appear as a 
.tlad Hatter's tea party ill Alice's Wonderland wbr'!'e all tbe 
rules .1re tnpsy-wrvy a11d the most ins.me activities common
place. 



G lobal Reach, Richard 
Ronald Miller, 1974, $4.95 from:

Simon and Schuster
630 Fifth Avenue

  NY 10020
The claims and rhe realities of 
national corporations and their 

 effects on  the U.S. and under-
developed   have result-
ed in  conditions in both areas,
while exponentially increasing 

 power and  This has the
details.

  the Countryside, E.G. 
 1976,  from:

 Publishing Co.
17  St.
Cambridge. MA 02138

American development programs. 
in this country and abroad, have almost
universally aided  wealthy elite 
the expense of the poor. 
documents the growing  of 
 agricultural  and urban

elites and the deepening poverty of the
small farmers resulting from our “de-
velopment”  in Latin America.
He also presents evidence that transfer
of agricultural  can rarely
be successful because of biological and
cultural specificity of different regions
and that social injustice is a 

 of world hunger problems than is
agricultural productivity.

 R ise Again, 1976, $1.75 from:
Resources for Community Change
P.O. Box 21066
Washington, DC 20009

Economic  of workers has
been around for a long rime, and in
some form is probably going  be
around forever. If you want I” know
its form today, what people are doing

 lessen if,  groups and resources
are available to help  understand
and change conditions-dig in. An 

 part of  shell game of eco-
nomics.

What’s  to  $1.45
and Why Do We Spend So 
Money?, $1.00, available from:

Popular Economics Press
Box 221
Somerville. MA 02143

 these reports translate info simple
and graphic language many of  shady
dealings going  behind the walls of
the business world that  up with
90% of us getting  short end of 
deal. Simple questions  of us have

  ask sometime, and answers
that may  may nor surprise us. 
documented. with lots of  life tales
worth passing on.

State  Management, prepared
by the  of Stare Governments,
May 1976, free from:

U.S. Dept. of Housing and Urban
Development

HUD Building
Washington, DC 20410

All about how  stimulate growth, 
contains a lot of information useful for
evaluating that whole idea. Tables list-
ing  by  the subsidies and in-
centives given  promote  frenzied
economic activity. Good summary of

 and programs, with a
few  beginning to question and
manage growth. One Massachusetts
study concludes that rhe  itself is
a major contributor  costly and inef-
ficient development by encouraging
and supporting fringe rather than

 development.

 System  Tele-
phones, Thomas  and Ed 
1974, $1.50 from:

The Community Ownership
Organizing Project

349 62nd 
Oakland, CA 94618

This was a real eye-opener to me. It
made  why  felt more 

 uneasy    and her
minions and  incessant  

 pocketbooks.  describer the 
 and economic operation  

 remaining municipally-owned
phone systems-Edmonton, Alberta, for

  earns 25% more revenue
than comparable Bell-owned 

 also explains  of the financial
shell games    various

 “subsidiaries” which 
in major overcharges   and
subsidies of certain favored groups. For
instance, Bell buys all  equipment 
inflated prices from its subsidiary, 

 Electric, since only Ma Bell’s return
  is regulated. Revenue

from   use and local 
supports a limited class of affluent
business telephone users who make 2.5
billion  calls per year. Training
and labor costs  excessive because of

 Bell’s infamous  prac-
tices that  in a 62% yearly 
of operators-the   in the
country. The list goes on and on. Alter-
natives to the Bell Sysrem are explored,
as well as the process of getting there.

 Buena, Chester  1974,
$4.95 from:

Glide Publications
330 Ellis St.
San Francisco, CA 94102.

   excellent 
 of the politics of profit behind

u r b a n   w h o  p r o m o t e s
it, who  how finance and 
councils  manipulated and controlled,
and how the costs are  ““to the
poorer members of  community.
Factual and strongly documented.



Economics of U .S. Subsidy 
Congressional Record, Hearings before
the Subcommittee on Priorities and
Economy in Government, Jan. 13-17,
1972, from:

U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402

Extensive documentation of special
 government programs, inten-

tional subsidies, bidden subsidies and
patterns of economic aid in different

 of our economy-particularly 
 who need if  Did  know

  dollar of air fares is 
by  dollars of our fax money? 
very    

Property Tax   ,973,
$2.50 from:

Movement for Economic Justice
1609 Connecticut  N.W.
Washington, DC 20009

Property   had an unfair 
on lower income  of 
every community-frequently through

  expensive residential,
commercial or  property,
special  districts  up  exempt
industries from   or
through a  of  

 worked    of 
 This manual carefully lays 

how   work and how they
 cheated     

by-step  on how to 
gate local tax situations and organize
for  Useful  understand 
of  old hidden    as

 work for more fair local tax policies.
   put  

  a monthly 
 current  

 Taxes  Your 
Richard  1975, $2.50 from:

 Action Foundation
724  Circle Building
Washington, DC 20036

  end up with a lot of
money  invest by collecting taxes
from their  and passing  on

   or never. This
    offenders. 
  play and how  

the  of $1.5 billion a year.

   on Utilities and 
for  of corporate  in
that 

A  of our present wealth has come from  great 
of work done for  by fossil fuels.  until recently have
needed very little of  own effort to obtain. For the work

 spent obtaining fossil fuels.    back
 times as much work done for  by those ancient fossils.

When we figure that  spend about  percent of our own
work to  such energy.  realize that fossil  have
had  effect of  increasing our “work force” by
almost SIX TIMES!

Being able to do so much work cheap-with so  
 of our own effort-has had another effect the 

  of other people who don’t  cheap 
slaves  work for them. They have had   with their

 labor against the cheap work of  fossil fuels. As a
result, they only get paid  pittance we have  pay for fossil
fuels. When we combine this human exploitation with the
increased work those fuels do for us directly and  rapid
consumption of material  on a global basis, we should
seriously wonder why WC aren’t richer   seem!

If we look further, however, and  how fast we are
using up our fossil fuels  how fast the  of  world is
using up theirs,  might have second thoughts about our 

 lifestyle and spendthrift use of energy. We have been
using up our  and coal resources much faster than
the  of the world, and if   on   are  will
exhaust them while other  still have cheap and 

 energy slaves.
We have enjoyed a powerful worldwide economic and poli-

tical   upon our energy base and should be
wary of similar future  by others.  would 
wise     our wealth and the energy it is based on
for our future rather than to  how rapidly we can use it up.
Reducing our demands now and  less reliant upon
any  of energy saved from the distant past can ensure us a
more positive future. In addition, improving the  of

 production processes  foreign trade, conversion to in-
come energy  and  appraisal of evolving global
political and economic balances are necessary  protect our-
selves from costly economic and political errors.



Economic activity  produces unnecessary “I 
certainly  be   contributing to  quality 
life. nor   of disposable  that 

between      possible. We need to set
personal and national economic priorities   basic
values that   be   before  people.

Council on Economic Priorities
84 5th Ave.
New York, NY 10011

One of the good public research groups
watching corporate practices. Have 

 reports/studies on: economic impact
of the  of pollution control; 
view of social performances of various
corporations. Write  publications list
and  information.

Priorities, donation  from:
American Friends Service Committee
980 N. Fair Oaks 
Pasadena, CA 91103

A well-done newsletter documenting
 to a military economy. Kc-

  have focused on the ““cm-
:  caused by military spending

because of its  
 dealing with the  

a military-dominated  to 
civilian one, and the effects of  fed-
eral research and  program
in  future  
useless  such as the B-l bomber
and the Trident missile  De-
fense, space and   
two-thirds of  federal research funds.

 presents  sound 
of 

 Defense M onitor
Center for Defense Information
122 Maryland Avenue. N.E.
Washington, DC 20002

Our journalists should be seeking 
these kinds of people in  Postal
Service, academia, banking  agriculture
-finding people who can propose 
alternatives for  evaluation 
of merely publishing  official policy
preferences of top bureaucrats. 

 should require submission of alter-
native budgets and priorities by staff
people as well as by administrators. This
is a”  model-a newsletter 
raining evaluation of alternative military
priorities, programs and budgets by
professional military people who sup-
port a strong defense but  

 and  expenditures 
forces.

A balanced society that seeks  and greatness 
than growth and magnitude operates in  different ways.
Such    voice  feeling right,  
implications for bow  work  live  emerging in 

 and positive 

“Buddhist Economics:” E.F. Schu-
macher in   Beautiful, 1973,
$2.45 from:

 Buddhist  the essence 
  in   of 

 in the purification  
 Character.  the  time, is

  by a man’s work. And
 properly  in 

 human dignity and  blesses
 who do it and  their 

 the   the  is properly
appreciated and  it  stand in
the  relation to   

      body. It 
 and enlivens the  man 

urges  to produce the best be is
capable  It directs    
tbe proper    tbe
animal in   progressive channels.
It furnishes  excellent 

  to display  scale of 
and develop  personality.

Since production and 
are merely   to human 
being, the  should be to obtain the

 of well-being  the 
mum of  (From Buddhist
Economics)

 and Row
10  53rd St.
New York. NY 10022

This  essay.  
primed but still relatively unknown.
has laid the foundation for looking
creatively at the relation 
ethics and values and the  and
institutions built upon them.

“Energy,  and Economics,”
Howard T.  available from:

Energy Center
University  Florida
Gainesville, FL 32601

 exploration of the 
 for living beyond  fossil fuel

subsidies, with  general 
principles  ethics involved.

 Smaller Pies, Tom Bender,
1975. $2 from:

RAIN
2270 N.W. Irvine

 OR 
An  of the  for 

 change  from new energy
and economic realities.  
changes possible   with these
conditions and their implications for
economics.

Toward  Steady  Economy, Her-
man Daly, 1973, $3.95 from:

Wm. Freeman and Co.
660 Market 
San Francisco, CA  04

One of few available  for explora-
tions of the implications of 
limits for economics. Essays  the
social dimensions of steady  econo-
mics, the entropy law and the economic
process. economics of spaceship earth
and other useful slices of  transition
toward equilibrium.



We often complain about having to   much for things,
but do we  complain    to pay  
for something?

Can things   little?
When  stops us on   and offers us  TV

or watch or  at a really low price.  first thing that
pops into our  is: “Is  HOT?” Our intuition always
warns us that when something   lot  than it’s sup-
posed  there is  something funny going on.

We think about  goods when someone offers us a
“deal” on the street. But do  think about stolen 
when we find a “bargain”  a supermarket,  discount plaza
or an import store? Do we think about stealing from our
children when we go to the gas station? Yet WE buy 
that is cheap   pumping  the energy savings
of millions of years  rapidly that   be  for 

 or for  
When we buy fresh produce from California in the super-

market, do we realize WC are likely buying goods  arc pro-
duced  Is it  wrong  buy illegal goods from a
“Safeway” than on  street? Much of California’s produce

 from the  Valley, where vast corporate farms
 with flagrant disregard of federal and  laws

limiting  of irrigation  I”  family farms, And
much of the produce is picked by illegal  in viola-
tion of immigration. tax and employment laws. Is it stealing
when a company that monopolizes food processing sets im-
possible quality criteria for produce of small 
farmers, then buys  crop cheap because there xc no other
buyers to whom  can 

How do  know if prices for things arc low because they
are being  It’s not uncommon for large producers 
sell some items below cost I” drive out their small 
who produce more efficiently bur can’t afford  
And how can small farmers  with corporate farming

  to operate  a loss for tax 

Imports also can bc to” cheap when our  
and    the  of  
(RAIN. May 1976). How would   if our country bad
no  of cheap fossil fuels and another country starred 
sell fossil-fuel-produced goods in  country so  that
we were all put   work? We would end up having  work
for starvation wages   with such cheap energy sour-
ces  stay alive. Is it right I” purchase goods  support
such an exploitative 

So what if  do buy stolen goods, or 
products, or goods that arc  hy  
major  it seems, is     some-
one else gains.  gets rich off of  
cirhcr the buyer or  intermediary  both.  wealth

  accumulates-whether  speak of large
corporations vs. individual Americans or U.S. citizens vs. rhc

 of the world. And the  that power is concentrated.
the less possible it is I” sustain  principles of democracy
and equality that our country was founded upon and which
arc    kind of society we wish to live in. Buying
stolen goods contradicts those principles we claim  believe
in and follow, and    change or they 

Whether or  we eventually buy a “hot”  hinges not
only on  we will get caught, bur  some 
on a realization that  a market for stolen goods in-
creases the odds  Sometime we  became rhc source
for such  goods.

 always come home    way or another.
Exploitation of others   full circle-if not
through rebellion, then  disease-if  through disease,

 from arrophy. Wealth insulates and  and, removed
from the   and testing of  force5 of life,

 information and judgment fail  keep us within the limits
of the  (Our  America  energy  is a good
example of this kind of failure.)  we become wealthy
off of other countries, we are in turn exploited and 
by  power and wealth of our large institutions.

Though  claim and often   our purchasing
decisions arc  based on economics alone. Our so-called
economic decisions always occur within limits  hy ethics,

 and other social values. WC require things  be Union
 We  allow child labor. We set the rules on corpor-

ate  parents and monopoly  become rhc   the
game within which   survival and success occur.
Such ethical frameworks arc essential and are more basic 

 or economics  they enable the continued 
and health of the resources, environment, social fabric and
personal judgment necessary for our survival and well-being.



The  of  ethics and   has occurred
in part   production and    
complex and  that  arc isolated and distant  
goods may have been  Without knowing what occurs

 sensing the effects, WC   and     
ethical     wealthy-   a country,
and so unused to doing things     have
little  of value and 

“Marked” prices, standardized goods. changing prices. rake-
it-or-leave-it buying, and prices totally  by 
one else are so  that  have   sense of 

 getting for what we pay   is fair  We
don’t know     who?), if 
on it is  if  were paid, if  was unfairly
paid for making it. if    accounted far 
its price. And things really  been changing so rapidly 
difficult  judge prices.    

     and exhaustion of 
 prices to swing erratically upwards.

Not only do our    as a  of
all this, but our  with  people are 

  don’t  what a fair  would   
 that the less   get something  the  

  But   we’re  that the other 
knows  we don’t and  might get  And 

   is supposed       of  
 Our exchanges rarely give us good feelings towards

the  we exchange with. We   up thankful 
   wishing  do  nice for them in the
 in exchange for   did   

All these things tie back to   knowing what’s hap-
:,  and so do ways of changing the  There 
  of things  can do:

 Reduce the scale of organizations. A small and knowable
 scale of production is   insurance against not knowing
what’s  Present regulations discriminate heavily
against  but efficient producers.

  financial records. Seeing how much a merchant 
producer pays and gets for their products pinpoints avoidable

 and  More   feeling more com-
fortable with people knowing rather than wondering. People
act differently. to”,  they know!
 Encourage  auctions, exchanges, flea markets, used

goods   will   and more valuable in the future,
arc fun, and arc good  to learn what things are worth.

 have   away in many communities.
.  with friends and  you know-and give 
than required. It will usually come back with interest. Remem-
ber the  dozen.
. Make and do things ourselves instead of purchasing them.
Do  and  work. We can  money, taxes and reduce

 GNP while learning the worth of things.
  poor--live simply-and avoid the rush  Reducing

desires instead “f     us closer  reality
and  the worth of 
 Learn and share the  and economics of our foreign

 and our national economy.
. Regulate  trade of   produced at  wage

  with careful    trade that is socially
affordable is  of surpluses. not 
  passing the buck.   and  damages caused

by  activities on to people who don’t profit from those

. Give legal standing to  and 
shared surroundings  that passing on of costs   and
exploiting them can be controlled.

The more people know about something,  less chance
 is of monkey business. There  ethical dimensions to

exchange. Their importance to society is greater  the
economic dimensions of exchange, and  is up  us  ensure
their observance.



 institutions play   in the direction 
  Hut  

money is  used  support the real estate and other
speculations of   and   corporate
ties   and other businesses often drain wealth

  and into  pockets   of other
 and 

Redlining is  practice  bank-
ers quietly  that they won’t
make loans in a  of  where 

 he  profitable  them. Thry
thus  draw a red line around
a neighborhood, creating a self-fulfilling
prophecy of deteriorating and vacated
slums. Branch banking and 

 of charter regulations allow banks
 take  from one  and 

it  loans unavailable
in   and making the
savings of poor  in   pay
for developing rich  The Central

 Community Council 
showed  for every dollar placed in
savings institutions by Seattle city 

 about  is reinvested in 
city, while for  dollar invested by
suburbanites, about $2 is reinvested in

 suburban growth.
In Chicago the problems of redlining

 visible some three years ago.
 and, after many unsuccessful 

 get banks to change  practices.
the city council finally passed an ordi-
nance requiring full  by banks
of their loan pracrices. The city govern-
ment has been persuaded  deposit its
money in non-redlining institutions.
and  than $2 million  with-
drawn from those hanks and reinvested
in other institutions who had formed
agreements with the community coali-
tion. Chicago  has  $100 million
in   move savings from redlin-
ing  five of whom have signed
grccnlining  State. 
and  funds, or other large
blocks of ravings can produce powerful
leverage on hanks in this way.

The U.S. Congress has passed a bill
(S-1281) requiring disclosure of lending
practices by financial  which

 assist individuals and community
groups researching redlining practices.
It  help, however, with  sub-
tle variations of redlining such as 

 interest rates. excessive
downpayment requirements and 

 short loan periods, or with redlining
practices by insurance companies. Write
your Congressperson for a copy of the

 Bankers, M artin M ayer, 1974, $2.25
from:

Ballantine Books
201 E. 50th 
New York, NY 10022

 a good  of  manipu-
lations inside our   

 how banks are used to the ad-
vantage of the rich and how  

 Problems and 
The Chicago Experience,” Gail 

 Magazine, Summer. 1975 from:
Pratt Institute Center for Community

  Development
 240 Hall Street

 NY 11205
A summary of redlining challenges in
Chicago. 

Homeowners’ Federation
10234  Avenue
Chicago, IL 60642

and
Housing Training and Information

4209 W. Division St.
Chicago, IL60651

Good contacts for further information
on technical  of redlining and
what can be done at a neighborhood

Excellent studies of the Adams-Morgan
 of Washington, D.C.  available

from:
 for Local Self-Reliance

1717 18th Street, N.W.
Washington. DC 20009

 M ortgage Disinvestment in
 D istrict of Columbia, by ILSR, the

D.C.  and  for Policy
Studies, $1.50.
Provides detailed  by

 of loan practices of  
institutions and the failures of 
tory agencies, as   the actions that
can be   remedy  problems.

M oney, M oney, Who’s G ot the M oney?,
William  of ILSR, $1
Gives a   of DC banking
pracrices that remove money and profits
from the  and their effects on
economic activity in D.C.

How  Research Your  Bank.
William  1976, $2 from:

 for Local 
1717 18th Street N.W.
Washington. DC 20009

A manual for  and community
residents interested in  

 of local financial institutions
and  impact   on local 

 development. Explains where
rnd how to obtain information and
what  all means. Specifics on things
such as  and 
small banks are  created for  sole
purpose of making money but rather

 facilitate  business  of
the bank owners, such as  estate 

  Business Sector:
 for  People  Development,
  and Taylor, ILSR

A fine study of the  economic.
employment, environmental and social
effects of different banking pracrices

 a neighborhood. Comparisons
show,   that supporting
local  stores instead of fran-
chises and shopping centers keeps more
money  in  community
and produces significantly more em-
ployment per dollar of 

‘The  System: A Preface to
Public Interest Analysis, by Black,
Canner and King, 1975, $15, 

  51 from:
Puhiic interest Economics Center
1714 Massachusetts Ave., N.W.
Washington, DC 20036
 U.S. banking system is labyrinthian,

and even an analysis of if leaves one’s
head swimming.  coping  
magnitude  complexity of banking
operations seems  leave few analysts
time or space for major insights or sug-
gestions. Parr of the problem is lack of

 on  non-banking activi-
ties of banks-their  matrix
of control  other corporations and

 This  gives  
of banking activities, the dangers of the
concentration of economic power they
represent, detailed data on holdings of
hank  departments in selected in-
dustrial  and other  of

 



G R A N D  C A N Y O N  

 
Standing along a road watching log trucks going both direc-
tions  with  (taking  back  put on  stumps?)

 carrying Florida oranges  California and California 
to Florida, you   how much of rhc 
purposeful activity we  (and pay for) is really 

 we analyze a   everything in it 
necessary and accountable-with perhaps some minor 

 possible. Yet when  look outside that system  often
find much simpler and    be possible. such as
living   work  of developing  efficient
transportation or baking your own bread  of shipping
wheat, flour and  thousands of miles back and forth.
Those  systems absorb a  of  and 
and arc a major reason why even with the great  of this
country   to end up poorer and  to do many

 that   before.
One good  is the real  “profession.” 

skim off about 6% of    of  real estate 
changed. When you consider that   American
family moves every  years, that means  in 20 

you’ve paid   value of your home to  
  a city of 500,000  means $2.5 million  year

paid    For what? Studies done by  Florida
 Estate Association  most people  the

 did  earn  commission.  a hindrance. 
could have  profitably done without.

 many cities “multiple listing  have   up
by realtor groups where everything for  in the city is listed
on cards with photographs and specifications. The commission
an sales is then split between rhc Listing  and the selling
agent-with a very small fraction going  the cost of the

 service. But  card files could  be set up in
libraries and banks and shopping  and  could
easily do for themselves what  pay a  of thousand
dollars  a realtor to do. Combine  with a couple of
books like   and you have    handle

  process of buying and selling competently by them-
    realtors can  can be done

on an hourly consulting basis rather  a huge commission.

 Your  in 
Country,   1974, $12.95 from:

Macmillan Publishing Co.
866 Third Ave.
New York, NY 10022

A valuable  for  con-
sidering purchase of real  Guides
like this make   estate 
and their substantial commissions on

 estate sales  Explains in
good  how  look for 
finding  what’s  there, 
kinds of legal complications  

 may  evaluating the price of the
property. understanding financing op-
tions, contracts of  and what differ-
ent words do and don’t mean, and when
you do or don’t  a  Helps
the  (most of us)  

 of the tricks of the  and
keep from being burned.

Don’t G o Buy  G eorge
Hoffman, 52.95 from:

 Books
Box 773

  CA 94925
A manual for   and 
ing a house before purchase. A lot of
good specific advice on how  find 
if the furnace boiler is about rusted out,
what the  capacity of the house
is, whether thr leaky faucet is a major
or minor probiem and how to  quali-
ty and what it means in your pocket-
book  40 years. More 
how   if fixing   are
major or minor undcrrakings.



Size, Efficiency and  Enter-
prise, Barry Stein, 1374,  from:

 for Community Economic
Development

639 Massachusetts Ave., Suite 316
Cambridge, MA 02139

Extensive documentation of economics
and discconomics of scale  manufac-
turing industries showing  firms to
be generally economically less 
than small   also shows how a
large number of  small firms

 enjoy more economics of  than
a large.  firm; documents 

 inventiveness of individuals  
porations. A wealth of  
and insights  myths and realities of

 and small scale business operations.

Returns  Scale  Comparative
Efficiency in 
O wned Electric Power Distribution
Systems, $7 from:

Institute of Urban and 
Development

 of California
Berkeley, CA 94720
 economic/statistical analysis of

claims by private utilities opposing
municipal takeover that 
firms  likely to be   and
that   of  
in distribution.  show unit dis-
tribution  decreasing up to 
customers and increasing beyond that.
and show  distribution costs for
private utilities   from 5.7% to
11.7% higher  for municipal 
tics.

 and  
Industry, A.   cd., 1975. $14.95
from:

International  Office,
Washington Branch
1750 New York Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20006

This collection of specific,  
studies of industries and industrial 

  many countries 
that a   of 

  for  in 
 Such  

significant  for different 
of  machinery 
and energy  economically 

 costs. Options are thus available
  simultaneously reduce 

 respond  our increasing

 Is  E. F. Schumacher,
1973, $2.45 from:

Harper and Row
10  53rd
New York, NY 

Schumacher shows    and
 direct ways of doing things both

work and   in  and in
practice. Reports on 
attempts in the British coal industry,
worker and  

 successful  and
application of small-scale manufacturing
and farming equipment, and the effects
on   their communities of such
smaller patterns. Highly recommended.

capital shortage, accommodate 
 energy and   and 

vidc mechanisms for reducing 
  such as transportation and

 compensation. Lack of
 of alternatives by business

leaders is shown  be a dominant 
 in  adapting cost-cffcc

 changes  more job-producing,
energy-saving 



 Barbara-The Impacts of
 reprinted in  Second 

 Public Policy   and
Webb,  57.50 from:

Conference on Alternative State and
Local Public Policy

Institute for Policy Studies
1901  Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20009

A solid  straightforward discussion
of the questions  have about
growth of a community: Will growth
controls  my taxes? Will growth
provide jobs? For whom?  
reasoned answers. Gives a good, 
view of the issues involved and some of
the realities behind them.

 Is  Elizabeth Bardwell, 1973,
$1 from:

Capitol Community Citizens
114 N.  
Madison, WI

A specific case study done by a
community group of the costs of urban
growth     

  of services, amount of open
 per capita, noise and pollution

levels, manufacturing and industrial
statistics,   etc. 
several decades of continuous growth.

Community Environmental 
109 E. de la 

 Barbara, CA 93101
 and successful community group

that stays on top of developments in this
this and many  areas.

 Costs of Sprawl, Real Estate Re-
search Corporation, 1974:

U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402

Executive  (411 l-00023) 558;
Detailed Cost   l-0021)
162.90;  Review  Bibliogra-
phy (411 l-0022) $3.25. Also 

 in  O ct. 1975. Thoroughly
documents a wide range of costs for dif-
ferent patterns of community land use
from  density single-family suburbs
to high density compact planning. Cov-
ers capital, land, energy, pollution, wa-
ter  and auto use  for different
options. Many costs  halved through
compactness of land use.

The Costs of Urban Growth: O bserva-
tions and  Richard C. Brad-
ley, 1973, $2.32 from:

Pikes Peak Area Council of 
27 East Vermijo
Colorado Springs, CO 80903

A good comparison of the costs and
benefits of  in various sized 
and in cities growing at various rates.
The bigger the city, and tbe faster it
grows,  higher the  the costs of
housing and services, and the crime 
Smaller cities and slower growth 
shown to be associated with more 
space, hospital beds, library capacity,
and school   person.  full of
good statistics:

 G rowth  
American Society of  Officials,
Planning  Service Report Nos.
309, 310, 1976, $12 from:

1313 E.  Street
Chicago, IL 60637

 an interesting range of thirteen
operating growth management systems
and surveys legal considerations in
growth management, socio-economic
and  impacts of such 

 Informative on the actual effects
and community response to various

  Strategies, Earl
Finkler and David Peterson, 1974,
53.95 from:

 Publications
111 Fourth Ave.
New York, NY 10003

A concise and right to the point study
of growth control for communities. No
one has yet dealt with real responsibili-
ties of small regions towards growth.
but at least this  what isn’t hap-
pening at state and federal levels and

 it is pragmatically necessary for
communities to act. Analyzes economic
costs of non-growth and explores a
range of available mechanisms for at-
taining it.

This book and the  study both
discuss  landmark legal victory of

 California. to control its rate
of growth. For more detailed informa-
tion on the Appellate Court brief in the

 contact City Manager 
Mayer or City Planner Frank Ray, 

 CA 94952.



The  expenditures below make up one-third of our GNP. Each of us would have
different priorities as  which are more important.  because we consider that
some, such as defense and health  are essential. we have been uncritical of
expenditures for them. Others are luxuries which are nice  probably will  be

 their future  and economic costs. Some, such as advertising, 
stimuli  increased consumption and become undesirable when conditions 

?

ing growth no longer exist. Many are expenditures on things which  used up and
leave no enduring benefit for society. Together they suggest considerable room for
economies, new  and simpler means of  desired benefits.

Johnson Creek flows through the southeast  of Portland. The largest creek in
the city of Portland, it floods at least a couple of  a year.

The people who live in  flood plain area have a different view of the creek than
those that live  higher banks or hill tops.

Yet another point of  is  by the people who live in the SO-square-mile
drainage area, but  from  creek.

The  Sewage District  is one of  multi-government agen-
cies (county,  federal)  up  deal with  things that don’t fit political
boundaries, such things as Johnson Creek. which flows  three counties and

 small towns.
The MSD has come up with a way of supporting a program of  of the

creek. A flood control program that does not call for large stream containment pro-
grams-no conduit   proposed.

To ‘be financed by a taxation of the human inhabitants of the  area, 
on the  of impervious soil  own, the plan would, for example, have 
with parking lots pay more than farmers.

Plans also include  benefits for persons who improve the water flow 
quality of  land, e.g.  ponds, plant  etc.

What is also  is the change in direction; previous plans have always
called for large final solutions, whereas  development of a maintenance program
reflects a guardianship kind of relationship.

There  of course, some loopholes. For example, if land use laws are nor also
administered and the  (of more slippery cemented drainage  
races  maintenance and cleaning-up program, then larger solutions will look 

 only because existing land use ordinances were nor recognized  integral 
making the “small, less expensive  work.



The Seven  Phillips,
1974, $3.95.

Word Wheel
540 Santa  Ave.
Menlo Park, CA 94025

“When you open a checking account, open it with the lar-
gest amount of  you possibly can. I’m not kidding!
Even if the average balance in your account is only going to
be $50, try to borrow a friend’s 510.000 (home down pay-
ment) for one day so you ca” “se it  open your account.
You don’t have to go that far, but  over a couple of
thousand dollars looks good. You  withdraw most of the
money a few days after the account is  Really! The
reason for this is that the bank records your opening balance

on your  card (and often in other places, coo), 
ing that it is representative of your financial  I did a
study when I was a banker and found absolutely no correla-
tion between opening balances and the kind of balances that
appeared later on in the  account it’s such a strong tra-
dition to do it this way (at least a hundred years old) that

 still judge people by their opening balance. Try it;
 branch manager will smile on you forever more.

 may seem middle-class to have credit, but if you have it
 need less money. ‘Credit’ is the ability to borrow, and if

your credit is good you don’t need savings-or at least you
need less savings. Swings are  for emergencies, 
if you have credit you ca” use it in an emergency instead of
your savings, and pay it back later. For example, if you’re
busted in Marrakech and a $500 bribe will get you 
can get a” “advance” on your America” Express card.

“All  takes to establish credit is a little time and a little
stability. You reed   address, a phone and a check-
ing account for  year. Having decided  establish a good
credit rating and already having a job and a” address. wait
four months and the” apply for a gasoline credit card. Next
apply for credit at a luxury store (they give credit  readily
because their losses on credit are covered by the high mark-up
on their merchandise). After six months apply at Sears or
Macy’s or a similar middle-price-range national  Their
credit is  very hardest to get and  really get you the
rest. Use these credit accounts once or twice and pay
promptly. After from  to nine months you can apply
for Master Charge or  (not both at the same
time).  you get them your credit is really established
(after a few months, you  ask by  to have your credit
card borrowing amount raised). Now you are free-you 
get a new job as often  wish and move  often as you
feel like it; your credit is established. Just remember to pay
your accounts promptly, and “ever   run-i” with a
jewelry store! Most bad credit ratings are put in the credit
rating  by jewelry stores-the 
studded-watch-type places.

“Credit is dependent mostly on stability. Your stability is
measured by the time you stay with a job (they check), the
time you have lived at your present and previous residence,
whether or “at you have a phone  debtors usually avoid
having their own phone), and by your checking account. Be
sure not to overdraw your checking account more than once
or twice a year; sometimes your bank may keep track of it,
and sometimes  word gets around to other banks.

“Lastly, if  need a loan, shop around. The bigger the
loan, the “tore important this is. Banks are  monolithic;
each branch is different. Some have loan officers  managers
who  liberal, smart and  others have 

 bores who retired at age twenty-four when they joined
the bank. Ask around. If you need a loan for a specialized
purpose-say a” organic  or to import merchandise
from Zanzibar-find someone who got a similar loan and go
to their lender. Specialized knowledge and good experience
on past loans  what encourage a lender  make additional
loans in esoteric areas.”

 There is  tipping in Japan. It made me realize what
tips  We tell ourselves that tips are rewards for doing a
good job, a reward-punishment thing. The” why do  only
have tips in job categories where people are expected to be
servile-say taxi drivers and waiters, as compared to plumbers
or doctors? It’s because this is a vestige of slavery experiences
and of our contempt for certain ways of earning a living, not
reward-punishment.”



Tax Credits for Employment Rather
  by  

and Williamson, 1975, from:
Institute for  on Poverty
University of Wisconsin

 WI 53715

 subsidies to  
and  industry  sub-
stantial and   both 

 and  of goods
in an  of   

    than 
 assist substitution of 

 for capital  energy,  the
 of   credits results in less

 of  production.
This study finds   of invest-
ment credits lessens capital  and
probably  a net  in 

 as   a shift to 
blue-collar  Various 

  with the   as
 investment  would pro-

,:,  0.5 to   in employment,
1   nerd for  and 0.5%
increase in  of  (which
would be  than  by 

 costs).

  of Solar  
Technologies  Labor 
Skip  May 1976, from:

Public Citizen
P.O. Box 19404
Washington, DC 20036

An  and  
sis of  employment benefits of 

    
 Puts  rest    about

energy and jobs  Herman Daly’s
well-founded  that the 
purpose of using  
has always been  replace human
labor. Goes on  clarify many 
and show cmploymenr  

 through more  appliances,
comparative job intensities of nuclear
and  resources (solar technologies
provide roughly 2.5  more jobs
per  of  than will nuclear),
and capital savings of solar industries.

 union   congressperson
should see this.

 and   New York
State, Draft Report. May 1976, available
from:

Legislative Commission on Energy
Systems

State  New York
828 Legislative Office Building
Albany, NY 12224

  shows   York Stare
has   indigenous 

  and nuclear energy  can be
employed  at  
and energy  than  

 or  options  at 
  creating more employment

within the  for an 
amount of energy  than either
nuclear or coal. These  
conservation, wood and wind. In each

 the energy production or savings
of the    compared 
the equivalent  from  or 
clear for    on a 

 cumulative 
1.  Up to  times
    or equal capi-

tal  and much  energy 
2. Wood: From four to six times 

employment  equivalent capital costs
and lower energy costs.

3. Wind (without storage): One and
one-half times the employment at lower
capital  and  energy

4. Wind (with storage):  rhc
employment  slightly  capital
and   with available 

Solar energy and  
   in   

to  favorable employment impacts.

 Demand for Scientific and 
 M anpower in Selected 

Related Industries, 1970-l 985, from:
National Science Foundation
1800  Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20006

A National Science Foundation report
 the potential needs for manpower.

Based on the assumption inherent in
“Project  of  increas-
ing need for locally produced supplies
of energy. A limited  of 

 available.

Center for Advanced Computation
University of Illinois
Urbana.  61801

 of the   in-
teresting data on the shifts  
and kinds of employment  well as
energy  resulting from reallocation
of funds from one kind of priority,
such as highway construction, to other

 Write for publications list. 
have been reprinted:

 Impacts of Alternatives to Corps
of Engineers Projects,”  and
Brezdek,  Issues, O ct. 1973,
pp. 521-31, fro,,,:

American Society of Civil Engineers
345 E.  Street
New York, NY 10017

Shows that  of funds from ACE
projects to national health insurance.
social security payments, mass transit
development, construction of sewage
plants or  tax relief would pro-
vide significant increases in employment
and that specific Corps projects may
not  benefit nearby local 
tics.

“Options for Energy Conservation,”
  Technology Review,

February 1974
Provides information on energy and
employment intensity per dollar of
product for many industries, for dif-
ferent food products providing equal
protein and for household expenditures.

 Requirements for Nuclear
 Coal Power  free from:
Critical Mass
133 C Street, S.E.
Washington, DC 20003

Comparison of employment impacts
 the lifetime of alternative processes

for producing an identical product indi-
cate that coal power will result in 40
percent more employment than 
power, while costing less.

 Impact  504
from:

RAIN
2270 N.W. Irving
Portland, OR 97210

A simple step-by-srcp way  figure thr
 impacts of a new industry

and the  of  options.



    It  of Culture:   “Employment and Economic 
  R. Denny Scott, 1976 Age of  Valuer, Carl H. Madden,   Vol. 40, No. 237, Aug.

 Woodworkers of 1972, 55 from: 1975, available in most architecture or
America National Planning Association planning libraries or from:

1622 N. Lombard 1606 New Hampshire Ave. N.W.  Farm Road
Portland,  97217 Washington, DC 20009 Lincoln. MA 01773
    such good things Subscriptions  Special issue 

 from labor   union is An open and serious  by  of 
one of the best and knows what’s the chief economist of the  Chamber  economic development processes.

 down the road for us. This paper of Commerce, of the implications for Studies of China. Tanzania and Kenya
refutes  made  U.S. business community of the as well as other countries. Development

  if increased energy supplies changes being brought  in our policies planned to meet the needs of
 not obtained, examines effects of  by our resource limits.  worth the vast  of people  than

automation in reducing employment reading by anyone interested in what mere  of growth.  papers tend
  the myth that energy and changes are going  be necessary in  be  abstract and intellectual, but

GNP and well-being  closely linked. business products, practices and goals. this issue does provide feedback from
It concludes that economic and employ- Madden does an excellent job of raking some rarely-explored aspects of develop-
ment growth can occur in sufficient things like the Second  of Thcrmo-

quantity to accommodate an expanding dynamics and firmly. yet clearly, 
workforce without a corresponding his-  its ramifications for industry

 increase in energy consumption. and business.

 July 1976, from:
Center for Advanced Computation
University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign
Urbana. IL 61801

Quantifies the substantial number of new jobs created through
energy-conserving shifts in the  of the U.S. economy.
As  as showing that a  range of energy-conserving 

 generate jobs, the study shows   of our
energy  results in a loss of approximately 75,000 jobs
per quad of primary energy transformed into electricity. 

EMPLOYMENT BENEFITS
OF ENERGY CONSERVATION

C h a n g i n g  f r o m

Plane to train 
  refillable beverage containers

Car   
Owner-operator truck to class 1 freight train
New highway construction to health insurance

(federal)
Car  bus 
Car  bus (urban)
New highway construction  personal

consumption
Car  bicycle
Plane  
Plane to hus
Electric   stove
Electric to  water hearer
Electric 

 to   
Frost free to conventional 
Plush (25 appliances) to moderately 

(16 appliances) kitchen

  

 

930,000
750,000
700,000
675,000

640,000
330.000
210,000

200,000
200,000
160,000
140,000
160.000
120,000
110,000
100,000
60,000

New highway construction  railroad and mass
transit construction

Present to increased home insulation  heat)
Moderate to spartan  appliance) kitchen



Home, Inc., Scott Burns, 1975, $6.95
from:

Doubleday and Co.
245 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10017

Our whole way of  economic
activity is skewed towards large-scale

 and consumption. If we do
 very efficiently for ourselves.

 doesn’t count in our GNP. If we 
  do it,  at great 

 the GNP says  We’re doing
better.” And, of course. we only 
what happens from 8  5. five days a
week  “the office.” Never counted is
the  equal  of work 
at  by housewives or 
Buying labor-saving devices for the
home so people are free to “go  work”
so they can pay for the labor-saving
devices so they can is only running
on a treadmill that gives the illusion of
progress because we ignore the value of
homework. Burns explores the 

 of the home and shows that
 investment in rhe home in general and

   things as insulation in particular.
provide a much greater value and 
than almost any industrial 
A whole dimension of our 
system  has been studiously ignored.

 C ities’  by the Community
Ownership Organizing Project, 1976,
$2.50 ($5 for institutions) 

 on Alternative State
and Local Public Policies

1901 Q Street N.W.
Washington, DC 20009

‘The comprehensive  proposed,
fought for and  a degree enacted by
the community  coalition in
Berkeley since 1967 provide an impor-
tant  for other communities.
Good programs, the real-live politics of
getting changes implemented, the infor-
mation   of rhe city government
on how things have actually been done

 all extremely  They bring to-
gether an exciting picture of how an
awakened citizenry has decided they
want their city  be. The difficult
questions of  city as 
cutting  costs while working
for better conditions for the employees
on the bottom-are dealt with and
examples given of red tape changes that
have been made in the bureaucracy itself

AT THE END OF 1972, OUR COLLECTIVE SAVINGS
AMOUNTED TO THE FOLLOWING:

Savings and Loan  
Mutual Savings Banks  
Commercial $276.100.000.000
Credit Unions  
Life  Reserves

TOTAL

‘The figure above does not reflect our personal  commercial
checking  shares of stock or cash equity in our homes
or personal property  only individual or  savings
which can be invested for long periods of time.

The  majority of these savings are owned by individu-
als. hut. conversely,  of the funds are used  finance
commercial activity only because we are not organized to use

 own money.

If  loaned  above savings  40,000 potential developing
neighborhoods of 5,000 people each, which would  
entire country.  would provide each  with

 and each family of four people with about
$16,000 in funds with which to finance a place  live. With
this kind of  base and a  leverage we can go a 
way towards making our neighborhoods better places in which

 live.

The point  are trying  make here is  we are collective-
ly very wealthy, and, if we use   wisely.  can make
our country even  than it is. We have no one to 
but ourselves for our situation, since  have rhe money, but
we have not organized ourselves so we can use  savings.
Instead we have turned    others  manage for us.

 Cooperative Community D evelopment)

A Rural New Town for  West Side
of the San   

 and  1975, $3 from:

in excess oi 25% of annual income) for
 residents.

Community Ownership Organizing
Project

349 62nd Street
Oakland, CA 94618

A growing outcry is likely to bring en-
forcement of California’s blatantly 

 Community 
Joe  editor, 1975, $2.95 from:

The Future Associates
P.O. Box 912
Shawnee Mission, KS 66201

regarded  limitation on In Kansas City,  Falk and the Future
 use of irrigation  The 

ant land reform would bring about the
Associates have worked  a very com-

development of small  in the West-
prehensive program of leveraging com-
munity savings held in life insurance

lands. This COOP study investigates the companies, various kinds of banks,
development of support services and
community building necessary for 

pension funds and individual savings 

 land reform and shows how an
 funds for neighborhood improve-

 based rural community
ment rather than commercial develop-
ment. They show that more  $210

might be organized and financed with
significant savings (considerably

billion of our savings is available from
those sources.



BIG NAMES-BIG DRAINS

Most banks give  loan rates to big-name companies.

money  of a  (see bar), while locally-owned
businesses cycle and recycle money through the  
my  the  bank.

chains and franchises wanting to open a local outlet, because
 big name and big financial base gives  rhe appearance

For    benefits of  ownership are eye,,
 A fast-food franchise  drains two-thirds of its cash

of being a  risk. And  communities welcome such
big names because of the aura of hig-time they convey from

flow  of a community also drains  life and power and
self-confidence  of the  Yet  communities offer

Yet  banks and communities have  reasons
to rethink these priorities and to go as far toward banning
outside-owned businesses and the institutions, such as 
rising,  reinforce such unproductive concentration as they
can. For banks it’s   

 tax advantages to such   
 them    very forces that

damage the local economy. Such  provide jobs and
spend money, as they  but compared  the jobs and
money benefits of a more locally self-reliant community, big

  food chains, like chain supermarkets, provide
 jobs and fax  to their service areas. And.

like the  they  export capital.
Figures were obtained  the financial status of  chain

outlet   located in an inner-city area. Corpora-
tions  their expenses. allocating to each restaurant

  share;  breakout is illuminating. If rhe
figures from    are  (and  is
good reason   that they are. given the industry’s

 operations), then  all deserve a break.
Fully 20.00% of this store’s costs immediately  

community: advertising; rent (paid to a corporate subsidiary);
a service    the  accounting and legal
fees; insurance; depreciation  amortization; and 
service. This  like all  outlets, purchases 
food and paper supplier from other centralized  
ridiarics. These costs are 41.81% of  expenses. Manage-
ment  go toward paying salaries  of the area and
equal 5.62% of expenses. Other expenses, a  of 
arc unclear in their  origin. Only   (15.04%)
and some portion of  (1.93%) clearly remain in the com-
munity.

This one  does about $750,000 in sales annually
and earns about $50,000 in profits   Over

 of this money leaves the community; as much as
$67,500 more may also be  Were the buildings
owned locally, management hired from local residents and
supplies purchased locally, some of this drainage from local
economies could be  plugged.

-William  in Self-Reliance

CONTROLLING MONEY FLOWS
Our focus has so  been toward promoting bigness that

 is  even  think how communities, states or regions
can act to strengthen  economies from within and make
them more self-reliant Starting to do so will open up  flood
of ways we    of now, but a number of actions

 possible  at this time.  can srop giving
tax breaks to outside industry. States and  can’t establish
trade restrictions,  they can raise sales   everything
and use the income to lower property or   for local
businesses, in effect making local goods 4 large num-
ber of  businesses require some     zoning or

 variances, and   can be blocked
 All businesses rely to some degree on local good will

and are relatively sensitive to local threats of boycott, harass-

ment or  publicity. Making known the real economics in-
volved within  community can encourage support of local
businesses. Use of public media for advertising which inherent-
iy favors  centralized operations can be restricted or
banned. (Who would choose a local Sleep-Good Motel when
all you hear of is  Road-Sore Inns?) Most
local chain or franchise operations are financed locally-
making local finance sources aware of rhe economics and
community sentiment can make financing more available for
locally-owned operations. Assistance and support services for
setting up local businesses can be developed similar to 
rural extension services. The inefficiencies of scale and high
overhead of centralized institutions means that such moves
toward simpler, more decentralized economies provide a
reduction in overall costs as well as an improvement for local
economies.



TITHING

 is a  different kind of
banking-ii is simply raking 

  for  our money
does.   strictest traditional sense,

  giving   of  year’s
produce  profits away (originally 

 Church). Many people  going
back     how

     
 

Tithing  looked  as an 
 time. interest or 

 its   benefit may
 in learning how to invest wisely and

soundly. It  be  beginning of
getting away from  abstractions and
material rewards of money. 
thoughts on tithing,   
1974 issue of

New  Journal
32 station Street
Brookline, MA 
($1, back issue)

Many food co-ops  worked 
related plans where  have invested
their profits in new enterprises. In Min-
neapolis. the North Country Co-Op
seeded other  co-ops, a

 a warehouse and  
Austin, Texas. and  City, Iowa.
co-ops have done similar seeding-start-
ing related enterprises without keeping

 of them like the horizontal 
 expansion of large corporations.

Eugene Community Sustaining 

Eugene, OR 97401
The Eugene Community Sustaining
Fund is a good example of a formalized
institutional tithing process. Or you

 call  a voluntary  of conscien-
tious businesses   
needs  of their profits. About 2%
of income is generally contributed, and
the funds are used as seed money to

 and assist projects of value  the
community-sort of a more adventurous
and less fossilized Community Fund!

STATE BANKS

North  fed up with being 
the mercy of our-of-stare bankers 

  races for rural  set
up a  bank in 1919. One of

 most  hanks in the 
try  presently the only one  is
state-owned.  saved thousands of far-
mers from ruin in the depression and
now  about $32 million in loans 
farmers, $35 million in housing loans
and $27 million in  loans. The

 largest between Minneapolis and
Spokane, relies heavily on deposits of

 funds,   potential mis-
dealings rewiring from divvying up 
deposits to   of private banks
and keeping  money inside  

 disclosure and public  are
 obvious  of  banks.

Moves to  up similar  are 
 in Washington. Oregon, Massa-

chusetts, Colorado, New  and
California. See “Banks of North Da-
kota,”  Norcross.  Maga-
zine. November 9, 1975.

  Book, Joan Hedahl and Ed-
ward Buckingham, $1.25 from;

Colorado State Treasury
141 State Capitol

 CO 
An innovative service of the Colorado
State  providing detailed in-
formation to consumers on the services
available  every bank in   and
their  or benefit  users. Further
development of such a service should
include information on how  banks
use the funds of their  
banking activity and  to other
activities  people can choose  put
their money in banks  will use  in
ways  consider  desirable.

CREDIT UNIONS

 unions are locally controlled
savings and loan organizations set 
by a group of people  retain control
of  their savings  used. They
avoid some of the problems with placing
your money in  bank  it is then
loaned  on the bank’s terms to the
“best  risks” (mostly large corpo-
rations). Because each  of the
credit union has a  in policy-making,

 can borrow and loan money for
purposes  

Savings are insured by the federal 
 members keep for themselves

 normal bank profit. Members 
 a   within

a specific area. working for a common
employer, or sharing membership in an
organization whose activities develop
common loyalties and mutual interests.

Although   alternative
 normal  

unions may  several difficulties.
Lack of capable financial management
often causes problems, short time limits
on loans frequently   
gages      union

 up its own  and loan  allow
home mortgages), and loans cannot be
made  non-members or organizations.
Many people cannot qualify for affinity

 and cannot obtain credit
union  And the money 
ing to a credit union must be deposited
in a normal bank-permitting  use
by the bank despite the wishes of credit
union members.

Approval procedures are  difficult
 federal government refused  al-

low a national prisoners’ credit union
 was bring  up because prisoners’

savings  put  a fund  inter-
est goes  the guard’s 
fund! The government claimed the pris-
oners had no common bond. A feminist
credit union  been set up in Massa-
chusetts, and local ones are much easier

 do.

For more information on credit unions.
write:

 Credit Union Administra-
tion

Washington. DC 20456

and check with your state credit union
ofiice.



SWEAT EQUITY

Our own work is  the best kind of
money possible for financing projects.
We  have to get someone else’s
approval, and we car. use our 
weekends and other normally 
come-producing time productively.

 a  ourselves can reduce
 costs by at least fifty percent,

while using our time recycling 
instead of purchasing  ones  

  20%. Building a  in
 as money and time become
 instead of all  once can avoid

 financing. This is important be-
cause   double and 
triple what  end  paying for a

 An owner-built house costing
$5.50 per square foot for 

 end up costing $33 to $5” per
square  if built  a tract 
once   are  in.

Our  work is   valuable.
When  have  else do work
for us,     out of 
income before we hire them, WC have to
pay for their profit, and we are usually
limited to  productivity levels.
For more derails see:

      
  Ted  Rob  1976.
 $5 from:

Owner-Builder Publications
P.D.  

Oakburst ,  CA 93664

In New York City, a six-story, 
 at 25 1 East  Street, in

East Harlem, has been rehabilitated
by a street gang-the Renigadrs-into a

 and managed cooperative.
Sweat equity by volunteers to earn their

 apartments has allowed projected
 to he $130 per month  

to  per month for similar one-bed-
room apartments done by private con-
tractors. Materials and salaries for 
gang members who performed most of

  were financed by a loan from
the city’s Housing and Development 
ministration. In a similar project on 
Lower East Side, in addition to rehabili-
tating the building, solar collectors have
been designed for the roof to supply hot
water. and the now-skilled group 
to rehabilitate other buildings and
manufacture solar  for other
locations. For further information
contact:

Pratt  Center for Community
 Environmental Development

240 Hall Street
Brooklyn, NY 11205

O T H E R  C A P I T A L  S O U R C E S

Sources of  for Community
Economic 

 and John Hayes, 1976, $10
from:

Center for Community Economic
Development

639 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02139

A  helpful guide for anyone 
ing  the  of finding money
to start a community-based business.
A key to meanings of jargon and secret
passwords, description of an amazing
variety of sources for money, what
they  terms. special loan 

  as well as a listing of minori-
ty-owned and managed banks and
savings/loans and other capital 

Public  Funds   Source of
Capital for   Ed Kirshner,
Kenneth Baar and Eve Bach, 1975, $2
from:

Community Ownership Organizing

349  Street
Oakland, CA 94618

Piece-by-piece we discover how per-
vasively our beliefs in corporate power
have  all of the energy in our

 into their growth.  pen-
sion funds as well as  other major
chunks of wealth floating around our
society are unquestioningly invested in
corporate stock.  paper analyzes the
economic and social implications of 

 investment patteras. 
pension funds in housing (heresy!)
rather than stocks is shown to be 
risky, to give greater  return
and to have more positive social im-
pacts. COOP also puts out a good
quarterly newsletter called 

 which covers many of their
activities 

 O wnership  New 
 O ld Cities, Edward Kirshner and

James   from:
Center for Community Economic

Development

I really had  getting into this at
 looked like  was going to 

another socialistic tract about govern-
ment   was wrong-it isn’t,
and it’s good! A lot of really obvious
stuff once you think about it-utilities
are  no-risk public monopolies.
Public ones have a track record at least

 good as investor-owned ones.  both
cases the rate payers end up paying for
the whole operation. So why  the

 go    rather
than   reducing  for the

  show  that
if all the land. real estate 
and utilities   by  com-
munity (with revenues 

 then up to 100% of new 
would be within the reach of low and
moderate income  They lay out
a lot of options and the benefits of

 new and existing communities,
for common mortgages. financing rental
housing, leasing of greenbelt land for
agriculture, community-owned industrial
parks, businesses,  cable TV.
Returned profits reduce direct housing
costs by  depending on options

 and  required to afford
new housing would drop from $18,000
to $7,800 in some cases. Well worth
reading.



The Fabric Appliance Company
Rt. 1, Box 
Baldwin. WI 54002

Our good  Kurt  designs
and makes wonderful  hanging
chairs (rend for  price list). Also hang-
ing  baths, kites, packs, ham-
mock tents, hanging shelves and other
practical  The chairs don’t
take that much time  make and sell
(mail order and retail) for enough 

 his design and homesteading

Cloudburst
2440 N.E. 10th
Portland, OR 97212

“My folks were really amazed when I
said I was a garbage person,” says

 Moore Marcus. “It’s very 
work!” She    run a
neighborhood recycling business for 110
families in N.E. Portland based on the
ORE Plan system of collecting separated

 from households.
See Recycling section for more

information on  ORE Plan.

      
theme:   “right 
hood,”  work, small 
There   scattered through-
out  book: look for the food 

 the  
    

L ightly), bed  breakfasts (Wise
  bicycle repair 

   lot of what    about.

Bootstraps means being  
 of a local  rather

  money  to invest else-
where. Collective, non-hierarchical de-
cision-making and/or worker control is
common.  products tend  be
oriented  moving us towards 

  the earth-bean sprouts, 
collectors.  remodeling,
herbs. The people  often 

    at 
    write,

wonder   families.
 other 

* Typesetting “I typing  
 Irish Setter proves  this

works.
Cosmetics and  soaps. ‘This is
one of David Morris’s  

*   are a lot 
work than they sound (and  
profitable), but small book presses

 See the  section.

Nomadic  Makers
Star Route, Box 41

 OR 97 112

 and Caroline at  are still
one of the  examples we know of
appropriate small business. They make
fine  for their price and size
list-which they are constantly revising
(sometimes up and sometimes 
to reflect   costs. They sell
about 400  a year-all mail 
and gross about 5100,000. They spend
one day a week cutting pieces in the
loft of their barn overlooking the ocean
and four mornings on mailing. The sew-
ing is contracted  to local farmers’
wives-all they need is an industrial
sewing machine ($400  and
a corner in their homes. It’s piecework
but they average between $5 and $8 an
hour! Their initial investment is quickly
paid off and if any of them wanted they
could branch  into work on their
own. Jeb and Caroline  their sewers
make more money than  do be-
cause the  do more work.

SOME OTHER RESOURCES:

Small-Time O perator:   Start
Your O wn Small Business, Keep Your
Books, Pay Your Taxes and Stay O ut
of Trouble, Bernard Kamoroff, CPA,
1976. $5.95 from:

Bell Springs Publishing Co.
P.O. Box 322

 CA 95454

M other Earth News Handbook of
 Business Ideas and Plans, 1976,

52.25 from:
Bantam Books
666 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10019

Large-Scale Sprouting  a Cottage
Industry, Michael  1975, 
from:

Institute for 
1717 18th Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20009



 Case of Consumer G oods, Barry
Stein and Mark Hodak, 1976, $1.75
from:

Center for Community Economic
Development

639 Massachusetts Avenue,  316
Cambridge, MA 02139

One of the  difficult factors in
launching a new business venture by
community groups is determining a size
of operation that has probability of 

  least commitment of financial
resources. This study determines the

   plants that  entering spe-
cific   the market sizes
associated with these new plants. and
estimates the least size that is thought
appropriate (by others who have done
it) for new plants to enter the market
for a product. Very helpful data for

 a 

 
Testimony Before the Senate Select

  Committee on  Business, Dec. 2,
1975. Dr.  Stein, 12 PP. inquire

 for price, 
Center for Social and Evaluation

Research
University of Massachusetts
Boston, MA 02125

A very clear summary of the different
economic and  costs and
‘benefits of small and large business, 
efficiency of small business and 

 and recommended changes in
legal  and administrative prac-
tices hy government agencies to 
age more  

 and effective  By the
author of the excellent Size, 
and Community 

  Context of 
 Barry Stein, 1971, 63 pp.,

 for price:
Center for Community Economic

  above)

Explore the community impact of de-
fense contracts, absentee ownership,
and industrial trends, such as the impact
on  Boston and Southern Cali-
fornia of depending on aerospace con-
tracts for their  employment base.
Presents excellent case for 
owned businesses.

How    Industries, Series
 limited number available from:

Japan Consulting Institute
Hibiya Park Bldg., 
Yuraku-cho, Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo, Japan

Since 1969  has been putting 
a series of booklets outlining how to

 up various industrial plants at mini-
mum  and scale as part of technical
assistance they provide on a consulting
basis to   (largely in Asia)
establishing Industrial plants. 

 on each industry includes outlines
of the industry, description of the 

 construction of the plant, number
of employees,  expenditures.
production capacity, return on invest-
ment and locational factors. Toilet-
paper plants, sawmills, mosquito coil
making, umbrella manufacture, screw
making, and  more industries.

454 
Eugene, OR 97401

200 or so  to  contract-
ing their own labor  to timber com-
panies, Forest Service, fire-fighting, etc.
Each crew elects a representative to
central council; percentage of wages
taken  of paychecks to support of-
fice, staff. Not looking for new mem-
bers, but a good model for labor-intense
work 

Community Industry in 
  1975, $1.00 from:
   Alliance 

5 state  
  VT 05602ie

Criteria for economic development and
lessons from existing community-sized
and -controlled  A generally
fine discussion of the effects of different

  $11 airmail from:
P.O. Box 8

 Osaka. 
A guidebook for   and small
industries-evervthine from chopstick

 making machines to  
 The catalog really gives one a pic-

ture of what can he done at that scale.
Much that can be applied 

kinds of economic development in 
 and considerations necessary to
  future  provides

benefit for the  of the state and
communities.

In  M aking
221 Albert Road
Sheffield, York, 
 single copy,  subscription

(they accept only International Money
Orders in UK). “A directory of proposed
productive projects in self-management
or radical technology”-a typically
British publication (with typically
British humor) that seems to cover just
about everything going on in the field
of “jobs without bosses.”

Community Development Clearinghouse
Vermont Tomorrow
5 state Sf.
Montpelier, VT 05602

With  from CETA they  
lishing  information 
for community development. 

 to include alternative energy.
energy efficient housing, agricultural
self-sufficiency.

New Age Journal,  from:
32 Station Street
Brookline, MA 02147

Several good articles on community
business have appeared in NAJ  the

 2  is
 issue on dealing with 

dit 
March

ines

opening interview with New Age Entre-
preneur par excellence, Bob Schwartz.



Self-M anagement,   ed.,
1975, $5.95 from:

Penguin Books
7110 Ambassador Rd.
Baltimore, MD 21207
  way  resolve many of

  problems is 
  ownership and

 Doesn’t take  of
the   

 is a  first  
surveys  theory and reality in 

 of  with case
studies of small  and national

 from around the world.

  Companies:
 Economic   V.

 1967, Economic and Business
 University Press, Obtain through

the  Loan Department of
your  library.

One of the major   busi-
nesses from encouraging labor-intensive

processes is the fear of 
 conflicts and problems of employ-

ee boredom and low productivity. One
obvious answer is to eliminate the con-
flict of interests between workers 

 through worker-owned 
   study shows  thry

have been and can be well-managed and
economically viable, even under difficult
conditions of using abandoned plants,
obsolete equipment and difficult 
al supplies that  legacies of past
ownership. The firms studied 
had worker productivity  to 50%

  in non-worker owned firms,
along with greater flexibility  adapt
during difficult 

Industrial Common-Ownership
Movement 

London SW 1, England
A group of British companies,  of
them small, who arc self-governing (in-
cluding the Scott  Company de-
scribed in Small   They run
a non-profit loan group  assist new

 and put  a series of 
 including one which describes

each of the member companies. Write
for information and a  list
(include SASE).

Vocations for Social Change
5951 Canning St.
Oakland.  94609

VSC has been around quite awhile now
and has spawned innumerable 
through the country.   often
become general community 
information access centers, not only
through employment counseling, bur
because of the counseling style (lifestyle:
what do you really   do?). 
force has a radical perspective (liberation,
struggle, rights), is  bi-monthly,
usually with a focus on an area (day care.

 labor, media, education, etc.)
Serves as one of the few national links
for job openings in collective, alternative
political groups, projects. (Usually good
source listings). Donation for subscription.

   Your Parachute?, Richard
 $4.95 from:

Box 4310
Berkeley, CA 94704

Emphasizes job hunting  
searching.   how  figure 
what is really satisfying and productive
for you  do.

 Do I G o From Here With 
L ife? by John C.  and Richard
N.  1974,253  $7.95 soft

 from:
 Press

815 2nd Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10017

A very systematic, practical and 
rive  planning manual for 
dents of all ages, instructors, counselors,
career seekers and career changers.
John is preparing a videotape expanding
on the subject of “Understanding the
World nf Work.”

 Review,  quarterly,
from:

330 Ellis Street
 Francisco, CA 94102

Healthy  business and industry-for
right  rather than profit-is 
necessary base for developing a more di-
verse and viable economic 
Briarpatch is an association of such
businesses in northern California that
assist each other and share resources

    

 ahead of the theory.

Job sharing is a concept   
be raking hold even in very straight,
traditional situations like banks and
universities. I’ve seen articles on it re-
cently in The  Valley 

 (April 16). M s.  (May
 and the  

term for it is part-time-hiring 
people to take responsibility for a job.

 Eugene  women share a school
nurse position by simply dividing up
the day. They can  for each other
when they’re sick  can work together
for busy days like hearing tests. In some
jobs  are more flexible time-wise,



 people simply divide up the work.
  tends to work more than the

required hours, employers often 
 for their money-even if they are

paying full benefits to each. Much of
the credit for the new trend can be giver
to the women’s  quali-
fied women who need  hours
geared to child care problems. Often-
times jobs are  by a  
means hours at home  be divided
equally.  the  it seems
to he  healthy   

  person’s work options.

Flexible Ways to Work
 and  

2683 Alder
Eugene, OR 97405

and

New  to Work
457 

 Alto, CA 94301

These groups offer free educational and
counseling  employers and
potential  who would like to
 j ob  sha r ing .

4 Days, 40 Hours,  Poor, 1973,
$ 1 . 9 5  f r o m :

Mentor Books
1301 Avenue of the Americas
New York. NY 

Flexible Working Hours, Heinz 
 1975, $6.95 from:

International Labor Office
1750 New York  N.W.

 DC 
Shuffling around working hours and
giving workers some control  when
they work is one of the current cosmet-
ic changes being explored  
basic worker dissatisfaction with 
structure of work  production of

     
greater  may   the em-
ployers than to the employers-though.
more flexible patterns may benefit both,
They won’t solve any basic problems,
but in conjunction with worksharing
may begin to crack the rigidity of U.S.
work 

A lot   are  together the
information, ideas,  and hard work  to
build a   that is sustainable, equitable and feels

 These   of them.    to them for

Public  Economics Review, bi-
monthly,  from:

PIE Foundation
1714 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 

Good perspectives on 
economic  who’s doing what
economic research, current projects and
legal battles. Access to  net-
works.

Environmentalists for Full Employment
1785 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20036

Established to demonstrate that a full
employment economy can be harmoni-
ous   clean and healthy environ-
ment. EFFE has helped coordinate a
major conference between labor and
environmentalists. publishes a free
quarterly newsletter and  as 
clearinghouse on jobs/environmental
issues.

Council on Economic Priorities
84 Fifth 
New York, NY 10011

Doing research on just that--see Com-
munity Research section for details and
available publications.

Center for Community Economic
Development

639 Massachusetts Ave., Suite 316
Cambridge, MA 02139

An  group that keeps  on
the benefits and  of doing things 
a local community   larger 
institutions. Local services, local busi-
ness. local manufacturing and coopera-
tive or community ownership of enter-
prises  often  surprising benefits
for the people concerned and for 
community.  for publications list.

Institute for Local Self-Reliance
1717 18th Street N.W.
Washington, DC 20009

A strong,   working
with development of neighborhood and

 economic and social 
 Work on banking, sewage, small

business. energy, urban agriculture and
other areas. Many excellent ideas for
going about developing local small
businesses.

Community Ownership Organizing
Project

349 62nd Street
Oakland, CA 94618

Some of the best research on communi-
ty  in the  to

 control of   
Write for publications list and see
their publications listed above in this
section.

Union for Radical Political Economics
41 Union Square, Room 201
New York, NY 10003

A national network of radical econo-
mists working on development of sound
economic analysis which  the 

 of people working for progressive
social  Put  Review of Radical
Political  and the 
area  puts   and Sense,
which explains economic issues in simple
simple, straightforward terms.

Metastasis
P.O. Box 128

 WA 98267
Probably the best single  in the
U.S. for useful and hard-to-get how-to
publications for  up and operating
small enterprises of many kinds. Write
for their pricelist.
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“They’ve  Gone to Look for
America.” Bo  in 
Jones,  1976, 
from:

1255 Portland Place
Boulder, CO 80302

What happenrd to all the radicals of 
 Most of the media hints that we’ve

given up. Put your  to  ground.
This article  on ACORN (See
Rural Roots), but it hits on some 
important and encouraging notions
about the social change movement as
a whole:

Midway through my travels,  began 
experience a  intoxication:   

 gigantic  movement on the verge of
springing full-born on the national scene. a

 force  somehow nobody in 
 or  York bad managed  

 but   pondered what  was seeing, the
 stayed:  groups were 

 markedly more far-reaching, and
   be  than

  bad  in    is  early 
 whether   achieve  power

  influence. but they definitely have
 prospects than anyone would have
 a few  

 
  

  people.
them,  realized  they hold

 view on the abstract issues which
 preoccupied the New Left. They do not,

 regard their differences-whatever
 may be-as important. ACORN did not

 them with  line. Rather  came

  positive overview of the 
 for urban neighborhoods-the

growth of community business, housing,
 production, cooperation.

 arc Ideas and proposals for making
urban communities livable and self-

reliant by two who have been involved
in the Adams-Morgan  of Washing

 D.C. for several years. Small is
possible and good!

Cooperative  
Joe  Ed., 1975, $2.95 from:

The Future Associates
P.O. Box 912
Shawnee Mission, Kansas 66201

Subtitle: A Blueprint for Our Future. A
good, solid “how-to” on organizing a
cooperative neighborhood, block by
block. Real estate acquisition, rehabili-
tation, new construction; cooperative
purchasing and rental of all kinds of
goods and services; creation of neigh-
borhood jobs  other home income
producing opportunities; and 
tion of a neighborhood capital base
through a neighborhood investment
fund, volunteer labor bank and credit
union, plus good working relationship
with local financial institutions. It’s
all laid out in such loving detail that it’s
obvious he’s had a lot of 
and faith.

“The irony   this is that  now
making decisions  us     block. in
a  with their family. so they

 one of  just do not realize
it and therefore we have not bee” a factor
in their decisions and  This 
we  taking  change this situation
almost overnight and thus start every or-
ganization  us while they

 pursuing their  interests.”

 action in the broadest sense. Third
World and minority  strongly repre-
sented as are  and environmen-
tal issues. More Saul Alinsky than Sierra

 in orientation and style. You’ll
learn a lot just from  catalog, B ooks
for  Highly recommended.

Conference “n Alternative State and
 Public Policies

 for Policy Studies
 Q Street, N.W.

Washington, DC 20009
This is a group that has sponsored two
gatherings (Madison in 1975 and Aus-
tin in 1976) of alternative mayors, legis-
lators and other officials and staff
people to discuss tax reform, insurance
legislation, you  Who’s doing
what where and how we all can help
each other. There ate more good people
in positions of power than one might
think, and they ate responsible for some
big changes. Here are some of their
valuable  (prices given 
for individuals-double them if you are
an institution):

Conference Newsletter 
quarterly report on activities, plus info
on recent model legislation-a good
way to stay informed.

‘Neighborhood Power, Karl  and
  1975, $3.45 

   
 25 Beacon Street

 M A  0 2 1 0 8

Second Annual Public Policy Reader
($7.50)-a mammoth (600 pp.) 
tion of the best and most innovative
proposals, biiis and ordinances of 

 Legislation Series 
each)-model bills on Cooperative
Banks, Utility Regulation, Energy,
Health, “Lifeline” Utility Regulation,
and Auto Insurance Corporations.

Rules  Radicals, A Practical Primer
  Radicals, Saul D. Alinsky.

1971, $1.95 from:
R a n d o m  H o u s e

 East 50th
New York, NY 10022

There’s a fine  between organizing
and being pushy. This  you see
the edge. Alinsky’s stuff is still a good
way into thinking about how to 
shall up people’s resources.

National Center for Voluntary Action
1785 Massachusetts Ave., N.W.
Washington, DC 20036

The Center is a clearinghouse for infor-
mation about  action programs
(VITA, VISTA, etc.), citizen participa-
tion and community technical assistance
projects. They can produce from their
filer very nicely done  on
hundreds of groups.

Organizers’ Book Center
P.O. Box 21,066
Washington, DC 20009

This is the  to order hard-to-find
books on effective community and 

Legislative Handbook on Women’s
  Public Control of Pub-

lic    C ities 
Programs  Community Economic
Control  Berkeley,  
and  M anitoba Auto Insurance Plan

League of  Voters
1730  N.W.

 DC 20036
 League publishes on so many things

from polls to budget processes, to par-
liamentary rules and recycling. I think
that’s what  like about their publica-
tions. They will probably have said
something about some part (usually
just a small part of a big organizational
picture) of your problem. Write for
publications list.



National Association of Neighborhoods
1901  Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20009

The association is an alliance of over
200 neighborhood organizations and
city-wide coalitions. They provide in-
formation  through workshops
and conferences and by publishing 
good newsletter 

SEDFRE
3 15 Seventh Ave.
New York, NY 10001

They publish some good introductory,
reminder list type publications on com-
munity organizing.

 for Community Change
1000 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington, DC 20007

The Center is a good source on 
 about community development

corporations, and other governmental
 affecting neighborhoods. Pub-

lications include: Citizen 
   Com-

munity Development Block G rants-
  Also they publish

M onitor, which is a good source of
Washington, DC, news affecting com-
munities. 

UPLIFT:   Can Themselves
Do, $5 from:

National Self Help Resource Center
1800 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington, DC 20007

The National Self Help Center works
from a notion of communities and
groups creating projects and programs
that are more reliant  volunteers
than  outside monies, enable people
rather than only assist  through
a crisis, and programs that grow  of

pe rce ived  needs .
UPLIFT is a rundown of several

dozen projects in the country they are
familiar with.

Citizen   U rban 
 $6.50 from:

Learning Resources Corporation
2817 N.  Ave.
Fairfax, VA 22030

A good introduction to community or-
ganizing and participation in planning.

*See also the Economics section for
coverage of community economic
development.

 the Scales of  Justice: 
 Public Interest Law in America,

1976 (write for price and availability)

The Council for Public Interest Law
1250 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
Washington, DC 20036

In the past ten years or so, it has be-
come increasingly obvious  many
Americans   system of justice
isn’t quite as fair as it should be. Partly

 an outgrowth of earlier  rights,
civil liberties and legal aid group 

 the new concept of public in-
 law includes  lawyers and

law firms who provide free (or unusual-
ly cheap) legal services  folks who
have  been able to find representa-
tion before. Now the poor, racial and
ethnic minorities, the handicapped and
children, as well as interests such 

 and consumer affairs,
can be heard in   this book
for an excellent review of the de-
velopment of the  interest law

 descriptions of how and for
whom specific groups work, how they
are now financed and what their pro-
spects are.
If you feel you could use the services of
such a law firm, the  is the
place  write.
CDC 

Community Development Division
American Institute of Architects
1735 New York Ave., N.W.
Washington, DC 20036

Free. For the past eight years, com-

munity design centers have been pro-
viding free (usually) design services for
neighborhood groups. Traditionally
they have designed  lots, remodeled

 centers and worked as advocates
with citizens on neighborhood plans.

 and more now they are getting
 rehabilitation for energy conserva-

tion. The CDC News is a periodic up-
date on their goings on. And I just got

 Design Centers Profile:
 in the mail today-a 

 listing and description of 
 If you have anything to do with

architecture/environmental design in
the community, you ought to be on

 mailing list. Or if your group 
 design or advocacy planning assis-

tance.

National Association of 
for the Public Interest

233  Street, Room 400
San Francisco, CA 94104

The accountants, like the architects and
lawyers, have started to do free work for
folks who are boggled by debits and
credits,  and Form  The
national organization publishes a news-
letter  $15 membership), which
can fill you in on what’s happening.
They can also steer you to rhe local
group in your area.

Arkansas Community Organizers for
Reform Now (ACORN)

523 West 15th
Little Rock, AR 72202

and

611 So. Second Ave.
 Falls, SD 57104

A truly grassroots organizing group that
 with “curbside stuff” like a need

for a stoplight at a busy intersection
and moves on to challenge the power

 in the community. In Ar-
kansas they presently have a federation
of 70 community groups with 5,000



dues-paying  The organizers
 dedicated and middle-class-the

members are  politically and 
 impoverished  class. They

all carry  off well. Keep an eye on
them and learn from 

“Office of Neighborhood Associations
 Portland  Hall
 1220 S.W. 

Portland, OR 97204
and

 Alliance of Neighborhoods
2 1 5 5  N . W .  

 Portland, OR 
 are over 70 neighborhood 

 in Portland. They have grown up
  by now well-known way, through

 getting organized   
three basic issues: housing, 

 and land use planning.
The Office of Neighborhood 
  as a liaison between city

governments and  neighborhoods,
 budget task force 

 who  individual city de-
partment budgets, comparing 
with the needs of different neighbor-
hoods.

The Portland Alliance of Neighbor-
hoods  formed I” increase informa-
tion sharing between neighborhood
groups. and   a forum for is-
sues that involve  than  neigh-
borhood.

*See the Sharing and Gathering section
for examples of community 
barter exchanges. craft  and the
like-porting life  

Earth Station 7
402 15th Ave., 
Seattle, WA 98112

Earth Station 7 is an example of a re-
source sharing  of groups who
share an old firehouse.  presently
houses a free medical clinic, tool 
ing library and an environmental 

 design  called

Environmental Works. It is  exciting
 of underused city properry, and a

model of a loose collective of groups
with minimum centralized functions.

San Francisco Zen Center
300 Page street
San Francisco, CA 94102

A prime example of community in-
volvement centered in a badly-deterior-
ated neighborhood of San Francisco.
They   up the Green Gulch
Greengrocer-a    make
available  the area organic produce
(grown at their  County farm) and
oven-hot  bread. The 
volunteer their time. so prices stay low.
They have sponsored a park and neigh-
borhood foundation to help residents
rehabilitate the   with
which all these things  done and its
implications for everyday life are well
worth becoming aware of.  
letter,  Bell, is  for 
year (3 issues).

The Black Panther Party
8501 East 14th St.
Oakland, CA 94621
 Black Panthers haven’t been 

into the news  much lately-a far
cry from the days of the urban riots.
But they arc   and well in Oakland
working on cooperative housing, sickle
cell anemia research,  clothing and
food programs. legal and cultural educa-
tion, and job training for the black
community. For details read the 
1974  Q uarterly that they
guest edited, and send for their 

 list.

 Action Agencies 
 both urban and rural settings to

provide a  support base for 
income and minority 
They are fcderaliy-funded by the 

 Services  
the former   Economic 

  did a fancy dance and name
  survive rhe Nixon years.

In the past couple of years of rising
fuel shortages, many have been getting
into insulation and  pro-
grams, and a few have  begun 
work with alternative energy technolo-
gies. These efforts  now being sup-
ported by the new CSA-funded National
Center for Appropriate Technology (see
the A.T. section for details). For a list of

 in your  write  Community
Services Administration. 1200 19th 

 Washington. DC 20506.

Washington County Community Action
Organization

546 S.E. Baseline
 OR 97123

A good example of 
 action project in  

They   of a little green house
 is bursting with people and energy.

Their ongoing services include  rural
awareness project, an emergency shelter
project, home maintenance and 

 youth groups, a 
bureau for  appearances and the
like, I-lead Start, and consumer advocacy
programs for welfare, food stamps and
Social Security problems. They operate
the Gleaning Project, which in  975

  $57,000 worth of food
from local fields for distribution 
over 1.000 elderly. low income and
disabled people. The food was rhe wind-
fall crop which would have otherwise
gone to  The farmers donate the
food, getting a fax break. They have
also sponsored a  
Divorce  a Natural Food 

 Project and a food 
community gardens, a fax assistance
clinic and bilingual 
munity education. Their  

 Tribune, is an excellent free 
 bilingual monthly that is a fine

model for communities anywhere.



Institute for Local Self-Reliance
1717 18th Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20009

 6 issues. One of the best 
 around. The information 

present   of hard work 
Institute is involved in  A.T. and

  Most 
hood associations and groups have not

 full consciousness, and 
 is a good guide for getting

there, in getting people  think about
growing  growing businesses,
money and  in their neighbor-
hood.

Community Planning Report, $65 
if billed). weekly, from:

Resources News Service
1046 National Press Building
Washington, DC 20045

An excellent newsletter focusing on the
problems of growth and community,
put  by some good folks in Washing-
ton D.C. Keeps tab on government hear-
ings, new legislation,  
ings on the East Coast. new regulations
published in the Federal Register, recent
rulings in the  federal research
grants and  and a listing of
relevant books and resources. Always
full of useful information for com-
munities trying to chart a new future.

Working Papers for a New Society,
123 Mt.  St.
Cambridge, MA 02 138

 quarterly. Collections of 
  papers for putting rogerher,

 the title says,  new society. The
Winter   has an excellent article
on the Conversion of the British Triumph
motorcycle factory  a worker-owned
co-op. the history and prospects for 
free TV, tax reforms, problems of big
lumber companies and independent
woodsmen in Maine, the effects of the
recent Socialist government in B.C., and
other good things.

doing it!,   from:
Box 303
Worthington, OH 43085

Their emphasis is on urban changes. 80
pages describing interesting projects in
more depth than we attempt. If feels
like it will he useful.

Street:  of  Environment
Pratt Center for Community and

Environmental Development
240 Hall Street
Brooklyn, NY 11205

The Summer 1975 issue has an excel-
lent summary of housing problems: good
articles on “red-lining” (lending institu-
tion;’ practice of refusing loans and mort-
gages in deteriorating neighborhoods,
thus  their demise), the use of
the  Environmental Policy Act
of 1970 for urban environments, and
sweat equity cooperatives to rehabilitate
housing. Each article gives address and
phone numbers for people  
Many of the programs mentioned are
federal;  though specific to NYC,
could be adapted anywhere. Lots of
good ideas here.

 
Cross Roads Resource Center
2314 Elliot Ave. So.
Minneapolis, MN 55404

 quarterly. This  news-
print magazine is filled with 
specific to rhe Twin Cities,  of
which  apply anywhere. Hospital
workers on unionization. high rise and
industrial  and a good,
clear “People’s Guide to Home 

 and “Alternative Energy and
Who’s Doing If.” Back issues ($1 each)
on Neighborhood History, Parks and
Open  Community Control, Con-
trolling Neighborhood 
Parade of Neighborhoods, and Art
for Our Sake.

Futures 
Northwest Regional Foundation
P.O. Box 5296
Spokane, WA 99205

 The FC packages often con-
tain articles and resources useful for
community organizing,  as
related to communication experiments.
Recently put together a follow-up to 
UN Habitat Conference with a series of
good articles.

Neighborhood Ideas
Center for Governmental Studies
P.O. Box 34481
Washington, DC 20034

 The center is involved in
many projects and one focus is neigh-
borhood development. Their newsletter
Neighborhood Ideas, is another good
source of information on neighborhood
ideas around  country.  

 include Little C ity Halls, 3 
and Municipal Decentralization and
Neighborhood Resources, $5.

Shelterforce Collective
 Chestnut St.

East Orange, NJ 07018
 (quarterly). Karl Hess says that

  important  of neighbor-
hoods getting it together is dealing 
ownership of the land. This is a paper
that will keep you up to dare with part
of that question tenants issues.
Covers rent strikes,  unions and

 hassles nationwide. 
a good access section on books and re-
ports in the field.



  Primer, James 
 and John  cd., 1975,

$7.95 from:
Sierra Club Books
530 Bush Street
San Francisco, CA 94108

Is your marsh about  be paved over?
Want to   

 in your area? Here’s a book that 
  a feel for how  jump into rhc
 19 firsthand  to show you

that individuals and groups really 
 a substantial difference. as well

 an   guide called
‘Srcps to Power.” Included arc subjects

 as Who’s In Charge, Your 
 Allies, Opposition, Elan Vital,

 Hearings, Publicity and so on.
 the   and positive

  seen in a long time. And it’s
 way  get a  for what’s 
 in this whole area.

 Man Apart,  from:
Friends of the Earth (FOE)
529 Commercial
San Francisco, CA 94111

 This is my unabashed 
  of continuing information an

 goings-on. Legislative
  entries starred for special

  book reviews, news
 different  of the country, and

 Blowdown-a regular two-page
 of goodies from  nuke 

 Sometimes it  depressing to
 about all the outrageous  the

 of Land Management, the Army
 of Engineers, and the  keep
  pull off, but  winning

 battles to keep my optimism

alive.   of humor helps too!
If you don’t have  to do much 
ing, pick up this  keep you busy.

 is an active lobbying  pub-
lishing group-a fine example of 

 action combined with public 
formation flow.  them for publica-
tions  and for their chapter 

Sierra Club
530 Bush Street
San Francisco, CA 94108

One of the better known of the environ-
mental lobbying groups, Sierra Club is
also one of  largest, with 49 chapters
and 153,004 members. They have five
Washington  who lobby
on legislation ranging from wilderness
protection    
also   litigation
opposing, for instance,  Bay as a
site for a California nuke and the 

 of a dam for the Grand Canyon.
Lumbermen in  Northwest often
sport bumper stickers saying, “Sierra
Club, kiss my  in honor of recently
won decisions halting logging  the
edges of the Redwoods Park in Califor-
nia and the Boundry Waters  Area
in Minnesota, as  as the prohibition
of cutting of immature timber in West
Virginia’s  National Forest.
Other activities to make their viewpoints

 visible include sponsoring of con-
ferences, films, advertisements 
wilderness wrings. They publish 

 “picture books.” My  is
In Wildness Is   of 
World  and Henry
Thoreau  a powerful combination.

Environment Action  
biweekly, from:

33 East Minor
 PA 18049

Another of  useful gem,. A
good  of  and a 

  

Environmental Policy Center
 Pennsylvania Ave., S.E.

Washington, DC 20003

These  arc low-key. hard-working
and  in lobbying for a wide
variety of energy and 
issues. They send  detailed action

  interested citizens to help with
letter-wiring and  campaigns.

 Citizen
P.O. Box 19404
1346 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
Washington, DC 20036

This is Ralph Nader’s famous “Raiders”
 infamous, depending on your per-

spective). They arc a powerful lobbying
group  the valuable ability  get
wide press coverage of their efforts
(though  all of it positive). Their
research and lobbying efforts range
from  reform and health care 
utility rates and airline passenger rights.
They’re really more of a “consumer”
group than “environmental” but I put
them here just  remind you that it’s

 interrelated.

Oregon Environmental Council
2637 S.W. Water
Portland, OR 97201

This group is a good model of a state-
wide coalition of  groups
and individuals who have hired a lobby-
ing staff to watchdog land use, energy
and the like in the  legislature. They
publish  Oregon 
a monthly update on issues and 

 at hand.

Northern Plains Resource Council
Stapleton Building

 MT 59101
The issue of strip mining brought 

 this coalition between normally
“straight” Montana ranchers and “long-
haired” environmentalists. It is  of
the  effective and powerful 
lobbying groups going. landowners
and activists  have come  depend
on and respect  other. There’s an

  of  in the
  Nor   

 strip mining for coal,  hare
started the Alternative Energy Resources
Organization  the Energy
section)  prove that alternatives d o



For good citizen  participation, or  you make information  to  community which will allow
 to call it,   you    calling them to make 

forward-that it’s kind of dishonest  give people input info Another problem   participation programs is
a decision-making process if they don’t have enough that they are  what  call   is they  have

 beforehand as a base from where  can make clear cycles or  They usually consist of  feedback process,
decisions. with no follow-up or further clarification.

Many of the  participation systems  have been P:  we   we are now, we go back and forth;
developed  very one-sided, where people   asked it is a dialogue, and often  involves 
comment  various channels, like  in land  “I don’t understand  you said,” or “Could you clarify

 planning, or newspaper balloting. that?” or “Do you  These are necessary kinds of
Not only do the   an information base, questions   us  if we  really communicating.

forward,” it is also important. and  lacking in many  in  community dialogue  to  on  what
  projects, to  the  the subject is, what the  step is, and many complicated

about  input. things that demand cycle:, dialogue. back and forth 
   of View describes

 possible way to  information gathered during a  So  is all  citizen  stuff going?
community  planning P: I think it’s going in  direction of a large-scale process

 “Access” project in Santa Barbara  a way  informs people about   arc in a community,

American Institute for Research
P.O. Box 1113

 Alto, CA 94302
The  system is a way  inform citizens about public
issues, and in  get informed opinions. Relevant facts

 opposing views   to all  citizens; they
then have a   express their opinions by dialing certain
numbers on the telephone, including a special  number
which assures that only one  is counted from each person.
Results arc processed by  and delivered  public
officials and rhe media within a day after the  

Yosemite Planning Team
Golden  National Recreation Area
Fort Mason
San Francisco, CA 94123

Here’s an example of a federal bureaucracy responding  pub-
lic pressure in a positive way. When  word   on the
grapevine that a huge new development. including convention
facilities and shopping center, was planned for Yosemite Na-
tional Park,  hell broke loose. Suddenly  advisory commit-
tee was set up and a planning team hired  obtain citizen in-
put on the future of the park. 48 public   
tended by 5,600 people and a very  questionnaire
including options to un-develop portions of rhe park  

  59,000 people. 20,700 people responded, and a new
development plan is  in the works. We  anyone
interested in  involvement in any form write for copies
of  questionnaire and rhc summary.  excellent
models. Thank you, Department of  Interior! 

land Conservation and  Commission
1175 Court N.E.
Salem, OR 97310

The LCDC has coordinated some of the most extensive citizen
participation programs in the country. They have  viewed

  by some, and by others as inadequate. A 
 to do away  LCDC was recently defeated in Ore-

gon. While not having  new technologies to  partici-
pation, they’ve had lots of 

 Perception and Regional 
National Science Foundation
Division of Intergovernmental Science and Public Technology

Technology
Washington, DC 20550

This report summarizes the concept, design and evolution of
the ACCESS  comprehensive community 



in the nation or in the world, and then a way of allowing P: We have got to make a large-scale social  for
  of participation  the decisions about  facilitating and supporting diversity. We still see 

issues, and it will  to be a process that   to selves as  and unable  work together. We need to
step in  to the degree that they can or   our differences  we can  that we’re 

S:  what about in just, say, the next year or so? hut not separate.
P: More token program  people will finally stop Like in biological systems which have lots of variety. They

 You’ll look in the  and see the can handle a lot of information flowing through them.  if
of going to ten  workshops to involve citizens in this you have a rigid system, then almost anything will make a big
or that, and give up. Once everyone burns out, after no one difference. If you have a varied. diverse system, then 
wants to attend anymore, the bureaucracies get tired of tion coming in will be considered and handled hy some part of
participation, in the present state of  art, and the courts  system, while other parts.   as a whole. will go on.
say, but you got to do it, and then it will all go kapoory and
things will change.

The bottom  though, eventually. is a complete 
 leap in how  govern 

S: I think you’ve told me before, though, how you don’t
ccc that there should be  kind of gigantic centralized
citizen participation process, that the varieties  important.

 is part of  November 1976 conversation Steve and Rhoda
held  Peter  Trudy  See  Inform-

 section for other pieces.

mental study system) project in Santa Barbara. The 
and the report address the problems of making information
about community planning available and understandable to

  general public. Lots of good “making the city (or system)
 ideas.

Community Issue Dialogue
Northwest Regional Foundation
P.O. Box 5296
Spokane, WA 99205

NRF has received a large contract from HUD to investigate,
 develop and test methods for effective large-scale citizen par-

ticipation. It calls for the first actual use of a balloting pro-
 developed by E.].  and a version of the 

ing and M apping Community    computer pro-
gram developed by Peter and Trudy 

Participation Systems, Inc.
43 Myrtle Terrace
Winchester,  01890

In1962 C.   used networking techniques to
win an upset election as a selectman in Bedford, Massachusetts
He has published many reports and a book on citizen involve-
ment. information exchange, citizen feedback systems and
networking. They have sheet  summaries of some forms
of citizen involvement and do consulting workshops and car-
ry  citizen participation projects in New York.

Journal of  Communications
LGC Engineering
1807 Delaware St.
Berkeley, CA 94703

Still jockeying for its rightful place, unsure of what com-
munity communications is, but a really important area: the
place of community communication technology (which they
define as many-to-many, e.g. computers, vs. the one-to-many,
e.g. broadcast media). 

“Information and  New Movements for Citizen Participa-
tion.” Hazel Henderson, in Annals of  Academy of

 Social Science, March 1974, pp. 34-43.
An important treatment of the role of information in citizen
participation.

“Many citizen leaders realize that all institutional structures
arc, by definition. designed to screen  any information they
perceive  unwanted or  so as to better concentrate
on the  for which they  organized-hence. 
capacity for selecting, concealing, distorting and impounding
information and the resulting shortcomings of their planning
and goal setting processes.”

MIT  Dialog Project
Rof. Thomas B. Sheridan
MIT l-108
Cambridge, MA 02139

This project studies the  of group meetings using
electronic voting aids and other procedures.   this
technique as a function of the topic, participants and 

 of the group. Also into cable TV citizen  43
pages, from Prof. Sheridan.



 been clear  from the beginning  something 
citing has  going on in rhe People’s Republic of China.
The increased  of travel  in  years has 
in a  of  about what has  accomplished 
1919.  ail of    shows that  is
much     from     

 program (barefoot doctors.   of  and
other ,    of  

 ethic of  the  consciousness and 

 I was greatly  by a  by Orville  
   where he  his ambivalence

 his  months’ work  in China  spring.
 in   farm  and  in a Shanghai factory.

He had gone   and  great enthusiasm 
all  had read. He  surprised to find  rhe  self-
lessness of  people nearly drove him up a wall after a 
they looked  him askance when he  for a little 
alone.  also deprcrscd him   that the Chinese are
plunging full  ahead  an industrial  on
their own  He felt rhcrc was very little of the so-called
“ecological  he had hoped  find. Pollution in
manufacturing  is as bad as many places in the 
and growing daily   recycle and  things 

 they cannot afford  waste them. Whrn  is important
to have more  agricultural land.  river is made to
change    if it  the face  a 
mountain.

His lesson was clear-we can borrow idea, from the Chinese
experience, but we must adapt them  our   and cul-
ture.  bc  time, I think, before WC know enough to
understand  all this really means for our own 
for  to our present way of doing things.

In  meantime;  of  books I found 
interesting and  in my search for  understanding
of what  going on there.

 China Reader, 3 Volumes, Franz  and Orville
 Vintage, 1967, 52.95 from:

Random House
201 East 50th
New York, NY 10022

“Imperial China,”  China,” “Communist China!”
These books will give you a good  of China’s 
history with a good smattering of political writings and first-
hand accounts.

  Tree, A  Flower, and  
Han Suyin, 1972, from:

Panther House Ltd.
P.O. Box 3553
New York, NY 

The three-volume autobiography-history from  A
half-Chinese, half-Belgian  growing up in 
Province. Somehow  books  me  good  
as anything  read about how it was 

   Alley, 1952 , 91.35 from:
 World 

135  44th
New York, NY 10017

When this       workers
info  proved  radical   for the

 hc joined  communist  He’s still 
 A good  of   oppression of 

 China.

Red Star O ver    1937,  
Grove Press
53  11th 
New York, NY 10003

This is the classic story of Snow’s trips behind Red Army lines
in 1936  they   a  of “upstarts.” He was
skeptical  he   rhcn  very close  
His succeeding books,      
Side of  River, Red Chino  and   
chronicle his continuing friendship    His 

 loving accounts  all  big  into  

   World, Jack  1949, 53.95 from
Monthly Review Press

 W. 14th St.
New York, NY 10011

An American  traveling among the peasants and 
 Army during the war  the  and the continu-

ing  against Chiang   Good 
 on peasant-efforts.



 William  Vintage, 1966, $2.95 from:
Random House
201  50th

 York, NY 10022

    and Adele  Anchor
Press. 1973, $2.50 from:

Doubleday
501 Franklin Ave.

 NY 11530
Two Americans convicted of  in the  during 

 War    prison. A fascinating account of
  process hy which they  with

their  (including their distaste for    a 
   had  Chinese language  and

and  totally changed  following   after
four  They now  with  AFSC in this country.

  Pests,  S. Horn, 1969 $3.75 from:
Monthly Review Press
62 W. 14th St.
New York, NY 10011

This is  of my  you’re only wading  China
book, pick   by an English doctor who immigrated
with his family in  ’50s. A  on the process
of    of rhe  successful of the

  truly  the people.

   more up-to-date things covering specific topics:

Women and Child  in  Ruth Sidct, 1972.  from:
Penguin Books, Inc.
7110 Ambassador Road
Baltimore, MD 21207

China: Science Walks on   Science for  People.
Avon Books, 1974, $1.75 from:

 
959 Eighth Ave.
New York, NY 10019

Barefoot  Manual, translation by U.S. Dept. of Health,
Education and Welfare, $6.95 from:

Cloudburst Press
 Island, “ON 

BC, Canada

Fire  the  Frances Fitzgerald, 1972, $2.25 from:
Vintage Books
201 East 50th Street
New York, NY 10022

A.    interlacing of  traditional 
  Communist and  own American 

in  with very   of the fundamentally
  from which   arise,  and 

 people. Shows that a    different 
forms as    own is  and   and 

 forms can  developed.

China Books and Periodicals is   way to keep  with
 writings. They carry all  books here and many,

many mow, including  writings of Mao and  
 Chinese language hooks, children’s books, records

and maps. They also  material on  and other
Third World liberation struggles-including a number of books

 pamphlets in Spanish.  rhcm for their extensive

West  Center East Coast Center
2929  St. 125 5th Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94110 New York, NY 10003

Midwest Center
210 W. Madison St.
Chicago, IL 60606

Welt. now that  all fired   go, talk to the U.S. 
  Association. National Office, 2700

W. 3rd St.,  Angeles, CA 90057. Find  which of the
many local chapters is nearest you--they put together 
regularly in addition to sponsoring discussion groups, speakers

  They  publish a quarterly magazine that’s full 
interesting  wide variety of articles. It’s available
an  newsstands:



Deadwood   Five Rivers   
���    Tidewater  

About 40 miles  of Eugene in the Oregon Coast Range,
there  been, as in many other rural areas,  influx of new-
comers, in some  like the old timers and hillbillies. But
then again. not the same.

P.O. Box 517
 WA 98926

$15 home mrmbcrship, $25 institution-
al and professional. A small, but useful.
monthly news journal geared 
rural   Articles on land use,
planning. historic preservation, com-
munity profiles, community health,
family farms and small business. Keeps
track of  publications and political
goings-on affecting rural communities.
Even the letters are interesting. Should
be in every Chamber of Commerce.
Highly recommended for anyone inter-
ested in a sense of community at a
reasonable scale.

There was a large  of people who moved  of the
cities in the late sixties and early seventies: then they were

 greenhorns  lasted only part of a  and 
hy the time they saw the second winter come on, moved back

 the city or  climates.
‘There were others who stayed and  regard themselves

 old timers, sometimes aghast at how rough shod and 
new people appear.

It is often a unique and unstable marriage of cultures. In
Deadwood, a recent meeting of people working at the food
cooperative discussed thr negative feelings some people had
about the way  food co-op was 

 minutes reflect  cultures and tension: “About 45
families have contributed membership dues to the co-op; the
total population served by rhe Deadwood Post Office consists
of 4C star route boxes and another 70 post office boxes.

“Geography and age were identified as  distinguishing
divisions: Co-op members tend  be younger  live 
creek, while non-members  to be middle-aged or older
and live along the highway. That  only a generalization. how-
ever, since some middle-aged or aider folks living on the high-
way  and some younger folks living up the creek do
not.

“Suggestions for possible causes of  included:
��Dislike for  mannerisms, style of  or general

lifestyle on the part of some younger neighbors.
 Unhappiness with the fact that a  volunteer 

helping the co-op and was receiving some tax money.
*Dislike of any neighborhood organizations.
. The  that the bulk-buying food section of the co-op

is competing with the Deadwood Store.

. The idea that many of the people  have moved here
 the past few years arc transient and may not stay in thr

neighborhood for a long time.
“Some members at the meeting thought that it is important
 recognize the strong tradition of individual independence

and self-reliance here. Historically. neighbors have  each
other  in time of need, but basically  lived wry private
lives and prided themselves on raking care of their own 

“It was suggested that newcomers to the 
should be very sensitive to this individualism and respect it,

  co-op members continue to form associations of
mutual benefit.” (Deadwood D itto. March 22, 1976. p. 1)

The Deadwood Cooperative has also recently been the re-
cipient of a $25,000 grant to develop wood products on a
small craft/cottage industry level.

Some residents in this coastal  have also recently
grouped together over what they feel is a crisis-the use of
toxic sprays in reforestation. See the Agriculture section for
a  of Citizens Against Toxic Sprays. 

A REPORT by the census bureau
made public last December said that
from March 1970 to March 1974 an
estimated 5.9 million  moved 
of metropolitan  4.1 million
moved in, a net loss of 1.8 million; al-
though some of the   is just
the  extremes of metropolitan
growth, some is growth of small towns
far away from large cities.



   

Four hundred kilometers  of Chicago, amidst fertile corn
fields, on the banks of the  River,  Iowa City, home of
a growing group of alternative organizations. The University of
Iowa adds 21,000 students to the city’s 50.000 population and
provides a secure  payroll for almost half the 
people in town.  also arc several small factories and many
farm-oriented businesses here.

Scattered around  and  over the countryside are
many communal living groups. Crafts people and artists pro-
duce wares  be sold at bi-monthly crafts fairs in 

Several cooperative day care  an alternative elemen-
tary school and a  university meet only a part of the need
for   The Crisis Center provides hotline
service to people in need, with  and United Way sup-
port. A Simple Living group meets  LINK is a 

 listing of things  want TO learn and teach.
The Iowa Student  Interest Research Group has been

an effective statewide lobby and organizer for environmental
and political issues. Two consignment shops, Goodwill Indus-
tries and a Free Store, provide free or low-cost used clothing.

A Free Clinic  by liberal medical professionals and
students provides free    evenings a week.
HERA, a radical feminist psychotherapy collective, offers
treatment and raises consciousness of the social  of

  sexism. The Emma Goldman
Clinic for Women is a women’s health collective which pro-
vides self-help groups, pregnancy screening, abortions, gyne-
cological services and pre-natal classes. All these services are
offered in a supportive environment so women learn to care
for and control their own bodies as they receive health care.
Educational and political programs operate  of the 
men’s Center at the University, and there is a women’s res-
taurant, struggling to maintain ifs women only policy in the
face of City opposition. A women’s work crew contracts re-
modeling jobs.

Through the  efforts of a citizens’ advisory commit-
tee, the City Council-which has long been controlled by 

 interests-has allocated  federal money to
neighborhood    a Citizens  Cen-
ter, which will help low-income folks rehabilitate their own
houses. An active tenants’ organization helped push these
changes through the council.

The largest alternative  in Iowa City is the New
Pioneer Cooperative Society, which operates a natural food
store, bakery, Stone Soup Restaurant and co-op  a
memorial society and a new co-op credit union. New Pioneer
began five years ago as a small buying club for people interest-
ed in natural foods. They soon had a store front and grew a
thousand members. The co-op store sells dry goods, herbs,
dairy products, oils, vitamins, a wide variety of books and
periodicals and  cooking equipment. Members who 

feet  hours per month  help in the  get a 20% dis-
count on purchases and six low-paid staff  the place
operating.  membership is diverse and  mostly 

 who live and work in  City and  surrounding
countryside.

Upstairs from  New Pioneer food co-op is Blooming
Prairie Warehouse, which supplies many midwestern co-ops.

 warehouse was  about  years ago and has
 grown rapidly as more co-ops have sprung up around the

    a dozen food co-ops and buying clubs in
 including  which have just started this year. The

warehouse is continually seeking   of 
grown food. But some inexperienced local farmers trying 
grow organically are very frustrated at the poor quality of

 initial efforts. As the co-ops grow and farmers learn,
an increasing proportion of our food will  from local

For more Information (perhaps a sample
copy of their excellent monthly, C o-O p
News) contact:

New Pioneer Cooperative Society
529  Gilbert
Iowa City,  52240

The Town    Save
by Orville  with photo

  1974, 56.95 from:
Pantheon Books
Random House
201 E. 
New York, NY 10022

The story of a small 
San Francisco struggling 
old questions of growth/tourism, pros-
perity/obscurity. 

 The “longhairs” get elected  the
Public Utilities District and work 
design a sewage system that  en-
courage expansion, dances are held,
babies are born,  burn down,
highway expansion plans are protested.
The  unfolds lovingly in a diary
format, giving a sense of the people and
the lives   well as the political
importance of  struggles. A very
human  by two people who live
there.

‘Most of the resources that relate to this section can be found
in Economics of Scale. Agriculture and Health.



There is a     correct folk wisdom
that nine people working together can lift as much as ten peo-
ple individually. When you get more  of a whole than you

 get from all of  parts.  people call it synergy,
others call it  

In The Pursuit of Loneliness. Philip  talks 
Americans’ desire to be isolated.  alone, not as  but
isolated from  challenge and ambiguity  having interaction

 people  of a chosen   and 
  cents of    allows us distance.

 don’t    along.   curious about other 
  of  and     the years

that whenever my earnings increase, so increases the 
of things I decide,  am   of lack of 

 pay far.  than make. do myself.   with
“ t h e n

  was short. and non-existent, during 
1930s depression, hundreds of swapping and bartering 
changes sprang up.

 The Ohio plan was a program of  Federal Relief Ad-
ministration which  a federation of manufacturing 

  by  unemployed.  large catalog  printed,
similar to a Scars Catalog. of goods produced by 

 of manufacturing plants.  difference being 
could  purchase the illustrated goods  money, but
paid for  goods with  by working in one of the facilities

  other  In    factories produced
 $100 million worth of goods.

* Thr Midwest Exchange  for several years  
 College and  a fascinating  of cducarion and

industry. The students worked their ways through college
(still an integral part of an  cducarion) by working in
one of  industries based on campus, like printing, art
bronze and laboratory research  The goods 
weir  very marketable during  Depression, so the college
set up the Midwest Exchange. A typical exchange  a deal

between the college and an   who  a nur-
sery and dairy. To  college he    milk
and nursery stock; in  hc accepted the  of 
students, printing. and   of his daughter at 
college.

 The Society of Independent Artists had several grand 
changes in New York. Paintings. for example,   a
number,, and  person with a   barter for a 

   by a symbol-a blue heart for a doctor,
  for  and  on. By all  
  somewhere between flea markers. art galleries and

scavenger hunts.
Many skill and service exchanges  arisen in  last

three  four years as a   inflation and  
crisis. On a large scale.  International Federation of Trad-
ers, who deal in hugr quantities of goods  $1 million
worth of computer parts for  amount of  parts), has
shown a definite increase in recent years. On the community
scale a wide  of  have   being,

 service  skill banks and bartering co-“ps.
They are   running, w&oiled services. Often the

initial efforts   because they   based and
lack month-by-month cohesion. hut especially they run 
difficulties because  sharing skills arc  We arc not
used  the  of personal   the informality
of 

There  many variations on   of skill  
 What works one place and  may not work

 well elsewhere. For example. maybe just 
flea markets  growers’ markets is a way of encouraging ex-
change,  maybe a tool lending library would he just the right
method. Community gardens and food buying clubs  yet

 way of getting  sharing flow started.
Always first find  what the  way is.  are

probably many specific local reasons why sharing and bartering
has or has not taken place.

  May and Christmas in both 
and Eugene,  vendors display

Fairs and festivals are effective ways of
breaking down “UT usual forms of 

 which  often are focuses 
the performances of  on a stage.
in a field  on  air. In the 
there were at  half a dozen 

 fairs in about a six-week 
recently, and that number is probably
not  far off the national 
Many  now have annual

  craft  which arc
 joyous. fun occasions.

Northwest Washington Barter Fair
Rural Resources and Information and

 groups in northwest Washington
have sponsored an annual barter fair
where people can trade goods. swap
stories, exchange information, buy
crafts and compare notes on firewood
and how cold it’s going  get. 
3,000 people  the last one.

Saturday Markets
Every Saturday, rain  shine, between

    pro-
ducts.  markets  become much

 than just exciting places  shop;
they have  gathering/meeting
places for people. And the craftspeople

   each other and begin a
process of mutual aid.

For a good booklet on   put
 together, send $2.00 
Saturday Marker
P.O. Box 427
Eugene, OR 97402

 For  Small M useum, 
Neal, 1969, $9.95 from:

 Publishing Co.
323  Prairie Ave.
Box 1560
Boulder, CO 80302

The only example I could find of a book
dealing with the variety of 
display   is oriented towards
the museum world, but does have good
ideas and a glossary of manufacturers of
exhibit-related goods.



Town M eeting

 might  call it a hunker down
out in  hills. but a  as they’ve

 since around the 
is  an agenda-less gathering

 the sake of conversation. It’s 
  don’t  to  it a salon.

Bringing together people, for example,
who haven’t  but maybe know of

 other. or each  work, has
few  or measurable 
But in the long run (and it’s fascinating
to watch), something inevitably hap-
pens. Take a look at “Salons and Their

 by Stephanie Mills in the
Summer 1974  Quarterly

 Box 428,  CA 94965).

Eugene Sustaining Fund ‘75 Sense, TV Town 
Community Meeting from: Coos County TV

 340  641
Eugene, OR 97401  OR 97411

 1973 some   got The Educational  Council
together in a series of general meetings and Southwestern Oregon 
to discuss possible avenues of supporting College helped support this successful
one another. Out of these meetings    via  Write
came  sustaining fund idea. Now for final report.
over  groups ranging from the home
fried truck   our federal credit
union participate by a volunteer fax
system. The money accumulated is dis-
persed by the members  
profit,  
Write for derails  self-addressed.
stamped 

 

CRIME PREVENTION Due in large part to monies available
through the Law Enforcement Assis-
tance Administration  there
has been a growth of policing programs
directed at mobilizing  in most
canes) and educating the public about
their role in crime prevention.

Block clubs, block parties, 
procedures (like engraving goods with
drivers’ license numbers), and mobile
patrols exist in many 
In Oakland alone there are some 900
crime prevention block associations.

 programs have their obvious
dangers and difficulties.  overzealous
block captains seizing power, or people
reporting anything unusual, reporting
on the weird,  be-
havior of innocent people.

These crime prevention programs in
some way do  developments in
preventative medicinr. They emphasize
an underlying cause for crime, rather
than punishment after the incident.

A result of the rapid growth of urban
areas and communication and transpor-

tation patterns  allow us to cohabit
with a world of friends that  not 
neighbors is an anonymity that makes
it easier to commit.

I don’t think the emphasis even 
be on crime prevention, though it’s

  gather people around that issue
for such programs to work. Many peop
don’t  they  the time or 

 to get to know their neighbors,
and minimal and specific mechanisms
like block parties, block clubs. may al-
low us the freedom still to choose who

 want  relate  while giving  a
 of security and comfort that our

neighborhood, and nor just our house.
is OUT home.

Citizen  in Crime Preven-
tion, George   $14.50 from:

Lexington Rooks
125 Spring Street
Lexington, MA 02173

A good recent study done by  Cen-
ter for Governmental Studies.



PEOPLE TO PEOPLE INDEXES

By 1974 or so  had figured  that.
like nuclear energy had  a kind
of Vietnam war issue, so meetings,
conferences and workshops had 
the   demonstrations.

 around the country
have produced  to
the participants, including 
about interests, needs,  and

 The  have in-
cluded such things as  Evanston, Illi-
nois,  on learning 
in   in the   Oregon

 hall meeting;  Northwest Al-
ternative Agriculture  
in  Washington,  1974
and spawning another dozen more local

 and a potpourri gathering
of artists and   Quick
City.  in California in 1972.

The    a minimum
effort, spontaneous  builder.

 links   with
hardly any centralized coordination.

Performing  Index. 1976,  from:
 Center

1005 N.W. 
Portland, OR 97210

First there  the Performing Arts
  people from around

 area  drawn together, stretch-
:  the  of “performance,”
and they danced, sang, talked, 

cd, laughed-and  they  
 a  of those performers and

  along with loads of infor-
mation useful for performing, for 

 the word  where to perform,
legal and funding assistance-and then
they put it all together. Has anyone
heard of other such  $2

 Jim 
 1311

  59801
 take  

 This  includes bibliogra-
phies, resource lists and  
tidbits, turning the people  
concept into a handbook.

The Leap  
$1.95 from:

  Library 
P.O. Bow 1492
Eugene, OR 97401

The  Year  was a 
high gathering of  in the 

 (it turned  that people in Iowa
w e r e   a t  the  same 

   met   form
a  but it wasn’t rime.  it

  to know we  all doing
good things in different  of the
region. This is an  and 
put together report. including a mam-
moth mailing list (more than  

 there) available on sticky  for
$4. Read about  crystallizing process

of a network   how-tos of 
  a conference.  avail

able is a   of 
final general summary 

  of  
 Things  Directories and 

 and    
(see    fine exam-
ples of ways   pcople 

 one  in these  
pcople and farm  

Tool Lending Libraries

ii   an  around
$5,000 to  up a   the 
of the  that   the  

  in Portland. Libraries
(book   set up when it 
evident  individuals could  
to buy all  books  might  or

 and  the one-time  of
many books hardly  worth the
expenditure.  is also   tools-
there arc many useful tools which may
only be used on occasion or once or

 in a 



 Voluntary Services
1555 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
Washington, DC 20036

 people assign “volunteers” 
  plus all 
 and   

    
people with  and  in
the  of agriculture. 
health services, small business 

 and other  

Office of Citizen Participation
401 N. Wilmington St.

 NC 27601
 North  office   
 of    and 

ing of the many regional  co-
ordinating bodies.

Volunteers in  Assistance
(VITA)

3706 Rhode Island Ave.
Mt. Rainier, MD 20822

Provides professional and 
  groups and individuals

working   community 
  in  

 arc all  the  and
 help in the  of

appropriate  by mail.

Independent Foundation
1028 Connecticut  N.W.
Suite 618
Washington. DC 20036

A coordinating group for alumni 
rhry   of  Corps 
VISTA.  is now in   of

 a nationwide skill 
of  starting from this 
Thcrc is also a   
for  jobs 

  by  Peace Corps
through  Smithsonian 

   Washington. DC 20560,.

Everything for Everybody
406 West 13th
New York, NY 10014

A personal  bureau with several
  and a food co-op in

New York City.  benefit by
being  of the food  
use of   and  
paper.   a clothing exchange and

  participation in a small
  If   $15 for

6 months.  for   and 
for a 

Briarpatch Network
330 Ellis St.
San Francisco, CA 94102

 in 1974, the Briarpatch 
work consists of  a  

 and small   
 a  in   

and  a  of cooperative 
     and

 persons   floating
 and

plan   a   
including their skills and  
51 for a copy of their soft and useful
magazine.

City Volunteer Corps
City of Los Angeles, City Hall
Los  CA 90012

In   program  25.000
hours of  time, representing
about $110,000 in equivalent 

 hours. They  a 
program  is now bring further

 by   

Community Skills Bank
41 Third St.
Ashland, OR 97520

The bank,     300
 members. is  by a

Vista volunteer.  As 
serving  an exchange of services and
goods, the bank also maintains a com-
munity organization directory and a

    
for a kind of  part of
the  catalog. how-to information
is written up in a series of 
hooks by  just wanting  

 about a good hook.  warn-
ing, tip on a good product, or an ans-
wer to    

 in the “community memory.”

Home Resource Center/Service
Exchange

3534 S.E. Main
Portland, OR 97214
    is an 

  for a 
neighborhood self help  As 
as a  Community Services Ad-
ministration office, the center 
a  lending library and  
Exchange.   than 1,000 

 are   in exchanging
goods for  and  for



In  Society.  
(1972. $1.25. Harper  Row) 
a  which could  schools

 called it the    
of   information  learn-
ing could rake place:

“Someone who   learn knows
that he  both information and
critical   its use from 

  Information can be stored in
  in  In  good 
    ought to

be available    bidding of the
 while access  informants 

 in  o t h e r s ’  c o n s e n t .
Criticism can also come from  
tions: from  or from elders; that is,
from fellow learners whose immediate
interests match mine, or from those who
will grant me a share in their superior
experience. Peers can be colleagues with
whom to raise a question, companions

 for playful and enjoyable (or arduous)
 reading or walking, challengers at any

type of game. Elders can be consultants
on which skill to learn, which method

  what company to seek at a given
moment. They can be guides  the
right questions to be raised among peers
and to the deficiency of the answers

 arrive  Most of these resources
are plentiful. We  conceive of
new relational structures which are
deliberately set up   access
to these resources for the use of any-
body who is motivated to seek them
for his education.”

There have  many attempts (at
least    up such learning
webs,  called learning 
changes.

People Index
Ft. Vancouver Regional Library
1007 East Mill Plain Blvd.
Vancouver. WA 98663

One of the longest running people in-
dexes in the country. There are over
800 people who have filled  a card
describing their interests and skills. The
cards are filed like book catalog cards
and indexed using  same classifica-
tion system as the  of the library.
They have a good 4-5  summary of
how it works.

The Learning Exchange
P.O. Box 920
Evanston, IL 60204

Chicago area  can find reachers.
 discussion groups. students,

speakers and action   
their information and  through
The Learning Exchange. There are more
than 2,500 listings in topics ranging
from applique  Virginia Woolf, and in

 years more rhan 20,000 people of
all ages and skill  have been con-
nected up. About half the people charge
for their service, others  or 

  and inquiries are free. but
a $15 membership means a helpful 

 a special phone line and a news-
letter.  sounds almost too good  be
true, but it   be working and. I’m
sure, filling a huge gap in many people’s

  A  Public 
 Network, Ken  Efrem
 from:

Loving Grace Cybernetics
1609 Virginia St.
Berkeley, CA 94703

A short summary of  history of rhe
Community Memory project in the San
Francisco Bay Area. For several years
Resource One housed an XDS-940
timesharing computer. The 
which also had terminals in Berkeley
and Palo Alto, served for some time as
a community bulletin board. on-line
social service directory, and generally a
public service computer center.

Anyone wanting to know the 
of the project, and future plans (as well
as reading a very interesting newsletter),
should send $1 plus postage for a copy
of the Journal of  

 1807 Delaware St., Berke-
ley. CA 94703.

HELP
284 Illinois Union
University of Illinois
Urbana, IL

An example of a large, university-based
and  learning 

change among students and faculties. It
is several inches  and contains 
academic and other interests of several
thousand people.

Office of Scientific  Scholarly
Research

University of Oregon
Eugene, OR 97403

An example of a published directory
to, mostly, academic and scholarly 

 among  mrmbcrs. De-
signed to  increased flow of ideas
between 

Neighborhood  System
 Oregon Museum of Science 
Industry

4015 S.W. Canyon Road
Portland, OR 97221

Peter and Trudy Johnson-Lenz have de-
veloped several community computer
programs as  of a joint project with
OMSI. The Neighborhood Information
System is a program developed for a
neighborhood association in Lake 

   them  the analysis
of information collected for input into
the general Lake  comprehensive

 system was  using APL
(an applied language)  A sig

 advantage of APL is the rela-
tive ease in which  program can be
written, thus saving expense.  pro-
gram can be   compile resident

 skill and  exchange,
surveys,  inventories and mailing
lists.

Free University Network
615 Fairchild Terrace
Manhattan. KS 66502

A  of  200 free universities.
Very often a  university  is,
or helps operate. a learning exchange.
They are a good resource for learning.
The network publishes a newsletter and
directory.



There arc many uses of the word network these days, and if
our  Washington, DC, groupies arc correct, in the

  to  years networks and networking arc going to
he     about.

Social   talking about formal and informal 
works as a way of describing     and

 while brain    using 
 as a metaphor (and physical  for the mind;

while  work on theories   
predict the  of  changes and adjustments
in a  and  librarians continue to work on

 library resources, setting up cross reference
and   for  libraries.

 is  way   networks   which
 from all the  uses.  is predominantly a 

 of  by which   
  find   Sirs, and  surface   find

underlying 

 of people  a common language,  a 
  You know you arc in the middle of a 

when  it feels like  knows  else (es-
pecially weird and  when  leaps of  and geography
exist   (2) when everything is  to 
thing else,  when there arc an  number of  
you know    people you know  pcoplc that
you know     to  in conversations like old
familiar   when you find   things 

you  them  print, (5)  you know, by some kind of
 mental  minutes. whether or

not someone is part  your network,  or karma.

* There is a new genus of people,  
who delight in finding  of  for 

 that  him I”  a  of thought  a
 of action.

Conferences,  and workshops have  
works or tribes of pcoplc   ground, or reasons 
k n o w       in the  an 

  rcfcrcndum organized  Ken 
 Livingston and  and the  Agriculture

Confcrcncc (Novcmbcr 1974,  Washington), have
created coalitions.  and friendships, with effects as

 and  as winter shadows. The Toward Tomor-
row Fair in Amherst,  and Habitat Forum in
Vancouver, B.C., both in  of 1976, did it 

Self-conscious network groups have been formed, like
 in Seattle, the Network  in Maryland, Rural

Resources and Information in  Washingron, Openings
Network in   Movement for a New Society in

 and   Wcs  appears under
(Communication Technology,  Century Media, Synergy
Access).

Magazines.  People’s Yellow Pages, and 
 participation and  from  forming

in   a  information sharing network. e.g.
regional  like LION,   

  Planet  and RAIN .
Couriers and troubadours roam rhc country picking up and

dropping off information like birds  of  con-
sideration carry the seeds of plants.   a  art
by   Dana Space Achlcy, with his multi-media 

 of his  and   walking around
 his  written journal

When I  Portland in  after living in the
  Douglas fir covered Cascade foothills, 

order to actualize a  I’d  having about 
 and    kept running into

people who told me I should  to Jack  1  
into someone else who bad also been told be should  to
him.

I bad been reading the Morning of  Magicians,  my
 meeting with Jack  colored with a  of meeting a

 elf  magician.  basement be 
lived in at the time,  on   overlooking 
was filled with  and papers,   
unexplained still lifes.

Sometimes Jack  slow  while you’re waiting 
him to say  next  which you hope will tie  the
precious ten  be somehow manages to squeeze a whole
other   a word that seems  come  of a chair

 one of the   in the 
 who knows? Jack is different to  people. 

 to talk through you, riding  ridge between
 reinforcing what be   to  and  it

in    that it feels like a yoga   is slightly
stretching  ends   tension.

 to Jack is an unpredictable experience. To
Jack there is a reason   contact is made, 
in somehow.  the person who makes contact, maybe by

  the phone, may be  on  train  picks  
cars   crossing  question looks like a dog 

   sunset-lit bill.

  talked with Jack  November.  
is a partial transcription of that 

To me rhc people who   networking-whatever 
is, cooperative information  rural brain, 

 an art form arc chc correspondence artists, and the high-
est   I know lives in Portland. He 
have a name; he has about fen, and no  knows his real 

One of his names is Mr. and Mrs.  Anorhcr is 
 Twins and Dr.  Zimmerman. He maintains all these

personalities, and  for occult magazines, carrying on
correspondences with himself in the letters to the editor. He

 maintains a personality as a research institute in 
 with some major European research facilities. And it’s

all pure invention, thought; networking around  world
with all these identities, through all kinds of special worlds.
with  own languages and events.



He  as an intermediary crossing point for a lot of dif-
ferent people in given fields of interest, and he sometimes
folds one of  fields over on another.

From my perception, there’s nothing different between
 he does and what  (RAIN, Steve, Rhoda) do. 

though you’re supposedly responding to things that are more
real-place,  services, the  of people running
around  they don’t know where things are, and 

 into all  of  tragic 
I think he’s an  case,    entertaining. 

  hc   jolts  I like people who 
my thinking change, who wake me up to different 
ships.

I guess if I wanted to carry further the art of being a 
 or  in the sense of facilitating 

cation between myself and the world, and others, and others
and the world, and others with others, and all of  it would
be more interesting to  info non-verbal areas.

Written  leaves  the thing most important about
 we perceive things. Dance and ritual. When you (Steve)

talk about your  in your new  finding the right
seat, where to put your cup of coffee-it may have to do with
the way you sit, not the chair or table.

The  the catalog (this one) is published  a his-
torical document as opposed to being a life connector to cur-
rent information. So much so that I think of it as an art form.

 does more in what it  about how things are
related to other things than actually giving life 
It’s a  or a map from a point of view.

I  it’s my sense of  and trust for the people in a
network. I know trust and   shitty things to deal with
and I feel it intensely. I don’t have the form for  yet, but 
feel connected with others around  world all the time,

There  a very dramatic time in my   it was
maddening to live in such a small world where you only talked
about certain things, and your  is dependent on certain
relations. And the  goes out. So I turned  loose.
I  going to seek  any  (Jack  then a

 director).  salvaged food and all that.  wanted to
remove myself from that milieu. The people around me, 
forcing themselves.  was keeping  from thinking.  
found I couldn’t  myself.  would go into a 

  and still meet  from that group. and 
was  fascinated by the encounter. After that  began to
relax. I realized  was my affections, caring about certain

 was a force, and other people’s caring was a force, and

I drew rhesc forces to me and enhanced what ice 
call chance. All   that me don’t have language for 
pick up on even if we’re consciously trying to avoid it.

I sometimes feel  what I’m trying to do is exert some
kind of  trying to make some situation work, and 
couldn’t  it until I ran into   a 
good  who can find anything, not just  His wife had
died,  I asked him what he was doing  and be said 
was putting all hir energy into making  world  
started thinking about this old man sitting   thinking
about the   think that’s  I’m doing when I make
connections for people.

I know the first time I saw a person whose  
 to one thing.  was living in a trailer house, living an

 life. I couldn’t figure out why  was fascinated by him.
His whole life had to do with model airplanes.

I saw that it  possible to focus, while all the otter op-
tions around me looked like holding patterns. One of 
things this person had done was create his own job; others

 just doing other people’s work.
He wasn’t wholly supporting himself-that was important

  He was on some kind of workman’s compensation.
That fascinated  he  “sick,” or disabled. and that
allowed him to he  whole.

I knew I wasn’t “whole.” I wasn’t a great athlete, for ex-
ample. with all the options in the world  are some I’d
never be. Too short how do you find a place in the 

 just to take a job, but a way to nourish your special flower.
I found that if I accepted the idea that I was disabled, that

I lacked all kinds of things that would help  fit in, than I
was better off.

I’m constantly in the position of a   
inforcing my  and love and  in people just
being  as opposed to being something they aren’t,
including  themselves and being so irrational  they
want  to be something they are not.

There are times, and there are parts of us  don’t work
well. I think it is important to get past that and  the
part that does work. The function of all these directories, and
lists, and counseling, and being there on the phone, and
offering something; it  that just  hope and an
example is enough.

The first  I realized that a common role in life was a
counselor was when I was a kid. The famous juvenile 

 in  school  his god in a  worker.
 who would listen to him talk. and he would do the

same   then because I too would listen. I realize though
that he was just hiding his   wasn’t getting anything 
of the content I exchanged.

There’s a  relation between growth and healing. The
laying on of hands, giving people comfort and growth, dis-
covery, freshness, and the curiosity that works and engages
probiems and actually  things, rather than this kind

 pattern where people reinforce the thing that will at least
sustain  they get involved in an activity like going

 a   bide time so they won’t have to confront the
possibility of failure or joy.

It seems to me there is essentially something healthy 
any organism, and there’s  around it and within it  are

 things that can kill it, that stop if from being 
organism. If you perceive the essential self in yourself and
others, then that is what you reinforce, and it doesn’t  to
do with measuring the quality or quantity, or  it’s big
or small. We  to be more  to what is 
ready there.



Encyclopedia of Associations
Gale Research Co.
Book Tower
Detroit, Mi. 48226

What on Earth are  doing? 
through the 14,000 entries is a 
lesson in groupinglcommunity and 
works. Daughters of the King, National
Jogging Assoc., Better Light, Better
Sight Bureau, Grinding  Institute.
Wood Tank Assoc., Purple Plum Assoc.,
Society of Flavor  Titanic
Enthusiasts of America  
what all filters they  but it  a
large information base; useful for lo-
cating interest and  as 
as a metaphysical wonder.   
$55, Vol. 2, Geographic and 

Index, is  and the  
 is $48. Most libraries 

Social  J.A. Barnes, 
$1.25 from:

Cummings Publishing Co.
2727  Road
Menlo Park, CA 94025

 A good introduction to   
 the social sciences.

Smallholder,  monthly. from:
 D e l i v e r y

 BC, Canada
One of the best examples of  two-way

information exchange network news-
letter. Just people sharing what they
are learning while farming and 
through seasons.

 C .G .  1960, $2.45
from:

Princeton   Press
41 William Street
Princeton, NJ 08540

 is the meaningful coin-
cidence of  or more events where
something other than the  of
chance is involved.

1977 Meeting on Networks
 Christian De 

Concordia 
Montreal, Quebec, Canada  

This looks   going to be the water
shed event for networks/networking.
The goal is to bring together the net-
work  with the “practi-
tioners.” The conference proposal itself
is a very useful document about net-
works, and I imagine when the pro-
ceedings are published they will 
as a good overview on networks.

  Library 
P.O. Bcx 1492
Eugene, OR 97401

Cascadian  Library  
in  spring cf 1976 by Brian Living-
ston and    others

 the time they 
 Northwest-wide, small-scale, 

 communications conference.
The goals of the library include 

 keysorted lists of alternative
groups   sponsoring of
conferences, publications of directories
and support of regional couriers to coo-

  and  centers. Send 51
for  indexing manual and a
list of publications, including the L eap

 Papers-see  and Gathering.

“A  Network for
Change  Higher Education” in On

 and Social  Michael
 1972, $10 from:

Random House
201 East 50th
New York, NY 10022

A  summary of  amazing group
of  developed around science
fiction and  magazines and books.

 M orning of   Louis
 Jacques  1968, $1.25

from:
Avon Books
959 Eighth Ave.

 York, NY 10919
  Bergier weave an amazing

overview of the history of ideas, finding
many missing pictures from the 

 records, and a good deal of
their version of the  is based, as

 say. on  being a 
of  society.

Denver Open Network
762 Lafayette
Denver, CO 80218

The network is a fairly recent 
of a loose coalition that shares in loose
fashion, with minimum overseeing and
centralizing of functions. They publish
a newsy newsletter about things going
on in the network and in Denver.

 the Agriculture section for several
pages on Food Distribution Network-
ing. And see the Appropriate Technolo-
gy section for details on that growing
network.

Movement for  New Society
4722 Baltimore Ave.
Philadelphia, PA 19143

A network  over two dozen groups
around  country seeking a decen-
tralized movement for non-violent

 With  foundation in the
work of the American Friends Service
Committee, these groups were formed

 years  and represent one of
the most evolved forms of tribes of in-
dividuals sharing  and goals. A
theoretical guide to their works can be
found in Working Papers for a New 

  from 123 Mt. Auburn
St., Cambridge, MA 02138.

Yearbook of World Problems and
Human Potential, U nion of Internation-
al Associations  Mankind 2,000,
$65 from:

1 Rue Aux 
1000 Brussels, Belgium

1.000 pages. This is a phenomenal work.
It is the first comprehensive attempt

 time and not just  and 
 to match  world problems

 groups who say they are 
ing   them. It is a difficult 

 to produce and make visible
such a complex situation  mean 
the world problems and all the inter.

  groups), and there are articles
in the text suggesting ways out, point-
ing to a new visual way of conceiving of
such networks.

   
Judge, from:

Union of  Associations
1 Rue Aux 
1,000 Brussels, Belgium

This is one of the  explanations
of networking on a global scale. An-
thony Judge is one of the primary per-
sons  for the Yearbook of

  and  Potential.
 is one of the  persons addressing

the problem of how to make networks
visible by uses of new mapping and
graphing 

 maps of networks should 
as readily   local road maps.
People should  able  obtain prob-
lem atlases and  globes.”

  like to suggest that 
 the  stage in our problem map-

ping ability as  were in the Middle
Ages with respect to mapping the
physical characteristics of the surface
of the earth.”
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In the beginning was information, com~ 
municated to the one gn·at nobody. 
about .wrhmg, until Wiggle and ,\1css 
landed in the middlt of now·hnc and 
called it something, and disagreed 
about how to n:1me it 

An assumption behind this catalog 
is the primariness of information. It is 
prior to the food to cat or energy and 
technology to improve the quality of 
our lives. It is invisible ~tntil vou let 
yourself pn:tend it is everything. 

Information and communicatinns 

• 

are often looked upon as a process, or 
means toward an end, and some of us 
who treat information o.nd communi
cations as <J goal in itself are guilty of 
JUSt talking. 

This section and community build
ing. treat information :1nd communt
cations as an end itself. It i::.: 

getting the right information to the 
right persons at the right time 
:I bout coincidences and synchronici
t\" 

about how to keep track of pcnpk 

and ideas (and not suffer informa
tion overlo:_tJ) 
about thl' flO\v of ideas into actions 
about: how manv tim~:s ha\·e you 
asked voursdf, ,:now \vhv didn't I 
know :1bout this before?;, 
of rhc mysterious \vay things \vork 
and don't work 
finding each othC'f 
the lighted '---orridors between disci
plines \Vht:re the history of ideas 
evolves 
friendships and coalitions 

;:. .• 
u 
0 

"' .. 
-~ 
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‘Everything is there: the minute history of the future. 
 of the archangels, the faithful  of the

 thousands and thousands of false   
 of the fallacy of the true catalogue, the Gnostic

 of    on this gospel, the 
 on  commentary on this gospel, the veridical 

 of your death, a version of each book in all languages,
  of every book in all books.

“When it   that  library comprised all books,
 first impression was one of extravagant joy. All men felt

 lords of a secret  treasure. There was no 
 or  problem whose eloquent solution did nor

 some hexagon. The  was justified, the universe
 expanded  the limitless dimensions of hope.

“But   did  remember that  calculable 
 of a man’s finding his own hook, or some perfidious

 of his own book, is close  zero.
“The  hope was followed naturally enough by

 depression. The certainty that some shelf in some 
 contained precious books and  these books 

 seemed almost 

Library of Babel, Jorge  

‘One-to-one  dia such as telephone and
    links,  one-to-many connections

 as  newspapers and bureaucracies inevitably
restrict the flow of information through their  Since
political and economic power follows the lines of 

   for abuse is tremendous. A large pool of
 freely accessible and  through public

computer  is one of the few  proposed for
many-to-many communications.”

“Ambiguity seems to he    element for
the transfer of information from  place to another by words.
Where  of real   concerned, it is often
necessary. for meaning  come through,   he an al-
most vague  of  and 

  Cell, Lewis Thomas

“if, when you  a number on the telephone. you give a mes-
sage, the message remains    if you give it  a
wrong number. The result of such an error in  brain is

 different. Supposing some vinegar  in  with
one of the sensitive  organs of  in  tip of your
tongue and  a wrong number”-that is, say, supposing
the     impulse provoked by the

 instead of connecting with its  reception 
 in some way cur and grafted  a nerve fibrc lead-

ing from the ear to the  do you think you would
 You would taste nothing. You would hear a very loud

and startling noise.”

“Public channels of communication  newspapers,
radio, and television.  channels are largely conversations

  a slight  personal  People find informa-
tion from private channels  be more significant  them than
what is spread in the public  There are several possible.  . reasons for this. For   people judge   r

 information by using their evaluation of the speaker pro-
viding the information. If the speaker is credible, so is what he
is saying. Another reason that private channels may be favored
is that they are specific. If one asks a question of a friend, he
does not   wade through a great deal of extraneous in-
formation to obtain rhe answer. Public channels do  allow
for immediate feedback on the value or appropriateness of
the information. while private channels do. Finally. private
channels may be valued for   support they give.
as well as for  information they provide. When  person
has a  problem. he may  support and sympathy 
much as  in resolving the difficulty.”

Robin D. Crickman. in
  Needs

Of  $5 spent in  United  in the early 1970s on
goods, services, construction and new machines, more than
$1 was allocated to  information service of  kind.

“There are neural centers for  spontaneously, num-
berless  about the facts of life. We store up 

“Many old maxims point  that  is cheaper than action.
 the way cells  energy. When we are lucky enough to

A comparison of the entropy balance and the energy balance
find a  match between a receptor and a fact, there is a

on the surface of the earth indicates that the maxims are in-
deep explosion in the mind; the idea suddenly enlarges, rounds

deed a reflection of   The amplification of 
up, bursts with new energy, and begins to replicate. At times

 is easier than the amplification of power.”
there are chains of reverberating explosions, shaking everything
the imagination, as we say, is staggered.”

Scientific American, ‘71 Lives of a Lewis Thomas



Peter and    in   home just 
 O regon.   rare example of a life

and work  where   public 
are (most of the  balanced.

 often  their home, by mail, telephone and 
 they stay in  with  and individuals around

the  understanding that in
the   everyone can be a center.

 work     
 in    an  of Teacher Paper),

humane application of computer  citizen partici-
pation, networking, language,  spiritual

 They  developed   computer
programs.  is   them  
St., Lake  O R 97034). “G raphing   

 Points  View”  and  Information

Regional 
 

Rhoda   visited with Peter and Trudy in November

S: So, how did we get  this information and networking

GES,

thing?
P: As  become fascinated with  thing or another, as

I’ve  into the interdisciplinary morass where there’s
all  confusions, and  these things which seem related,
but  to” many people are talking about the apparent
relation, I’ve found myself getting more and  interested
in those relationships rather than the specifics. The general
rules. I think what it is to some degree is sheer frustration.
The more and more I’ve gotten into specifics of the world,
the more  recoil in frustration at its variety-to some ways of

 what lies underneath it so  can work my way
 it so I don’t get overloaded with  the details.

I think it’s a process that we’re all going through now.
Complete information overload. A social network is being 
together   all  those connections which we
need to make with other people in the world and other groups

INT

of ideas in the world. The networks arc always changing; you
may work in one channel for a while, and then you wander
along and plug in somewhere else in a different way. And
nothing is bad or good. There arc places where you can trans-
mit and receive and places where you can’t.

It’s important to reduce the spurious variety, like there are
lots of things that arc the same, but people call them different
names. They arc talking about the same thing. Sometimes be-
cause of narrow disciplines. Like all these technical books we
have-l have  intuition they’re all thinking about the same
things, but they’ve gotten so convoluted in talking to 
selves for so long they can’t  that.

T: I think, to”, the information thing is part of my own
spiritual search which is a very intellectual one.  not a
worshipper. The more I  into information the more I find
myself thinking about thinking.

  I’ve spent most of my life looking for the right
person, the  piece of information, the   and
when I look at other people and try to  if they arc on the
right path, I  to try to  the relative  in my own
selection process.

P: I think  filter for finding what you call “right” fo: us
is getting more and more refined. The more refined it  the

 I   be able to draw to  opportunities which
arc close approximations of what I want. The better I get. the
more they all look good to me. All the things that come to me
look good,  then I’ve got to narrow it down more. And
when I do that I get  in the channel  narrow down my
input to. it all just looks overwhelmingly desirous.

R: So how do you relate this thing that you and some 
plc arc refining? How does it, or could it, play a part in
everyday, common situations?

P: I  through that question a lot. I don’t think there’s
 way I would just scrawl on a piece of paper, or  a

little video-holographic presentation to present to a person in
a grocery  what they arc ready to hear. People can hear
only what they want to hear. Our work is always a balance
between what  think  arc ready to hear. their 
ccived needs. with another part of  which is always
reaching  Sometimes we act as a bridge or spark. Some-
times we  muck around until we find some resonance.

T: What  do,  share this information, and 
and what we arc learning is similar  what  did today in
order  talk about the R A IN BO O K . We reduce the list of 
the things we think about, know about, talk about, consider-
ably. If you were coming here for the first time we would
reduce it still farther-and probably not drag  all this stuff
(books, files, reports).

P: W C  often made mistakes by talking about to” much,
and made people bored, confused or scared. When Trudy and
I came together for the first time  had the  

 of finding each other. We shared conversations for a few
hours, and in those hours we were testing each other with
words and gestures. The more  tested, the  we found
it was  being  It was like having an index you 
stood.

S: That’d make a great cartoon, “At last, an index I under-
stand.”  like a private language or shorthand.



S: Can someone   a better  of the  of the word The   do  kind of searching quite simply.
“network” as ii is used in mathematics. and   related to So in “Mapping and Graphing  Points  
work in “Mapping and Graphing Community Points of 

P: Networking is a  that’s getting  popular. in the
 of social and sharing networks, but there’s a whole 

and the w&k    Community  Dialog 
 we’re attempting   ways that the computer 

make  visual information-made available through using
direct-a-graphs-easier to access and accessible to the people
participating in the community dialogue.

group of people who use networks to mean something else.
academic  who have developed 
theories about how networks operate.

I worked on a  in California where  
   applied to a study of cliques. networks, group

ing patterns in a  school. We were asking questions like:
name   people you play with the most; rhe three

 you  most; the  people you’d like to sit 
t o  

Answers      a “socio-gram.” If 
put a dot on  piece of paper for each person and  

 lines corresponding to who  like. you have a socio-gram.
It’s also called a direct-a-graph because the arrows point  a

given direction-like I might choose you, but you might not
choose me, so the arrow or line would oniy go  way.

Graph theory. which is a branch of topology, specifically
  direct-a-graph theory, is  pretty well-developed mathematics

that even has definitions for a clique; they call  a “strong
 which is a group of people in which any 

 can be reached from every other person.
T: It’s another  of describing a 

  pure  are mostly concerned with the
 and arrow only, not  they mean, or how  arc

applied.
T: They use  same kind of technology, such as the

“strong component”  II. in things like cognitive policy
models for foreign   doesn’t have to be people.

P: So a direct-a-graph is an ironic, visual  of having
something to talk about. And  relics heavily on the topologi-
cal, mathematical graph   that allow the

 to    is: when you  
 just what do you have to do in order to, for

example. pick  a clique. It is very exhausting work, especial-
ly if you  handling a lot of information.

The mathematics of graph  is   
of doing that tiring   the  
by a direct-a-graph.  you  to find   by hand
(or by  you might be asking  things like:

pick an element
trace all the  from that clement
make a list of all the elements that  reached.
so you end up with   of lists
now you say, OK, did you get back to the original element

you started from? Whenever you did, then you have
defined a clique.

  can only keep about seven things in their mind
 one time, and maybe by using certain visual symbols of

people’s belief spaces or problems we represent  so
you can think of more parts at one time and see  
relationships.

P. In the  of  Problems. and other 
Anthony Judge talks about using a computer   
plc with three-dimensional  indexes  information. So
YOU look at the  and  some central idea you’ve
thought of, and see rhc branches from your idea to all the
other close, related ideas. And you say, OK. computer, 
drive down this branch here, towards  ideas, and see what

  into. You visually experience going through the 
work of ideas.

7‘  each node in the network  same, each one,
that is, was a  representation of the whole 
-does this suddenly become a “field.” There’s a question of
what’s the relationship  fields and networks.  a
holographic network a field?

  a field?
 Networks  very rigid  with points and lines.

A  is more diffuse,  everywhere. more non-local,
and non-specific.  examples from physics like 
fields, magnetic, and examples from the spiritual world like

 So what do visual representations of fields look like?
 if you rename your paper on “Mapping and Graphing

Community Points of View”  “Mapping and Fielding
Community Points of View”?

 Well, it would probably he the omega point.
One of the characteristics of a holograph is that each point

in the holograph contains information about the whole image.
If you  a photograph in half, half the photo will be gone.
If you do it with a hologram, unh unh, the whole picture is
there; it’s just a little foggier. So a holographic network would
be where all the information is available at any point. If you
think the jet plane reduced the size of the earth, this fantasy
holographic network would make the world a point, maybe
de Chardin’s omega point, in which we arc all one. within no
time and space.

  never heard anything so ridiculous in all my life.



 solving is a kind of directed thinking that is some-
between consciously driving your   so

you won’t  into others on  or interscoring. road
 path and thinking    

spontaneous,  chance-taking frame of mind.
There is much research being done in the  especially

in management or systems  Some  theories and
concepts may only sound like common  dressed in 
and  jargon. but   Peter  says.

 may be a whole new and  way of coping with
problems  create as  become more conscious of individu-
al and cultural “points of view,” and the  of
disciplines or  that have previously been isolated.

 U niversal Traveler,  Kobcrg
 Jim  1974, $4.95 from:
William  Inc.
I First St.
Los Altos, CA 94022

This is probably   
to  the door to the possibilities of
problem solving  of thinking. Its

  format. full of big
graphics. lists, wide-ranging content.

   to  persons need-
ing to work in groups, to do group
think.  reach a goal.   
or    well, though it 
be used like   Is  

 to think about  to  up
the journey of     stuck 

with the tide  in.
You could go from this book to

 any  listed with  ideas
 how the ideas can relate to you in

Experiences  Visual  
H.  1972, 59.95 

Brooks/Cole Publishing Co.
Monterey, CA 93940

If I   two ‘books for
 to ideas in this section, it

would be this and the  
If is filled with exciting discoveries
about mental processes,  practical
down-home skills for working through
abstractions, extensive annotated bib-
liographies. A work that  together
several fields of study, including 

 brain sciences and artistic
creation.

 and Familiar. $6.67 postpaid
from:

 Education Systems
121  
Cambridge, MA 02138

When  notice  differences and
   things WC are

 there’s an odd sensation 
accompanies trying to  

  the physical effects of
 the imagination. Many of the

I-2-page  in   
 stretch the imagination: “Which

is a better dessert, a  lemon or a
sour  (Circle your choice and

 why you made it.)”
A lot of the exercises in 
  as in the  of several

series, expand a theory of teaching 
the use of metaphor, improving 
ability to  connections. It is an
important form of poetic and scientific
discipline, exercise and game.

 if you  me, if   as if 
 came   on my life. I   the

 of a       all
    rend me hurrying 

underneath  ground.  will call 
like  of my 
you   grain fields down yonder? I do
not  bread.   of no   me. 

 fields  nothing to say  me. 
 is sad.   have hair  is  

of  Think how wonderful   be
when you have tamed me! The grain, which
is  golden. will bring me back the 
of you.”    

 In O rganization, Ever-
ett  Rogers and Rekha 

  $4.95 
Free Press
866 Third Ave.
New York, NY 10022

This book is a fairly technical or 
demic analysis of the specific nature 
communication that takes place in or-

 A good  of the gen-
eral concepts, with a section on the

 of networks in organizational

How to Solve It. G.  1971, 52.95
from:

Doubleday  Company
501 Franklin Street
Garden City, NY 11531

Contains a checkpoint for 
 ‘Inventor’s Paradox:’ The more 

 plan may have  chances of
 When passing from one problem

to   may often observe that
the  more ambitious problem is
easier  handle than the original prob-
lem.”   Whole  

 Design. “Creativity by 
 December 12, 1974, Vol. 46,

No. 30. from:
 Plaza

 Chester Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44114

An example of how brainstorming tech-
niques  being  to suit con-
temporary use in various fields.

Diagrams,  Lockwood, 1969,
$15 from:

Watson-Guptill 
165 West 46th Street
New York, NY 10036

A historical survey of conceptual 
 models on

how to  the concept in
graphic form.



A Sourcebook for Creative Thinking,
Harold F. Harding and Sydney  
eds., 1972, from:

 Sons
597 Fifth 
New York, NY 10017

A collection from a symposium on 
 thinking held at the University of

Buffalo. New York, an international 
search center on the subject.

Change, Principles of Problem Forma-
tion and Problem Resolution , Paul

 Ph.D., and  Weakland,
M.D., 1974, $7.95 from:

W.W. Norton &Co.. Inc.
500 Fifth Ave.

 York, NY 10036

Brainstorming, a method of effecting
important changes  institutions.
often  on the  statement of
a problem.    of
the most paradoxical problems in 

 and the path  their paradoxical
solutions (through paradoxical methods,
of 

 Act of Creation, Arthur 
Hutchinson Press. London, 1966, $2.75,
available from:

Dell  Co.. Inc.
750 Third Ave.

 York, NY 10017

Presents a cognitive-perceptual model
which relates humor to the creative
process.

 Psychology of Consciousness,
Robert E.  1972, $4.00 from:

W.H. Freeman  Company
660 Market St.
San Francisco, CA 94104

 sidesteps some of   of
ontology,  et al. to provide a
lucid and intriguing perspective on rhc

 of the way  think.

  Thinking,  A.
 1963, $5.50 from:

 Rinehart&Winston
New York, NY 10017

 brainstorming  car-
ried on largely through industry.

  of Creative Behavior
New York  University College
1300  Ave.
Buffalo, NY 14222

Fair Witness,   Albright,
from:

2136 N.E. 20th
Portland. OR 97212

I’ve found  some of the most mind
boggling uses of video taping is in group
and individual behavior feedback. When
you first see yourself  tape (especial-
ly revealing when it’s immediate, I sup-
pose because  remember more about
the reality), there’s this second or 
when you don’t think it’s you but 
slow-moving, animated fake only pre-
tending to be you.

Fair Witness is a communication 
 for groups. developed by David

Mesirow and David Albright. with com-
puter software  by Peter
and Trudy 

A group decides it would like to
know more about how they work to-
gether in meetings, so they record in-
formation about how  think 

 should  and how  
 do;  information is 

into a computer, programmed to com-
pare how a group ought to work togeth-
er and how it actually 

While the meeting is videotaped, a
person is recording observations about
different behaviors they  Each ob-
servation is assigned a number which
corresponds to a place on the video
tape computer graphic displays showing
when certain behaviors took place. This
is compared with  videotapes, 
can then  as “fair witness,” proving
or disproving the observations of the
recorder.

Yearbook of World Problems and
Human Potential, $59.95 from:

Union of International Associations
 Mankind 2000

1 Rue  
1000 Brussels, Belgium

This book, or directory.  Thesaurus,
or dictionary is at the other end of the
spectrum from the Universal 

 was four years in the making and
represents the most extensive work done

 date on interrelating worldwide prob-
lems with groups working on solutions
to these problems. It is as inspiring in
concept as in actualization. It may be
something you can actually  hut 

 likely  half an hour with it will
give you another way of looking at 
world. Also contains some good stuff
by Anthony  on mapping 
plexity.

 Stuff  O ut  $1.25

What Color Is  Richard
Nelson  1973, $4.95 from:

Ten Speed Press
Box 4310
Berkeley, CA 94704

This  Where  I G o With M y L ife
From Here?, also by Roller, mainly cm-

  hunting, career searching.
but they arc excellent models of over-
viewing  transforming ideas 
actions, and guides or maps to directing
our wandering minds toward goals and
solutions.

 Walk, Herbert C.  
52.05 from:

Harper  Row
10 E. 53rd
New York, NY 10022

I still return to this book now and then
to  how my mind works, 

 its idea of  things.
Fascinating section on 
(people with super memories).

from:
‘The Drug Abuse Council, 
1828 L Street, N.W.

 DC 20036
This  hints at something
real important. Burning  has become
one of those expected, but 
new, working group  People
burn    the same 
cy as  hitting the  and, tak-
en  a  of  especially
among small, kind-of-volunteer. 

 social   crisis, experi-
mentally-managed groups, the 

 by the burnout cycle arc one of
the basic influences on social 
People burn  others take over. and
the people that burn  show up later,
as the  or different people, with
new ideas, different outlooks.

“As I  earlier, there arc phys-
ical signs of  and there arc also
behavioral   signs. For
example, tht person who used to he 
talker now  silent; he used to
contribute to staff meetings but now
just sits in a  and says nothing.
Why? He may have become fatigued,
bored, resentful. disenchanted. dir

 confused. He feels futile and
fed up and cannot talk about it.”

Published quarterly. Belongs in 
bibliography of  periodicals
on  subject of creative 



Lateral vs. Vertical Thinking
A few years  a now well-known
hook,  Thinking 
by Edward  Bono (American Manage-
ment Association,   the

 of lateral thinking in solving
management problems. Lateral 

 characterized by discontinuity, 
 lack of  

  of a large  of
 while vertical thinking. derived

from the Greeks. emphasizes logical
continuity, probability, 

Systems Thinking, ed. by F.E. Emery,
1970, $4.95 from:

Penguin Books, Inc.
72 Fifth Ave.,
New York, NY 10011

I’ve found this to be the  accessible
introduction  the field of 
science. The materials  from over-

 technical and 
Self Regulation and Requisite Variety.
Iris oriented toward  in
business but  includes things like
“Thr  of   in

Thinking Straighter, G eorge Henry
 54.75 

William C. Brown Co.
2460  Blvd.
Dubuque, IA 52001

Has good analysis of  traps
 are laid during social, group and

political 

Thinking With  Pencil,  
1964. $2.75 from:

Barnes and Noble Inc.
10  53rd
New York. NY 10022

This book has begun  help  
come the     be 

 do anything but  
Many clues on how to draw  

Northwest Regional Foundation
Box 5296
Spokane, WA 99205

NRF publishes  
 a good  for 

firs in  participation, community
issues   facilitation pro-
cesses and  thinking.
NRF has hands-on  in these

 working on  participation
projects in the Spokane area.

Society for General Systems Research
12613 Bunting Lane
Bowie, MD 20715

4) The technique  for people
to transmit both  and private

  in a   can talk 
 and at  same time whisper

something  an 
 You can enter  
 that. if you brought them up in

physical  might disrupt the
flow of  group mind.

One of the primary groups  in *For access  further information
the study of systems and cybernetics.
Their General Systems Yearbook is

about   see 
 section in Communications

COMPUTERCONFERENCING
  is a 

that utilizes  increasing network of
  accessible  great

distances by phone  
 among people in, for

example. planning,  proposal writ-
ing, inter-group.  memo
keeping, and problem solving.

Though  technology is still  of
 for many. the altered  of 

  method  similar
 the Delphi Method, may hold 

 solutions  
  as  as a 

 in our normal ways of talking
 each other. Consider:

    exchanged may bc
 on   alone 

rhc additional input of  speakers’
 language” (which obviously

 is equally disadvantageous).
2) Participants may leave  discus-

sion at will and   losing
 on  since it is all retained

by  computer.
3) A  if asked  difficult

 can take his time answering.
and  go  the library or bathroom

 think about if.

Physics  considered a  of  art Technology

There    one knows who d which button. but 
people in a   may only  in further  knows what the overall group mind thinks. Anonymity
understanding or has advantages    bring  people who aren’t so

 a      of discussing ideas.  or don’t have an adept or complex,  
reaching decisions. or disseminating information is illustrated of relating   
by an everyday method of communication. When we write

 down, instead of communicating orally, it is often
 we either  several or many   be able to The Delphi M ethod: Techniques and  Harold

 in their own  and place, and because what  Lindstone and M.  Addison-Wesiey Books
to say can be looked  without all the additional personal A comprehensive introduction to the  and related 
information we convey just by bring  with another.  of exchanging information.

The  method may be as simple  a kind of chain
letter among friends in which an idea, a report or proposal, The best  to get the  scoop is from:
or a problem or conflict is  by one person and circu-
lated. The feedback from   circulation may Futures,  individuals,   from:

 written up, and further circulated until some kind of 300  42nd
 is reached. New York, NY 10017

“One of the essential  of a Delphi  is anonymity
of rhe participants. If you can just  an idea  the process  Futurist,  from:
people have to just  with the idea per se, and not who you The World Futures Society
are. your  credentials,   Group dialog 4916 St. Elm” Ave.



Apparently it   
it hinders the  work of the mind
-if the intellect examines  
the ideas already pouring   it were,

  gates. In the  “f the 
 mind, it seems   the 

has withdrawn its   the
gates, and the ideas   
and  then does it review  inspect

 multitude. You   
whatever you call  
ashamed  afraid of  momentary
and passing madness  is found in

    longer  shorter
duration of   
thinking  from   
(From Sigmund Freud,   

   rd. by A.A.
 (New  Random House, 

 193.

by Anita 

 began  denote a group
thinking process during the thirties.

  of  ad agency 
Barton,   Osborne, pioneered
the  of a brainstorming technique,
in part as a way of demystifying the

 process. Osborne’s approach
was “originally a random search meth-
od; requiring no advance preparation,

it was frequently misdirected, therefore
unproductive.” In the  large

corporations like Rand and Boeing be-
gan to hire so-called “high-creativity”
individuals for their “think tanks.” But
successful group brainstorming does
not, in fact, require highly 
thinkers. The  of the brainstorm-
ing process lies in the combination of
perspectives and talents exercised in a
positive atmosphere of trust. (From
“Creativity by Committee” by Ronald
C.  in Machine Design, Decem-
ber 12. 1974,  No. 30.

SELECT GROUP MEMBERS

Depends,  part, on 

Creativity is not a criterion. The brain-
storming process produces ideas for
folks like us.

Different  should
be represented. Invite people  op-
posing viewpoints. Balance the group in

 of those who are acquainted and
those who aren’t acquainted. The right

 of tension can result in a state
of “creative instability,” in which peo-
ple are stimulated  express themselves,
but not inhibited by the expressions of
others.

STATE THE PROBLEM

State the problem in  single sentence
Write it on the chalkboard or on butcher
paper where it will be visible throughout
the session.

After the statement has been drawn
up by the group, the  should
ask for confirmation:  this the way we

   the problem?

PREPARATION

Determine a location. A relaxed but
interesting atmosphere, preferably new to
most participants, stands the  chance
of encouraging fresh perspectives.

D etermine  time. ‘The first and last days
of thr work week  not usually  best
times to get the group’s undivided atten-
tion. A poll of  office suggests that

 rather than afternoon may be a
preferred rime for idea-spinning. Many
sessions will. by necessity, have to be held

 evening  or  Saturdays.

Should  briefing document be prepared?
Is it necessary to provide participants
with background information?

APPOINT A FACILITATOR

The facilitator should be  com-
municator. able to  some mem-
bers from dominating and some from
holding back, able to stimulate and re-
state ideas without taking sides.

STIMULATE FANTASIES

 judgment. Approving and 
  are nor allowed.

Even if someone says “that’s a great
idea,” spontaneity is interrupted. A
disapproving statement expressed too
early  squelch an idea which might
later unfold.

The question of   encourage the
expression of  demands sensitivity
on the part of  facilitator to the size
and composition of the group. Mere
simple how-to-do-it formulas break down,

 the importance of choosing  good
facilitator is 

Bionics refers to using natural systems as
analogies for man-made systems. The
notion of radar. for example, was 

 in part by  understanding of
how  vision operates in frogs. A
brainstorming  might be stated
in  of an analogy which might be
easier for group participants to under-
stand, and which might produce fresh
perspectives. The food chain relationship
between rabbits and predators mighr be-
come an  for the 
producer relationship in human systems.
(From Gary Davis,   of
Problem-Solving, pp. 



a S
 very  of “survival” becomes   
      bounded  
 and  to think of the survival of the system of ideas

 circuit. The contents of the skin are randomized at death
 the  within the skin are randomized.  

 under  transformation,  go on out in the
world in books  works of  Socrates as  bio-energetic

 is dead. But much of him still   component
 the contemporary ecology of ideas.

Gregory 

 (sign not   drawn-left lower stroke should be
 at   plain, wide horizon.

E-very so often when the sun shines around here I’m 
each time with some  how thick the air is with
curlicues and specks-pieces of  fairly orderly world falling
apart, drifting about.

And so,  every so  for periods of
months-my attention is drawn  the language between me
and myself, me and  in the world.

Does the the world change first and pull language after it,
or does a new awareness of language suddenly make us 
the world differently?

Historically. in the West, language became an overt object
of attention  philosophers around the  of  century.
There was a turning away from the Romantic philosophical

 (represented by   Friedrich Nietzsche
and others). The new  philosophy,   of
gravity in England and Vienna,   for a more “down

 earth,” approachable goai. Philosophers  Bertrand
Russell, A. N. Whitehead, A. J.   E. Moore, herded
philosophy toward analysis of philosophical language.

By far one of the most complicated and interesting paths
 taken by Ludwig Witrgenstein. His books, mostly trans-

cripts of lecture   often  sometimes un-
intentionally humorously-complicated.

“Now there is no objection to calling a particular sensation
 expectation that B will come.’ There may  be good

practical reasons for using such an expression. Only mark: if
we have explained the meaning of  phrase ‘expecting that
B will come’ in this way, no phrase which is derived from this
by substituting a   for B is thereby explained 

 first glance,  of  underlying themes,
“The  of my language arc the  of  world,”
sounds like a blatant  steady  Rut, on the 
hand (that s one of those expressions?), it is a place to begin;
until we know somerhing about it and at least spot  
in’ borderline  ourselves,  metaphysics implicit in

 language and use and the real(?) world. we are perhaps
stalking termites with pick-up trucks.

Greatly  by the analytic philosophy tradition
and occurring  simultaneously, the science of general
semantics begins  grow.

In 1933  Korzybski published Science and Sanity,
which was eventually to bring to life a perspective on 
psychological life referred  as general semantics. Like the
analytic philosophers, Korzybski was influenced by the
swelling awareness of applications of the scientific 
if appeared to be  only way to  real  He 
ted to outline a study of man through seeking descriptions

   would point  the relation between lan-
guage in brain and language in mind.

  of  analysis of  on the
 as it falls from  in relation to the accompany-

ing neurological 
Very often since, the twenties’ semantics has come to

 somerhing more like the study of the ambiguity of
language-often as applied in rhe political  
while study in  own right, but not nearly as holistic 
Korzybski was describing:

“A process accompanying our words which one  call
 process of meaning them’ is the modulation of the 

in which  speak the words; or one of the processes similar
to this, like the play of facial expressions.”

One of the major influences in the  of language has
been the in-depth studies of families of languages. We have 
ways learned a great  by comparing one language 
another; but it’s only been recently that  compari-
sons have been made between languages with little or no 

  with one another. It is then the  shock 
 and language appears like a metaphysical   is

 the limits of  world.

 language and every well-knit technical  
  points of  and certain patterned 

 to widely divergent points of  This is especially
so if the language is not surveyed   
but  as usual taken  and  
species of it is used by the  thinker and is token to
be its  

Benjamin Whorf

It  found that the background linguistic system (in other
words,   of each   not   repro-
ducing instrument for voicing ideas but rather  shape
of ideas, the program and guide for the individual’s mental
activity, for bis analysis of impressions, for his synthesis, of
his mental stock in 

Benjamin 

What this brings  general semantics and analytic philosophy
is a wider  for the  of correct,  meaningful
maps of the  arc  nor on simplifying all
languages  one that “makes sense” but    ever-
increasing synthesis  cultural points of 

- - - - -

One who binds   heaven, earth and 
ruler, to rule.

 Hopi Indian language is better adapted than   to
the exact sciences. It contains words representing not verbs 
nouns, but  and is thus more applicable to the 
time continuum in which  now know that we are living.
Furthermore, the  has three moods: certitude,

  Instead    crossed 
 in a boat, tbe Hopi would employ the group: man-river-

boat in three different combinations, according to  the
 was  by   reported by a third 

 
Korzybski saw the possibilities that arc  

    



Chinese Written Character as  M edium
for Poetry, ed. by Ezra  $1.25:

City Lights Books
1562 Grant Ave.
San Francisco, CA 9413 3

“A true noun, an isolated thing, does
not exist in nature. Things are only the
terminal points, or rather the meeting
points, of actions,  cut
through  snapshots. Neither can
a pure verb, abstract motion, be possible
in nature. The eye sees noon and verb

 one: things in motion, motion in
things.”

“All processes in nature are interre-
lated; and thus there could be no com-
plete sentence (according to this defi-
nition)  one which it would take
all  to pronounce.”

An introductory trip through the
difference between a phonetic (English)
and a symbol/image language like
Chinese.

 M orning of the M agician, by Louis
 Jacques  Avon Books,

 $1.25
 arc not thinking of an organized

 but of the establishment of the
  contacts between 
minds, and a common language, not

 secret, but merely inaccessible to or-
dinary men at a given epoch in time.

The fate of the world could he discussed
openly by ten scientists in the presence
of  and the president of the
United States without these gentlemen
being able to understand a single word.

  of Awareness,  Samuel Bois,
1973, $8.95 from:

Wm. C. Brown 
Dubuque, IA 52001

One of  interpreters of Korzyh-,
ski.

   by Alfred Korzybski
 Non-Aristotelian

Library Publishing Co.
 CT 06039

The Institute was formed in 1938 by
Korzybski. They publish a good journal,
the    The last
issue had  good articles, one by
Gregory  the other a summary
of the work of 

 a review of general semantics
P.O. Box 2469
San Francisco, CA 94126

 The other primary semantics
review.

U nderstanding M edia, by Marshall
 McGraw-Hi

Still mind-opening.  
lived and wrote in a tradition of
thought in which it was and is con-
sidered ‘that language is a human tech-
nology that has impaired  diminished
the values of the collective unconscious.
It is the  of man in speech
that enables the intellect to detach it-
self from the vastly  reality. With-
out language.  suggests, human
intelligence would have remained totally
involved in the objects of its attention.

“The breaking up of every kind of ex-
perience into uniform units in order to
produce  action and change of
form (applied knowledge) has been the

 of Western power over man and
 a l i k e .  

Tbe  and Brown Books, by Ludwig
Wittgensrein, Harper Torchhooks, $1.45
“Philosophy, as we  the word, is a
fight against the fascination which
forms of expression exert upon us.”

Language,  and Reality,
Selected Writings of Benjamin Lee

M.I.T. Press
28 Carleton St.
Cambridge, MA 02142

The basic introduction to comparative
language studies; especially fascinating
studies of Native American languages.

- - - -

  a  eddy

“The Aesthetics of Silence,” in Styles of
Radical Will, by Susan  Delta
Books
A good essay on meaning of prolonged,
pregnant and necessary silences-lots of
overlaps with works of John Cage.

“Everyone has experience how, when
punctuated by long silences, words
weigh more; they become almost pal-
pable. Or how, when one  less, one
begins feeling more fully one’s physical
presence in a given space. Silence under-
mines ‘bad speech,’ by wliich I mean
dissociated speech-speech dissociated
from  body (and therefore from
feeling), speech not organically informed

by the sensuous presence and concrete
 of the speaker and by the

individual occasion for using language.
Unmoored from the body, speech 

 Silence can inhibit or counter
act this tendency, providing a kind of
ballast, monitoring and even 
language when it becomes inauthentic.”

 Structure of Magic, Richard 
 and John Grinder, 1975, from:
Science and Behavior Books
P.O. Box 11457

 Alto, CA 94306
 about therapy, communication,

change in its relation  linguistics. A lot
 asking right  being 

to see below people’s “surface structure’
 thry create or is created by lang-

uage, to their “deep structure” that is
what they are trying to say, mean to
say or feel, rather than think.

Reflections on Language,  
 1975. $3.95 from:

 Books
201 E. 50th

 York, NY 10022
A good introduction to the thought of

 is a quite readable lin-
guistic philosopher. It seems that often
Chomsky’s quest is to find the print of
departure from naive, non-linguistic
thought to sophisticated but more
narrow-minded language full 

 feels we inherit a 
linguistic  which is why 
take to language like fish  water.

 Concept of M ind, Gilbert 
1949,  from:

Barnes and Noble
10 East 
New York, NY 10022

Ryle is in the thick of language-you’ve
got to be in a story problem, 
within-a-story, frame of  to read
him. He and other linguistic 
do not deal with neurological sources of
language but  with the implied

 and world views of commonly-
used word  At the end of

 searches like this one is
the  silent cosmic egg, but sometime
before getting beyond language you
have  wade through it.



O bviously learning doesn’t  hap- The  half is a very thorough
pen in schools.  such  Antiocb  of  and 

  

(Yellow  O hio) and 
  have known this

the world for a wide  of appren-
tice, exchange and internship programs.
A useful guide for anybody wanting to
burst  of the  academic pat-
tern to experiential learning.

 Projects
IDEAS

f or   and have  credited
work  students  get 

 outside ofacademia. In China
many, many schools take in  which

 the youngest students spend a por-
tion of each day doing  help pay for
school   Tech Schools and

 programs offer  wide
 of  of learning skills and

gaining experience beyond the tradi-
tional classroom. It’s time for  
loosen  practical work in with
“book  all  stages
of  lives.

 Else: A  L iving Learning
Catalog, 1973, $3.25 from:

Swallow Press
1139 S. 
Chicago, IL 60605

This catalog is now several years old,
but its range has never been duplicated
since.  still might be able to use it,
with  frustrations from changes of
address, to find some good educational
resources and groups.

Taking O ff, by Jennifer Eis and 
Ward,  from:

Center for Alternatives 
Higher Education

1118 S.  Road
East Lansing,  48823

In the past several years a great 
of colleges and universities have set up
living/learning centers where students
can arrange  programs in all
manner of  non-academic.
The choices range from assisting in a
day care center to  in a migrant

 or living with a family in 
mark. The first half of the book  the

 of the setting up of one such
 at Michigan University,  con-

  thoughtful observations
about such things as group process and
filing systems that would be  to

  of non-traditional organization.

1785 Massachusetts Ave. NW
Washington, D.C. 20036

There are over 20 magazines produced
 high schools around the country

more or less modeled after the Foxfire,
 Gap-Nacoocbee high school for-

mat: transcribed interviews with peo-
ple carrying on regional or rural tra-
ditions. The concept is broadened to
include urban environments with such
publications as C ityscape, produced by
Western High School in Washington,
D.C. For listing of all projects, write
to IDEAS.

  Shop, G eorge 
1923, $6.95 from:

Cambridge University Press
32 E. 57th Street
New York, NY 10022

An autobiographical account of oper-
ating a wheelwright shop in England in
the late  but of greater value  a
guide to the value of apprentice learn-
ing and learning by doing. The hook
gives a strong sense of how interdepen-
dent the designs of things become and
how much greater valued are rhe skills
of workers when there isn’t so much
wealth that everything can be overdone.
So many things we do  rude and
awkward that it’s good to get a sense
of how things become more mellow
and well-fitting when enough time has

 to work off the rough  and
find more complete solutions to 

*See the Building section for all sorts
of apprentice-learning-by-doing pro-
grams such as  Institute and
the Goddard Social Ecology Program.

Centering, M.C. Richards, 1962, from:
Wesleyan University Press,
Middletown, CT 06457

This book has been around for a long
time, but  only recently stumbled upon
it in Lane’s book piles. It deals with the

 center of doing anything well--the
art of making the potter, not making the
pot. It’s a modem Western equivalent to

 The  
(Probsthain &Co.. 1909,  of print).
which deals with the development of a
person’s skills, faculties and depth
through a trade. Centering brings alive the
old Zen tale of the  who taught
his students everything except painting.
When their knowledge became balanced,
the painting would 

 Graduate Programs Direc-
tory, 2nd Edition, April 1976, cost
unknown, available from:

Learning Resources Center
Empire State 
Saratoga Springs, NY 12866

  I published an alternate
community weekly newspaper in Miami.
Florida. We  a post office
box and got on many unusual mailing
lists. After the paper ceased publication,
we kept the post office box and con-
tinued to receive mail. In 1974, while
working as a researcher and community
liaison on a public  show for older
people, I received an announcement in
the post office box proclaiming a new
master’s degree program called Com-
munity Information Specialist. My god,
 thought, that’s what I  never

knew what to call myself. And off I
went.

Now  an easier way to find
a graduate program attuned to the
times. This Directory. It’s not all-inclu-
sive, and the descriptions are incom-
plete (mostly from the college catalog),

 it’s a good place to start. The unique-
ness of the programs included (in over
200 subject areas ranging from adult
education to water resources 

 are either graduate credit heing
 in a new field or external degrees

in traditional fields.
While there have been guides to al-

ternate schools and colleges, this is the
first listing of experimental graduate
programs, most of them on the master’s
degree level. The directory is arranged
alphabetically by name of college or
university, with a subject index 
you to the school with a program in
that field. 



Zephyros Education Exchange
1201  
San Francisco, CA 94 117

RAIN  down a bunch of copies for
inclusion in a  box, and in 
one day    latest 

 including   
, zillion unorthodox  

 I shared the goodies with
 friends who got so engrossed wither

of them spoke a word for the  
  all truly maps to 

 and personal  SASE
for a  catalog. Some of 

 

   Madness: a 
  by Ron Jones.

A   of Sex.  and
 by Jane  53.  

  have it  an adult.

Your    
 Ron  51.50.

 Primer 15, on food, 52.50.

 Community: A  G uide 
 Research and  by

Ron Jones, 53.45.

 Box, 510, twice a year

reacher Works
2136 N.E. 20th Ave.
Portland, OR 97212

Teacher Works began in 1971. when a
 of Portland-area teachers decided

 open a teacher center. That ran into
problems, and so from 1972-75, Teacher
Works orchestrated a national 
teacher exchange of curriculum 

 TW members sent in  les-
sons (things that work with kids), 

 then printed up and sent back to
members twice a year in Teacher Works
in a Box. Each sheet bears  anti-copy-
right: “This  may be reproduced
by any means  often as necessary.” All
6 editions of the  sold  but

  of Teacher  in a BO X is
available for $5.50.     
sons, contributed by   teachers,
in a convenient  by  format.

Teacher Works also wants to spread
the idea of a grassroots, decentralized
exchange. The TW mailing list was sent

 all members so they could start their
own local exchanges, and TW has pre-
pared  packet of “how-to” information
to get others started (available for 51).

(Trudy 

Seed Catalog, $5.95 from:
Beacon Press
25 Beacon St.
Boston, MA 02108

Whether you’re a teacher, hermit, par-
ent, administrator or librarian, you
should look this one over. 
pages of materials, organizations, ideas,
devices. Emphasis is on the simpler, less
expensive teaching tools. And of course
they let their prejudices show. Astound-
ing to think of the percentage of groups
and materials listed here that didn’t
exist, say, 6 or 7 years ago. Highly re-
commended. Even though 2 years old-
I’d probably still recommend it 
3 or 4 years from now.

Free Poster Charts and M aps. 02.95
Sources of Free Teaching M aterials,
$3.95 from:

Mr. Dale E. Shaffer
 Consultant

437 Jennings Ave.
 O H  44460

20 years ago I received a book called
   which started me

 a life of mailing for things. It has 
ups and downs. The free things are not
always really free-it costs us via com-
pany expenditure for PR as 
through retail sales. And the pamphlets,
charts, posters, would often sound like
they would come with brass bands-and
instead pieces of  paper would arrive.

Also there arc many good  things,
and these guide!;  obviously well-

   for class supple-
ments, visuals.  getters, or for

 mail freaks  of things  send

  K ids Catalog,  by
Peter  designed by Ten 
1975,  from:

 Books
666 Fifth Ave.

 York, NY 10019
Hundreds of  
through mail or retail outlets, oi things

 buy, make, read, cook, think about.
The range is from free  expensive
(such as movie making equipment):
kites, puppets. science, history, 

 carpentry, gardening. pets, etc.
Seems like a pretty good image of what
a “kid” is-though maybe I’m burning

 on access to access with emphasis
on buy.

Acclimatization, Steve Van  
$3.95 from:

American Camping Association
Bradford Woods

 IN 46151

If you’re an  teacher. a
camp counselor or naturalist, read this
book or National G eographic, April
1974. and then attend Van Matte’s
workshops. It’s about how crawling
around in the mud and  leaves
can help get kids in touch with nature.
I saw and felt it work wonders in Min-
nesota on squeamish city kids.

ourselves or  Most people, I
think, would feel they could  least
get their  back

 guides.

*And there’s a whale slew of things
to give people of all ages a handshake
with their built and  environ-

 See M aking  C ity O bserv-
able in the  section for some
clues



The New Schools Exchange
 AK 77.751

A national  for a 
variety of  to 
and community education. They pub-
lish an excellent  
for  issues) full of  dialogues
and listings of people.  and 
sources. Also a  D irectory of

 Schools (112  available
for $3  included in a subscription).
They’ve been around and  for
quite a while and always have a lot 

  from:
National Alternative Schools Program
School of Education
University of 
Amherst, MA 

 nice newsprint  
as “a  of ideas and  in

 education,”   
included  mammoth  listing
complied by Miriam Wasserman and
Linda Hutchinson of the Education

    The
 issue will focus on  edu-

cation and some  
by an  school for working
class women. They  also working on
a  directory   schools
which. judging 

 should be worth writing for.

  individuals, $10
institutions. from:

P.O. Box 1802
Eugene, OR 97401

A radical educational quarterly linking
educational change to the overall 

 for social change. Past issues 
each)  focused on sexism, Chicano

education and working class 
Available for  arc special  No.
3X from  1976 is a good educational

 guide. and No. 37, February
1976, is on public school 
Sample  

No M ore Public School: A   
Innovators, by Hal Bennett, 1972,

 from:
The 
1409 Fifth St.
Berkeley, CA 94710
 more and  convinced  

will  be   put a child of 
into public school,   wonder about
finding or starting a good 
This book gives  possibilities
and  for a small
endeavor  15  He 
it best himself: “This book  how
to  your child  of public school
and how to educate him at home your-
self.  tells how  put your own school

 which  legalities. cur-
riculum and business  and minding

 store  you’ve started.  
about  for  you’re in

 hut it does not flirt 
dreams for an easy Utopia.”

The  Program
R oom  School
13th  Spring Garden Streets
Philadelphia, PA 19123

Schools don’t  to bc in big 
brick buildings! Part of  Philadelphia
Public Schools, the Parkway Program
has classes taught by chemists in pro-
fessional labs, bankers in conference
rooms, and math in  theaters and
city parks.  up on the use of
facilities-making public places 
specialized&can  energy and ma-
terials in countless ways and help make
the city  vital. Students in Parkway
are chosen by lottery.   num-
bers from  of  districts. 

 for  information.

 Exercises:  to Start 
O wn  (And M ake a  

  and   1970,
 from:

Bookworks
Whenever I’m thinking about 
five learning situations, 1 go back 
this book. if  one of rhe first writ-
ten and still expresses best rhe 
of actualizing the dreams:  not sur-

 that teachers who can be
clear about what free schools should be
often   a loss to know what 
do in  No money for equipment.
Children partaking of  freedoms.
Everyone   things like
knowledge, authority  structure.
and accepting the good things like
freedom, sharing and creativity.”

 School in  Valley: A  
Venture   G race 
1971. $1.25 from:

201 East 50th
New York, NY 10022

This is my    has 
going since   was there in the
‘SOS. We all wore dungarees.  plays
and  built   and 
systems, rook bird walks and baked

 The school is  changing,
 it’s still going strong-nursery 

through  grade. I’m   ob-
jective about this book.   my
science  and  for a
large part of what I’m doing and feeling

 But it’s a   of a
very fine model of what  to be

 “progressive” and is now called
“ o p e n ”   

The  Was  Sea, Michael S.
 1972, $3.95 from:

Links Books
33 West 60th 
New York, NY 10023

This  rhc story of Pacific High School--
a live-in  of  build-
ing   writing poetry
and generally making their way through
adolescence.  is  with 

 from  dialogues from
 and wonderful photographs.

All the agonies of  education
 in process here-curriculum vs. 

form. hiring/firing, student control,
discipline, holding in/letting go. I
learned  lot about alternative communi-
ty process from this hook. A  

 

 Scrapbook, 1971, $4 from:
Bookworks
1409 Fifth 
Berkeley, CA 94710

An oldie.    “A
   of Our 

 in  Places and 
 in Schools, at  and Within

  heard many a 
  its   build

cubby  and climbing lofts, how to
 a  chair, a  

an inflatable. Useful for  class-
rooms and play  for all  and
persuasions. And, ycr, these  many
of  same folks  gone on to
do the  Institute mentioned
in several other sections of this book.



 
the last five to six years there has

 a tremendous growth of a new
nd of publication, the  most 

 examples being People’s Yellow
 (in various cities), and the Whole
 Catalog.

 now exist so many variations
 the  themes that distinctions be-

 catalog and directory go haywire.
 years libraries have begun

  
 journals like RAIN, Workbook

 Co-Evolution Q uarterly have 
 on access to information,  in-

 about information; many
 now include special access

 newspapers publish consumer
id service directories; conferences and

 are spawning 
  participants, sometimes called

 indexes.
 directories  catalogs

  last five or six years and now
 it impossible to keep track of 

ncc I helped publish the C hinook
 a community resource cat&g

  in 1972. there have 
least 15 directories, catalogs or 
Portland published. 

DME OF THE BEST ONES

 Vancouver Book, Chuck Davis, ed.,
 from:

 Douglas Ltd.
1875 Welch Street
Vancouver,  Canada
 table of contents to The Vancouver

 felt oddly like a list I  have
 sometime for the ideal cataloging

a city.
  Book is a still shot of

  (most) all the event
 systems, senses and perspectives

of a city into lists, descriptions. photos,
statistics. addresses and anecdotes.

Included is history (of each 

  Yellow 
Vocations for Social Change

 Ma. 02139
    

archaeology, architecture, lighting.
bridges, sounds, maps, tunnels, zoning,
garbage, energy, legal resources, health

 magazines, comics, theaters,
bowling and cemeteries.

Chuck Davis is a lover both of maps
and lists. He is now, I hear, working on
a book of maps and, in the introduction,
relates this:

“It all started because I’m a list freak.
When I was a kid, I remember being

 than usually interested in lists. I
read, or made up, lists of the longest

 the tallest buildings, the oldest
people, the widest bridges, and so on. I
recall my father once telling me, “Char-
lie, one of these days you’re going to
make up a list of all  lists.”  wish
he  still around  see how his 
diction has come  in a book,

So what do you do with  
book about Vancouver.  
bia. in Portland, Oregon?

You can think about it. Imagine
freezing, all the  around you into

  comprehensive mural/aerial
photo  allows you to see an entire
city from all perspectives (including the

 of a century); maybe while it’s
sitting still for a minute you’ll be able
to pick out where you fit in.

The Vancouver Book is some kind of
new animal. In my five years of looking
at catalogs, lists, directories, almanacs
and maps,  not seen anything that

 as close as  Vancouver Book
to making sense out of all the parts of
a city.

This is the first PYP published. They
have worked through many kinks. It is
“alternatives” and social change oriented
compared to The  Book,
which is more like a picture, a whole
picture.

 Yellow  from:
P.O. Box 31291
San Francisco,  94131

That they can deal with the Bay 
is beyond me, but they are into their
fourth issue, and each one slowly 

 the coverage.

B.C.  $2 from:
Alternative Community Group
1520 West 6th Ave.
Vancouver, BC, Canada

‘This. along with the  Book
(odd they are both from B.C.  are
examples of what is a natural evolution-
ary trend, the  of phone
book type directory with magazine 
or whole earth catalog supplements 
now:  Q uarterly).  fine
job. Access to British Columbia.

North  Access, $1.94 from:
Box 8367
Moscow,  83843

There you go, proving that you don’t
need cities to have need of a 
pages; these people have created a love-
ly guide to services, goods, food, rivers,
history, legal aid, libraries, art galleries,
and on and on. If you have friends there,
if you plan to visit, if you want to know
what the beautiful boot filled with
m o u n t a i n s  i s  d o i n g



“This catalog provides access  in-
formation. It is a community revival
manual. Through sharing information.
we gain power. By using it, we can
return the control of communities to
those who live and work within them.
Through  lack of awareness and
involvement we have lost this control.
We have  in fact 
aged, the  of  lives.
Our direction must now he away from
dependence on large institutions and
toward direct participation in solving
problems and building self-determined
communities.”

 City $1.95 from:
Synapse
4307 Locust 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19104

A catalog librarian’s delight. Through
layout. simple geographic keys, choice
headings, the catalog comes close to
making a city observable.

 arc some unusual twists  cov-
ered elsewhere in  book: 

 Area G reen Pages: A  Handbook
of Tools, Information and 
for the Greening of  by
the Pennsylvania  

 Energy Conserving Landscape.
And Everything  Everybody for a
free-for-all  sort of newspaper
in New York City. See Sharing and
Gathering pages.

 People’s
ages

Part of the Earth Catalogs
     

best model of a  
 notable 

British  Access, Box 5688,
Station F, Vancouver, BC. Canada.

  to North Carolina.
 3337. College Station, Durham,

NC 27702.
New England Catalog, 1973, 

  of print)
 Sound Access. No longer in

print; may be in a library  somewhere.
 a lovely part of  earth sensing

catalog. as you’ll see if you find if.

LIBRARY COMMUNITY
RESOURCE DIRECTORIES

Eugene Contact: A  D irectory  
 Information Resources, from:

Special Libraries Association
 of Oregon

Eugene, OR 97324
This directory  me   a good
example of an intermediate step a li-
brary can  if it doesn’t want to get
involved in the role of social service
information and referral. Its orientation
is on information resources and not 

O pen Dallas, D iscover Your C ity, $2.75
from:

The Dallas Public Library
 Commerce

Dallas, TX 75201
The Dallas library is “nc of the 

 community information oriented
 in  country  

ago  published   
format  guides and now 
published this  directory to

Help. for Citizens  Wake County
Wake County Public Libraries
Raleigh, NC 27611

This and the Kalamazoo County direc-
tory arc representative of comprehen-
sible guides to social services and 

Directory of Community Resources in
Kalamazoo County

Kalamazoo Public Library
315 South Rose St.

 Ml 49006



Service Maps
I’ve seen  examples of publishing
a  directory in a map format
and found it an intriguing 

A M ap    pub-
lished by 
System; and  Services Resource
G uide, 2929 S.E. Powell, Portland, OR
97202.

Newspaper 
For  years now the Portland
Scribe has published the  Survival
Page,” a one-page listing of 250 or 
groups and  A useful format
and  to consider,  if
you are in a small town or might 
he     with a  book,

    S.E. 9th. 
O R 

Guides to the City
Guides often  with 
organizations. like Chambers of 

   published for quite
    often 

 well-known    of 
highlights and   shops.
There have   better ones pub-

 A good job was done by 
Citizens’ Planning and Housing Associa-

 of Baltimore:   
  L ivelier Baltimore, $2.50 from:

330 North  Street, Baltimore
MD 21201

 Dumping Places
 There  at least  examples of

dumping places in the country, both of
them extinct now.  concept is still
something to think about. Both “Dump-
ing Place” and “New Life Environmental
Design Network” served for a while as
distribution points for other people’s
flyers and brochures. Rather than doing

 people to  with the format.
graphics. color of paper they wanted,
but with distribution and packaging
handled by the collectives.

 Women  Health for a good
example of one being  by  Bos-
ton Women’s Health Book 

 Grab some things with indexes
(such as a Sears catalog, phone 

 yellow pages, Dewey Decimal
catalog, other People’s Yellow Pages,
Whole Earth Catalog). Make a list of
which things you want to  
about.

 to  second hand
stores.  places to go.

 Take stock of what you do know,
10) Universities. Often directly

with help of friends and a map of the
through departments, or action 
grams (like University Year in Action)

area you’re working with. there’s much compiled information
 Find  what resource guides about your region. Find  about 

exist. Check with local United Good
Neighbon-is there a social service

 study areas and what research 

coordinating agency? Hotline and
be going on  to your accessing

crisis centers often have extensive 
search-especially contact: sociology,
urban affairs, population research,

systems. Think of the various agencies educational activities offices.
 may have compiled lists for “in 11) Federal Information Centers.

office” use.  is best to assume there  contact I’ve had with this 
is a list, maybe partial or outdated, work of federal employees has been
for most any subject you’re trying to positive. Somehow have managed to
access.) Easter Seal Society, Welfare,  people who love to figure  the
Community Health Nursing Associa- bureaucracy. (Also get a copy of U.S.

Legal Aid, are all likely to have Government Organization Manual. U.S.
lists  directories.

 Library. That is where you’ll find
Government Printing Office, 
ton.  $5.75).

lots of what you need. Make a list of  Polk City Directory. Used to
 in your area by

checking in the library (double check
be before phones they published the
only directory to businesses and 

by touting  bookstore. etc.) If 
 subscribe to several and clip and

dents. Still useful. Listings tend to be

index. And don’t forget newsletters.
 extensive than phone book.

(Available in libraries).
Many are free or near free and will help 13) Historical Societies. In order to
keep  up to date. know  a thing is you should know

Also at the library. go through  it has been. Nothing stays 
 book section finding such things

as state manufacturing guides, 
of state  other national

14)  Agencies. Especially in

and local directories. (If your library
recent years  areas have 

is small, ask the librarian about the
 planning associations. They

 library or inter-library loan.)
and   of planning
are  to have a valuable, pretty

5) City-County-State Government unique collection of local 
 directories break down mental and   often in
 into  job titles. This map and geographic or subject area

 be a great aid to finding out studies.
wows what. 15) Bulletin Boards. Figure out 

6)   radio and television some important ones are. Laundromats,
  the news) are schools, and watch the printed bulletin

ikely to point you to other board-the various advertising 
7) Use mailed  fied  

 necessary.  are not 
 and it  important to be 

16) With you and by  phone, keel
 of specialties’  languages,

 in person to e.g. abbreviations.
 keepers who know the city like the
 of their hand (or just one subject

17) Ask people if they’ve seen 

 geographic area).
one walking around with index cards

8) Use public transportation. Map
who seems to know a little about 

 routes Take tape recorder.
thing-and who just keeps showing up.

Try for  recording every sign
 see. Take it back to friends and

Putting Together  People’s 

 what they know about the places.
Pages,  from:

9) Bookstores. Check them 
Vocations for Social Change

 in  years, there have
353 Broadway

 many city guides published, e.g.,
Cambridge, Ma. 02139



 America
Richard Gardner

 134
 Square

Cambridge, MA 02138
Richard Gardner  been trying his
best  keep track of non-profit, social

 alternative groups in the coun-
try for  years. This book is a

 version of the mailing list
he  accumulated  about 5,000
groups in the 

Source Catalogs
P.O. Box 21066
Washington. DC 20009
  Collective  renamed

Resources for Community Change 
 a couple of the  successful

national  catalogs:
 $1.75.

 $2.95.
 55.95.

These are  

Gay  
Renaissance House
Box 292, Village Station
New York, N.Y.

 for 4 issues. Quarterly.

O rganic Directory. 52.95 from:
 Press

 PA 18049
Health Food/natural food  or-
ganic growers, etc.

National Exchange
51  Ave. N.E.
Minneapolis,, MN 55421

 There  hundreds of them. (Last
one I saw was  years ago, so  be
outdated)

 Directions  Veterans
P.O. BOX 865
Lawrence, KS 66044

In process. Sections on education and
learning. Changes needed in the VA,

  growth.
veterans in prison, a nationwide skills-
ideas-friendship  network.

   

 Yellow 

 Box 
 CT 06268

By state hundreds of groups working
with prisoners. Literature, job assistance,

Northwest  D irectory, 1976, $3.10
from:

118 N.  Place
Seattle, WA 98103
 is an excellent model  a way to

make a network of   or 
an economic structure  The in-
formation about food co-ops, small
scale trading  trucking groups. and
organic food growers  gathered 
hard (easy  rich) way by 
people journeying throughout 

 The colors. indexing and
format are also a delight.

 Celebrations 
3rd edition, 1975, $3.75 from:

Alternatives
1924 E. Third
Bloomington, IN 47401

The catalog is a  I” small scale,
often non-profit making crafts people,
and resource listings of places and 
t” celebrate  while spending

 money and  A starting
point for simplifying life style. Inquire
about newsletter and resource packets.

 M ariner’s  Vol. I 
Vol.  Vol.  Vol. IV

 

 Elm St.
Camden, ME 04843

  Catalog of the sea. Even if
you’re landlocked. The catalog is more
than just hardware: it is history, shores,
lore. Indexing/design ideal for either
browsing or research. Ask  about
other publications.

People’s   
and Irving Wallace, 1975, $7.95 from:

Doubleday  Co.
245 Park Ave.
New York, NY 10017

This may be the fattest paperback in
existence  pages, over 2 inches
thick) Adolph Hitler owned 8.960
acres in Colorado. The traditional

   round the world 
lists  corporations: International
Telephone  Telegraph. population
438,000. Also lists who rules, 

 by who  r u l e s .  T h e y
have thought of many unanswered
questions and answered some of 
A listing of neglected scientists.

Spo r t s   It  seems like
  Earth outgrowth and is

maybe a new genre  itself. Nearly
a month later I’m still finding 

 unusual slants and inventories.
They   update:  Al-
manac, P.O. Box 49328, Los Angeles.
CA 90049.

  Catalog of Wonderful
 and  G oodfellow Newsletter

P.O. Box 4520
Berkeley, CA 94704

The catalog is a lovely book; the crafts
look loved and individual (though I’ve
had no experience ordering).  sure-
ly comparable to other handcrafted
items. The newsletter is 

 keep people up  other  news
around the country. fain and 
especially in California, but also nation-
al.  book reviews, craft grants.
$4.50 a year.



Last Whole   1971, $5
from:

 428
 CA 

It is   hat,  was recently 
minded, when I looked through  and

realize:: how many, many things I 

found out about in the WEC. And-
   (1974, 

ming up and  up with 
 of non-publishing of the WEC.

 And still keeping up is C o-Evolution
Quarterly,  from the same ad-

 See review in A.T. section.

 Time, Nos. 1 and 2, John 
man and Edward  $3.95
each from:

A n c h o r / D o u b l e d a y
245 Park Ave.
New York, NY 10017

Two very good indexes to ideas and
 on the  reaches of

psychic science and 

 L td. Sourcebook,  T.
 ed., 1973, $4.95 from:

 and Row
10  53rd
New York. NY 10022

This is the  Earth Catalog for
 about recreation, 

adventure, boating, maps, 
weather. Many points for the easy read-
ing format.

Canadian Whole Earth Catalog
 probably have to find this in a

library or used book store. If you do,
hang on to it. The  done on shelter,
food and health  probably  
single access resources in  areas.

O/d  The Amazing Life 
973,  from:

 
75 Rockefeller Plaza
New York. NY 10019

A catalog of   

1973, $5 from:
Jewish Publications of 

  
 PA 19102

A    to Jewish 
 and   articles  well as

access.

 Energy Primer, 1975, $4.50 from:
 Institute

540 Santa  Ave.
  CA 94025

 fairly technical book
about  forms of energy-solar,
wind.   

 An Alternative 
Equipment D irectory, 1975,  from:

 Sources  Energy
Rt. 2, Box 

 MN 56353

A  sourcebook on 
 available from manufacturers.

The first of many such catalogs. See
the Appropriate Technology section for
complete coverage.

New Women’s Survival 
  and  

1975, $5 from:
Alfred A. Knopf
201 East 
New York, NY 10022

A very large blend of the Whole Earth
 and People’s Yellow Pages. This

is an update from their earlier Catalog
(1973).

Women Behind Bars, $1.75 from:
Resources for Community Change
P.O. Box 21066
Washington, DC 20009

This is a good hybrid of catalog, or-
ganizing manual and directory to 
doing it.

O regon Women’s Resource G uide,
1976, $3 from:

Continuing Education Publications
 Box 1491

Portland, OR 97207
A useful model of a guide  
Some article/essay information as well
as a directory to women’s 

Contact Center
1005 N.W. 16th
Portland. OR 97210

Century City  Arts
Project

10508 W.  Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90064

Harley Lond keeps on top of a weird,
ever-changing world of artists. film-
makers, correspondence artists and
others  escape classification. 
media is published  with some

 and  of good access.

 Bank
 only   see this  for five

minutes, long enough to know there
 be   others  it.

Imagine a directory to people and
images they either have   looking
for. Buckles  imagination. Sorry,
but it’s  of 

 G rassroots  (Sierra Club
Books) has  good and derailed 

 of  groups.
See review in Community Building.

*There are a whole bunch of catalogs
connected with Learning. Somewhere

 New Schools Exchange, Seed
Catalog,  K ids   the
Learning section for the complete scoop.



    Handbook:
Tradition and How To. 

 by Bill Henderson.
Pushcart  Press
Yonkers. N.Y. 

In  1972, a group of authors
  New York’s Fifth 

prorating the  
 of   

authors sold  own books from push-
carts.

A   of the history 
print-it-yourself, famous and 
famous  and groups.  the

 of  Nin,  
Virginia Woolf,     is

 a history and  
 how  though  

 and  last   is how  do it.

News  
  Project

45 West Preston 
Baltimore, MD 21201

iot really a regional magazine but an
 concept in print distribution.

 pay very cheap amounts for
 (quarter of tabloid  about

 wherein they can advertise,
 their  their small magazines,
 etc. The co-op, a person  this
 does layout and design. Might be

 model for times when paper and 
 get short. Send $1 for sample.

 in Print. 59.45 from:
Glide Publications
  Ellis St.

San Francisco. CA 94102
Along  COSMEP, this is a biblio-
graphic search and find compilation of
small press publications, usually 
listed in Books in Print, 

COSMEP (Committee of Small 
tie  and Publishers)

 Box 703
San Francisco, CA 94101

Especially a network for  of
literature in its various  and dis-
guises. The COSMEP newsletter tries to
keep track of small magazines and book
publishers. For 520 membership now
you can also get their series of booklets
on: distribution, library and 
printing, promotion, finances and 

 production/design. All of these
are useful,  good introductions.
COSMEP also produces extensive mail-
ing lists for small publishers, including
bookstores, libraries, etc.

Dustbooks
P.O. Box 1056
Paradise, CA 95969

For about 10 years Len  and
friends have kept track of the rich de-
luge of self-published books, small cir-
culation magazines, basement literary
and low budget publishers. Most of the
work focuses on literature, poetry. arts,
so should be supplemented with 
like the Alternative Press Index, RAIN,
Co-Evolution  etc.

Resource books include: 
al Directory of Little M agazines and

 Presses ($5.95); Small Press Rec-
ord of Books ($4.50); and,  keep
on a regular basis,  Press Review.

 individual, 510 institution.

These are   access resource
magazines which we   

 rime again. Be  to also check
  favorites reviewed elsewhere:

Co-Evolution   9, SO), 
   5) and  very own
 9, 243).

  students, $10
 $20 institutions, monthly,

Southwest Research and 

P.O. Box 4524
Albuquerque, NM 87106

Workbook is   access
journal similar in format  RAIN, but
dealing principally with social injustice
and reform-prisoners. women and gay
rights, privacy of information, farm
workers and union organizing, as well

 more  topics.

M other Jones,  from:
1255 Portland Place
Boulder, CO 80302

 really  this magazine. At first 
 because it seemed like another

“with it”  age bandwagon slickic.
But now  look   it each
month.  fairly  
I wept this month on   of 
assassination of Chilean Orlando 

 and  Moffit  the 
for Policy Studies.  also has movie

 RAIN-type blurbs, 
on economics, nuclear power  

 and interviews with the likes
of Robert Pirsig, Robert  and

  Denise  is
ii;  editor.   to be

 into some networks  haven’t
seen  on before now. Single issues

 

doing it! Bi-monthly,  from:
Box 303
Worthington, OH 43085

This fat (80 pp.)  magazine looks
like a good one. Their emphasis is on
urban alternatives. Some articles are on
groups which arc becoming old hat, like

 New  and  
 for Local Self-Reliance  time

you say it  people find  about
them), but lots of new things (for us)

 community loft in NYC and the
 rabbit” bus lines. Articles 

things in much more depth than  at-
tempt to do, while access info is given.



New Age Journal, monthly, Mother   The Elements,   $15
from: monthly, from: institutions, monthly from:

32 Station P.O. Box 70 1901  Street
 Village, MA 02146  NC 28739  DC  20009

Seems like  everyone  this  by   
 Journal, monthly, one, maybe nor on the level of Mary   arm of  Institute for

from:   frisbees, but TM EN  has Policy Studies),   is 
29 Farnsworth St. reached  successfully  the    use and misuse of 
Boston,  multitudes, rather  just a small   food and

 journals serving the recent counter-culture mob, than most any   they  to weapons, 
swell of  in spiritually-oriented  “alternatives” journal. They  and international economic
activities.   focuses more on usually  a good access section.
practical. active  of 
livelihood, while  focuses more

 the  communities. Both give
  groups,  and  goings-  Regional   important

 We read  avidly. The
  

 of any
(especially  the south)  think

 a sample 

41 Main St.
 ME 04086

Weekly,  We’ve been reading the
Maine Times for several months 
and find it I” be a delightful mix of en-
vironmental, entertainment and local
news  what’s happening in Maine.
‘Even  display and classified ads are
enjoyable-how many publications car-
ry advertisements for wood  and

 toilers?  all,  well done.

 County News
 N Seventh 

Lander, Wyo. 82520
 A unique blend of environ-

mental issues affecting Idaho. 
Wyoming.  and  and
sensitivity   an  com-
mon concerns, traditions, unique life

 systems

139 Main St.
 VT 05301

 (12 issues). I don’t think 
just my  for New England that makes
makes me enjoy this magazine so much.
And it isn’t just  photos
(many of them in color)  the fine
drawings. The articles  right-on:

  and doctors, grape vines as
air-conditioners, wildflowers, garden
tools, guinea fowl, cross-country skiing
and log cabins. But it’s more than that.

A  of place and roofs. the spirit
of regional  and cooperation

that’s getting closer. It’s not your
usual back-to-the-lander  all. It’s  hit
fancier than that-done by people who
have been living this way for genera-
tions. A must for anyone in the 
cast. Of interest for anyone involved in

 

 Journal
Minnesota  Society
1501 s. 4th 
Minneapolis,  55404

A bi-monthly with  emphasis on
the North Country. From geography I”
the  and back   and geogra-
phy; living on a small planet. 

 an issue.

 of  
in the Northwest, 512 elsewhere, 

 from
Seriatim
P.O. Box 

 OR 97128
Seriatim does exist  and rhe first
issue contains 96 pages of  by 
on Ernest    

 the ORE Plan. energy 
 natural farming,  If doesn’t
  bring   light  the

topics it covers  “pen new territories,
but hopefully that will happen as it 

 County Anvil
Box 37

 MN 55957
Articles, photos, poems, book reviews, with emphasis 
      

political and rural and funkier (on newsprint for example) than
Earth  Things like:   of energy per-
sons:   Abby  threshing in Wisconsin, survival
program for unemployed; Wounded Knee,  and community.

 6 issues.

Colorado 
Box  Capitol Hill Station
Denver, CO 80218

Published semi-annually. 510 for 2 years.  each. A 
 format  outdoor mountains and rivers emphasis.

Most issues continuation of access  wilderness 
Guide to  in Colorado, VII. Issue No.   catalog

 food, transportation,  and recreation in the 
Boulder area.



SOME SOFT AND SLOW RULES

* There is a list or bibliography about
everything until you make a new one.

 A resource person or gatekeeper is
worth a thousand books.

 If you  a reason  find it, 
the  is not just academic, you
will find what you are looking for.

 All research is bared on asking the
right  to the right person 
the right time.

   and specialties are
 and all you have to

do is find your way into the network.

 

 The book you are thinking of doing
already exists.

* Listen to the language

* Research is not finding every-
thing that has ever been written about
something but  learning how to
think about something,

* If you think you have created a 
kind of service, or a solution to 
problem, someone else thought 
awhile back or is just now thinking it.

GENERAL REFERENCE/
RESEARCH BOOKS

G uide to Reference Books, Constance
M. Wincheli, 1967, $15 from:

American Library Association
 East Huron St.

Chicago, IL 60611
This has long been the basic reference

 for  Very complete, not
for beginner or casual researcher.

 Research M ethodology G uide,
 from:

  Congress on 
America

P.O. Box 226
Berkeley, CA 94701

P.O. Box 57
Cathedral Station
New York, NY 10025

This is a guide focused on doing research
of American power 

Where  At, Jill Hamber, $1 from:
New England Free Press
791  St.
Boston, MA 02118

Similar to the NACLA research guide
with more focus on community or-
ganizing.

 to  Work.
William A. Katz, 1974, 59.95 from:

McGraw-Hill
1221 Ave. of the Americas
New York, NY 10036

There are  volumes to this work.
I’ve only seen number one, which stands
out from the other guides by having
more annotated descriptions of refer-
ence works. For the  serious
researcher.

Finding Facts Fast, Alden Todd, 1972,
$2.50 from:

William Morrow  Co.
105 Madison Ave.
New York, NY 10016

For price and sensitivity to a
range of users, this is one of the best
introductions to reference tools.  re-
minds you of common sense routes to

 resources. picking  the
 widely  texts. You’ll need

other  tools when really digging
into local resources, hut for what gen-
erally  be found in many libraries,
this is a good guide.

HOW TO KEEP TRACK
OF INFORMATION

 five years of trying  keep
 of information. using  every

form of filing system I’ve come across
(I cry to reorganize  least every three
months, with the feeling this one  the
one that will work), I’ve given op. 

  he only a couple of  that
really help: (1)    and
then what you need will always he re-
trievable, and  publish a 
like RAIN which can  as a filing
system.

 anyone who gets involved in
information exchange (though they
may be consciously calling it something
else) and community organizing inevit-
ably find themselves scribbling down
names of contact people, information

 ideas and lists of things to do.
Most all systems of keeping track of

information have built-in difficulties
and limitations. The most effective sys-
tem will grow  of your work. Don’t
set  an elaborate system as a first job.

 it sit for a while, and a pattern will
probably emerge.

SOME IDEAS

Notebooks: Rainbow Flute  Randy
Skoog,  Northwest courier types,
keep notebooks. Rainbow Flute’s is a
kind of regional novel or journey in
which people convey messages to others
by writing in the notebook. The overall,

 effect is beautiful; to see
messages hack and forth, in each per-
son’s handwriting and layout. Randy’s
contains sections of most used 

 (addresses of  etc.) as
well as current notekeeping.



Keyword record keeping: Rhoda taught
(is teaching) me  technique of keep-
ing track of conversations. Rather than
attempt to copy things verbatim, listen
to the  and pick  key
phrases.  reminds me of the Poe pro-
ject which  an  to devise
forms to fill  for the dissemination
of information about scientific research;
based upon the notion that a large per-
centage  what  say is redundant
filler while  mind is thinking, and
transitional phrases. So don’t listen to
things like, “Well. then. I think we
ought to.  or “I was thinking the
other day..  or “People have always

 e t c .

Three by five cards: For most informa-
tion tracking you might  well start
with four by six, since this will allow
you to make changes.  some 
ing around with  cards  be-
low), I krep coming back to simply
card index files, I think because my
focus of  changes, and a card
index file is a cheap investment and
easy to change. Small metal tabs that

 in many colors, which can be used
to interfile  you may want
   are a good 

“ l e n t .
One useful technique 1 have used

 card index files is to prepare 
 lists that in effect can 
 the information. For example, on

 card index file you may file by the
 of the person, but what if that

person is  a group that you are
searching for a contact within and you

can’t remember the name of the person?
If you number each card and then 

pare a list of group names with corre-
sponding numbers you can retrieve it
easily.

 cards: In a  system, one
card is made for each item in a collec-
tion. All the elaborative information is
on the card, and the cards are indexed
by  of notches around  edge of
the card. A code is set up prior to enter-
ing information, and each subject head-
ing is represented by a hole in the card.
The terms under which the item is to
be indexed  decided upon and the
holes which represent each term are
notched. When a needle is passed
through the deck of cards, notched
items will fall to the table or floor.

There has been much experimenta-
tion with  cards, in the design
of subject headings. for example, using
modified   a way of setting

 geographical indexes. People have
also experimented with making their

  cards, rather than buying
them from manufacturers.

 a central Washington rural
resources network, in collaboration 
Bob Wallace, developed  cards
using recycled data processing cards.

 distributes these cards to thirty
or so groups in  Northwest, giving
each group a  cheap information
center on rural resources and alterna-
tive, small-scale food groups in the
Northwest.

By several reports,  cards
work effectively up to  records.
Beyond that it is difficult to keep con-
trol   cards. They are always
“out of order,” and, especially when
used under crisis and fast retrieval situ-
ations, the file turns into a crazy jug-
gling act.

Map and file: The Recycling Switch-
board in Portland used a  card
system  to a couple of years ago,
when they found it did not quite serve
their purpose. They roost often needed

Bob Hope has a house full of his files
of old jokes. He moved  into 
house when the files took over his old
one. He never throws anything away.

On March 7.1, 1947, the New York Po-
lice Department received a  from

 who said he thought a man
was dead in an old-fashioned brown-
stone mansion on New York’s fashion-
able upper Fifth Avenue. Upon entering
the mansion, police were overcome with
the stench of garbage and confronted
by piles of trash. One  Homer

  found dead. The police
tunneled their way through layers of
garbage and, nineteen days  found

 brother. If took the New York
Sanitation Department five months to
shovel  all the junk, including twelve

 of old newspapers, seventeen
pianos, the  parts of thirty aban-
doned automobiles, magazines dating
all the way back to the  and the
remains of meals of two iifctimes.

From:  Incredible Collectors, Bil!
Carmichael, 1973, $1.25 from:

Warner Paperback
75 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, NY 10019

F. Scott Fitzgerald went through a
period in  when he made list!
of everything he could think of in an
effort to give his life a semblance of
order-lists of popular  of girls
he had known, of the kings of England
and France.

to know where a recycling  was
in relation  rhe person calling in for
information. A  with 
colored dots for kinds of centers and
services   work. A map in 

 to a list or card file is a good way
of beginning to  a network of
people and information.

Optical coincidence,  peekaboo:
There  a variety of simple systems
(which again  be bought or hand
made) that work on the principle of

 heading cards for each area you
are concerned with, on which numbers
assigned to individual entries are cited,
by merely a list of the numbers. a
matrix of  and letters (allow-
ing more entries on any one subject
card), or by, in some  actual citing
of the documents by lining  

 dots. (This  I hear,  been
expanded to   involving laser
beams.)

SOME RESOURCES

M ethods  Handling,
Charles P.  1963, $17.75 from:

John  and Sons
605 Third Ave.
New York, NY 

A good overview with emphasis on
small-scale record keeping.

Information Storage 
Systems for Individual 
Gerald  1970, $12.73 from:

Wiley-Interscience Books
605 Third Ave.
New York, NY 10016

 Resource File, from:
Information and Referral Services
Administration on Aging
U.S. Dept. of Health, Education and

Welfare
Washington, DC 20201

Part of their  research on
information and referral services in the
country.

Arlington, VT 05250
The primary distributor of  cards
systems. They will do special orders
and have a funny 

Community Information Specialist
Program

University of Toledo
Toledo, OH 43606

Lynn Cooper and   recently
did an interesting paper on cheap filing
and indexing  The paper may
be modified and eventually be pot 
by the National Self Help Resource
center.



Fair Lawn, NJ 07410
$75  a  edition with 

 glass.  word definitions by
usage as well as definition doesn’t al-
ways give you that sense that some dic-
tionaries do that definitions all just
lead from one to another in a circle
with no end.

I N T E R E S T I N G  A N D  U S E F U L
T O O L S

There  four basic publishers of refer-
ence books in the U.S.:

Gale Research Company
1400 Book Tower
Detroit,  48226

They publish such wonders  
 of Associations, Directory 

Special L ibraries and Information
Centers, and  of
Newsletter  Reporting 

H.W. Wilson Company
950 University Ave.
Bronx, NY 10452

Wilson publishes some of the 
esoteric ones, as well as  Guide

 Periodical  and 
Index.

 Library Association
50 East Huron St.
Chicago,  

They  many  guides
aimed at  but also 
works generally  like: A 

 Approach   
  Books   

M edium-Sized Libraries, A Guide 
 of  Science

and    in
the U .S.A.

R.R. 
 Avenue of  Americas

New York, NY 10036
They publish  Journal, 

   in  
 Place,  Annual of Li-

brary  Book Trade  and
 L ibrary Journal. Some of these

are  around the 
 in  we  most often for its

list of publishers  to do  book!)
A set  $69.95. so  a friendly

 into giving you their old 
  get their updated one each

year. Publishers Weekly is a good,
though sometimes exhausting, way of
finding  what’s being printed in the
U.S. Usually oniy has 

$25 a year-this is the only
  subscribe 

  
 University Press

1600  Drive

 of  Words and
Phrases, Peter Mark Roget, $15 from:

Grosset and 
51 Madison Ave.
New York, NY 10010

Most of the time  use the 
I don’t find the exact word I’m looking
for, but am reminded of what I’m 
ing for. Great for brainstorming games.

Thomas  of  
 $39.75 

Thomas Publishing Co.
E. Lawrence Ave.
Springfield, IL 62703

If you  looking for things that are
produced, this is a good place to begin.

American Doctoral D issertations, 
 Dissertation Abstracts Inter-

national, from:
University Microfilms
300 North Zeeb Road
Ann Arbor,  48106

SPECIAL LIBRARIES ,
C L E A R I N G H O U S E S ,
I N F O R M A T I O N  

   Service
U.S. Dept. of Commerce
Springfield, VA 22151

The central  for the public sale of
government-sponsored research. With

  titles,  news reports
annually. There are weekly abstracts
that  research activities in
several  and semi-monthly topical

 in other areas.

State and Local  
joint publication of U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration, from:

401 M St., S.W., Room 2903
PM-213
‘Washington, DC 20460

A  list that  fails to
include much annotation. It is an im-
pressive list on non-usual small libraries
and collections.
American Library D irectory, from:

R.R.   Co.
1180 Ave. of the Americas
New York, NY 10036

Lists 25,000 libraries in the U.S.

Directory of Special Libraries and
Information Centers and Research

 D irectory, from:
Gale Research Company
1400 Book Tower
Detroit, MI 48226

Exhaustive, fully annotated directories
to research.  of the publishing
lag. of course, some information may
be outdated, and you  want to con-
sult Library of Congress or NTIS for
more on-line, real time information.

The National Referral Center
Library of Congress

 DC 20540
The referral center is an excellent
source of information, ranging in for-
mat  bibliographies they produce,
called LC  bullets (model bibliog-
raphies, containing people as  as
books) and going from the  to
the difficult. A referral service to 
the science and technology community
and publisher of several directories,
including: Physical Sciences, Engineer-
ing, Social Sciences and  

 All good resources.

 Information 
Handbook,  R. Wolff, editor,

 from:
Simon and Schuster
1 West 39th St.
New York, NY 10018

This is a  
 book on groups, publishers,

research facilities in the environmental
sciences.



 TO GOVERNMENT
I N F O R M A T I O N

Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Rioting Office
Washington. DC 20402

The  publishes  of
documents   You can ger on
a free mailing list  receive 

  reports and publications of
general interest by writing   office.
An    to 
monthly catalog, with an annual 

 catalog, is also available.
A good brief   government
periodicals is  available from them
or any Federal  

 Information Centers
They  in most major urban areas,
and my experience has been that they
go  of their way I” help. Look under
U.S. Government  rhe phone book.
In Fortland, Coral  and her

  become legendary. The
Portland office answers come 

 a day, and not  as 
to  for. as Coral 
explains.  just  know
where to look for information.”

 Executive Boards
AS  of the movement toward region

 government administration, and be-
cause of the increasing complexity of
federal government, executive boards
made up of representatives of local

 offices have been formed.
They have now  charge of making

 bureaucratic structure more 
  the public and are beginning 

publish directories.

Federal Register and Congressional
Record (available from 
Both provide access  rhe daily 

 in federal government. They
make for fascinating reading if you can
figure  a way  wade through them.

  Q uarterly Service, a
private publishers, provides weekly and
annual summaries   which may
he a way to plow through it.

 Federal  reporrs on ac-
tivities of all government  while
the Record is a verbatim  of what
taker place   Congressional floor.

M onthly Checklist of State 
 from:

U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402

This is an   incomplete 
of locating publications put  by
state 

 of  Domestic 
 from:

 Office of  President
Office of Management  Budget
Washington, DC 

This is the guide to monies 
 government  and how

 apply.

 L ist of Reports and
G A O   are free  non-profit
organizations, libraries, students, news-
papers and local-sate-federal 
officials,  $1 each  the general
public, from:

U.S. General Accounting Office
Distribution Section, Room 4522

  street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20013

The GAO, an independent agency of 
federal government’s legislative branch,
has traditionally been called Congress’s
“watchdog” for its economy, efficiency
and effectiveness reviews of executive
branch programs.  of their work
originates through requests of congres-
sional committees. individual members

 of their own initiative. The Office of
Special   by Monte

 (formerly of the Ford Founda-
tion   Project), 
GAO’s activities in energy, food, ma-
terials and regulatory reports reviews.

  is to focus GAO’s 
 on  issues facing Congress

in these areas and  educate GAO in
methods of targeting and analyzing
issues.   analyzes government
policy on critical issues in  or
issue papers to Congress, such  “The
Liquid Metal Fart  Reactor:
Promises  Uncertainties.” OSF-76-l.

 31, 1975. The  unique and
useful characteristics of G A O  Reports
are 1) their layperson language-there
is  jargon, and what there is is

 explained in footnotes or glos-
saries;  their  complete references,
including  maps, graphs
and tables; and 3)  balance of both
pro and  views on often controversial
issues. An added bit of spice is 
inter-agency letters and memos which
ever so gently try  persuade GAO 
say something  say it more 

 pat  on the back
in their reports, or not say anything 
all.

Freedom of  Clearinghouse
P.O. Box 19367
Washington, DC 20036

Write for their  on the Freedom
of Information  it is and how
I” “se it. There’s  incredible 
of useful  hoarded in the
federal vaults, and the FIA is a great
burglary  for prying it   also

  find  who’s been snooping
on you and what they know. and I” see
how well the government has been doing

 job.

Washington Information D irectory, $18
from:

Congressional Quarterly, Inc.
1414   N.W.
Washington,  20036

If you  access   DC.
from afar, this book is invaluable. 
pages of listings of Congressional com-
mittees and their staffs, communica-
tions and media people, educational
and cultural groups, labor and minority
organizations. A resource  help you

 your way through the public and
private web that  the nation’s capitol.

CITY/COUNTY AND STATE
AGENCY DIRECTORIES
Iris not a widely-known fact  there
are such things because they  de-
signed for use by the governments. But
when “UT only access to  elaborate
bureaucracies is what appears in the
form of phone books, these directories
become a vital tool for locating individu-
al departments, and, equally important,
they give you a more complete picture
of government.

Perhaps if we put enough demand
for  access someone will come 
with directories designed for public
access. In fact, there have been attempts.
The City of Portland published a prob-
lem-oriented directory  services-which
until you see ii you don’t realize what a
difference it make’;, e.g. rather than

 of this or that, you find: 
 assumed business 

cable TV, copyright, etc.
Also, the  of Commerce (State

of Oregon, Salem 97310) published a
problem area indexed directory.



Studying Your Community, Roland L.
Warren, 1965, $3.95 from:

Free Press, Macmillan Co.
866 Third Ave.
New York. NY 10022

Although tbis introduction to research-
ing your community is relatively out-
dared and has references to non-existent
forms of government, it still  as a
good  into   begin. The for-
mat is basically  of the 

 need to be asked in 
  

community  and politics.

Finding Community: Guide to 
 Research and   Ron

Jones, 1971. $4.95 from:
John Wiley  Sons
605 Third Ave.
New York, NY 10016

This is  to “Studying Your Com-
munity.” based on research that in-

 surveys and studies that 
been made well-known by  groups.

O rganizing and Conducting Community
Surveys and Interview Techniques and

 Procedures, from:
Community Resource Development
Colorado State 
Fort Collins, CO  80521

These  the best guides I’ve seen for
conducting surveys on the 
educational field. The books that have
been published by IDEAS on how 
conduct Foxfire-style interviews are
something else, but would  as a
good complement.

A  G uide to 
Pollution Control, James Cannon, $4.00.

Inform Books
  St.

New York, NY 10004
As William Ruckelshaus says in the in-
troduction: “in order for a citizen to
meaningfully participate in government
decision-making, he or she must be in-
formed and must have  to 

 This book imaginatively
addresses both needs. It places great
emphasis on  responsibility of a
citizen to become knowledgeable prior
to meaningful participation.” Intro-
ductory material chapters; especially
good  on researching; lots of follow
up access; a good guide for volunteer,
citizen action groups.

 
RESEARCH

    
organizations working at a  level
to  the impact  U .S. 

 and governments on the en-
vironment and the public. By making
the results of  research  

 media and the public, they aim 
  the  required  

products,  and modus
operandi. It is important   
ever, that the pressure  be indirect,
as these  being non-profit (tax
exempt)  of  time  prohibited
by law  lobbying.

Center for Science in the Public
Interest

1757  Street, N.W.
 DC 20009

 is a good example of a group
which does research  provides infor-
mation to push and pull the “powers
that be” to  things along. Their
major areas of concern are food and
energy They have put together publica-
tions  the energy and nutritional 

 of food, personal energy 
 asbestos and aerosol  They

publish   Energy 
a monthly newsletter about citizen in-
volvement in energy, as well as a general

  Their advocacy 

jccts  pushing the  Drug
Administration to label wax-coated
fruit and ban inadequately tested food
colorings They just put up a solar 

 on their roof, so they’re doing
  just talking. See Agriculture

and Energy sections of this book for
more complete descriptions of their
publications.

 for the People

16 Union Square
Somerville,  02143

With  throughout the 
this consortium seeks to lay  ethical
considerations in scientific  as
well as general implications of directions
of various  The magazine is
mostly essay style discussions of 
from a radical perspective. They wel-
come manuscripts. Memberships are

 ($15 to institutions). with some
one-by-one sliding scale rates. They
have also edited an  book
called  Science Walks on Two
Legs  $1.75 from Avon Books,
The Hearst Foundation, 959 Eighth
Ave., New York. NY  on the
application of science to the daily lives
of the most populous nation on earth.

Consumer Federation of America
1012 14th St., N.W.
Washington, DC 20005

This is a federation of  200 
state and local organizations working for
the passage of consumer protection
laws, national health insurance, unit
pricing and energy policy. A March
1976 listing is available for $2. 
Got to Move is their monthly 
ter. Other booklets include: H ow to

 a L ifeline   and
How  Prepare a Candidate 

2233 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington, DC 20007

A group of women whose primary ef-
fort is to develop public  of
environmental issues. A series of semi-
annual ECO-TIPS reports on findings
on detergents. polyvinyl  

 bottles,  lead and more.



P.O. Box 336
South Orange, NJ 07079
 sort of embarrassing to admit it, hut

I’d   this fine consumer 
zinc before last week.  been around
quite a while. All kinds of issues are
covered by  such as Herb

 (former insurance commis-
sioner in   now TV
consumer reporter). Ralph Nader,
Nicholas  Hoffman and Michael

 Good reading. Buyer beware.

Consumer Reports,  monthly,
from:

 NY 10962
A fine example of a myth-testing organi-
zation that makes a lot of useful infor-
mation available to people on compara-
tive merits of various products. We often
have different priorities and come to
different conclusions, but they continue
to raise questions that poke at both old
and   brown rice really

 than Wonder Bread?” (They say
no.) A valuable    at a
newsstand or library for occasion2 

 insights.

Environmental Action Foundation
724  Circle Building
Washington, DC 20036

An  source of soundly docu-
mented information for community
action  electric utilities, nuclear
power. solid waste and materials 

 transportation and the super-
sonic B-l bomber. Recent publications
include:

 Charge:    at
    contrasts

public and  utility companies.
  public  have pro-

vided substantially lower rates and bet-
ter service. Explains how  can
take  their private utility.

   Nuclear 
  a  of articles by 

nation’s leading nuclear 
Bottles and Sense  outlines

the economic,  and em-
ployment  of the returnable
bottle 

Vermont Tomorrow
5 state Street
Montpelier, VT 05602

A good example of a  
group doing research and public 

  on local needs. Their em-
phasis is on food and  self-
sufficiency. They are  working
on a series of Citizen  to 

 Development.  first, on
Food and Agriculture  covers food
and grower’s co-ops, farmers’ markets
and community gardens and restaurants,
with a good resource section at the end.
Future   planned dealing with
housing. transportation, economic de-

 and energy.

Public Interest Research Croups
 as they are called, exist in many

 in the country  inspired by
Ralph Nader in the late ’60s. His model,
which has  taken root with some
slight variations, is to have  con-
tribute $1 of their student activity fees
to  a student  and advocacy
group.  are generally run by 
dent board who hire administrative staff,
with much of  leg work being done
by students who receive academic credit.
The studies have traditionally been

 or 
For the latest news on the front and

a list of  in your area, write to
Public Citizen, 1346 Connecticut Ave.,
N.W.,   20036.

 has also been a growth of groups
that are doing  into power 

 the complicated relationships 
  military and indus-

trial boards of influence, and government
by personal interest.

Pacific Northwest Research Center
University Station, Box 3708
Eugene, OR 97403

They publish a good newsletter with
emphasis on power structure in 
$5 for ten-month subscription. They
have  a good example of a
power  matrix showing the

 between government, mili-
tary and industrial hoards of directors in
Oregon.

Seattle Community Information
Project

P.O. Box 
Seattle, WA 98112

 least partial credit for the recent de-
cision by the Seattle City Council to
set  an energy conservation office
rather than invest in  nuclear power
plants goes to  people. When a
consultant’s work on the viability of
energy  got buried in the
huge environmental impact statement
on Seattle City Light’s plans to invest
in nuclear power, these people 
lighted the findings in a White Paper
sent to all the people who had the
original E.I.S. They also sent it to some
other  people so they could
put some pressure on. Put powerful
information in the right hands and you

 almost accomplish miracles.
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MICROCOMPUTER RESOURCES

Computers  becoming inexpensive.
Electronics manufacturers have 
cared entire computer  processors

 “brain” of a computer system) on a
  square chip of silicon,

costing $20 to $40. In response to this,
computers have become a hobby. Th-rc

 an estimated 15,000 people with
home  now, and an assort-
ment of magazines, books,  manufac-
turers and software  

 to this new hobby.
Why have a compute:? The main ap-

plications so far of  to 
  people are mailing lists,

limited typesetting for magazines and
 “community memory”

information banks, energy 
 of wind and solar power 

 simulation of world energy dy-
namics). games (from Star Trek and
Pong to educational simulation of 

 music and video synthesis
control, bookkeeping for food 

   things  can
do.

To use a computer, you need the
 and the software  do the ap-

plications you’re interested in. A useful
computer system costs (very roughly)
$1,000 to $3,000. The expensive parts
are memory (ranging from a $40 audio

 recorder to disk systems costing
several thousands) and good quality
printing if you are doing typesetting or
word processing. A computer must be
programmed; that is, given a detailed 
of instructions telling it what to do,
step-by-step. At  stage, there isn’t
much in the way of “canned” software
to do a specific task like mailing lists or
bookkeeping. Also, most of the hard-
ware manufacturers are  and don’t
give much support. This means (this
year at any rare) you need to know a
little electronics and a little program-
ming to use microcomputers; probably

 equivalent of a year course-or
several books-in each.

by Bob 

 for  Stafford Beer.
1975. $14.50 from:

John Wiley  
605 Third Ave.
New  NY 10016

Lays some conceptual guidelines for
computer base control in governmental
systems that would be real time and be
capable of keeping up with change.

Computer Power and Human Reason,
Joseph  1976, $9.95 from:

W.H. Freeman and Company
660 Market St.
San Francisco, CA 94104

Rusty Whitney, our wise friend at the
Oregon Museum of Science and Indus-
try’s software group, recommended this.
 have not read the whole thing, but it

 like a good 
disciplinary approach to understanding
computers.

 Journal, an independent month-
ly on privacy in the computer age, 
year from:

P.O. Box 
Washington, DC 20003

The flow of information pouring into
increasing numbers of data banks, and
increasing number of data banks that

 being intertwined-it’s like the
weather: easy to talk about, hard to do
anything about. These people  fol-
lowing the developments of data banks,
invasions of privacy, abuse of compu-
ters and legislation and laws pertaining
to information storage and access.

Magazines arc a good way  learn
about   find   

  offering kits, and get a feel
for the hobby.

70 Main 
Peterborough, NH 03458

 monthly. This was the 
hobbyist magazine and has many good

 articles on hardware. software
and applications. Perhaps more 

  than the  
listed.

6515 Sunset Blvd., Suite 202
Hollywood, CA 90028

  Also has many good
 on all  of the computer

hobby. Perhaps more on innovative ap-
plications and new 

   (of Computer 
 and Orthodontia)

Box 310
Menlo Park, CA 94025

  issues). This is the maga-
zine for microcomputer software. In-
cludes actual programs for “Tiny Basic”

 stripped-down processor for the
popular Basic computer language), and
interesting rumors.  sharing infor-
mation; non-profit (and no advertising).

Population Graph-Map, U.S.A.
 for  Graphics

and  
 the  



Andrew C lement
Humane Computing
789 West 18th Ave.

 BC, Canada  
Andrew worked with a  called

 doing    
computer project for Vancouver in
conjunction with  Community 

 computer company 
P.O. Box 
Menlo Park, CA 94025

 (6 issues). Educational uses of
 creative and fun ap-

plications,   letters,
    Also

non-profit.  for kids.

Creative Computing
P.O. Box 789-M
Morristown, NJ 07960

 ($6  6 issues. Also into
educational and social issues of compu-
ters; futures, philosophy, fiction, art,

games. PCC and Creative Computing
 complement each 

There are lots of hooks dealing 
 computers and microcomputers;  just

 to list a couple that are very good
and not well known:

Computer L ib/Dream M achines, 128
pp., $7 from:

Hugo’s Book Service
B o x 2 6 2 2

Chicago, IL 60690
This is an excellent and fun hook, writ-
ten by Ted Nelson. Half of it explains
the basics of computers-how they
work, what they can and cannot do,
computer languages, data structures-

 the basics. The flip side describes
some fascinating innovative projects,
such as video synthesis, non-linear text
processing,   and
many more.

An Introduction  M icrocomputers,
350 pp., $7.50 ea. Volume  and II,
from:

Adam Osborne and Associates
2950 7th St.

 CA 94710
Volume I  all about microcomputers,
from the ground  Volume  com-
pares  various microcomputer “chips”
on the market. No programming knowl-
edge needed; a little electronics 
ground would he helpful for  sec-
tions.

Berkeley, CA 94703
   of Community

Communication, and working on a com-
munity memory system which 
travel around in a  called “the

  designed some of 
more popular computer kits.

Boston People’s Computer 
Bill 
Children’s Museum
Jamaica Way
Boston, MA 02130

Group trying to increase  
 of computers in society. Offering

courses on societal  of com-
puters and     and
toy. Also working on a traveling 
active computer exhibit. (Children’s
Museum has PDP-11  UNIX).

Barry de   Research Ltd.
 

Halifax, Nova Scotia

Research, design, and implement data
systems with conviviality and 

 in mind. Specialize in: cataloging
and retrieval of visuals; social surveys;
community consensus polling; and
technology impact studies. Designs al-
ternatives, offers hardware access, and
provides  integrated systems.

Richard 
Resource Access Center

 4th Ave. 
Minneapolis, MN  5408

 Access Center is an education-
al project seeking to provide hardware
and software  for 

   and individu-
a l - o r     d a t a  
equipment. P:   as Model
C o m m u n i t y      
and Bit    together
professionals  from grade
school through graduate level, providing
academic credit for design and 

 of hardware and software
useful to  agencies. Project
is only now  operational, be-
ginning  bookkeeping, typesetting
and survey processing systems; mailing
sorts, community memory, public ac-
cess to  records and 
ly time-sharing to follow.

Bob Wallace
 World Computer Services

P.O. Box 5415
Seattle, WA 98105

That’s me. I’m getting my computer
system working and will be writing
microcomputer software for mailing
lists and other  I’m also
writing software which should make it

 for  people   soft-
ware. I’m no longer doing 
the directory of alternative computer
projects (subscribers will he getting a
copy of Andrew Clement’s survey 
if it comes our).



HUMANISTIC
COMPUTER USES

Peter and Trudy Johnson-Lenz
695 5th 
Lake  OR 97034

See interview at  beginning of this
 for a  discussion of their

 and interests.

The   Systems Group 
2432 N.W. Johnson

 OR 97210
With a mini-computer this group is 

  apply  to 
 development.

Oregon Museum  Science  Industry
Software Development Group
4015  Rd.
Portland, OR 97221

The  serves as a research and
education facility for crazy and bright
high school  students; their software
Programs are distributed around the

  offer  inexpensive
computing for  groups in
Portland and are  developing
several community computer programs

 conjunction with Johnson-Lenz.

COMPUTER CLUBS

Computer clubs  springing up around
  The  comprehensive

list  probably  one  in
People’s Computer C lub 

 4, Number 6.

Northwest Computer Club
P.O.  242

 W A  9 8 0 5 5
 “nce  twice a month at Pacific

Science Center, Seattle. Publish a 
newsletter, 

The Digital Group
P.O. Box 6528
Denver, CO 80209

Active amateur computer group. Month-
ly newsletter,  Into hardware/
software support for 8008 and 8080
systems; plans for cassette, CRT, calcu-
lator, Mark-8 modifications,  

 system, ham radio support. Some
boards and kits. Classified ads. Excel-
lent info.

Amateur Computer Society Newsletter
Stephen B. Gray
260  Ave.

Darien, CT 06820
For people building their own digital
computer. Short  on kits, surplus
parts, swaps, letters,  More  

 computer conversion and building
from scratch. $5 for at least 8 issues;

  every 2  3 months. 
back issues available. 6 pages per issue.

COMMUNITY
RESOURCE CENTERS

A  is  point equally distant from
all points on the circumference of a cir-
cle.  a sphere; it is  a place that
actions, forces and people go to or
come from.

There  all kinds  centers, like:
Center for Short-Lived Phenomena:
Center for Being; Center for  Visual
Environment; Center for Community
Change; Center of Concern; Community
Design Center; Center for Research 
Development; Center  Science in 
Public Interest.

  a center is not  
called a  it may be  
clearinghouse. council, 
organization, association or 

And a center may just be a very
 person.

Centers  about for a variety of
reasons. Sometimes a   is
reached among groups  individuals
working in a field of interests,  a
forest of concerns, and a gathering,
dialogue, negotiating and resource
sharing begin  rake place.

Some  are  self-conscious
centers, attempting to serve a 

 in a well-rounded communication
and information access capacity, pro-
viding individuals and groups with, for
example, everyday survival information,
access  office equipment, space or
communication tools.

There are notable models of 
throughout the R A IN R O O K , but here

  that may give you   of
the range  options.

Resource One. Community Memory
For several years the Community
Memory Project in San  dem-
onstrated the potential  
based public access communication
media, with a small network of public
terminals. They provided community
groups with cheap computer 
time and an “n-line directory to 

For a summary of the project, send
51.00 t”: Loving Grace Cybernetics,
1609 Virginia St., Berkeley, CA 94703.

Public Citizen Visitors Center
1200 15th St., N.W.
Washington, DC 20005

Ralph Nader’s version of a Chamber of
Commerce or Welcome Wagon. They

 information that makes Washing-
ton, DC, and federal government activi-
ties, accessible to visitors and the gene-
ral public.

Center for Urban Education
0245 S.W. 
Portland, OR 97201

CUE has played an important role in
Portland in making the city more visible,
the media accessible, bringing historical



 to the surface and bringing the
academic  of urban studies into 

 Their programs currently
consist pf: urban monitoring project,
communicating with  media work-
shops, community policy workshops

 an ethnic heritage study of 
 neighborhoods.

  Del 
P.O. Box 62
San M iguel, NM  88058

The 2,000 mostly Mexican-American
residents of  S-town area in the
Lower  Valley speak 
English, have no phones or cars and
arc not reached by a local newspaper.
The  a broadly-based member-

;! ship  engineered $50,000
worth of volunteer labor  build a

 communiry center, got a resident elec-
ted  the County Commission, and are

now setting up a skills bank and a seller-
,;:,  directory for rhe community. 
tack is   the organic 

tion network already in the area-priests,
 beauticians, shopkeepers.

 Neighbors West/Northwest Office
 District Association

817 N.W. 23rd
Portland, OR 97210

I’ve spent many hours in  local
neighborhood office, which houses four

  separate neighborhood groups, partially
houses rhe neighborhood newspaper, and
is one of the four neighborhood offices
in Portland, given staff and office sup-
port from the city 

The space is  much larger than
the inside of a mobile home and always
seems  hur  man-
ages to stay wired together. The disor-
ganization, I think, is a measure of
growing effectiveness of the office as a
neighborhood communication center.

Vocations for Social Change
353 Broadway
Cambridge, MA 02139

VSC offices sprang up all around 
country either as a direct result of being
in touch with the original  office in
Oakland or  a project of the American
Friends Service Committee. Things 

 go hand in hand. If you publish a
People’s Yellow Pages, or community

 catalog, as the Boston VSC has,
you inevitably turn into   

people  for help. or vice  if
 “pen a  first, you will find

yourself needing  publish lists, direc-
tories and catalogs of community 

The National Self Heip Resource Center
1800 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington, DC 20007

They  probably the  of infor-
mation on community resource 
in  summer of 1976 they sponsored
a community  institute,
where  from a 

 rich  of community
  passed a  

form a  coalition.  
 on the coalition,  to 

address.
They also produced a very 

notebook that outlines how and why
to set up a center. An  resource
list. Copies free while they 

Performance Guidelines  
Community Resource Centers, from:

Community Development Division
American Institute of Architects
1735 New York Ave., N.W.
Washington, DC 20036

 graphic guide for the process of
setting up and operating a community

 

“Towards a Network of Community
Information Exchanges,” in Let 

 Community Become O ur
 from:

Social Innovation
1506 19th St., N.W.
Washington, DC 20036

Chandler Harrison Stevens has done
 of  most intriguing studies and

actual experiments in community
communicadons.

I would  be a node in a 
work than a cog in  machine.

*See also Community Building for 
 

How Do  Start  
 
National Federation of Settlements

and Neighborhood Centers
232 Madison Ave.
New York, NY 10016

COMMUNITY
INFORMATION EXCHANGES
An important distinctions needs r” 
made between what we call “communi-
ty information exchanges” and what
are often referred  as “community
information centers.” A  may
offer  to citizens, but an
“exchange” sees every citizen as a 

 information producer as  as
an information consumer. This view
needs  be emphasized because it re-
jects  replaces the paternalistic view
that an individual should  subordinate
within society’s communication hier-
archies. (Chandler H. Stevens)

Community Information and Service
centers

U.S. Dept. of Commerce
Office of Telecommunications
Washington, DC 20230

 studies headed up by  Hop
kins spell  a  for the imple-
mentation of communiry communica-

  facilitated by new technolo-
gies.

“Telecommunications  may
provide new opportunities  

 delivery of social services and  im-
prove communication between residents
and their local governments. A 
is a  where  using auto-
mated telecommunication technology,
can receive answers  questions that
arise from their relations with local

San Francisco Information
Clearinghouse

944 Market St., Room 608
San Francisco, CA 94102

The clearinghouse is a coalition of forty
  that operates

without any  financial assistance
and assistsgroups in the coalition and
others, through information referral,
technical assistance, workshops and
joint planning and action. A 
congress sponsored by the group pulled
together  1,000 people involved in
community organizing 



Libraries on  local level have difficul-
ty getting  support  for
maintenance  with  all 

 or research and development monies
coming from rhe  government.
The primary money from the federal

 is provided under  
brary Services and Construction Act,
which passed both houses of Congress
in spite of a  from President Ford,
for   of  billion in 1977.
Most  this money will go towards
new construction, maintenance of 
library  (with their focus on
providing service  people where no
local  resource exists, and for
services to the blind and handicapped).

Part of the i977 funding (about $3
million) will go  a planned White
House conference an library and infor-

 science.

There are many  facing libraries,
including copyright problems inherent
in library networking, in which 

 may be transferred from library
to library by photocopying and 
facsimile type technologies, allowing
libraries to avoid copyright laws and
reduce expenditures, while increasing
the resources of smaller libraries (in
fact,  making any library or
center equal to any other).

Librarians like Sanford Berman, who
publishes the HCL  have been
involved in examining the assumptions
in classification sysremr and other forms
of implicit and explicit censorship.

 like the Social Responsibili-
ties Round Table have formed in the

 over issues of censorship,  con-
sciousness of  importance of being

 information-rending shepherds for
 too much focus on middle 

America, while not assisting the 
  minorities.

Like reachers before them, librarians
 ““w abundant and forced to seek

innovative ways of employing them-
selves, which has resulted in rambling
free-lance librarians, involved  

 research, or information consult-
ing for individuals or businesses. (An

 article on the subject appears
in  Wilson L ibrary Bulletin, 
1975.)

 are  furthering
the   loan 

 the  of  
   and  

 exchange   to
 the Ohio   Center

    network covering 

 oi Chicago and 
University, and University of 
approaching that goal.

In addition, certain key projects
have shown  example, like  DIA-
LOG computerized retrieval service in
the public libraries of Santa Clara and
San Mate” counties.

The Western Interstate Commission
for Higher Education is coordinating a
group representing eleven different

 and several bibliographic centers
(such as the Northwest Bibliographic
Center at the University of Washington)
in a plan  a  computerized
information and retrieval 

Library 
RR.  
1180 Ave. of the Americas
New York, NY 10036

The Library Journal reviews books per-
taining to library and information sci-
ence, as  as general books for library
collections, and keeps track of many of
the developments in  area.

They also publish an annual that
 all the  information you’d

need  know about operations of li-
braries (statistics, finances, etc.).

American Society for Information

1155  St., N.W., Suite 210
Washington, DC 20036

The  seems to be the information
science group that works  closely
with librarians. They publish a news-
letter and several useful reviews of infor-
mation science and technology develop-
ments.

 L ibrary 
950  Ave.

 NY 10452
  pieces 0”
 of affairs in library 

American Library  
50 E. Huron St.
Chicago. IL 60611

The magazine for librarians talking to
librarians.

 Information Specialist
Program

Dept. of Library and Information
Services

University Hail,  309
University of Toledo
Toledo, OH 43606

This is the  successful library 
ate school program  emphasize com-
munity information access. They are
drawing people both from the library
world and social services. An exciting

 that should have great influ-
ence on libraries and library schools in

 future.
Starting  under the  guid-

ance of warm  addict and
magician Terry  the 

 will begin republishing Ganglia,
a newsletter that came  of Rutgers
University until recently. It is the only

 devoted to the field of com-
munity information resources and li-
brarians.

Revolting Librarians,  West and
 Katz, 1972, $2 from:

 Press
555 29th St.
San Francisco, CA 9413 1

The best summary of the changing world
of libraries, including articles on the
Sensuous  rhe Unsinkable
Miss  Libraries to the People,
Tribal Processes and A Dewey Decimal
Mind.

“Libraries in America’s Future,” a spe-
cial issue of Library Journal,  
1976
300 pages devoted  the present state
and future of libraries; including 
on  responsibility, the urban libra-
ry, libraries and media, and processing
for the people.



COMMUNITY
INFORMATION PROJECTS

One of the most interesting develop-
ments in recent years is the appearance
of community information projects. The
following short piece is an excerpt from

 given by Charles Wm. 
way,  the Buffalo and Erie County
Public Library, which I think points 
the needs and possible  of a
library in community information re-
trieval.

 By  
I mean  and opinions. Note very

 I’m  the 
  itself-not the

package in which it  to be
stored  books,  and maps)

 librarians have  traditionally
satisfied to deal with;  am  
about the non-print media here. 

 are becoming resigned to dealing
with these  forms. I’m
concerned with the substance, the 

 contained in these packages, not
 packages themselves.
I   specifically point  that
  refined bibliographic 

indexing systems used in  the most
modern libraries are  to retrieve
containers of information, not informa-
tion. This is  extraordinarily difficult
handicap for the information profession
to work with;   no
remedy seems just over tbe horizon,
even  there is some interesting

 being done toward information
retrieval.

  
   

 librarians have not 
provided in the past. I see  least two

 for this:
First, our patrons haven’t demanded

it-but remember   clientele is
changing and   longer limited to the
traditional elites of the educated, the
economically   the generally
self-sufficient middle  that we have
served in the past. 
information is certainly justified 
on the basis of  demand. And,

Secondly, as librarians, there are 
subjects that   don’t think are
seemly or important; or  we think
are appropriate for us to deal with in

 roles as   is to say,
  conflicts  our 

and those of the citizens   
expected to serve, (Examples: abortion,
draft resistance, political activism, pri-
son reform, popular music, 

 environmental protection, drugs,
radical feminism, welfare rights, senior

citizens, venereal disease,  many
others). What are your privately-held
views  these things?  do 

  your library’s clientele?
With the public  do not  your
library?   the consequences of
these differing  Think about 
sometime-sometime soon! And  lot!

O f    
be  that no library, no matter bow
large the system to which it belongs,
can hope  provide all this 

 within its own collection.  one
of  most important  of infor-
mation a library can  is  infor-
mation about where information may
be found. O f all the non-conventional
information reservoirs  library can de-
velop_ I believe this to be the most im-
portant. If we don’t have what is needed,
wbo does?  bow can we get the ix-
formation seekers to it? L ibrarians must
become knowledgeable and effective
“referrers.  Notice  word “refer. 
Reference librarians refer 
seekers not only to  of informa-
tion (books, etc.) held in  

   people who contain informa-
tion. L ike  other question 

 must be feedback on 
success of the referral.

Information for  Community, 
 and Joseph C. 

eds., 1976, $10.95 from:
American Library Association
50 E. Huron St.
Chicago, IL 60611

This is  best al!-around summary of
urban information needs and rhe role
of libraries in meeting those needs. Con-
tains a very good article on community
communication patterns, and a 

 of urban  needs study
by Brenda 

 L ibrary as  Community 
  Center, from:

Appalachian Adult Education Center
 State University

Morehead, KY 403 51
This is an excellent introduction to rhe
subject, clearly, in few words describing

 need and rightness of having 
 information in libraries. Also

contains the  for a good problem
oriented index  

Libraries and Neighborhood Information
Centers, Dorothy Ann  ed.

American Library Association
50 E. Huron St.
Chicago, IL 60611

This book has been  
 the ALA’s publication of 

 Need.3   has good
information on some of rhe particular

 at implementing 
information projects in libraries.

COMMUNITY INFORMATION
 IN LIBRARIES

  projects, and
 outreach, ate of  variety,

ranging from the library in a small 
in Oregon that loans sewing patterns
to a  like  Dallas, Texas, library,
with  computerized  called
CAT.

Detroit Public 
TIP (The  Place)
5201  Ave.
Detroit, MI 48202

The Neighborhood  Centers
 supported by HEW called for

  of information
centers in five public libraries: 
Cleveland, Detroit. Houston, and
Queensborough. Detroit and Houston,

 appears, have been the most success-
ful. TIP provides people with informa-
tion  the community, ranging from
abandoned houses  food cooperatives

 zoning  The information and
referral service is  available at 
branch libraries as well. They have some
very good  which  explain
more.

INFER
Enoch Pratt Free Library
400 Cathedral St.
Baltimore, MD 21201

INFER is an information and referral
service in the central Enoch Pratt Li-
brary and its branches. The INFER pro-
gram operates in   other
county libraries, including the Baltimore
County library   own 
community information project HELP.
They currently answer about 200 calls
a month.



Dallas 
1954 
Dallas, TX

 available evidence, this is one of
the best community outreach programs
around. Several years ago  pub-
lished some nicely done newspaper

 resource guides  such 
as environment and education. They
have since cooperated  the local
Chamber of Commerce  publish a
book-length guide to Dallas,  is one

 the few examples of a hybrid 
or guide to the  and social service
directory.

They also have a  terminal
with a  program called CAT
that  search the files of 3,500 or-

  and resources in
the Dallas 

Kalamazoo Public Library
315 South Rose St.
Kalamazoo,  49006

After setting up a file of organizations
in the library, they followed rhe referral
Service with a directory to community
resources which assists the referral ser-
vice by giving people a general guide-
line to resources 
Wake  Center

Wake County Public Libraries
616 Tucker 
Raleigh, NC 27603

They now serve close to  people a
month via telephone, walk-in, appoint-
ment and letter. They have published a

 Information Division
Edmonton Public Library
Sir Winston Churchill Square
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

This is an important model. The division
is responsible for an estimated 10,000
volumes, acquiring them  a rate of
approximately 100 items per month.
The goal is  make government infor-
mation, especially information pertain-
ing  community planning, more 
able to the public. As well as a 

 resource center for planning 
 the  publishes special issue

leaflets, describing key issues and giving
resources and references; coordinates
workshops and   package and
display government and planning infor-
mation in ways  will make it more
accessible.

Baltimore County Public Library
320 York Rd.

 MD 21204
They have previously published a suc-
cessful, freely-distributed guide 
social services in the  area
and recently disrriouted a nice leisure
time activity guide  the area in co-
operation with rhe Baltimore Sun. A

good way    375,000 copies.

HOMEGROWN LIBRARIES

In the meanwhile, pretty far from 
 sense of library individuals

and groups are creating their  kinds
of  Tool lending libraries are
showing up-even as programs within
public libraries  Oregon).
Individuals like Joyce  of

 Washington,  
son (calling the service Tool Shed); small
groups like RAIN, the  Roots
Library in Santa Rosa, California,
have their own specialized libraries
that  used by appointment, for
special use,  unique 
things like letters,  reports,
lists, catalogs, file cards, looseleaf 
and some books.

The L ibrary Hands-O n Book, 1974-75,
copies available free while they last
from:

  Brown
Dean of Library Services
The Evergreen State College
Olympia, WA 98505

A model resource on how to access a
library. Written and illustrated 
great wit, this information packer 
in a personal manner   library use
about such exotic subjects as the 
file, LC classification and interlibrary
loan, as well as demystifying reference

 and  The 
describes nor only what services are
available  why the library function:
rhe way  does. This is one library tha

 to make the riches it has to offe
easily accessible   

Interstate  Planning 

 M arion 
 Public Library

1600 Louisiana
 WA 98632

A  unique attempt at breaking 
the library resources of rhe 12 county
area  Portland/Vancouver. It is 
subject indexed guide  librarians whc
would be willing to share their 
al  The subject range is in-
triguing, including:  history,
nutrition.   schools. urban

  violin, 
 over 100 other subjects.

Earth Books Lending Library
Sweet, ID 83670

Lewis and Sharon Watson created this
unique  library in response to
holes in state library systems and agri-
cultural extension information. They
now own several hundred titles, loaning
them  for  a month, which can
go towards purchase of the hook. For

 you join and get catalog and access
to their Country Contacts Directory.

Rural Library
Toppenish, WA 98948

Bart Alexander  operated an informal
library for several years, similar  rhe
Tool Shed in  Oregon, with his
focus being on collecting rare 19th
century, pre-industrial era farm books.

Women’s History Research Center
2325 Oak St.
Berkeley, CA 94708

They maintain an international woman’s
history archive of the present 

 and a topical research library.
2,000   A catalog (200
pages) of their current holdings.

Collectors Network
R.G. Benedict, Coordinator

 University of Nevada Library
 NV 89507

Mr. Benedict collects and helps main-
tain special collections of alternative,
or  literature, which is now
available in 32 libraries in the country.
He publishes a good  called

 Secret.



 

Everyday Information Needs
People need information to survive that runs the gamut from
the startled  of a burned finger telling the brain  
to the need to know how to find one’s way through a city:
its transportation, services, communications and other com-
plicated systems, to information that produces joy or under-
standing or a caring or kindred soul.

There’s a delicate mathematical and  world being
woven by  blurring of several fields of interest: 

 systems science (cybernetics), brain sciences, 
tics, and visual thinking or modeling techniques for communi-
cating the new information.

 the “real” world there is a  blurring taking place
between library and information sciences, education and social
services.

I  with a person a while back who represented an odd
 in that development. He was director of a group called

Community Resources for Career Education. He was continu-
ing work he had started earlier while working for an 
supported, non-profit agency which had set up a referral ser-
vice for teachers to locate community resource persons to
speak to their classes.

When I met him he  assisting in the development of a
community resource identification and  system using
a computer software program being developed at Boeing.

We talked about the development of information and re-
trieval systems in education, and how for several  educa-
tional facilities had been the recipients of research and develop-
ment support for the development of such systems, es-
pecially community colleges, with their focus on career educa-
tion, which has become the byword in education, as a response
to the cries for relevant education. Looking forward, though,
he could see that development and research in information
and retrieval systems was turning toward the social service
and community development world, so the system he was
developing was not “community resources for career educa-
tion,” but a “community  delivery system.”

Libraries, like educational institutions, have had a similar
problem with support, having difficulties getting local support

‘budget bonds passed. The response in  cases has been to
appear more relevant, either to a particular community (very
often the business community) or to the general or disadvan-
taged public through various kinds of  programs.

The programs that libraries implement often overlap with
social service gods, as their implicit goal of “continuing adult
education”  into another hot spot in education, adult,
continuing or community education. John Berry points this

 in a special Library Journal article on library futures:
“We find public libraries discovering that independent

agencies provide  same information service they are starting.
They have competed with the United  with private indus-
try, with other social agencies for service options. Even in this
issue of  there is an implied competition between public
libraries and institutions of higher education to decide which
will provide for the need to know that growing interest in
informal, continuing education will bring.”

The information needs, especially in urban areas. of people
are increasing because a complicated system creates variety,
overlapping concerns, many alternatives and constant change
and movement.

Information for  Community,   Joseph C.
 1976, from:

American Library Association
50 E. Huron St.,
Chicago, IL 60611

Of the several books on the subject, this seems to me  be the
best one. Chapters on information services, a history of 

 and referral, and a good summary of the key work of
Brenda  in the field, called  Everyday Information
Needs of the Average Citizen.”

 Production and   Knowledge in  U nited
States, Fritz  1968, 53.95 from:

Princeton University Press
41 William St.
Princeton, NJ 08540

This study is now 15 years old, but I don’t  there’s been
another comprehensive look  the various information-pro-
ducing industries, covering education. communication, data
processing and research and development.

Planning Community Information U tilities, H.  B.W.
Boehm, from:

HFIPS Press
 NJ 07645

This is the basic description of the present situation, need and
future for a computer-based community information utility

 would plug in the various information producing opera-
tions into a utility similar to rhe telephone or electric company.
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There are  3,000 service agencies in
the United States whose primary, or

 primary, goal is information and
referral, referring individuals  

 to other individuals  agencies,
keeping the information  the infor-
mation manageable. There  several
key issues that are materializing.
 There’s a question about whether
referring people to other people 
information should be an advocacy
role. Should the information 

 or      guide
through bureaucracies  red tape,

 
 merely refer people to somewhere

else without being involved in the
actual transaction.

 Information and Referral agencies have

 The social service directories,
and probably  the computer-based
retrieval systems.  an essential part
of information and referral, but the

traditionally been  
that is, they make  to other
existing services, usually chose that are
funded  government, United Way

 other traditional and 
social service organizations. People are

 perhaps helped, hut usually
 enabled to survive a crisis

only, and not routed  a permanent
way 

 directories, and indexing of infor-
mation itself used by social service
agencies, produced by information and
referral groups, is itself controversial.
Similar to some of the disputes in the
library world  how to categorize
information. with the myriad of im-
plicit world views in categorizing,
indexing schemes such as the Library
of Congress  Dewey Decimal 

orientation is toward inner 
referral.

 

The United Way has recently swept
tie field clear for the  of their
community resources classification sys-
tem, and it is predominantly service,
rather than problem, oriented.

The difference is  and impor-
tant. When we start from a base of 
vices, we  looking at what solutions
to problems have been institutionalized;
while if we ask ourselves what the prob-
lems are, we are forced to find resources
that may exist in any field, we are forced
to he multi-disciplined; we would have
to cross dangerous governmental 

 borderlands and be in that mess
the real world is in where everything is
interrelated.

 Alliance of Information and Referral
  

5020 North 20th St., Suite 201
 AZ 85061

 is the national coordinating group
   and referral specialists.

 publish a newsletter and assist 
 preparation of I&R standards (how

   standards, 
 

  Administration on Aging
National Clearinghouse on Aging
U.S. Dept. of Health,  

 Welfare
 Office of Human Development

Washington, DC 20201
 A major group working on information

and referral. Much of the I&R growth
in this country is related to the needs of
people at both ends of the scale; on the
one hand, the late sixties saw an in-

:,  in hotlines, contact centers and
youth programs-all in some way started

by that phenomenon we call running
away-and on the other end, senior
power, with the development of pro-
grams aimed at assisting older people
with their free time, which is often 
up  Security, welfare and other
forms of public assistance.

Especially good publications from
the Administration on Aging are the
studies done by Nicholas Long, under a
Title IV grant, called Interstudy. The
reports include:   an 

 bibliography;   a
 functional analysis; I& R  Services: 

   of Advocacy.

Community Information  
1946 West Broadway
Vancouver, BC, Canada

CIC is the central hub of a network of
very fine neighborhood information
centers scattered throughout the city
of Vancouver. They provide info on
services and events by telephone referral,
displaying of public notices and refer-
ence materials; they provide free meet-
ing space. phones, office equipment and
clerical assistance f”: community pro-
jects; and they help people wend 
way through the maze of agencies by
helping them fill out forms and giving
practical  moral support in making
legitimate claims for services. A visit to
CIC is a marvel-volunteers busily an-
swering phones, file drawers and card

 clicking, and bulletin boards
crammed with interesting notices. These
people know an amazing amount about
their city and have worked out an ef-
fective and efficient means of making
that information available to people
who need it.

I feel it is a tool for the public by
which they can better understand the

 of county government and re-
lationships between costs and benefits.
Write to Don Eichman for more informa-
tion.

United Way of America
801 North  St.
Alexandria, VA 22314
United Way has prepared the standards
for  that  agencies  referring
to and using.

Directory of Human Services, 
ton County, O regon

Washington County Community
Action Organization

546 S.E. Baseline
 OR 97123

 County Programs  Services
Office of County Management
426 S.W. Stark St.
Portland, OR 97204

 exhaustive, county-wide inventory
of services, groups, and organizations.
Unlike your basic urban area social 
vice directory because 1) it’s  an

 both urban and rural,  it includes
 everything under the sun, 3) has a

unique indexing system (developed by
the University of Southern California),
and 4) Jim Long, chief cataloger, offers
workshops-even in grade schools-on
how  use the catalog and how to ac-
cess community information in general.

The catalog is an attempt at cataloging The Directory also graphically illus-
the services provided by trates the need and uses of 
County government, with a focus on if it takes 300 pages to cover a modest
accountability. Each description con- (hut lovely) county in Oregon, what’s
tains problem statement, objectives, the state  ultimate cosmic catalog
productivity indicators and program look like? $4.95, includes quarterly
costs, which may sound  hut updates.



When you watch  listen to the radio,
or read newspapers, you get ads and
news. How does that information get
there? News people decide what’s
newsworthy. Companies selling pro-
ducts have advertising budgets to pur-
chase space and time.

It’s the Christmas  as I write
this. Commercial  advertising goes

  is one of the  offensive
assaults on the senses  master-
minded. But that’s how big business
lets yon know its’s there.

When a  product appears on the
market. media blitzes  consumer

 Combine   knowing
where you can find  product-your

 or department store, etc.
The mass marketing of products.

  and information. Wire
 services, newspaper chains, broadcast

 and networks, and media con-
:,,,  determine the uniformity of
 ‘what information gets printed, pub-

::,  or aired in this country.
Where is the space-where are the

 vehicles-for the 
 of new and controversial ideas?
 about highly localized interests

 special concerns? And did you 
 an ad for Dr.  soap?

 When Steve and I sat down to talk
about this section, we came up with a
 list of key words and concepts  think
about and  as prompters to other
people about how information gets
communicated.

There  direct one-to-one and 
to-a-few methods that involve human

 letter writing,
 chain letters, conversations, 

robins, door to door.
There are  where people get

together-public spaces. hospitality
spots, community  centers,
churches and synagogues, community
schools.

 of people-potluck
dinners, block parties, town meetings,

 Classes, conferences, fairs.
There are people vehicles-messengers,

gadabouts, couriers,  min-
strels, grapevines, guilds  co-ops.

Small print vehicles-newsletters,
 flyers,  grocery sacks,

match books, bumper stickers, buttons.
Public displays-kiosks, booths, bill-

boards, benches, bulletin boards, neon
signs and standing in one place long

e n o u g h .

Commercial  media-publishing
houses, daily newspapers, radio, 

While you’re collecting information,
what are ways of  track, or
methods of record 
notes, scraps of paper, minutes, note-
books, journals. scrapbooks, lists, 
index cards, key sort systems, com-
puters.

If you want to get the word 
about something, where do you start?
Well, what is your message? Who are
the publics you want to reach? How do
you package your information to reach
your audience?

How do you know when to use door
to door? or print up and post flyers? or
do a mass mailing? or prepare a press
release or hold a press conference? or

 buy an ad?
Do you need to know about media

in order  do the media? I’m not 
But if you want to know how to use
media  and to understand its
affect on you, then yes.

You  have all the new ideas and
information in the world, but if you
don’t know how to package it appropri-
ately, so that people understand it and
pay attention to it, then what have you
got?

There  ways to translate 
 mass marketing and promotion

techniques to the nonprofit sector and
community level. Whether you call it
public relations,  publicity, promo-
tion, advertising. marketing, network-
ing, or 

Do you know how to get the word
around in your community?

F R A M E  O F  R E F E R E N C E

Communications: 
by Horizons ‘76, American Revolution
Bicentennial Administration, 1976, 2 5
pp., 754 from:

U.S. Government  Office
Washington, DC 

Fine overview;   innovative
ways  groups and   
using media to  
information.

 Image: A     Pseudo-Events
in America, by   Harper
Colophon, 1961, 31.5 pp.
A small gem; for mind set and frame of
reference. Recommended to me in 1968
by Larry Mans, this book greatly influ-
enced my understanding about the cre-
ation and  of information in
and on American culture. Discusses the
differences between news gathering and

 making, heroes and celebrities,
 and tourists, dreams and illu-

sions, and the arts of 
Interesting chapter on recommended
reading.  is  Librarian
of Congress and better known for his
books,  American 

Subliminal Seduction: Ad M edia’s
 of a No: So Innocent

America, by Wilson Bryan Key, New
American Library, 1974
Devastating theories, pretty well docu-
mented; illustrated. (Recommended by
Joe 



The  of the President 1966, by
Joe McGinnis, Trident
The way Nixon got  Good intro-
duction to  workings of high-powered

 campaigns.

Two periodicals:  Age and
 O pinion 

  reading  Ad 
  of how much money

  spend yearly 
advertising.   library

Early Foundations: Public  by
Walter  1922 
by   and Crystallizing

 Opinion by Edward 
1923.

HOW-TO

There are  definitions 
relations. Same  it the art of attract-

  O thers say it’s the  of
using radio,  newspapers 
magazines to inform and 

   Still others say it is the  of
  to  

  is  about. Public 

 
 may be hard   yet you

know it when you see 
Reaching the 

Getting   1974, Pub. No. 484,
  Into  1976,

Pub. No. 586,  Reaching 
  Pub. No. 491,  from:

 League of  
1730 M St., N.W.
Washington. DC 20036
 under $1 you can get a  

for how to get the word  Excellent
r e s o u r c e s .

A  on Free Access to 
M edia for  Service Advertising,

 the Public Media Center, 
free, seep. 110 for address.
Basically geared toward energy activists,

 how to combat image ad-
vertising by  and nuclear power
interests.

 You Want Air Time,  
The National Association of

1771 N St., 
Washington, DC 20036

 O rganizers M anual, by the O.M.
Collective, Bantam, 1971, $1.25
Has a  section on  

tio” and communications: reaching

people   
etc.), canvassing, information centers,
speakers  mailing lists, 
units, coffee   

 and zaps.
Published  the height of the Viet-

nam and urban conflicts and 
from a radical  but still a

 handbook.

How to M ake the M edia  for You,
Catherine   $3 from:

Women’s Action 
370 Lexington Ave.
New York, NY 10017

Primarily written for use by women’s
   as a good 

 A  G uide for 
Len  and   1975,
$8.95 from:

 Products, Inc.
 Vermont Ave., N.W.

 DC 20005

 To Be  M aking 
Work for  Ted  and 
Danzig,  1974, $9.95

 books contain useful information
 to small groups, though seem

to he  towards larger 
 like charities.

There are several “definitive” profes-
sional guides to public relations and
publicity. Check with your  library
and PR people for recommendations.

Public Relations Society of America
845 Third Ave.
New York, NY 10022

Association of professional PR people.

National Public Relations Council

815 Second Ave.
New York, NY 10017

Assisting  larger, more traditional
“onprofits. Publications list.

Public  Council
1516  Blvd.
Los  CA 90024

Public  advertising group

INNOVATIONS IN ACCESS

FREE SPEECH MESSAGES
Phil Jacklin
Committee for  Media
San Jose  

 Jose, CA 95192
 oriented spot messages, or 

 on the air in the Bay Area
 

PUBLIC  ART SPOTS
T&visionaries
Los Angeles county
Dept. of Parks  Recreation

Cultural Arts Section
   Washington Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90015
30 and 60 seconds in  a way 
present the work  independent film
and video makers on  where the 

 experience is the public 

AN OP ED PAGE FOR 
John Reilly
Global Village
454 Broome St.
New York, NY 10012

The  for  editorials to be
placed opposite the editorial page in
newspapers originated at the New York
Times in 1970. As a way to  inde-
pendent video and film 

 television, John Reilly proposes that
  stations initiate a “Video Op

Ed Page.”

Petition to   Notice of 
and Proposed  on  
of Public  Announcements by
Broadcast L icensees, June  pp.,

 unknown:
Media Access Project (MAP)
1912 N St., N.W.
Washington, DC 20036

 
MAP, on  of 71 citizen groups,
has petitioned the FCC to put 
teeth into public service 

 to define them, the criteria for
airing, plus a  o” licensee and 
work practices with regard to 

MAP recommends that broadcast
stations air at least three  

 90 seconds) each consecutive two
hours and that at least 25 percent of all
aired   local in 

The petition itself is a highly readable
document about public service advertis-
ing-what it is, federal law, station prac-
tice, the role of the Advertising Coun-
cil, which groups gain  and why.

TRY CABLE
Local origination channels often have
“message wheels”  carry public ser-
vice  To assist communi-
ty groups and government agencies, the
State of Oregon Extension Service pre-
pared a booklet indicating which 
systems in the state accept public 
vice advertising.

 Service in O regon, 
free from:

Extension Communications
Ad S 422
Oregon State University

 OR 97331

WORKSHOPS
 workshops for nonprofits are 

often sponsored by  chapters of the
 Relations Society, or broadcasters,

either at “o or low cost.



COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS

Audiopool
 Helix

390A Euclid
St. Louis, MO 63108

John 
Once you know you   where do
you learn how  do it? Audiopool is
one community’s answer-a community

 studio begun in Dec. 
Provides  kinds of services: 1)

 will prepare
public service   per
30 seconds) as well as produce public
affairs and cultural programs. 2) Studio
services-on a membership basis; pro-
vides training and production work-
shops; a  newsroom 

 for the production of  
for air  local stations.

Double Helix has applied  the FCC
for licenses  operate nonprofit, non-

commercial radio and  stations in St.
L o u i s .

CLASSIC MODERN COMMUNICATIONS PHILOSOPHYCLASSIC MODERN COMMUNICATIONS PHILOSOPHY

Harold  Bias of  U niv. of Toronto Press,
1951.

 Weiner. The Human U se of Human Beings: Cyber-
netics and Society, Doubleday, 1956.

Daniel   Image: A G uide to Pseudo-Events 
America, Harper Colophon, 1962.

Marshall  U nderstanding M edia:  Extensions of
 Signet, 1964.

  can no longer speak of art without speaking of science  can no longer speak of art without speaking of science
and technology. It is no longer possible  discuss physicaland technology. It is no longer possible  discuss physical
phrnomena without also embracing metaphysical phrnomena without also embracing metaphysical 

The communications of  obviouslv are rrendineThe communications of  obviouslv are 
toward that future point at  virtually all information
will be spontaneously available and  at the individual
level; beyond that a vast transformation   Today
when one speaks of cinema one implies a metamorphosis in
human perception.

Jacques  Technological Society, Vintage, 1967.
Lewis   M yth of  M achine: Technics  Human

  1967.
Buckminster Fuller, U topia  O blivion, Bantam. 1969; Ideas

 Collier, 1969.
Edward Hall, The    1969.

Dimensions of M eaning, Doubleday, 1969.
Herbert Schiller,  Communications  American Empire,

Beacon, 

Center for Urban  (CUE)
0245 S.W. 
Portland, OR 97201

Steve Schneider at CUE (funded by the
Ecumenical Ministries of Oregon) hns
been conducting community access t”
media workshops for several years.

As a  for  workshops, and
 address  specific need  know the

individuals  contact in rbe media, CUE
 in 1972 what   t” be

 first and only annotated city guide
 newspapers and broadcast stations,

detailing deadlines, editors, public 
vice  audience/format, 

  covered, etc. The third
revised edition of the guide has 
expanded  include statewide informa-
tion  O regon M edia G uide. $1.50).

 Public Communication

Rochester  of Technology
One Lomb Memorial Drive
Rochester, NY 14623

Gene 
Conducts a wide range of seminars in
media tools and  A unique feature
of  program offers technical assis-
tance  community groups in develop-
ing communications projects.

BROADCASTERS

Public Media Center 
2751 Hyde St.

 Francisco, CA 94109

A public service  organization
dedicating its energies  the  of
representing the unrepresented-t” the
task of providing  access  those
who have important. often vital infor-
mation    share with the
public but who  been  access
to the communications media in this
country because of a lack of funds, a
lack of professional skills,  because
their message was deemed  con-
troversial.’ 

 addition  assisting local 
Area  PMC has  pro-
duced and  national media

 for Amnesty International,
Environmental Action Foundation,
Food Day, the United Farm Workers,
and on rhe dangers of nuclear power.

 work is professional and 
 and has received good response

from the commercial media.

This transformation is being realized on the personal level
 well as on the global front of the industrial equation itself,

where it can be realized only through the synergetic efforts of
all men applying all disciplines. While personal films, video-
tapes and light shows will continue  expand human 

 on one level, organizations are suffusing art,
science and the  of earth itself at  point where

 converge within the purview of modern 
Not only do computer, video and laser  promise

 transform  notion of reality on  conceptual level, they
also reveal paradoxes in the  world that transcend and
remake  perception of  phenomenon as well.

Gene Youngblood, Expanded
Cinema, pp. 415-419

Edmund Carpenter, They    Beheld. 
1970.

Thomas Kuhn, The  of  Revolutions, Univ.
of Chicago Press, 1970.

G ene  Expanded C inema, Dutton 1970.
Ben Bagdikian,   M achines. Harper  Row,

1971.
Brenda Maddox, Beyond  New Directions 

 Beacon 1972.
Herbert Schiller,  M ind M anagers,  1973.
Tony Schwartz. The Responsive   1974.
Edmund Carpenter, Oh  a Blow That Phantom G ave M e,

Bantam, 1974.
Bill  Post-Industrial Prophets.
Edward Hall, Beyond Culture, Anchor, 1976.



Due to C ircumstances Beyond O ur Control, Fred Friendly,
Vintage Books, 1967. By a former president of CBS News.

News   Edward Jay Epstein.
  A merican, Arthur   

 Co., 1976, 194 pp.
  Sex Stereotyping in Prime Time 

 pp., 1975. $2.50 from Women on Words  Images. Box
2163, Princeton, NJ 08540.
 of H igh Fidelity: Edwin  Armstrong, a biography

by   J.P.  1956.
No  Edward Lamb.

 Time, the  of Edward   Alexander
 1969.

Network Project Notebooks, See page 

GOVERNMENT
Federal Communications Commission (FCC), Washington, DC

20554. Has a variety of free publications available. Write
the public information office.

   USGPO, $1.25.

INDUSTRY
National Association of Broadcasters (NAB), 1771 N St., N.W.

 DC 20036. 

COMMERCIAL TV
One of my earliest  of television is
coming  from school in the early afternoon to find my
mother tuned to the Army-McCarthy hearings.

Of course, there was also Howdy Doody, Miss 
Ding Dong School, Milton   Cassidy and the

 Ranger.
I grew up with  growing up. As it made the transition

from live shows to pre-recorded tape.  the addition of a
public  network.

I am an avid  watcher. Commercial programing, 
  and  keep me up to date on what’s happening in
  America and the way some people look at this country and

the world. Mush.
You don’t have to buy what that little black box tries to

sell you.
Violence/soap operas/heartburn  hemorrhoids/cartoons/

 time/TV  and the
w e a t h e r .

If you don’t like what you see, or would like to see a wider
variety of programing, write the networks,  your local
broadcasters, and let them know what you think.

But it is important to know how to speak the  of
broadcasters before you get in touch. So first connect with the
groups helping to make people aware of the  in-

 and the method of regulation by the federal 

HISTORY AND AWARENESS
A History of Broadcasting in the  States.  I-A

  Vol.  G olden W eb, Vol. Il l-The 
  Oxford University Press, 1966. 1968

1968,  The most complete single work on the subject.
Also by  Tube of Plenty: The  

  Oxford, 1975, 518 pp., $14.95. A popular
approach, loaded with pictures.

    Empire, Herbert 
  1969. 170 pp. A critical, chilling study of

what’s happened to our air waves. This book had a pro-
found   my thin&g about communications in the
20th century. 

   St., N.W.. Washington,
DC 20036. The industry’s weekly. Indexed in the Business
Periodicals Index 

Broadcasting Yearbook,  the editors of 
 State-by-state directory to radio and  stations in the

 
TV G uide, Triangle Publications,  PA 19088. Walter

Annenberg, president. The largest circulation weekly in the
world.

TV 
ABC, 1330 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10019.
NBC, 30 Rockefeller Plaza. New York, NY 10020.
CBS, 51 W. 52nd St., New York, NY 10019.

GROUPS
Action for Children’s Television (ACT). 46 Austin St., 

 MA 02160. Peggy  Can put you in touch
with local   newsletter.

American  Better Broadcasts   King St.
St., Madison, WI 53703.

Citizens Communications Center, 1914 Sunderland Place, N.W.,
Washington, DC 20036.  Lloyd. Public interest com-
munications law firm. A key resource.

Council on Children, Media  Merchandising  1346
Co”“. Ave., N.W., Washington, DC 20036, Robert Choate.
The ma” who told you about the sugar in the cereal being
advertised on Saturday mornings.

Grey Panthers Media   Rm.  
York NY 10023.

GWARM, Gay  Women’s Alliance for Responsible Media,
 48, Brooklyn, NY 11202. Robin 

Media Access Project (MAP), 1910 N St., N.W., Washington,
DC 20036. Harvey  Public interest communica-
tions law firm.

National Association for Better Broadcasting  Box
43640, Los Angeles, CA 90043.

National Black Media Coalition  2027 Mass. Ave..
N.W., Washington, DC 20036,  
Marshall.

  for   
 Ave.,  Washington, DC 20036, 
 you can find former FCC Commissioner Nicholas

Johnson; NCCB publishesaccess, the magazine of the media
reform movement, 

NY 10027. Dave Pomeroy.
National Council of Churches, 475 Riverside Drive, New York,

Newton   1964. Chair of the FCC during
the Kennedy Administration; referred to television as a

 wasteland” in his address to the 39th annual 
 of the NAB in May 1961.
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National  Media Coalition, 1699 Lexington Ave., 

York, NY 10029,  Julio Rodriguez.
National  for Women (NOW).  S. Wabash. 

 IL 160603. Has a National  Force; 
a Broadcast M edia K it ($3 members, $5 non-members).

Prime Time School Television  100 N.  St.,
Chicago, II. 60602. Helps you know how to use 

 the home.
United Church of Christ, Office of Communication, 289 Park

Ave. South, New York, NY 10010. Rev. Everett Parker.
Pioneer advocates for citizen access to the broadcast and

$8.95. Discusses the   of broadcasters
in regard  citizen  including  fairness doc-
trine. personal attack rule, politic&editorial  equal

 rule, complaints, political broadcasts.
  Talk Back  Your Television Set, Nicholas Johnson,

Bantam, 1970  of print).

cable media.
PRINT

 see NCCB.
FCC  Alert. Free from rhe FCC  public interest

groups wishing  keep up  dare on Commission activities
and to give them an opportunity to make comments.

 in Interest: A C itizens G uide  Improving Television
and  Robert Lewis Shayon, 1974, 28 pp., free from
Office of Communication,  Church of Christ.

 to Protect Your Rights in   Radio, Ralph
Jennings and Pamela Richard, 1974, $5.95 from United
Church of   of  Information
on  renewal process and how  challenge a renewal

 how  enter a  request for 
fairness doctrine complaints, cross-ownership complaints.
Believed  be  best resource.

M edia  Your Rights   Your Views on Radio
and  Andrew Shapiro, Little Brown  1976.

 Book, Jeffrey  1974,   
Co., 128 pp.,   Workbook for  
media in your 

The Family G uide  Children’s  What to Watch,
 to M iss,    and    It, Evelyn
 Pantheon, 1975.

The Target L ist, 1976, 31 pp., $2 from National Correspon-
dence Group. Box 1039, Palo Alto, CA 94302. Access 

 who advertise on  whether you like 
don’t like the shows they sponsor,  hook will tell you
how  in  with them. Also publishes a newsletter,

 
“Access to Television  Radio” in Freedom of the Press us.

Public Access.  Schmidt, Jr..  1976, $6.95.
Sponsored by rhe Aspen  Program on Communica-
tion and Society and the National News Council.

Citizens Groups  Broadcasting, Donald  Praeger
Special Studies Program, 1975. A scholarly study of 
citizen  reform movement-the impetus behind
it, history of early groups, followed by a case study of
three groups: the Greater Cleveland Radio and Television
Council, Action for Children’s Television, and the Citizens
Communication Center.

There used  be what was called 
 radio and television. It meta-

morphosed into public broadcasting in
the   fourth  up
and financially assisted by  federal
government/noncommercial/high 

 educational/instructional/
NOVA/Masterpiece  Things
Considered/The Great American Dream
Machine/Sesame Street/Zoom.

Most public stations are licensed 
educational institutions,  to 

 nonprofit community foundations
whose boards of directors are similar to
those of  museums.

Volunteers provide a lot of support;
listener subscribers about one-third of a
station’s income.

  stations  often
“instructional” during the day  serve
school systems, and become “public” in
the late 

Commercial   
music is an unprofitable format,  pub-
lic radio fills that gap by programing
primarily classical music.

DO you watch public  Listen 
public radio?

PUBLIC
Public Television: A Program for Ac-
tion,   and Recommendations
of the Carnegie Commission on 

 Television, Harper  Row, 1967.

Corporation for Public Broadcasting

1111  St., N.W.
Washington, DC 20006

An independent agency, set up by an
 of Congress,  by the govern-

ment and private foundations and busi-
nesses. Publishes the informative 
letter CPB  edited by Karen
Frank, available for free.  Report

 Task Force on Women in Public
 1975, is also available at

no charge.

National  Radio 
2025 M St. N.W.
Washington, DC 20036

Public Broadcasting Service (PBS)
475  Plaza West 
Washington, DC 20024

NPR and PBS  affiliations of public
radio and   and also provide
program services.  have available
lists of  stations.

 Association of Educational
 

1346  Ave. N.W.
Washington. DC 20036

 the bi-monthly Public Tele-

communications Review  $18,
yr., and the useful annual, the 
Directory of Public 

National Federation of 
Broadcasters 

1716  St. N.W.
Washington, DC 20009

See community radio.

Catch-44
WGBH
125 Western Ave.
Boston. MA 02134

A   first and longest
running access  on public 

WGBH Television Workshop
and

The  Laboratory
WNET
304 w. 58th 
New York, NY 10019

Facilities supported by public  sta-
tions set up for independent video
makers  explore experimental video

 and 

RADIO
 and roll  me  of radio.
 travels with you in your car.
 in elevators. See “No Soap, Radio.”



What originally began in the  ’40s three  channels-public,   cable operators remained
as a way  improve  program   be  up on committed to the idea of community

 to rural  having difficulty 
 signals (due to geography or 

already  and all  cable systems access  cable and scattered around the
in the top 100 markets by 1977.   access programing is

 or without broadcast  at flourishing, either on access or 
all, bloomed in the late ’60s and 

 outside the largest markers with
 3500 subscribers were  to origination channels.

’70s as a way  initiate   
due to the limited number of broadcast

 frequencies made available by 
FCC.

The idea and technology for un-
limited channels instigated many 
rim-not only could cable rebroadcast
distant  could he set
up for community originated program-
ing.   college courses, 
You would be able   shop, bank
all via the cable.

In 1972 the FCC Third Report and
Order called for the establishment oi

program one local origination 
The advent of small format, inexpen-

sive video  was also part of
 cable  picture and the 
 Media Center was set up  assist

cable operators in  up these chan-
nels and video  

Cabie was big business, a new indus-
try, and it was booming.  the eco-
nomic  of the 

 recession and high loan 
rates-brought about a great outcry by

 owners regarding rhe new cable
regulations-rhey  in a financial

 the date for establishing
access channels was postponed.

Alternate Media Center 
144  St.
New Work, NY 

George  Red Burns
  up the   cable

public  channels and published
 Access Workbook   pp.),

the definitive work on how to do it and
worth every penny of the $35 cost if
you’re planning to go into  business;
available with it, or as a single copy for
$3 is  Public Access 
Profiles of Six Centers (1973, 4-8 pp.),
which describes the beginnings of the

 access channels.

CITIZEN
Center for Community Access Television at Amherst, Box 1

Amherst, MA 01002.  David 
Eastern   Cable TV Association, 

 Rd.,  NY 11361,  Don

Schenectady Access Cable Council, 165 Eastern Parkway,
Schenectady, NY 12309. Stephanie Stewart.

Squirrel Hill Citizens Cable ‘TV, Box 8194, Pittsburgh, 

 Cable  of   
Marble Hill, 4790 Broadway, New York, NY 10034.

Reading Community  Workshop,  TV Cable Co.,
112 Muhlenberg, Reading, PA 19602.

Orlando Public Access Workshop. 1111  Dr.. Orlando,
FL 32803.

Broadside Video. Elm   Johnson City, TN 37601
Video Access Center. Cable Ch. 7. Box 146. Columbus. 

4 7 2 0 1 ,  
TV  Box 351,  WI 53545.
Madison Community Access Center, 305 W. Dayton St..

Madison, WI 53703, 
Dekalb-Sycamore Community Access Center, Community

    Lincoln    60115.
General Electric Cablevision  602 W. Glen Ave.. Peoria.

I L 6 1 6 1 4 ,   
Austin Community Television,   Co.. 208 S.

Palestine St.,  TX 
Theta Cable Television, Box 25990, Los Angeles, CA 90025,

Community Video Cater. Mission Cable, 6225 Federal Blvd.,
 Diego, CA 92114.

 Community Video Access  Bakersfieid
Cable  1615 V  CA 93301.

Community Action Television, Viacom Cablevision of San
Francisco, 1174  Ave.. San Francisco, CA 94110.

 Committee for Cooperative Cable Communication
            Public Access to Cable Television (PACT), LVO Cable of

Hayward, 24800  Blvd., Hayward, CA 94545.

 Community Cable TV Project, 119 E. De La Acorn Community Television, 828-C  St., Oakland,

 Santa Barbara, CA 93101. CA 

 for Community Cable.  Hawaii Council of Churches,  Community Video  65  Vista, Coop

200 N. Vineyard Blvd., Rm. 403, Honolulu,  96817. Shopping Center,   CA.

Sea-King Media Access Group,  American Friends Service Community  Center, 299  Ave.. San Jose,

Committee, 814 N.E. 40th. Seattle, WA 98104. CA 95112, 
 Oceanic Cablevision, 851 Cooke  Honolulu, HI

 
PUBLIC ACCESS CHANNELS  CENTERS

Warner Cable of Somerville, 58 Day St., Somerville, MA 02143,

Public Access Productions, Cable Ch. 7, Box 572, 
NJ 08360.

 Cable TV Public Access, 120  23rd St.. New York,
NY 10010, 

Neighborhood Cable    3315 S.W.
Kelly. Portland, OR 97201,  John 

 for   Research in Cable Television.
117 N.W.  Portland, OR 97209, 

Viacom Cablevision. Box 2340.  WA 98036.
    Douglas   WA

98632, 



SATELLITE
Public access to communications

satellites is very  and exciting. The
extension of a communications tech-
nology, up  now available only  the

  and commercial
industrial interests, to 
oriented groups is happening  Let’s
hope it will contribute to helping us
talk to the person next door.

This is no  undertaking on the
part of organizations wishing  de-
velop low-cost means of long distance
communication and information 
change. The planning is  and the
dollars necessary  put it into effect
are substantial. The larger nonprofits,
such as universities, medical institutions
and public broadcasters, are working
through rhe  Service Satellite
Consortium. Smaller, grass  and

lesser funded groups are being assisted
by the Public  Satellite Asso-
ciation.

Easy Reading: chapters on satellite
communications in Beyond Babel and
M ass Communications  American

 Also  Satellite Spies, by
Sandra  Bobbs-Merrill, 1976,
$8.95.

National Aeronautics  Space Ad-
ministration (NASA)

Experimental Communications

 DC 20546

   Experiments Manager

Public Service Satellite Consortium

   Blvd.
San Diego, CA 92121

Public Interest  Assn. 
 w. 44th 

New York, NY 10036

Andy 
Publications include: Should People

Figbt for Satellites? (free), 
t ions     

 Too  A  G lobal Survey of
Communication5 Satellite Systems ($2)
A Study of the Communications 
Uses and Costs of Non-Profit 
tions ($7.50).

Carl Clark
23  Ave.
Baltimore, MD 21228

Carl is a  
tions experimenter. He is currently di-
recting a health satellite  that
will  up emergency medical training
and information in Appalachia.

EASY READING

A Short  in Cable, 1974, 13 pp., single copies free from
Office of Communications, United Church of Christ, 289
Park Ave., South, New York, NY 10010.

W ired   TV;   C ommunications
Highway, Ralph Lee Smith, 1972, Harper Colophon, $1.95
Background, history, issues and expectations.

 Cable Handbook,  A  G uide to Cable  New 
 Technologies, ed. Mary Louise 

$6.95 plus  postage   from: Communica-
tions Press, 1346 Connecticut Ave., N.W.. Washington,
DC 20036. Mid-70s  of  art; extensive resource 

 Services and Cable TV, Peg Kay and the  
vision  Center, funded by a  from the
National Science Foundation, July 1976, U.S. Government
Printing Office, cost unknown. Up to date and complete;
includes history, review of the literature, extensive bibliog-
raphy;  forth many examples of social services already
implemented  the cable.

Design Study  U rban Telecommunications Experiments,
Summary Report, Paul  Principal Investigator, 1975,

 pp.,  unknown, from Denver  Institute
Industrial Economics Division, University of Denver, Den-
ver, CO 80210. Discusses interactive programing for home
subscribers and interactive information services in public

O n  Cable:  Television of Abundance, Report of the
Sloan Commission on Cable Communications, 1971, 256
pp.,  Hill, 52.95.

Cable Television and the FCC: A Crisis in M edia Control, Don
R.  Temple University Press, 1973, 289 pp., $10.
Law and  Excellent bibliography.

Cable Television: A G uide for C itizen Action, Monroe Price
and John Wicklein, 1972, 160 pp., 52.95 from United
Church of Christ.
 Cable Book: Community Television for M assachusetts?

 $3 from Urban Planning Aid, 639 Mass. Ave.. Cam-
bridge, MA 02139. Valuable introductory  for
citizen 

Cable Television in the C ities: Community Control, Public
Access  Charles  ed., 1971,
$3.95 from the Urban Institute, 2100 M St., N.W.. Wash-
ington, DC 20037.

GOVERNMENT

Federal Cable Bureau,   Commission,
Washingron, DC.

State Cable Commissions.   have   cable au-
thorities  regulate the  and  of cable sys-
tems: Alaska, Connecticut. Delaware, Hawaii, 

 Nevada, New Jersey, New York, Rhode 

Municipal Cable Officers. There is usually at least one person
in  government assigned  keep track of cable develop-
ment, and many cities have established cable authorities or
commissions.

INDUSTRY

National Cable Television Association   16th St.,
 Washington, DC 20006,  Free 

packets. Publishes the annual Local O rigination Directory,
$4.

State Cable Associations
Broadcasting Cable Yearbook, by the editors of Broadcasting

Magazine, 1735 De Sales St.,  Washington, DC 20036
Stare by state directory of cable systems, and software and
hardware suppliers.

NW Cable Network,  Sharon  Viacom Cablevision,
Box 2340, Lynwood, WA 98036. Regional association of
local origination managers.

GROUPS  ORGANIZATIONS

Cable Television Information  2100  St., N.W.. Wash.
 DC 20037. Extensive publications schedule.

Cablecommunications Resource Center. 1900 L St., N.W.,
Washington, DC 20011,  Jim 
Particularly  in assisting minority ownership of
cable systems.  the bi-monthly  

  State College,  PA.
N.J. Cable Video Information  Urban Communication!

Teaching  Research Center, Livingston College, Rutgers
University, State University of N.J., New Brunswick. NJ
08903, 



There’s   great all-encompassing
directory. But  following will send
you in the  

A  to  Film  Video,
 Melton, ed., 1976, 87 pp., $4

from:
Anthology Film Archives
80 Wooster St.
New York, NY 

The final issue of the Bulletin for Film
and Video. Leans towards  

 the category breakdown and lack
of index make the information 

 access.

American Film  G uide to 
 Courses in   Television, Sam

Grogg and Victoria  eds.. Acro-
polis Books, 1975, $4.50.

Aspen Handbook   M edia, 
76, William Rivers  William 
eds.,  182 pp.,, 53.95 

Aspen 
Program on Communications 

Society
360 Bryant St.
Palo Alto, CA 94301

Good general resource to established
media organizations and publications.

 Video Exchange D irec-
tory, annual from:

Video Inn
261 Powell St.
Vancouver,  

A vehicle for  direct exchange of
tapes and information among small for-
mat video  and 

 users of video. It is  a list of
everyone doing video but of those in-
terested in  Only those listed
receive a copy of the 

M edia Report to Women 
tory, Donna Allen,  $6 from:

3306 Ross PI., 
Washington, DC 20008

Most  annual of women’s
media groups. This  special. It also

 as a yearly index  the excellent
monthly, M edia Report to Women. Just
reading the range of articles covered in
the magazine indicates the range of
concern and  of women in
media.

Northwest Alternate 
D irectory, 1976, $1 if  from:

 Regional  
Box 1492
Eugene, OR

Brian Livingston  organized 
media conferences in  region, and this

 grew  of the 1975 gather-
ing. An excellent model for other re-
gions and cities.

New  Sourcebook,
  and Susan 

 Knopf, 1975, $5
The Communications, Arts and Litera-
ture Sections can direct you to hundreds
of  of women communicators.

Source Catalog: Communications, 1971.
$1.50 from:

Source 
Box 21066
Washington, UC 20009

Not for current use but as early ’70s
 of the art.

U K Video 
 for Advanced Television

Studies
15 Prince of Wales Crescent
London, England

Video Resources in New  State,
1975, $3 from:

Publishing Center for Cultural

27 W. 53 St.
New York, NY 10019

Exemplary.

STATE  THE 

 following references offer an his
 overview.

A Resource for  Active Community,
 125  free from:

Canadian Radio Television
Commission

100 
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

Exciting report, detailing citizen par-
ticipation in Canadian radio, television,
cable.

Access, free from:
Challenge for Change/Society

National Film Board of Canada
Box 6100
Montreal, Quebec, Canada

Early ’70s periodical, now publishing
occasionally. about people access to
media in Canada. Excellent format.

Network Project Notebooks
101  
Columbia University
New York, NY 10027

Produced 1972-74. While the 
no longer functions  a group, the
N otebooks are still available and are 
excellent introduction  government
and corporate decision making and “se
of new communications technologies.
Write for availability and 

Radical Software, from:
 Corp.

 Fifth Ave.
New York, NY 10003

 Schneider, Beryl 
While this magazine was published 
was nothing like it, and since it ended,
there’s been nothing to replace it. Write
for availability of back issues and cost.

 and Beryl have recently written
 An Anthology, 

Brace,  1976. $9.95.

“Television Bibliography” free from:
Rand Publications
1700 Main St.
Santa Monica, CA 90406

Extensively annotated, describes Rand’s
many books and papers on  com-
munications technologies projects.

T& Visions M agazine, from :
Washington Community Video

Box 21068
Washington, DC 20009

Though now publishing irregularly, back
issues arc  and are an excellent
resource for mid-‘70s video and  
formation. The summer ‘76 issue (IV,
2. $1.50) had an excellent spread on
small format video on television. Cost
of previous volumes varies, write for

 prices.

 M ass Communications, by
Jean Viet, Unesc”, 1975, cost unknown,
from:

Mass Communications Documenta-
tion Center

UNESCO
 des Science de 

place de 
75  France

The language of mass communications.
tri-lingual (English, French, Spanish).
Fascinating reading.



HOW-TO
Community M edia     

1973, $7. How to set       
 the M edia: A      Kit

 ed.,  out   with plans to  a
revised edition. Contact: Center  Understanding Media,

 School, 66 W. 12th St., New York, NY 10011
 Slide  Stephen Lewis,  $3 from: Slide

Tape Collective, 36  St.,  MA 02139.

Video
  A N Introduction to Video. Chuck Ander-

son,  1973, $6.50.  by Anderson,  
Video. 1976.

 Television, Michael  and  
 Rinehart &Winston, 1971, $3.95.

Independent Video, Ken Marsh. Straight Arrow Books, 1974,

Introducing  Single Camera VTR System, Mattingly and
Smith, $8.95.

 G uide to  Tape Recording. Charles Bensinger,
1973, $2 from: Petersen Publishing Co., 6725 Sunset Blvd.,
Los Angeles, CA  Best bet.

Spaghetti C ity Video  A  G uide to U se, Repair and
Maintenance, Parry  and   1973,
$4.95.

Video  K ids, Peter  and Kit  eds., Cen-
ter for Understanding Media, Gordon   1974, $3.

Video   Robinson, NY Links,  $7.95.
Video Tools, CTL Electronics, 86 W. Broadway, New York_

NY 10007.
M aking the M edia Revolution: A Handbook f or Video 

Production, Peter Weiner, M acmillan, 1973, $8.95.
Videotape Book, Michael Murray. Bantam, 1975. $1.95.

PERIODICALS

Not  elsewhere. Frequency of publication and cost of
subscriptions change; check with  directly.

 1028  Ave., N.W., Washington, DC 20036.
Afterimage, Visual Studies Center, 4 Elton St., Rochester,

NY.
 Animator. Northwest Film Study Center, Portland Art

Museum, S.W. Park  Madison, Portland, OR 97205.
AV Communications Review,  for Educational Com-

munications  Technology, 1201 16 St., N.W., Washing-
ton, DC 20036.

 Center for New Art Activities, 93 Grand St., New
York, NY 10013.

Canyon  Industrial Center, Rm. 220, 
C A 9 4 9 6 5 .

 333 Sixth Ave., New York, NY 10014
CLIENT: Communication Law Information, Edited Notes by

Topic,  of Wisconsin-Madison, Dept. of Com-
munication Arts,  Communication Hall. 821 University
Ave., Madison, WI 53706, Don R.  Erwin 
eds.

Columbia   Columbia University, New York,
NY 10027.

  World Future Society, 4916 St.
 Ave., Washington, DC 20014,  Thomas, 

C VR P   California Video Resource  San
Francisco Public Library, Civic  San 
CA 94102.

   CS  Publishing Co.,
607 Main   CT 06877.

Film   of California Press, Berkeley, CA
94702,   

  Box 115, Ward Hill, MA 01830, 
 

 of Communication, Annenherg School, Box 13358,
Philadelphia, PA 19101.

Journal of Popular Culture, Bowling   Bowling
Green, OH 43403, Ray  cd.

Jump Cut. Box 865, Berkeley, CA 94701 (film).
M ass M edia  Dept. of Radio-TV-Film, School of

Communication and Theater, Temple University. Philadel-
phia, PA 19122, Christopher Sterling, ed.

Media&Methods, 134 N. 13th St., Philadelphia, PA 19107.
Media Mix, 145  Palatine. IL 60067, Jeffrey

 ed.
M edia Report  Women, 3306 Ross PI.. N.W., Washington,

DC 20008, Dr. Donna Allen, ed.
M idwest Video News. WIDL Video. 5875 N. Lincoln Ave..

Chicago, IL 60659.
 Box 55, Troutdale, OR 97060, lndi Allen, ed

 music).
  Women’s Soul Publishing, Box 5476, 

WI 53211 (music).
Super 8 Filmmaker, 3161 Fillmore St., San Francisco, CA

94123.
Videocassette  Cable TV Newsletter, Martin Roberts Assoc.,

Box 5254, Beverly Hills, CA 90210.
 750 Third Ave., New York, NY 10017 (best

video source).
Video Info.  rue Saint Victor, Paris, France, Boris 

  

Inter-M edia,  Institute of Communications, 
 House East, Tavistock Square. London, England.
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  budget/

educational  that  thoughts
of Boards of Education programming)/
public  (but there arc all 
of  and each station defines it

native/fat 

literate/attitude 
edible  suit your  and

They’re not canned,  aged,
.  radio 

They are  only place on the 
 or  you can hear sounds

Vaudeville 

If you’re driving across the  width
and  of  country. perhaps
you like   into radio and pick

   the local sounds-or 
around the dial and xc  faraway

 vibrations the air  bring you.
Chances arc you’ll pick  plastic

 radio-just like you pick
 Denny’s and Exxon.
Even if you have FM in your car,

you’re still likely  be treated to top
40 rock, easy listening, and network
news-from coast to coast and border
to 

You’ll also he subjected  loud
commercials and  dj’s.

And  if you’re a fan of public
radio-well, you’ll miss the commercials,
but you’ll still  the same middle
classical music and the same network
shows as back home. “All Things Con-
sidered” (National Public Radio’s 
work news) may be a considerable 

  commercial network
news  but it doesn’t fill rhc
gap for local  and information.

But here and there across the land
(and across the border in Canada r”“)
there arc sounds going  into the

 that fit no mold,  are created
by the nature of the location they call
home, and the folk doing 

 I’m talking about is-well, it’s
really hard  define. I could say com-
munity 

that you won’t hear anywhere else. a
blend of 

big 
garde/folk music from around the
world/classical of all variety/in studio
live performances-mixed with-local
community  and public affairs/
radio drama/poetry/book 
calendar 
by kids, for 

And the voices-female as well as
male, black as well as white, and oriental

  and native  
 a n d . .

You can usually find these stations
on the  portion of the FM
band, 88.1-91.9. Even if you don’t
know what number on the dial they are.

 pretty easy to pick them  amidst
the rest. They sound different. Listen.

Sex &Broadcasting: A Handbook on
Sinning   Station   
munity,   3rd revised
edition, 1975, 352 pp., $5 from:

Dildo Press
2516 Maple

 TX 75201
This self-published book is the source
for inspiration, history and how-to.
What  need  do a community radio
station is: an available frequency in a

 or city, a group of people  work
together, patience, craziness, and some
money. The way to gain real time 
perience is  volunteer  an already
existing station.

How to do a community radio 
 is more than knowing how to  a

license or  the 
ing. If is people. If is personal. It is art.

 is a storyteller, and this book a
literary surprise. Nor for radio 
only.

1716  St. N.W.
 DC 20009

Thomas   Thomas, Director
Theresa (Terry) Clifford, Develop-

ment
NFCB is a participatory organization
representing some 35 community-based
public radio stations.  operates a co-
operative program exchange among its
members, provides a wide  of assis-
tance on station operations such as fund
raising,  problems and program de-
velopment, and handles individual and
joint concerns  national agencies
such as the Federal Communications
Commission.

Most services  restricted I” mem-
ber stations, which support the organi-
zation’s work. NFCE helps new groups

 started, though, and sponsors 
 and  conferences which

are “pen  non-members.
Associate membership is available 

reduced  and  monthly NFCB
 goes  all who conrributc

$15 or more. The newsletter will keep
you    on Federation activities,

 radio concerns and station
goings-on.



The Possible  Exchange 
 N. 

Urbana, IL61801
Bill Thomas

This is  Radio Program Service of the 
 which makes available programs 

from community radio stations  some
of the best prices around.  has been
the guiding light behind this operation
since it was just a “possible.”

National Alternative  Conference

 July  eight community radio
stations convened for the KRAB Nebu-
la Media Conference, so named  the
firs: community  KRAB  Se-
attle. The mid-‘70s saw a burgeoning of
community radio activity and in June
1975, 150  radio people
gathered in Madison. Wisconsin, and

called  NARC.
 met again in June 1976 in

 Colorado, under the sponsor-
ship of the NFCB. NARC looks like it’s
going  be an annual occurrence. This
is the place to  people actively 

 in community radio. Contact
the Federation for date and place.

 Radio: A Case
Study, by Robert Lee  

  dissertation, 
 St. Louis, Missouri, 1973

 in the FM Band: A 
Account  Free Radio, by Steve Post,
Viking, 1974. About 

  Guides
 community radio stations publish

 guides. most of them monthly.
They detail  schedule of what’s being
aired.

So if you  to get an idea of the
kinds of things being done by these
stations. program guides are an excel-
lent source. The  stations
“Folios” initiated this service. In some
communities, the program guide has
taken on the appearance of a brief tab-
loid newspaper (containing paid ad-
vertising  cover expenses of producing
the guide) which gives station person-
nel,  and listeners an op-
portunity  talk radio.

Program guides are available with
station subscriptions/memberships. For
sample copies, send   cover cost

 postage. See station list for addres-
ses. Those stations with call letters are
on the air.

A LITTLE HISTORY

 Exacting Ear:  Story  
er  Radio, by Eleanor 
Kinney,   1966

The   started by Lew
Hill in the late ’40s with 

Listener-Sponsored Radio:  

ley. were the first listener supported
 by   unpublished

radio  In addition  KPFA, the
 dissertation,  State University,

Columbus, OH 1969

  holds licenses for
 Angeles. WBAI-New York

   rene-
gade), and the  

 D.C.
  had a different idea

far ownership of noncommercial 
 stations-that they  be 

  the communities they were
broadcasting from. He starred 

 in i963, followed by 
Portland (originally a KRAB repeater),
KTAO-Los  KDNA-St. Louis.

The first half of this decade saw a
great deal of activity in community
radio, due in part to a listing of 

 hook, Sex   in 
Last Whole Earth Catalog, as well  the
growing number of people gaining ex-
perience at  existing 
radio stations going off to  their
own.

Not much has been written about
community radio in the conventional
sense.  book is the only kind
of handbook on how-to community
radio. The other works are about the

 Foundation stations.
Two people   degrees

in communications. Tobi  and
Charles Oppenheimer, are currently 
searching and writing masters’ theses on
community radio.

 Steals FM From the 
by the Provisional Committee for De-
mocracy in Radio, 1946.

 
 

Box 18470
Denver, CO 80218

 Oppenheimer
3316  Dr.
Dayton, OH 45405

AMAZING FACTS

 state law requires the Alaska
Educational Broadcasting Commission
to help  establish educational
broadcast facilities, especially in areas
where there are none (How To K-2, .

 broadcasts live the 
weekly City Council meetings (and gets
$1000 a year from the city) . 
Connecticut (formerly pirate radio)

 a cable radio station while
waiting  hear from the FCC on 
application for a broadcast license 
Three groups  Wave, Double Helix,

 have UHF-TV 
 pending  WYSO-Yellow Springs

is licensed to a college but cooperative-
ly  the community and has set
up studios in nearby Dayton . 
Santa Rosa is the country’s first bilin-
gual (Spanish/English) radio station 
KBDY-St. Louis is licensed  a neigh-
borhood association.



 (91.5). Pittsburgh   4  Place, Pittsburgh, PA   
  Southern Communication Volunteers, Box 2118, Memphis, TN  Dennis 
  Columbus Community Educational  Box 8147, Columbus, OH   

WAIF  Step Child  2525 Victory Parkway, Cincinnati, OH   Nan 
      45387,   
 Rapids Public Broadcasting,  Valley State Colleges,  Jams    

Community Radio    Bloomington, 
  Back Parch Radio, Box 3219, Madison,   Don 

Fresh  3104 16 Ave., So., Minneapolis, MN 55407,  Peterson
   Radio,  Community College.   MN 5 5744,   
  Humanities Bldg., University of Minnesota-Duluth,  MN 55812

Open Media  Box  Chicago,   Mitch 
Prairie  N.  Urbana,    

  Neighborhood Advisory Council, 2505 St. Louis Ave., St. Louis, MO 63106,  Jeff 
Double Helix,  Euclid, St.  MO 63108, 3141361-7111, Bob 

 (89.5). New  Corp., 915 E. Broadway, Columbia. MO   Steve 
Sunrise  545 S. 29 St.,  NE   

  Center, Box  Eureka Springs, AK 72632

   3729  Blvd.,  Angeles, CA  Will 
White Ash Broadcasting! 1759  St.,  CA 93721
Great Silence  Box 37, Pacific Grove, CA 93950
WOO     San  CA   

   2207 Shattuck Ave..  CA  Randy 
 Box 547, Cupertino, CA 95014

 A.  Educational Fund. 131    CA  Jeremy 
   Broadcasting, Box 423, Santa  CA 

Public Communicators, 787 E.  Antonio, San Jose, CA 95112,  
 (89.1). Bilingual  Foundation, Box 7189.  Rosa, CA   

North  Broadcasting,  644,  CA 95460,  



 you know your audience

 inexpensive   up ($1,000)

 channels of information
 likely  be  trusted

 requires no licensing by  FCC

. decentralization of   media

 I   Peter  
the    Media in

  my  in 
radio, be said,    in touch
with Dan   did and discovered

 Dan  talking about a  
 medium  I 
 wanted t” put a radio station in

apartment buildings   block in New
 City. Low power, low  AC

carrier  radio.  inexpensive.
accessible  vehicle, 

sui ted  dense  
 h i g h    

  needs that   able t”
 met by   

elderly, ethnic  foreign language
  with  

 political nnd social 

       station
in   midd le   

  “n    
Manhattan’s   Side. Tbe 
di” will be located in  
Lutheran   people living 
this project  primarily poor blacks

 
In December  I talked with Dan

about the bows and  of AC 
current radio. He says    lot

225 W. 106 St., Apt. 16K
New York, NY 10025

D: Wbat we’re  t”  is run
phone lines      

   project.    am-
plifier  rbe end  each   
 line   then hook  the

electrical system in each  these places.
So  you run a line t”  

     B u t
 to then  a fine from 
 to  house,  

amplifier to an electrical system. To 
   forgoing  distance.

So we’re going   definitely
   is because we’re 

 t” the  in  im-
mediate area.    advantages “J
this is that  know who you’re broad-
casting to.  really it’s 

You know your audience.
 decentralizes  whole process 

radio  media, because people who
 listening are  people
  able  into  

 is   kind  
point in the  

 in    
  that we’re going  have
     don’t 

  their    call in.
Another thing is   

feeding int” this,  that 
   poorer urban

 more suspicious of outside
    of  inside

information. ‘That is,   
munication  gbett” areas are very
delicate things. People  

  of     
  come  So slurring IN

the middle   with  
  like this, 

   what happens.
We’re  working  

 in  neighborhood, we’re work-
ing   there’s a police
station right    We’re
plugging into as  existing 

   possible. Not
going  be brand new,   be

  of all the  services
there.  sure that it  
vices  provides services that are 
duplicated  in the city.

   be in the
    

mitter  then     
 which you    

build yourself). With  $1,000
      

station  the air. The transmitter I
      

Power Broadcasting, 520  Hwy.,
 PA  Then, of  if

 go    “f 
after that,   the  “f
the accessory 

R :       
need  FCC license for this.  how
this gets  be   mean, do you
have to have FCC approval t” be doing

 they    what you’re
doing?

D: Under     FCC 
 don’t need a license. You’re 

 not  through the
air.  broadcasting  

R: And it’s  who’s
booked     
hooked  outside “f the buildings be
able  pick  the 

 Maybe.  don’t   we
 hook it  and see. There are

 very  things that 
with magnetic  

 be able  pick it  I was told
that the University   has

 AC carrier  station that 
be picked  300 wiles  

 right near 
 station  the University and

there’s this tremendous boost in power
that takes  when they  into
that  and  picked up 300 miles

Sub carrier and AC carrier current
  different  of doing similar

  AC  carrier 
vent is   the  

  somewhere, and FM sideband,
or sub carrier, is again  

      would
be the  step up  have a 

   “f people 
you   broadcast 
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Energy and Equity, Ivan  1974.
 from:
Harper and Row

 E. 53rd Street
New York, NY 

 A  analysis of the social and
 costs of modern high-energy

    that:
‘The  American male devotes
   1,600 hours a year  his

car.  sits in it while it goes and while
  stands idling. He parks it and searches
 for it,. He earns the money  put down
  it and  meet the monthly 

He works   for petrol, 
  and tickers.  spends

 of his sixteen waking hours on the
  or gathering his resources for it.

 this figure does not take into
 the time consumed by other
 dictated  transport: time

spent  hospitals, traffic  and
garages; time spent watching automobile

  or attending consumer
 education meetings  improve the 
    buy. The model 
  puts in 1,600 hours  get 

miles: less  five miles per hour. In
 deprived of a transportation

Industry, people manage to do the
same, walking wherever they want to
go, and they allocate only three  eight
percent of their society’s time 
 traffic instead of 28 percent.

“City Planning in China,” Graham
Towers,  Design, July
1973,  from:

 Holland Street,
London,  England

 Once again the Chinese seem I” be on
 right track. Planning for social, not

technical ends. Jobs located where the
people are, transportation needs mini-

mized and rural resources valued 
 expropriated. Look for the article

in    planning 
braries.

In 1972,   for Economic
Cooperation and Development 

 its friends) did a world survey of
traffic-free zones.

 Vienna,  owners reported a
 increase in business in the first

week  the traffic ban went 
effect last December.  Norwich, all
but  shops  rhe exclusion  did
more business. Some increase  been
reported  be  15 and 35 per-
cent;  in France. between 10 and
15 

 ‘Tokyo, of 574 shops surveyed,
21% showed an increase in sales, 60%
showed no change and  reported a
decrease. Seventy-four percent of the
merchants  pronounced them-
themselves in favor of the scheme.”

   Thinking)

A TALE OF TWO CITIES
Most cities have enacted zoning regu-
lations in recent years that largely pre-
vent people from working in their
homes. living over their  or walking

  “Rational” planning sets up
isolated zones of just industry, just busi-
nesses and just homes. A nice theory,
but the results are  It’s like
having   Everyone gets up in
one  then  moves  the
second town, works, then moves back

 the first town, leaving the second
one  Absurd! We  have
enough toilets and sewers and 

 and furnaces and light fixtures
and telephones to service  cities,
plus freeways and  and parking

 for going back and forth, and even
police  watch  the empty cities
when people  in the other one. Odd?

  We basically duplicate
our total urban structure because of 
zoning fantasy.

  earth   a paradise .
and paradise begins at home.

 words and sketches of  
 and     amaze-

ment  the beautiful, life-filled places
 of the same places which now

stand as barren rubble and 
 and money spent traveling 

good places I” escape the  of
our cities is energy and money enjoyed

 and used up. in the process often
destroying these good places.
Energy and money  making where

 live  gives us a  we
can enjoy every day and one which 
mains for the enjoyment of “or child-
ren and others.

It  always seemed a shame
   didn’t follow the Euro-

pean or  American tradition of
building  homes around courtyards.
The  walls buffer  noise and
smells of  the  urban areas so

 rhe inner garden or  
 how simple-stays peaceful and 

 also the sections on Shelter and
Community Building for more
idea‘s on how to make where you 
paradise. Actually. that’s what this
whole book is about.

  Automo-
bile Parking Management, Newsletter
Number 6 of the Energy Conservation
Project, May 1976, free from:

Environmental Law Institute
1346 Connecticut Ave., N.W.

 620
Washington, DC 20036

The Energy Conservation Project is pre-
paring a series of handbooks addressed

  and local officials, legislators
and interested citizens setting  al-
ternative legal strategies for conserving
energy (available Spring 1977 from

 Publishing Co.). This issue
from one of these books, Energy Con-
servation and  Transportation,
provides a useful  of legal
ways to reverse the subsidy  
bile transportation and sprawling urban
patterns that  have  helpless
trying to control. Valuable information
on effectiveness and problems of exist-
ing   are trying various

 of taxing, residential parking
permits, parking bans, zoning, subsidy
elimination. and redesign of parking fa-
cilities.



“Community and Self-Help Transport,”
Brian Richards.  Design,
May 1976, monthly,  from:

 Holland St.
London,  England

Also  in  architectural 
  through interlibrary loan.

Richard’s frequent contributions to
 on    of 
 coverage around of 

transportation options. This article
 subsidized city taxes in Munich,

jitneys or shared cabs. dial-a-ride 
 mini-buses. and problems

and potentials of other options in use
 experiment around the world.

“Let’s  the Railroads Moving Again,”
 Not Man  October

1975, from:
 of the Earth

529 Commercial
San Francisco, CA 

A good  the history of our
railroads and their demise. Then some

 proposals for their rebirth.
Required reading for  freaks,

Alternative Sources  Energy, No. 23,
$2 from:

ASE
Route 2

 MN 56353
Twelve  of  on low-cost.
low-energy  a

 runs on abandoned rail-
roads, bicycles, mo-peds (which 
haven’t   I used  assemble
them at Scars 20 years ago), 
and use of methane and propane as auto
fuels.

Transportation Policies  Energy
 Ralph  1975,

$3.50 from:
The Conservation Foundation
1717 Massachusetts Avenue. N.W.
Washington, DC 20036

A survey of federal and state 
regulation and participation in various
modes of transportation and 
policy options for a more effective and
balanced  system.

Neighborhood Transportation System,
from:

Mario  Transit District
Civic Center
San Rafael, CA 94903

Although never put into operation.
 is a   proposal for a rile-

stop system where drivers get coupons
from hitchhikers picked  at special
stops. Feasibility all mapped 

How  Convert Your Auto  Propane/
Methane,  Friedberg,  

Arrakis Propane Conversions
Rt. 2, Box 96C
Leslie. AR 72646

  about  for everything
needed  convert  vehicle to pro-
pane (prices vary with the size of rhe
engine). Jerry says he’s driven cross-
country several times and found LP
everywhere, though nor as conveniently
as popping into the  gas 
Thin  booklet has easy-w-read
instructions,  he’ll sell you  off
standard retail prices on needed 

ELECTRIC TROLLEYS CO-OP RENTAL5 I

Barry Commoner, in his February 16,
1976, New  article on energy, Availability of public transit or 
compared the  and economics  to live near where we work means
of various transportation systems and that  of the need for automobiles

 some useful observations: can be eliminated in rhe city. Payments,
 Railroads are presently the most
energy-efficient vehicles, 
in energy use requires  of waste

parking and insurance for vehicles to
have them available for weekend jaunts

heat, which is very  in a
or evening  add up  for the

mobile vehicle. This indicates the
 of use. A better option in many

value of electrification with use of
   a cooperative 

hood vehicle rental-where you could
 heat from the power plant for I

space heating and other 
 a vehicle right for your needs each

* Electrified railroads and electric buses
time-whether hauling firewood or trash

offer particular advantages for stop
; a or going to a concert. The profit margin

on  car rentals is 
and go operation because their  and the real  of a 

 can be reversed for use as hood rental would be much less, 
brakes, returning power to  lines.
These and other advantages of electric Citizens for Better Transit

 if combined with business

trolleys over diesel buses have led several
rentals to balance demand peaks. If also

8311 S.W. 3rd Avenue would eliminate much of the hassle of
cities to  and modernize their Portland, OR 97219

 systems, and have brought 
 insurance and always

This is one such group  has amassed
 pressure on other  to do the

having the wrong  for your
considerable information on  nerds. Any takers? Know of any 

same. involved.



Lighter-than-air craft arc also getting
  Balloons arc now

used in   applications.
 Corpora&n has proposed

greater use of cargo-carrying dirigibles
in this  And the German firm
WDC has been testing a modern 
than-air craft over Accra, Ghana, to
prove that the ship, costing only 
eighth of a  jumbo jet, is a
superior means of 
minerals and people in   

 by a network of roads.

Airships: An  History, 
Beaubois,  $35 from:

Two Continents Publishing Group
Ltd.

30 E. 42nd Street
New York, NY 

A fancied-up, profusely illustrated cof-
fee table book, but gives fascinating
coverage of the evolution, design and
details of  craft. Also
contains an overview of current experi-
mental projects in  countries

  presented  the London and
Paris conferences in 1971 and 1973. A
good introduction to lighter-than-air
craft.

Attention has recently been turning to
forms of  and air 
that don’t  the massive fuel sub-
sidies of our  ships and planes.

 in  of 
dynamics of sails and of the planet’s
wind systems offer improvement in

 time of sailing ships. Design of
low-power electric winch systems 

 the   necessary to
 rhc  allow  

cargo  Putting these and 
advances Together,  School for

 Architecture at the University
of Hamburg, Germany, has been 
fining designs for  which

promised,  before  fuel 
 increases.  give a 30 percent 
return on investment than comparable
‘conventional ships. For more details.
see:    Wilson Clark,
1975, $4.95 from Doubleday &Co.,

  Ave., New York, NY 10017.
 of the Tall Ships,” James
 Rudder, 

“The Sailing Ship in the Fuel Crisis,”
 Basil   Ecologist, Sept.
1972.  Molesworth St.,
Wadebridge, Cornwall, 

Water  by barges has never
 lost its cost  for moving

bulk materials. Canal cruising has also
been a favorite peaceful vacation in

  Netherlands. Finland,
Germany and other   

 Number  ($6.95 from 
 Marine Publishing Company,

21 Elm Street. Camden, ME 04843) as
 as  catalogs contains an in-

credible wealth of  for anyone
 in ships, water and ocean

life. Number Four also contains a 
view of Canal  Handbook
No.  from David and Charles, North

 VT 05053  which
 recommend as   for any-

one interested in canals and canal
transportation.

  Air Society 
1800  Blvd.
Akron, OH 44306

Active   the news-
letter, are  1977 will be  24th
volume of  

$8 a  for Gasoline?
How many of us would still consider the automobile a wise
transportation choice if gasoline  $8.00 a gallon? Most
of us would scream highway robbery and foam at the mouth
in rage-but  is what gasoline would  right now if auto-
mobile transportation wasn’t guilty of  of the most 

 tax evasion and taxpayer subsidy in history. Even includ-
ing  cost of car payments, insurance and repairs in addi-
tion co   of gas and oil,  are paying less than half of

  cost of automobile travel. As a result of not paying
the full   use and  more of  than we would if 
paid the real bill.

The additional  above the  cost of
gasoline and gas taxes  the user faxes that would be
required  pay some of the most obvious costs 
avoided by highway users. Half of it is the cost of congestion,
traffic accidents, and air pollution directly resulting from
but not charged  the automobile. The other half is coughed
up by everyone who pays property taxes-in the  of
higher  resulting from  and highways not being
included on the tax rolls. A recent study of New York City
showed that such  losses there exceeded 51.14 billion per
year.

Paying $7.50 per gallon  a gasoline tax wouldn’t mean
any increase in costs-it is merely the  that  (or
someone else) are already paying in hidden subsidies to the
automobile. Having  pay  full costs would obviously
curtail much of our excessive highway building and  of
automobiles and trucks. If  paid the total  of automo-
bile travel at the gas pump each time we chose  use the 
instead of having most costs paid separately in monthly pay-
ments. insurance, property  etc., we would be more

 of  we really pay for this service. All included, 
would have to  more  515 per gallon of gas-which
would make the cost of a bus or train ticket seem the real
bargain it is!

Automobiles will become an increasing burden as the cost
of fuels and maintenance of our massive highway system
increases, and beginning now  pay the real costs would 

 an effective stimulus towards less  land  and
transportation patterns.

For more details on  societal cost of the automobile 
New York City and  region,  Societal Cost  A

    by Brian   available
from Citizens for Clean Air Inc., 25 Broad Street, New York,
NY 10001.



Bicycling Science: Ergonomics and Mechanics, by Frank Wbitt
 David Wilson, 1974. $4.95 from:
MIT Press
28  
Cambridge. MA 02142

The bicycle of today is the  quietest, most 
and least lethal of modern vehicles. This is an excellent book
for  person who   know how and why they work so
well: power required, muscle efficiency, gradient resistance,
drag coefficient values, quantitative measurement of  roll-
ing resistance of pneumatic  and  much 

Energy Use for Bicycling
Oak Ridge  Laboratory
Environmental Program

  
Oak Ridge, TN 37830

“If 10% of the urban  travel conducted during daylight
and in good weather for trips of 5 miles or less were shifted to
bicycles, the savings in 1971 would have been  trillion
BTU,  total urban automobile energy use.”  No.
ORNL-NSF-EP-65.

The Story  the  John Woodford, 1970, 175 pages,
$5.95 from:

Universe Books
381 Park Ave. South
New York, NY 10016

‘This little book  on  interaction 
bicycle habits and  in England in  late  

 Read how cyclists   campaign for smooth roads;
the differential gear and the   essential in cars,

 invented for early pedal-powered vehicles;  part and
feature  be found in modern bicycles  in  by 1905;
the bicycle lent impetus  feminism. and women in the 
were especially supportive of the first equal-wheeled, 
driven “safety bicycles.”

Alderson’s history is well-written and lavishly illustrated
 etchings and  of  (Barr Jones)

The  Bicycle Bibliography, David   148 pages,
from:

Route 3, Box 
Columbia, MO 65201

Notes  books, documents, magazine and newspaper articles
on   bicycling. Very  many
little-known gems.  Jones)

- -
In San Diego if costs  in addition  regular fare   you
bicycle across bridges that don’t allow “non-motorized units.”

Bicycle  by Nina Dougherty and William
Lawrence, Environmental Protection Agency. 1974, 
from:

Supt. of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402

Just about  you wanted  know about bicycles as
alternative  energy efficiency, use statistics,
problems and programs (both in the U.S. and abroad). Also
an extensive bibliography. Good, hard data.

Give Way: A Report on   Britain, Richard Feilden,
$3.90 from:

Friends of  Earth, Ltd.
9 Poland 
London;  England

It’s always useful    happening in ocher parts of the
world. This report has lots of statistics and discussions of dif-
ferent cities’ solutions  bikcway planning.

 sharp pencil can show some  benefits by switching
   bikes for muck of  transportation. A bicycle

nay  $100,  an auto will likely  at least $4,000.
 in operating costs, insurance, etc. if you wish-it figures

  most people using autos spend  of their 
 income on the  and a total of   

 subsidies are included.  would buy a lot of bicycles.
 tickets and a few trips  Hawaii or Europe in addition!

f you look at the situation of many American homeowners
 thirty-year mortgages on  homes in addition  auto

  economics comes  even stronger-the savings
 avoiding automobile   be used to pay off 

 more quickly, saving interest payments equal  or
greater than the  value of the house. Riding a bicycle
may be worth $30.000  $40,000 to you over a 
period. That doesn’t sound so dumb!



a

by Bart Jones Repair
repair manuals, all with sound, usable mechanical 

ion, in order of increasing completeness and 

      Publishers, 
 by David Lancashire, 1976, 32 pp., $1.50 from:

 Books
 Fifth Ave.

 York, NY 10011
 basic mechanics. also history and riding techniques,

  appeal   and to anyone else
isn’t  grown up.” Lots of brightly-colored pictures.

    place to bring up  important topics 
 book  others neglect:

  Greased ball bearings (in hubs, crank.
 pedals,  don’t need oil. The grease will last
 6 months   depending on how well the bike is

  leave  in the rain!) and how much  used.
  2000  the bearings need overhauling and

 grease.
The only bicycle  need frequent lubrication are
chain-especially the  any gear changers 

ed  or   hubs).
If you insist on oiling your   only  or 
ps and he sure  do it every  Oil, WD-40, err., will

  greases, and then  bearings will he dry. One of
surest ways to ruin a bike is to  a kid loose on it with an

 After half a quart of “ii, rhe  works beautifully;
 weeks later it’s a frozen-up piece  junk in need of a

/or  Go easy.   at all.
TIRE  (p. 16): Be    something with

 end. Old spoons  pencils (if  enough) are
 Nicest of all are the special tire levers  a slot on the
 end  tuck under a spoke.

Screwdrivers, a common choice, will  make more holes
 inner tube. Use something 

 Bike Book,   revised edition, 1971,
 pp., $3.95 from:
Ten Speed 
Box 4310
Berkeley, CA 94704

 instructions. funny drawings.  you to jump in
I learn by being  clear that it’s o.k.  be 

  Richard  1974, 295 
95 from:
Ballantine Books
201 E. 50th
New York, NY 10022

 some basic mechanical knowledge or experience in
 tools. Use it with caution, since the author  states

 his opinion or bias. Heavily  (I’ve
  a  to get so  so quickly  

  and  all  drivers   to get you.)

Drawbacks aside, the  are clear and easy 
follow. This book is especially good at explaining how 
work.

Part of  Bicycle Book discusses history, 
phy. riding techniques (especially in New York), and designing
cities for bicycles and people. Five pages are devoted to the

 dreamworld” of  England, where
pedestrians and vehicles of all kinds move safely and 

 their different speeds.

    Bicycle. Helen  drawings by T. White,
 pp., $1 from:

Shire Press
P.O. Box 
San Francisco,  94110

Requires either basic mechanical knowledge,  of patience
and common sense or a slightly  friend. Low-key
style (the   her ego  of it, unlike the preceding

 books): good  and drawings. Assumes you can
learn: “Don’t be afraid of your bike. You should be able to
take  of it apart and get it back  like ir was,
especially if you are neat and careful and watch  you are
doing.”

 Complete Bicycle Manual: Selection, Maintenance,
Repair, Clarence W.  and Harold T.  1973, 339
pp., $5.95 from:

Crown Publishers
419 Park Ave. South
New York, NY 10016

Very  detailed instructions for anything you’re
likely  find  a bicycle. Useful mainly for bike shops.

We didn’t  much about  bikes (though now
     we  our   Jones to do
   us.  is a member of the Bicycle Repair

 S.E.  Portland, OR  which
besides  bicycles teaches bike  He has  a
bicyclist all his    professional bike mechanic  five



Metropolitan Association of Urban Designers and
Environmental Planners 

 Carl Berkowitz
Box 722
Church St. Station
New York, NY 10008

Publishes newsletter, the Bicycle/Pedestrian  and spon-
sors national and international conferences on planning and
design.

 Bicycle Coalition
3410 Baring Street
Philadelphia, PA 19104

Urban  Design Collaborative 
 MIT

Cambridge, MA 

UBDC-West Coast
P.O. Box 2983
Stanford, C.4 94305

A calendar, a  map for Philadelphia  in progress
for the region), a campaign to get Bicentennial tourists to bike
around the city, and a list of people willing to teach bicycle
repair and maintenance. Also the Ben Franklin Brigade-a
network of citizen groups in  federated with similar
groups in other cities-is working towards a “park and pedal”
transportation system. Cars, buses, boats and trains should be
equipped to carry bikes; theft-proof parking devices should
be supplied at public boildings, transit nodes and tourist sites,
and bike lanes should be established on roads and bridges.
Send a SASE for more information.

The people at UBDC have  done a lot of research and Attention: Bicycle Scholars
gained a lot of experience in  design-more importantly, Writing a paper on the bicycle movement? On 
they  bike riders themselves. Besides putting out a number ning or mixed-mode transportation? The Coalition has put
of excellent publications (see below), they also sponsor a year- together a “study kit” designed to assist students, instructors,

 design competition for bicycle safety, education and design librarians or citizen groups currently at work on a bicycle
feats. If  were planning to activate biking systems and project. The kit includes back issues of the Coalition’s seasonal
ties for my community, I’d go to them first as references and newsletter, Bike On!, ten issues of Friends for Bikecology’s
professional help. Some of their publications:

 Thinking, Douglas B. Smith, Ed., Summer 1975,
poster-newsletter, Serendipity (published quarterly during
the early 1970s; our limited supply of these remaining issues

$3. Sections by different people on community planning,
funding, bicycle education, design problems and case histories

offers an excellent history of the bicycle movement), a copy

of different  systems. No definitive solutions but lots
of the Coalition’s  bike map for Philadelphia along

of examples and ideas.  bibliography is the best I’ve seen
with guidelines on bow a bike map is produced, a  of

 includes many more things than we have here.
Stewart Wilson’s Scientific American  “Bicycle 

  is also the name of  wonderful 
 and finally, a miscellany of letters, editorials and

drawn newsletter published by John Williams, an irreverent
graphics reproduced to meet your needs (please specify your

planner from Canada. It’s available from UBDC for $3 for 6
area of interest). To order the kit, send your name and 

issues per year.
along with a $10 check to the Philadelphia Bicycle Coalition,
3410 Baring Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104

This is a    comic book on bike safety
put together for the Stanford Dept. of Public Safety. A very
nice use of  comic book medium ‘cause it makes  read
it  cover to cover and you even learn something.

Living Systems
 1, Box 170

Winter, CA 95694
Besides their work in energy conservation and passive solar
design (see those sections). Living Systems, specifically David
Bainbridge, has done some good stuff for bicycles in Davis.

 Planning and  is a  primer available for
$1. And a  book (including a IO-page bibliography) will
be available from them soon.

Citizens Bicycle Advisory Committee
400  Sixth, Suite 546
Portland, OR 97204

A citizens group meeting monthly to advise  City of Port-
land on spending  each year on improving bicycle
riding conditions. Maps of Portland are available.
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 much of  need for   br 
  and much  simplified, there 

remain times    be wise and  We
need to learn  discriminate between travel  is wise
and simple and a good experience for all concerned and
travel   into an  tourism. Wise

  include  and  not just looking
and taking. Wise travel  be bared on respect and

 for the ways  others and  their placer.
 communities and     distinc-

tion, the problems caused by tourism, and developing
 fulfilling  of 

 

Ready to  some ground’ Here is  sprinkling of publica-
tions that provide good examples of books for  by
bike-nationally, regionally and around a 

Discovering Santa Barbara. without    
 using bicycles, buses,  train, horses,  walking, by Keen

 Bob Burgess, 1974, 67 pp., 52.50 postpaid from:
Teddy Bear Farm
P.O. Box 863

 Barbara, CA 93102
Model for other cities: bicycle tours with specific themes--

,’ “Mom and Pop” stores, Historic and Unique Trees, Food 
Resource    Buildings of Aesthetic  Historic In-

 Where  Rent, how to use bikes, plus local public
transportation. Fits comfortably in hip pocket.

Amtrak has announced that folding bikes can be taken free
on all its passenger trains, including the  Regular
bikes can only be taken on trains with baggage cars. There’s a
52 handling fee, and check ahead to be sure there’s  baggage
attendant at any of the smaller stations.

American Biking Atlas and Touring Guide, by Sue 
1975, $5.95 from:

Workman  Co.
231 E.  St.
New York. NY 10022

If you’re ready  take off on your bike-short trip or 
this is your book. 150 different  laid out, ranked as to
difficulty and carefully mapped. Not good if you’re only in-

 in one specific  but there’s a good ride or 
in each state.  pages are perforated so you
don’t have to carry rbe whole thing in your pack.

Bike Tripping, Tom  illustrated by Rick 
with a “Frame” section by Albert  1972, 
$3.95 from:

Ten Speed Press
Box 4310
Berkeley, CA 94704

Riding skills for commuting,  racing, touring and
“the fanatic fringe” (ch.  you believe  riding?

  chapter  “Thr Frame” contains a
wealth of  nor easily available  This
book is especially useful for people new to bicycling; experi-
enced riders will enjoy it too.  

East Coast Bicycle Trail Guidebook, 1976, $4.95 from:
East Coast Bicycle Congress
5300 Akron St.
Philadelphia, PA 19124

The trail traverses the densely-populated corridor from Boston
Mass.,  Richmond, Va. (where it joins the 
Trail).  it is a collection of quiet back roads. historic towns
and even a ferry ride or two. They have really scoped  the
most beautiful parts of the eight-state region. missing 
worst of  megalopolis by many miles. The trail and the
book were put together by the scores of cyclists and organi-
zations who have formed the East Coast Bicycle Congress to
develop and refine an exciting system of hike routes up and
down the east  The Guidebook has a large index map 
21 detail maps,  service listings and general informa-
tion.

N E W  Y O R K
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Motels becoming less and less desirable solutions to travel

one or  extra  in their homes.
   time, such accommodations  travelers less

thousands of people.

 INNS
 long-lost joy of traveling is staying at inns rather

than hotels.   not quick stop-oven for hurrying travelers
 but are to be enjoyed themselves! Often in beautiful settings,
 always with unique, cozy, personal rooms, fine home cooking
 and personalized hospitality, small inns treat guests as guests.
 Distractions such as TV and telephones are usually absent, hut

  may he treated by  owner’s violin instead.

For  listing of places in  California   Friendly
 of the  Coast” in 

October 1975, or:
The Inn Book, Kathleen  
$4.95 from:

Pyne Press
924 Nassau St.
Princeton, NJ 08540

 Recommended      
 and Elizabeth Squire. 1975,

$3.95 from:
Pequot Press
Chester, CT 06412

Their definition of a country inn is that it  have lodging,
as well  good food, and it must be open  year
‘round.” This book discusses almost    Connec-
ticut to Maine, many of which are run by families. It includes
prices  as cheap as $12 for a double). menus, photo-
graphs, and  look to be careful directions for  there.
Enjoy.

Country Inns and Back  (10th edition). Norman T.
Simpson, 1976, 54.95 from:

Berkshire  Ress
Stockbridge, MA 02162

This one  more ground-rhe whole country and  a
 in Canada. Some are  some  hotels. The

 descriptions are illustrated with nice sketches, but one
drawback is a lack of prices.

Lover’s Guide to America,   1974, $8.95 from:
Macmillan Publishing 
866 Third Ave.
New York, NY 10022

This hardback by a big publisher has a  different feel
than the other   for small presses!), although it
does  much more of some areas, like the South and the
Southwest. It’s just that the places mentioned in Oregon are
fancy and not at all to  liking, which makes me skeptical
of their recommendations. They do have prices and descrip-
tions (no pictures), so you should he able to tell what you’re
getting into.

 Scandinavia dormitories at universities are frequently turned
into Ion-cost hotels during   seasons. Hostels for
all ages with simple dorm space provide extremely cheap and
low-impact ways of travel. Both are heginning to appear in the
U.S. Campgrounds are often even less expensive, although few
exist yet in the middle of U.S. cities  they do in  For
membership information and guidebook to youth  write:

American Youth Hostels
National Campus

 VA 22025

A  note:  a Holiday Inn ad in   brags
  reasons why the  surprise is no 

including no surprises in the lobby, the food, the carpet or
the prices. At least they know what they’re dishing out. What

 happened to the famed  spirit of adventure?



Drinking wine one recent evening with  Winter, an
Austrian visiting us on a global survey of renewable energy de-
velopments for the   got into talking about the destruc-
tion of European cathedrals by tourism.

 person came, he said, and took away a little of the
 their camera, in their mind, or in the 

tion-and  nothing remains.
In that absurdity  is truth.
AN places live   reverence with wbicb we bold

them-without which they crumble to pieces, unloved, 
maintained, abandoned and destroyed. That reverence is the
glue  in reality binds the stones and the blood that in truth
sustains the  of a place.

For  life of  place lies in its  to  people that
share it. And it is   first which is taken 
piece by piece, flashbulb by flashbulb, postcard by postcard,
tourgroup by tour group. Without this reverence, a place 
nothing to give to those whose lives it must sustain, and they
in turn lose their  and fall into  same derelic-
tion  their cathedral.

It need not  so, for the visit of a pi/grim differs from
that of a tourist.  pilgrim brings love  reverence, and the
visit of a pilgrim leaves   gift of  reverence for
others to share.

We scorn the people of other   are angered
when we  to  them   aside their belief
that  take away  of  soul.

For     or  presence-is
 because it is  which  lack. nnd that lack and our

 only prove     wrong. By our 
we diminish  

And  lessen  soul  all  to wbicb we go, and
ourselves  well,  we take  giving and come to
them   to  ond to land, to people and to
place, to ourselves  to the creation of which we  part.
That is  destruction of which tourism is part and from
which tourism  and it is there  we  cm find the
heeling power for our land and  liver. 

Impacts of Tourism  Prince Edward Island. Executive 
 $1.50, Analysis and  $2.50, from

Queen’s Printer
Box 2000

 PEE,   Canada

The economic impact of tourism on  is significant and
seemingly positive. Tourists spend more than $23 million a
year, and, subtracting the dollars that immediately go off 
Island to pay for imported goods  services, they leave be-
hind  than $20 million.

The  doesn’t end there, however, as tourism has been
depositing such amounts of money on the Island for a number
of years and  environmental impact section of the study

didn’t mention any mountains of cash lying around disrupting
the Island’s ecology. In fact, the money does leave the Island

 the expenditures of the Islanders for goods and ser-
vices imported from elsewhere. And  basic questions 
pear, for the social and economic impacts would be  dif-
ferent if  Islanders provided goods and services for each
other rather than providing tourist services for outsiders and
then using that income for purchasing goods and services from
outside.

In spite of its $20 million per year “input,” tourism. when
combined with off-Island purchases. may cause a  economic
loss to  Island through establishing unfavorable trade ar-
rangements  other areas. The economic impact of 
ism is more than the money income ir brings-it  include
the unequal value of city money vs. country money, 
prices and wages  country prices and wages, and energy



slaves  people’s  which occur in large-scale systems.
The odds are that PE!. like  rural areas, doesn’t come our
ahead on such exchanges, which almost universally work 
the benefit of rhe urban industrialized areas  control the
economic systems.

In addition,  effects of tourism on  internal economy
of the  itself  not explored in the study. Who gets 
money? What changes are  in the  wealth of people
on  Island? Who owns the tourist facilities? What effect
does tourism  on in-migration? How many people come

 PE! for summer jobs, raking money away; or  splitting
the pie into smaller pieces? How much does  Island have
to spend on tourist infrastructure-roads, sewers. power plants.
motels and police-and is  the kind of surroundings the
people of the Island   have!

Whether we think about Prince Edward Island or America
Island  Earth Island, the questions of who benefits and who

 are basic. The report implies that  of 
ist patterns that bring  greatest expenditures are best and
should he encouraged. Yet the people of PE! take vacations,
too, and for them the best vacation at least cost is as much a
benefit as it   the tourists coming  PE!. For society as a
whole  well as for the people who pay, the less work, dollars,
or energy necessary  satisfy our needs, the better. It would
seem that a wise society would ask for a fair return for every-
one’s work rather than trying  milk each other for the high-
est possible prices, The absurdity of that approach is apparent
in  strategies proposed for PE! to encourage “paying” visi-
tors at the expense of friends and relatives which are of more

 economic benefit  rhe Islanders.
The social impacts of tourism are equally neglected in the

PE! study, which examines only surveys of residents’ attitudes
towards tourism-a process of relatively little use unless rhe

 residents have a real feel for what options and alternatives are
 to  and  the costs and benefits of each

134
Options for modifying tourism in socially responsible ways

need also  be examined. Making clear on  grounds and
in what ways visitors will be accepted can strongly affect 
ism patterns. Promotion of  vacations. local 
and improvement of  can reduce the need and
desire  travel.  and guest houses can  motels;
franchise businesses can be banned on both economic and
social grounds; “working”  person-to-person visits,
bans on non-resident cars, and  of other measures can
be developed  allow tourism to   a scale and in
ways that provide  for visitors and Islanders to
enjoy and benefit each other on a non-exploitive and non-
dominating basis.

There needs  be a right for people  maintain
a  based on deep and loving relations between people

 between people and land; based on  ability to relate
 people according  what they contribute  your life

rather than  your pocketbook; and based on chosen 
than imposed economic and social patterns. True accounting
of the operation of such a society as opposed   of an
economic-exchange based  would probably show  
be less costly   as well as providing  satisfaction,
well-being and happiness for al! concerned. That kind of social
accounting rather than superficial economic analysis is neces-
sary  evaluate the fundamental changes that tourism brings
to PE! or any other place.

 be. Believing  tourism “gives” them 520 million 
 frequently being personally  on tourism in-
 and having little  of the indirect and delayed

 effects of  tourist economy upon their lives, few people can
 be expected  express  intuitive reservations they might  
  Even well articulated attitudes towards tourism express
only a small part of the social impacts of the Industry. This is

   when tourism’s significance lies as much in its
being a disruptive economic wedge diverting people from a

 self-reliant social and economic  into one tied
 

into urban and  operations as it does in the 
tivities of rhe tourists themselves.

Omitting examination of social impacts implies  -- 
are no significant social effects of different sources of pe

  Yet, if people are dependent upon 
for their income (as with tourism on  can they fairly
‘evaluate and regulate  institution? If people are large!

self-reliant, either individually or as a community, do they de-
 a deeper and more rewarding understanding and relation  

 the ecological and cultural webs that support and nourish
 Do the trappings of wealth, such as television, fancy

clothes and houses, and big cars  different social impacts  

 of   life  a slower,
less materialistic way of life may offer? Is the additional 
fort   obtain fair representation in rhe operation
of large scale economic and social patterns greater than the
benefits received?

than the leisure to enjoy other people,  have satisfying
   time. and to  the  and 

See also:

Peterborough, Ontario

“Tourism and Development: The East African Cause,” John

Canada

S. Marsh, Vol. 5, No. 1, December, 1975 of
  quarterly)

Tourism&Socialist Development,  G.  1973

 College,  University

Tanzania Publishing House
Dar Es 
Tanzania

To be of real  a study of the  of tourism needs
 explore and lay  meaningful options in addition to a

thorough analysis of the impacts of tourism itself. Such 
 need  include the implications of alternative means of

livelihood-small scale, self-reliant patterns  fulfilling the
Island’s own needs as well as options for   other than

tourism within larger economic 
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Our headlong rush to surround ourselves with the fruits of our 
mecbanized industry is losing its momentum. We are beginning 
to realize the abysmal effects such surroundings have upon 
our personal growth and the quality of our lives, and the true 
costs of ignoring everything but material possessions. We are 
learning again to value simplicity, people, fairness, our own 
dreams, the heritage left us by other generations, and the 
natural world we've banished from our cities. Quality and 
tneaningfuluess, not power, are becoming our guiding ethic, 
and our "economics" that gives us less for more is being re
placed by ways to live better and more simply. A new way of 
building and livi11g is emerging. The models exist, the economics 
have shifted, our heads are getting clear. It's time to make our 
places ones we can love. 



 in   by  
1973, 272 pgs., 55.95 from:

 of Chicaeo Press
5801  Ave.
Chicago,  60637

Earth plus water equals mud; mud, hands
 sun equals brick; brick plus local

craftsmanship plus cooperative building
(“barn-raising”) equals housing, com-
munity  rural rehabilitation. Use of
indigenous materials, native traditions
in design, and  
non-homogenizing architecture work to

create a humane environment. How 
  bricks, catch the wind for

  natural ventilation, and ancient vaulting
  techniques. An outstanding 

  of the value of traditional build-
,,,:,, ing process, which  has used to

   a whole community at less than
one-sixth the cost of “modern” 

Low-Cost, Energy-Efficient Shelter,
edited by Eugene Eccli, 1976, $5.95

f r o m :
 Press

 PA 18049
Combines good experienced advice on
when and when not to build yourself,
financing different building options,
dealing with codes, neighbors and 

 along with solid information on
lowering first-cost of a home, reducing
energy  and employing  

  Not a primary reference in
any of  areas, but gives good overall
guidance and access to  hard-to-

find aids: Cinva-Rams. super-sealants,
pre-cut homes, or cellulose  insula-
tion. A    bring to-
gether the   that must be

 for low-cost shelter.

“Low   Andrew
 The Ecologist. Dec. 1972,

 (monthly) from:
The Ecologist

  St.
Wadebridge, Cornwall, England

Analyzes material and  consump-
tion of conventional construction and
low-cost, low-energy  Shows
potential savings of 90 percent in ma-
terial and construction  
through simpler processes.

 Owner-Builder and THE CODE
Ken Kern. Ted  and Rob 
1976, $5 from: 

Owner-Builder Publications
Box 550
Oakhurst, CA 93664

Building codes in this country have en-
raged almost every person who has had
the audacity (or wisdom) to try to
build his own home. They also repre-
sent major hidden costs for everyone
who buys a new   
Builder and ‘THE CODE documents the
origins of present codes in the 
interests of building groups and their
impact on housing costs.

It also covers the efforts of United
Stand, residents of Mendocino County,

 whose homes were red-tagged
for demolition and who have since spear-
headed efforts at code revision. Califor-
nia is now in the process of developing
a new rural building code and health
code to permit more sensible and eco-
nomical homes and sewage systems,
which is likely to trigger similar changes
in other states. The Code documents
the big first: step in those changes and
will be useful in assisting code 
elsewhere. Provides comparative costs
of owner-building, tract housing and
custom building along with square foot
costs for a number of owner-built
homes.

Freedom   John F. C. Turner
and Robert  1972, $2.95 from:

The MacMillan Co.
866 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10022

The greatest resource many people
 for obtaining an  home is

their own time and effort put into
buiiding it. Owner-buiiding is a basic
and widespread  yet rarely
included in “industry” statistics. Free-
dom  Build outlines the range and
value of owner-building, institutional
barriers and ways to encourage sweat-
equity construction.
Turner’s  book, Housing by
People W.25 from Marion 
Publishers Ltd., 18 Brewer St., 

  goes  deeply into 
implications of who makes housing de-
cisions and the relative social and eco-
nomic benefits of owner-building vs.
commercial or public housing.

“Indigenous Building and the Third
World,” Cain,  and Norton,

 Design, April 1975
 from:

Architectural Design
 Holland St.

London WB England

Six case studies of traditional building
practices, showing their environmental
and social functions, thermal 

 structural wisdom and economic
advantages. Quite useful in gaining a
deeper understanding of the value of
many indigenous ways of building.
Building layout, sun-dried brick, mud
vaults and domes, microclimate, wind
catchers, palm frond construction and
water supply.



Handbook for Building Homes of Earth,
free from:

Office of International Affairs
 of   

Development
Washington, DC 20410

A real bargain, even if you had to pay
for it. Goes on your bookshelf right
next  Middleton’s   
of  Earth.  clear. how-t” informa-
tion  earth homes-soil 

 site preparation, details of adobe,
pressed block, rammed earth, earth
roofs and floors, and surface coatings.
Excellent  Better how-t”

  book bur fewer design
examples and case studies of problems.

It’s a  route that highway 
  soil mechanics takes back into

knowledgeable building of  homes!
More details on oil-stabilized earth

floors and some other techniques can
be found in the earlier Earth  Homer,
1955, from  same office.

Build Your   Earth, G. F. 
 1953, $3.95 from:

Compendium  Ltd.
 259 Collins St.

Melbourne, Australia
Comprehensive, clearly written and well-

 manual on rammed earth and
adobe construction, based on wide-
spread experience in Australia. 
work, stabilizing earth, keying for 

 dampproofing. windows, specifica-
tions,  schedules, and a lot of 

 questions and answers. Good photos
of beautiful earth buildings.

Tbe Adobe News, bimonthly from:
P.O. Box 702
Los  NM 87031

  for  
with adobe and other earth 

Alternative Cements in  Robin
 May 1975, and Lime  
 Cements, Oct. 1974, 

from:
Intermediate Technology Publications
9 King Street
London   England

Inquire for current prices and other pub-
lications. These reports from 
initiate a program for finding appropri-
ate alternatives  expensive  often
scarce  cement. Use of natural
cements such   lime and
small-scale production of cement is
investigated. Capital costs  small
vertical kiln  are less than large

 kilns, they have better heat
efficiency, provide more employment,
and are more flexible to schedule and
quality changes. More work nerds to be
done in this area, but these reports give
an excellent coverage of present
knowledge.

Construction  Surface Bonding,
B. Carl Haynes, Jr. and  
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Ag. Infor-
mation Bulletin No. 374. Contact:

B. Carl Haynes
Environmental Engineering Lab
Richard B.  Agricultural

Research Center
P.Q. Box 
Athens,  30604

Use of fiberglass-reinforced cement 
 on both sides of concrete block

walls built without mortar joints has
been shown to be easier to build and
stronger   block and

  Such walls are
strong enough for  story construc-

tion. They  are finding use in low
 containers for solar heat storage

and low  water-filled Trombe wall
   storage systems 

 designed at Max’s Pot (See page 143)
in Texas. This bulletin  details
for construction techniques, which dif-
fer somewhat from normal processes.

Stone  Ken Kern, Steve 
Lou Penfield, 1976, $6 from.

Owner-Builder Publications
Box 550
Oakhurst, CA 93644

First of a new series of  for begin-
ning  being prepared by Kern’s
press. Beautifully illustrated with clear
photographs, this volume covers the
basics of  choosing. fitting and
shaping stone; laid, faced and formed
stonework; and details of steps, arches,
fireplaces, scaffolding and other 

 At the same time,  gives a sense
of the beauty of different kinds of
stonework and how  think  to
how what you’re doing  turn out.
A beginner’s, not a  guide,
but good for that purpose.



Build Your Own House in the Old
 sty/e.   1974

$7.50 from:
The Hawaii Community Design

2480  Ave., L-29
Honolulu, Hi 96815

A good, simple, step-by-step guide for
building a  house

 for  Hawaiian climate.
  unlike many “low 

  comfortable. Good how-
 drawings include derails for making

doors, shutters and cabinets. Plans are
also available.

 Buildings in Papua New Guinea,
   1974.41  from:

Forest Products Research Center
P.O. Box 1358
Boroko, Papua New Guinea

 Use of simple round poles rather than
 lumber   

you’re nor cutting down 
forests,  it requires good, simple
design. This booklet reviews constructed
designs for   cement-covered
geodesic domes, marker halls, bus stops,

 halls, health centers and
homes, along with design details. plans,
photos of completed buildings, and in-
formation on  trusses, cement

 and rural wood preservation. Dona-
tion   printing and postage would
probably be appreciated.

FHA Pole House Construction, 1971,
from:

American Wood Preservers Institute
1651 Old Meadow Road
McLean, VA 22101

Pole house construction offers a 
 way  build on  sites 

   of the sire. This
booklet contains guidelines for pole
construction to  FHA requirements.
Covers soil and site conditions, embed-
ment tables for different loads and soils,

 and framing, useful life,
construction economics and  inno-
vations.

Hand-Hewn, William C.  1975,
$4.95 from:

 Books
870 Market Sweet
San Francisco, CA 94102

Hand-Hewn  an excellent and
comprehensive bibliography  log
construction  world in itself), with

   for each  of 
construction process. Details on 
less construction and photographs of
many   ideas 
outbuildings. doors, windows, roof
construction and insulation.

 House Construction. L. 0.
Anderson,  $2.75 from:

Craftsman Book Co. of America
124 South La  Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90036

Provides a solid  of 
  for the lay per-

son. Good large detailed drawings ex-
plain how and why things go together-
an    how-t” guide,
but very useful.

Soil Cement: Its Use in Buildings, 1964,
$6 from:

United Nations, Sales Section
New York, NY 10017

Prepared by  Inter-American Housing
and Planning  National 

 of Columbia,  Information
regarding types of soils used. lengthy
instructional  models, results of
experiments.

 Use  Earth Covered Buildings,
1976, National Science Foundation
NSFIRA-76006, limited number of free
copies available from:

RANN  Center
National Science Foundation
1800  St., N.W.
Washington, DC 20550

Proceedings of the July 1975 Fort
Worth, Texas, conference on under-
ground  Most comprehensive
and up-to-dare source available on 
ground building. Down-to-earth infor-
mation on legal, economic. insurance,
structural, psychological, historical and
energy considerations. Life cycle 
show underground building is increas-
ingly viable as energy   operate
buildings increase. Very comprehensive
bibliography, list of people actively

 on underground building, etc.

 Society and Newsletter,

Thomas Bligh
Dept. of Civil Engineering
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, MN 55455

Ongoing developments in underground
building-coming  of the 1975 Texas
conference.

   Reginald  Gladys
 1971, $1.65 from:

Ballantine Books
2 0 1    
New York, NY 10022

THE   on  use
and history of the America” Indian

 Tipis-different kinds, &signs,
making them, living in them, pitching
them,  history and 
along with old photographs, special uses,
and  in the  world. See

 section in Economics 
a place to buy a 

Lodge Owners  
from:

P.O. Box 122
Whites Creek, TN 37189

All about  for new. old and poten-
tial   tips, lodge
pole  ideas, dates and
reports on encampments and pow-
wows.

  Lloyd Kahn. 1971, 54.50
from:

Mountain Books
Box 4811
Santa Barbara, CA 93103

With update information in Shelter. this
remains the basic  to mak-
ing your own domed shelters. Calcula-
tion of  lengths. joints, caulking,
case studies of  domes that
have been built-transparent, wood
shake, individual,  communal.

How to Build a Low-Cost House 
Stone, Lewis  Sharon Watson, $3
from:

Stonehouse Publications
Box R
Sweet,  83670

Derailed account of use of the 
Nearing technique of portable forms to
build a  country home in Ida-
ho at a  of 52000 for an  ft.
house. You’ll probably need more infor-
mation for carpentry and finishing
work,  the stoneworking technique
is simply explained.



‘Many of rhe major changes occurring
in building are linked with  
see the sections on Waterless Toilers,
Home Insulation, Energy-Conserving
Landscaping and Direct Solar Heating
for closely-related developments.

 These are  of the
best.

The  Home, Ken Kern,
1972, $6.95 from:

Charles Scribners Sons
597 Fifth Ave.
New York, NY 10017

Revised and expanded, Kern’s book
gives probably the best available intro-
duction  a wide range of sensible,
low-cost techniques of building-adobe,
pressed block, rammed earth. stone,
masonry, concrete, wood, pole-framed,
plastic and salvage materials. This is
combined with Kern’s often ingenious
design ideas, compilation of research
from many building research institutes

 and overall design considerations. The
introduction gives sensible axioms of
low-cost building: pay as you go. 

       
judgment, use native materials, design

   plan your home yourself, use mini-
& mum but quality  tools, and assume

     

  

  book covers economics and
 

   considerations better. this 

  Manual on Building Construction,
 Rev. Harold K.  1948, El 

IT Publications

      S t .
L o n d o n  W C 2  E n g l a n d
 Originally a guide for constructing

  church missions in Africa, this manual
contains a wealth of information on
   from scratch-on-sire brick-

;!?>:  manufacturing doors and win-
 (from trees still on rhe hoof) and

making roofing tiles. Details on a lot of
  processes uncommon in the 

 U.S.-grass roofs, mud roofs, mud
domes. preparing paints and finishes,

  as design for tropical conditions,
business and labor details.

Your Engineered House, Rex Roberts,
1964, $4.95 from:

M. Evans  Co.
216 E.  St.
New York, NY 

probably best available source for effi-
cient  of resources in designing and
building a home. Design to use full
standard sizes of lumber,  plan
arrangement and plumbing design, win-
dow  Needs to be balanced
by creative design, but very valuable

 help you put your bucks
where you want them rather than where
you   to.

 Last   Catalog  and
  Earth   from:

Box 428
 CA 94965

Excellent resources on adobe construc-
tion, stone, timber, woodworking and
other aspects of building. Look here for

  when you  decide which
of many available  to turn to.

Simplified Engineering for Architects
 Builders, Harry Parker, i967, $12.50

$12.50 from:

605 Third Ave.
New York, NY 10016

Reference bible for structural calcula-
tions.

LOW-Cost Homes for Rural 
 Manual, U.S. Dept. of

Agriculture  No. 364, $1 
from:

Basic Construction  for
 

U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402

Houses and Small Buildings, Bureau of
Naval Personnel, 1972, $4.50 fro,,,:

Dover Publications

Wiring Simplified, H. P. Richter, 1975,
$1.39 from:

Park Publications
Box 8527
Lake St. Station
Minneapolis, MN 55408

Modern  Willis Wagner, 1973,
$10.96 from:

Goodheart-Wilcox Co.
123 W. Taft Dr.
South Holland, IL 60473

Carpenters and Builders Guide, $7.50
from:

Theodore   Co.
 Co.

4300 W. 62 St.
Indianapolis, IN 46268

Detailed practical guide for dealing
with most any carpentry problem.
Clearly illustrated step-by-step methods.

Woodcraft Catalog,  from:
Woodcraft Supply Corp.
313  Ave.

 MA 01801
A connoisseur’s guide  
tools-if you think you need Cadillacs,
You’ll have to pay for it. Sometimes.
though, you want to find  if the

 or the person makes the difference,
From here you can get and   Swiss
carving tools, Japanese  

 adze, bark spuds, broad axes, 
 

knives-you name it. Next  you will
make it yourself. The catalog is a learn-
ing experience in itself,

Minnesota Woodworkers Supply Co.
Industrial Blvd.
Rogers, MN 55374

Woodcraft supplies tools, Minnesota
Woodworkers supplies all sorts of 
to-find  hardware-plans, up-
holstery supplies. lamp parts. 
trim, carvings, hinges and locks, veneers
and inlays.

Home and Workshop Guide  Sharp-
ening, Harry Walton, 1967, $2.50 from:

Harper  Row
10 E. 53rd St.
New York, NY 10022

If  Seem unnecessary to mention
this, but it can turn night into day and
make many jobs easier with hand tools
than with power tools. A must.

Comes  house plans for $1 more. 180  St.
New York, NY 10014

Solid, simple, and thorough-everything
from logging operations, heavy 

 drawings and specifications to 
 and painting. Good derailed 

 of roof and rafter framing,



It often seems that spiritual concerns are something foreign
and  the pressures of everyday life-and they

whole purpose of all

important than frenzy
that is happening in how people

are making the places where they live.

Mud, Space, and Spirit, Gray.   McCall, 1976, $7.95
from:

 Press
631 State Street
Santa Barbara, CA 93101

This book is a record of owner-building in New Mexico-of
people making adobes and adobe homes with their own hands
and hearts. The results speak for themselves, through good
photographs and essays. Contains good bibliography on adobe
building.

The Return  Gods,   1975, $14.95 from:
Cambridge  Press
32 E.  Street
New York, NY 10022

A small book for rhe price, but about  work of Susanne
 which deserves to be known.  a European

artist, became involved in repair of shrines of the 
religion in Nigeria, and  building of new shrines as she be-
came more involved in the religion. The shrines she has built
are powerful and are sacred-a rare creation in today’s culture.
Her respect, as an outsider, for the native religion has helped
restore a vestige of its power before the impact of unholy
Western culture and shows   and powerful sacred
places  emerge today.

Shelter, Lloyd Kahn, 1973,  from:
Random House
201 E. 50th St.
New York, NY 10022

An amazing kaleidoscope of images, ideas, techniques and tips
for beautiful owner-built  from  past and present
and from  over rhe world. Shows what can be accomplished
where people put a lot of love and energy  their surround-
ings. Guaranteed to expand anyone’s concept of what can be
built.

Handmade Houses, Art  Barry Shapiro, $5.95 from:
The A&W Visual Library
95 Madison Ave.
New York, NY 10016

A very beautiful book filled with color photographs of indi-
vidualistic and spirited rural homes on the North California

 Hand-crafted, lovingly and creatively designed, and
often breathing new life and beauty into the cast-off materials
of a wasteful society. Tea-houses suspended over rivers. Picture
window privies in the forest. Home in a redwood stump. Bath-
ing beneath a huge overhanging boulder. Much better book
than its imitators, and available now in paperback.

Environmental Design Primer, Tom Bender, 1973,
$5.95 from:

Schocken Books
200 Madison Ave.
New York, NY 10016

Schocken Books has just come  with an edition of the
Primer. They call it a book of meditations on ecological con-
sciousness-which in some ways describes it better than 
could. It has a lot to do  moving our heads into the right
space before making our places, and a lot to do  the sac-
redness of all we do. Sections on  ornament, topolog-
ical design, death and other strange and sundry things. 
pretty much the groundwork behind “Living Lightly,” and
“Sharing Smaller Pies.”
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 usually change   
we have to keep  eyes open  

  know when we’re suddenly
into  new   who has
been angered by the demolition 

 historical buildings  make
way for parking  and  food
chains  be happy to know that we

 to have   
that encourage such waste  conditions

  
    Even

 are  being 
 rather  demolished, old

neighborhood buildings and homes 
being  up and upper stories rev=-

 And suddenly a rash  
    and

‘reuse  old 

   Benefits of  Preserving 
 National Trust for Historic

 1976, $5.50 from:
The Preservation Press

 H Street, N.W., Suite 300
Washington, DC 20006

Escalating construction costs have made
the rehabilitating of old buildings eco-
nomically advantageous, The U.S.
General Services  has
testified to Congress that saving an old
building employs five times as many
people as building a new one of the
same size-a figure verified by labor
organizations. Preservation results in
economic use of energy and materials,
and many old buildings were designed
expressly for natural daylighting, 

 and thermal control that are
again becoming desirable. These con-

 proceedings detail the 
 many architects and developers

 rehabil i tat ion practices-
economics, financing problems, 

 and architectural restoration,
and adaptation to new uses. Their 

 offer handsome evidence of the
 of preservation, though warning

  sounded against the 

tory value of chic “formula” 
and  restorations.

Reusing Railroad  by Educa-
tional Facilities Laboratories and the
National Endowment for the Arts,
1974, $4 from:

EFL
850 Third Ave.
New York, NY 10022

Over  railroad stations have been
built in this country since 1830. 20,000
still stand. but few  see another
passenger train  massive increases
in ridership and financial support for
rail  again develop. Many fine
and useful buildings have already been
lost to the wrecker’s ball because of an
inability to assemble new occupancy.
financing and interest in rehabilitation.
This study documents the 
of fine and usable  the apathy
and antagonism of many railroad com-
panies, and, more heartening, a wide
range of  conversions to other

 colleges, shopping centers,
homes, offices, nursery schools and
even a bank.

The Restoration Manual, by 
Bullock, Jr., 1966, $12.95 from:

Silvermine Publishers, Inc.
Norwalk, CT 06850

The sleuthing involved in analyzing and
restoring old buildings is almost as eso-
teric as collecting Nepalese snuff jars,
but it is frequently necessary and useful
for restoring the beauty of fine old
buildings buried under a patina of mis-
use. vandalism and destructive “modern-
ization.” A whole new world of beauty
can open up when you see a 17th 

 Persian garden pavilion emerge
from beneath the French Rococo plaster
that had covered its exquisite 
chrome and gold vaulting and faceted
mirrored domes for 200 years. This
manual outlines the basic procedure for
historical, archeological and 

 research, execution of a 
 climate control in restored build-

ings. use of photogramming and other
sneaky techniques.

  House Journal
188 Berkeley Place
Brooklyn, NY 11217

  Subtitled “Reno-
vation and Maintenance Ideas for the
Antique House,” here’s the journal that
will keep you up to date on how to do
it. Preserving exterior woodwork,
Gothic decoration in the American
house, patching up your old piping, re-
finishing old floors, and more. There’s
also a yearly Buyer’s Guide ($5.50)
with sources for hard-to-find products
and services. Encouraging to see that
it’s still possible to find handmade
bricks, exterior cornices, Victorian door
handles and gingerbread trim, and that
people are putting loving care into 
serving and enhancing the legacy given

 by past generations.

Urban Homesteading: Process and
Potential. 1974, 52.50 from:

National Urban Coalition,
2100 M Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20037

Several cities are now experimenting
with urban homesteading-selling aban-
doned houses for a buck to people com-
mitted to  them up. In most pro-
grams  and increased assessments

 waived for up to ten years.

How  Rehabilitate Abandoned
 Donald R. Bran”, $3.50 from:

 Pattern Co., 
 Manor, NY 10510

Deals with the specific problems of
owner-rehab in the  security

 sagging floors-and gives a lot of use-
ful how-to information for 
urban homesteaders.



A. A. Abbingdon Ceiling Co.
2149 Utica Ave.
Brooklyn, NY 11234

These folks  the only ones we know
who produce rhe decorative stamped
metal ceilings that  common in
the turn-of-the-centory stores. They
still have advantages for certain applica-
tions-non-flammable, washable, yet
decorative. More  twenty ceiling
patterns available, along with 10 dif-
ferent cornice and trim designs. 

Reader’s Digest Complete Do-it-Your-
   f rom:

Reader’s Digest
 NY 10570

Most home repairs aren’t really difficult,
The major hangup is figuring  the
tricks, how  go about it, and what

 you really do or don’t need 
bother with. This manual covers 
every kind of situation  likely 
run into, and gives simple step by step

 explaining
the  you need  know. If you
need a little self-confidence to get into
figuring things  for yourself, this is
quite  the money.

 Roof Windows
 inc.

80 Cummings Park
 MA 01801

Roof windows are a good approach 
pulling a lot of sun  and light into
a building, renovating and using 

in old houses for more efficient space
use and nor having to build complex and
expensive dormers into a roof. Get the
information from these folks-showing
a lot of varied applications, how  flash

  leaks and how  deal with
the new problems of sloping windows!
Whether you use their products or make
your own, it’s a good idea. If  would
come  with a sliding 
shutter similar   decorative one,
I’d give them our four-dandelion 

“Parking Facilities for Alternative
Uses,” Swedish  Research
Report  Jan  and
Jan-Erik   in
English in Synopses  
from National Swedish  Re-
search (See the  page for access.)

The future life of
our buildings and equipment becomes
of more concern to  as  
wealth decreases.  also becomes in-
creasingly important to consider 
durability of buildings, the possibilities
for disassembling and reusing 
rather than demolishing, and rhe 

 of   new  and con-
ditions as  present activities of a high
energy society give way  ways
of a more  society. This study
explores the technical and economic
problems connected with conversion of
parking   other uses. Siight
modification of basic design-greater
room height. clearance  eradicate floor

drainage slopes;  capacity for
such floor leveling  layout 
provide light and  for future
enclosed uses arc shown to be desirable.
They require only about 4  in-
crease in  for the garages and make
future conversion economically sound,
improving  financial uncertainties of
parking garage development. Layouts
for use as  and offices are
studied. Similar studies for  

 of  urban form (such as sub-
urban land use) need to be made.

The July 1972 issue of Architectural
 published a useful bibliography

on low-cost building which contains
good sources-mostly British-on dry

 walling. roof slating and tiling,
bamboo as a building material, grass,
thatch,  and other presently

 materials.

 Craft, Rural Industries
Bureau, 1961, 42s. from:

 Industries Bureau
35 Camp Road
Wimbledon Common,  19
Wimbledon 5101 England

A unique and authoritative book eon-
raining  clear and detailed 
documented instructions for use of long
straw, combed  or Norfolk reed
roof thatch construction, Chapters on
materials, tools and  fire 

 Mat
 roof  construction. 

 of beautiful traditional ridge
and flashing trim details.

Ideas and Methods Exchange
Office of  Affairs
Department of Housing and Urban

Development
Washington, DC 20410

This exchange is  series of free special-
ized publications developed for use of
U.S. AID missions.

Palms-Their Use in Building A survey of
of different uses of palm trees in build-
ing, including listing of  desirable
or unfavorable for different applications,
along with means of overcoming some
of the shortcomings of palms. The vine-
like  of    
600 foot lengths and are used for ped-
estrian bridge cables!

 Roofs (No. 42)
An expansion of the explanation in 

    Poor
of construction of mud brick vaults and
domes without scaffolding. Photos of

  steps.

Bamboo as  Building Material Not part
of the above series, but available free
from the same source, this provides an
excellent introduction to the subject.
Properties and uses of the many differ-
ent kinds of bamboo,  requirements,
how to work the material, joints, de-
signs, and  bamboo reinforcement
of  One of their better publica-
tions.
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storage units using water-filled beer cans,

 tin solar-air collectors, and a quite
detailed series of charts bringing 
information on appropriate building ma-
terials, bioclimatology, waste systems, and
conditions affecting choice of heat source.

People are beginning to share useful
building skills in good ways-direct,
non-institutional programs and even
hands-on programs in universities.
Vocational-Technical Schools and
community colleges, take note: these
programs have a lot to offer. Send
SASE to these groups for information
on programs and publications.

“Original Log House Construction
School,” 520  fee, $30 per 

 for pre-registration details, contact:
Skip 
Bar E Ranch
Redmond, WA 98052

 after 7 p.m.
Concentrated two-day building pro-
gram with hands-on  of 
felling, rigging, peeling, layout, stacking,
shake-splitting and  log-building

 Use of  necessary 
discussion session, slide lecture. potluck
dinner.

  I n s t i t u t e
15290 Coleman Valley Rd.
Occidental, CA 95465

  Hands-on building program combined
 with design and testing of solar energy

systems, compost  grey-water
systems,  etc.

The Shelter Institute
72 Front Street
Bath, ME 04530

Set up specifically to  prospective
owner-builders learn to design and build
their own low-cost, 
homes.  course gives 45 intensive
hours of wood engineering, framing
methods, wiring. plumbing, foundation
design, insulation and heating. Further

 in refinement of the builder’s
design, actual carpentry and building
experience  available.

The Laboratory for Maximum Potential

School of Architecture
University of Texas
Austin, TX 78712

Max’s Pot, the research group working
with Pliney and  Fisk at the School
of Architecture at the University of
Texas, Austin, is continuing their excel-
lent and practical experimentation with
simpler and more appropriate energy sour-
ces and conversion devices at a new loca-
tion. Their combination of solid technical
and engineering skills and strong concern
to develop things that are simple, wise,
effective and home-buildable is producing
excellent results. Among their current
projects is  elegantly simple 
tilled concrete block Trombe wall, heat

 Project
School of Architecture
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, MN 55455

Students in this program have re-
searched, designed and built one of the
earliest full-scale working experimental

 combining solar, wind, energy
 water conservation with 

 design. They have since
worked on retrofitting a” old urban
house for energy-efficiency and pre-
pared plans for moving a small town
towards self-reliance.

Sweat Equity
One of the best routes to low-cost

 is owner-building-using your
 sweat as equity rather than going

into hock to pay for someone else to
 for  The Consumer-Farmer

Foundation,  E. 15th St., New York,
NY 10003,  sponsored a number of
innovative sweat-equity projects with
youth  in NYC renovating and

 heating abandoned tenements.

 Homes Counci l
Building Research Council
University of Illinois at Urbana-

Champaign
One E. St. Mary’s Road
Champaign, IL 61820

Numerous useful publications and
periodic  for people wanting

 do their own home design. Kitchen
design, windows, insulation, post and
beam framing and many other topics in
a continuing series.

synopses and Summaries  National
Swedish Building Research

The National Swedish Institute for
Building Research

Box 785 S-801 29
 Sweden

  of  many excellent
research reports prepared for the Swedish
Council for Building Research. 
nine times a year. Most reports are in
Swedish, but summaries in English are
excellent and some technical papers are
available in English.

“The Window as an Energy Factor.”

Swedish Building Research Report 
1975,    provides
computer  of optimal patterns
of use of insulating shutters on windows
to prevent unwanted heat loss and gain
while permitting loss and gain where de-
sirable.  savings of 25 percent for
houses and 20 percent for apartments is
shown to be attainable through this sim-
ple process. which also  increased
security and noise protection. Economic
consequences are explored.

American Institute of Architects
1735 New York Ave., N.W.
Washington, DC 20006

The  and the  Research Corp.
have published a good  of useful
documents over the years-most 
to practicing  Regional 
mute Analyses is their jewel (see 
section). Write for their  

 catalog.

 Solar Home Book, by Bruce An-
derson  review  solar section).
Discusses in good detail many of the

 designs, their energy
systems and how to design your 

Good research is as frequently done by
obscure, obsessed individuals as by
well-known organizations. and the key
for  to such research is usually
held by a  who
has the instinct and interest to  
obscure  nuggets. Ken Kern is one
of the best gatekeepers for building. The
references in Owner-Built Home,
Owner-Built  and other Kern
publications, are often goldmines, ferret-
ing  the gems from the U.S.D.A.
reports, Farmers’ Bulletins and other
government reports, as well as the fine
work of independent researchers. Or
contact him at  Publica-
tions, Box 550, Oakhurst, CA 93644.



The Social Ecology Program
Goddard 

 VT 
Provides   program focusing on
building, renewable energy systems and
decentralized  The college

Total Environmental Action
Church Hill

 NH 03450
Offers  and courses on the

 of solar energy 
-emphasizing domestic  to
hear and cool houses and provide 

used to have a unique architectural
program where  students designed
and built  college’s buildings.

The Housing Assistance Service
4615  Avenue
Seattle, WA 98103

Works with owner-builders of low-car
  homes and log dwell-

ings.

The Minimum Cost Housing Group
School of Architecture
McGill University
P.O. Box 6070
Station A
Montreal, Quebec   Canada

Has been doing pioneering research for
a number of years on  

 railers and use of 
products in construction.

The School of Architecture
University of Oregon
Eugene, OR 97403

 has programs where students
design, build and  innovative build-
ings. A passive solar  
and sauna  recently  and
built by  students in  Oregon,
and a  of boildings. pavilions
and remodeling projects have been

 on   campus.

Access Program
School of Architecture
University of 
Milwaukee, WI 53201

These folks have  working on re-
habilitating existing urban homes. adapt-
ing them with solar energy, insulating
shutters. water conservation with em-
phasis on economic viability.

Owner-Building Courses
Organic   Farming published
in  November 1975 issue a list of
schools in the U.S. that teach 
building.  Reader Service  E.
Minor St.,  PA 18049) is 
paring a more extensive list of such
courses  the country.

AUTONOMOUS HOUSES
A  of fascination   has

 gone into design and 
of “Autonomous Houses.” They 
been a dream of independence-of pro-
viding heat, electricity, water and food

right on the homesite and passing on
no sewage. trash or problems  others.
This has been a dream pushed  fear
of a collapsing society and omnipotent
utility corporations holding home-
owners for ransom. It has also been a
dream pulled by a desire  live lightly
in ways which don’t  us or 

 ways which make  and
comprehensible the strands of support.
interdependence and connection which
reach  from our lives. Total auto-
nomy is total freedom and total free-
dom is total power-neither possible
nor desirable in an interactive 

 The main value these experiments
have given is to provide a counter-
balancing dream  a hooked-up,
plugged-in world  demonstrate 
a range of ways to live is possible, at-
tainable and desirable. Their message
has been what  spoke of early in the
Ourohoros Project-self-reliance, not
self-sufficiency. This means under-
standing and being able to reduce our
demands on others and ourselves so
that the bonds  we create are
knowledgeable bonds and are bonds

of choice and mutual benefit not of
fear and perceived necessity.

Radical Technology,  Boyle
and Peter Harper, 1975,  

Pantheon Books
201 E. 50th St.,
New York, NY 10022

Provides an analysis and overview of
a considerable number of autonomous
house projects in various countries as
well as a critique of the concept.

Tbe Autonomous House, by Robert
and Brenda Vale, 1974, 510 from:

Universe Books
381 Park Avenue South
New York, NY 10016

Some of the most rigorous analytical
engineering work on self-sufficient
housing has been carried  by the
Technical Research Division, 

 of Architecture, University of
Cambridge,   Terrace, Cam-
bridge, England CB2  under
Alexander Pike. Write for their pub-

 list. This book is one of the 
thorough reports  of that 



   a paralyzing blow  the quality  
urban surroundings.  became more    
to plant  to stay  than  air-condition  buildings,
and   pave outside spaces  and asphalt
than  hire  gardener  maintain plants.

 People and Environmental
Quality, G. 0.  1972, 54.35
from:

U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402

A good guide to  plants can do for
you-privacy, climate control, engineer-
ing, and beauty. How to  sun,
ventilation, temperature, noise and wind

 information to know before
building or planting.

“Technology  the Cooling Effects
of Trees and Shrubs,” by  

 Housing and  in Hot
  Research Advisory

Board Report No. 5, 1952, available
from:

National Academy of Sciences
Printing and Publications Office

2101 Constitution Ave., N.W.
Washington, DC 20418

Gives an  and detailed presen-
tation of bow and how much cooling

  under different conditions.

“Effects of Landscape Development on
 Natural Ventilation of 

and their Adjacent Areas,” by Robert
F. White, Texas   Report
No.  March 1954, p
Pioneering study of the effects of vege-
tation placement upon air flow through
buildings.

 and  Jeffrey
 1953, Reinhold,  of 

check your library or interlibrary loan.
Of the many books on climate and
building design. this one most strongly
covers the  of plant materials in con-
junction with buildings for shade, cool-
ing, wind and noise control.

“Worcester MA  for Climate,”
by C. F. Brooks,   American
Meteorological Society, June/July 1923,
p. 
A report on the pioneering 
of one of the first cities to zone land
usage based on 

 Up to 20°F. temperature
difference can be obtained in some 

 by careful microclimate choice
and maintenance.

The  Near   Rudolf
Geiger, 1960, $18 from:

Harvard University Press
79 Garden Street

 MA 02138
Gives all sorts of detailed information
about microclimates and how they de-
velop from topography, sun, vegetation
and wind. Good information  deter-
mine where you want what kind of
landscaping to shade you, block winds,
drain cold air, or just make you feel
good.

“Natural Air Flow Around Buildings,”
Benjamin Evans,  A&M 

 59, March 1957
Basic study of aerodynamics of build-
ings and their effect upon surrounding
regions.

A  f or  
1974,  from:

Living Systems
Route  170
Winters, CA 95694

Proposed energy conservation and solar
utilization ordinances for the city of
Davis, California. that have since been
implemented. Of particular interest are
sections on  rights” or shading
limits and on requirements for narrow

 and planting of large  to
shade pavement and reduce summer
temperatures.

 Form  Design 
 of   Gary 0.
 1967, $12 from:

American Printing  Publishing Co.
2909  Road
Madison, WI 53713

 inch scale drawings of both
 and winter silhouettes of a

wide range of landscape materials. Use-
ful for determining shading patterns and
size and rough estimation of summer
and winter shade factors.

 a Tree, Michael Weiner, 1975,
$6.95 from:

MacMillan Publishing Co.
866  Avenue
New York, NY 10022

 excellent  for  and
maintenance of trees. Describes many
city  planting programs, urban

 maintenance. planting for rural
conditions, and a  survey
of American, European and Oriental



EFFECTS OF LANDSCAPE ON AIR FLOW
THROUGH BUILDINGS

I  ABOVE AN ASPHALT STREET

sunset Western Garden Rook, 1973,
$5.93 from:

 Publishing Co.
Willow  Middlefield Roads
Menlo Park, CA 94025

 basic resource for  land-
 for rhe western U.S. Climate

zones, plant selection guide for a wide
variety of special situations and a 

 plant encyclopedia covering more
  plants. Highly useful. and

‘should be  for  regions.
Another Sunset book, Low 

 1974, 52.45,  
 low maintenance plants and their

  for many climates and situations.
 

  Area  Pages: A Hand-
“>  of Tools, Information and 
sources f or  Greening of Pbiladelpbia.

 $3.50 from:
Pennsylvania Horticultural Society
325 Walnut Street
Philadelphia, PA 19106

For the local resident it’s a dandy refer-
ence to regional growing conditions,

finding garden plots, useful stores,
agencies, arboreta, trade organizations
and local lore. For everyone else it pro-
vides useful information on national
plant organizations, horticulture 

 courses and techniques. It’s
also a fine model for similar publication
efforts elsewhere.

Water Conserving Gardening
 Municipal Water District

Water Conservation Education
Program

220  Ave.
  CA 94925

Useful  to choosing native regional
plants that don’t require massive irriga-
tion and care. Worth replicating for

other areas.

There  a “umber of   dis-
tricts in California involved in setting up
low  and  energy  gardens
and landscapes for people to sec. Ex-
amples  Santa Clara  water
District (A Landscaping   Native
and     Clara

 Win Stiles);  Municipal
Water District; East Bay Municipal
Utilities District. It’s useful to contact
your  district for rips on energy
conserving landscaping,  contact the
State Department of Water Resources,
1416 Ninth St., Sacramento, CA 95814.

The Community Development 

rained a useful article,  Summer

 of the Planning Division,  F

Dry   Planting

Street, Davis, CA 95616, also has avail-

Ideas.”

able a booklet, “Drought-Tolerant Or-
namental Plants for Davis, CA,” and the
October  Sunset  con-

 to Get
Pacific Bamboo Gardens, 4754 Vista

Lane, San Diego, California 92116
 Notes. Frank 

editor. U.S. Forest Service. Division of
State    Box 3623,
Portland  One  has listings
of nurseries which supply bare-root
seedlings for forestry plantings.

USDA’s Agricultural Stabilization 
Conservation Service has reforestation
and other land-building programs. They
will pay 75% of cost of reforestation at
the  of %85/M seedlings planted.

 for site 
F.W. Schumacher. Sandwich, Mass.

Excellent seed.compa”y-grow your
own  of useful trees (See Eric
Sloane. A Reverence  Wood, et al.,

 Rutherford   Great Ameri-
can Forest.)

Department of Forestry, Stare of
 2600 State Street. Salem 97310.

1
b

 determine light intensity in  of trees, multiply unobstructed light intensity
 the following factors.

After Geiger



 Many communities that now enjoy
  beautiful, cool, tree-shaded streets owe
  them all to a single Arbor Day-one

 when the whole community
 got  and planted trees! Those who

  now will have similar streets
 years from now, leaving a lasting

 for our grandchildren. If we
plant  or nut  there will always
be a food  handy-as well as 

 in the spring.

Gardens are an important part of 
any place a paradise! And  everyone
knows, the Japanese are masters at
feasting the eye and the soul, making
the commonplace seem beautiful and
turning even the tiniest of spaces into
flowering gems with the merest of
means. Take a look ar:
The World of  Japanese Garden,

  1968, from:
Walker  co.
720 Fifth Ave.
New York, NY 10019

A good beginning book on landscaping
is:
Landscape  John Simonds,
1961, from:

 Hill
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036

ake Where

I Clocks
The famous European botanist, 

 had a floral clock known all over
Europe, with flowers that opened at
different hours of day and night ar-
ranged in the form of a dock.

Moonlight  Gardens
The   of India were famed
for their moonlight gardens-gardens
designed for special beauty at night.
Waterfalls with flickering lamps behind,
candles floating on mirror-smooth lakes,
plants selected for their evening frag-
rances, patterns of foliage silhouetted
against marble  glowing softly
in the light of the moon.

“Why Not Plant for Moonlight?,” 
 Organic Gardening  Faming,

May, 1973.
Contains numerous suggestions for 
blooming Midnight to 
a.m.-night-blooming  3 
Amazon water  is open; 4: 30 
Virginia  is unfolding; 5 a.m.
-Purple morning glory opens, so does
wild rose, Iceland poppy and blue chic-
ory;  a.m.-Common blue flax is
“fully unscrewed.”

The  Mountain Nursery Catalog
The Dutch Mountain Nursery
Augusta,  

Specializes in plants which birds and
wild animals eat-information on who

 what when, how many species are
supported by different plants, 
studies, and how to encourage different
species.

Bare root forest  can he gotten for
 little as  from forest 

nurseries in all but 5 states.

Forest Tree Nurseries in  United
States, 

Chief, U.S. Forest Service
Washington, DC 20250

Lists local nurseries.

   Planted Hope and Grew
 Jean Giono, 1967, 16 pp.,

9.75 from:
Friends of Nature

 Miss Ellen R. Riggs
92 Arlington St.
Winchester,  01890

1913 in  Barren, colorless land.
Most villages were abandoned, their
springs gone dry. In one village, people
made charcoal and it  an unhappy
life: greed and rivalry among neighbors,
everyone trying  escape the area. 
dry winds blew through the treeless

 which was  to desert
from lack of vegetation and water.

In  hills, through the valleys, 
a shepherd with his flock.  a bucket
each day he carried  acorns soaked
the night before in water. With an iron
rod as thick as your thumb he would
poke a hole in the earth, carefully plant
the acorn. and walk on. 100 each day.
Jean Giono came across the shepherd,

 Bouffier, when hiking in the
Alps that year before WWI. In three
years’ time the  man had
planted 100,000 acorns. 20,000 had
taken,  he expected to lose half of
these.

“There remained 10,000 oak trees to
grow where nothing had grown before.”

Seven years later, Giono returned to the
  went with Bouffier for a walk

amongst ten-year-old oaks,” beech
trees as high as my  spreading

  far as the  could reach 
and birches planted where there was
moisture in the valleys. In  Giono
returned again:
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 Fragrant Garden, Louise Wilder, Should Trees Have Standing: Towards  People

1932, $3.50 from: Legal Rights for Natural Objects,
Dover Publications Christopher Stone, 1973, $1.50 from:

California Conservation Projcrt

180 Varick St.
1745  Ave., No. 

Avon Books
New York, NY 10014

Los Angeles, CA 90024
959 Eighth Ave.

Daphne and cherry blossoms in Kyoto. New York, NY 10011
wisteria and lilacs outside bedroom
windows   were growing up, the A brilliant case for granting legal rights  always gotten off on rhc  of

  of  in the   objects, which has already giving frees as gifts and  

ing, fresh mown fields of  or alfalfa had impact on our legal system. arc  people making that easy (and

  a beautiful symphony of
source limits require protecting our who needs it more than  A $5

 for    industrial  and Stone develops persuasive donation will sponsor the  of 

cfflucnts. This book   things 
legal reasoning for allowing groups or chasing. planting and  “to

   
individuals to act as guardians for frees fair  of survival of one 

urns,  and grasses. night-scented
and other living things.  seedling.”  also do a  of

 shrubs and  orchards and
educational and  for groups

 parches, ferns, mushrooms, wild
in  L.A. area. Sponsor a  for a

 and much more.
friend or send a  stamped
envelope for more info on their project.

 Forest Farming, J. Sholto Douglas and
  de  1976, 3.855 from:

Watkins Publishing
45 Lower  St.
London,  OLT
England

Some time ago I read J.  Smith’s  book, Tree
 A Permanent  (1950,  Co., 1 Park

Ave., O!d Greenwich, CT 06870, $7.95). It  a sensitive
chord-l had  strange about farming practices in the 

  we irrigate ficld crops through our  sum-
mer drought while native  arc able  suck up dccpcr
ground water left from   winter deluge of rain. I
thought it sure would bc simpler if we could live on nuts and
acorns, but assumed frees  much less productive  field

 Farming goes    step  showing
 in food  alone  crops can producc 10 to

15 times as much food per acre as field crops. If also 
ly explores other important  of forest farming-timber
and firewood production, ability  use hillsides unsuitable for
field crops, lower labor demands, combination of  crops
and  or livestock foraging, multi-level farming, pro-
duction of medicines, chemicals, oils,  from  use of
frees in desert reclamation (some  have  uproots

 draw up  groundwater),    im-
prove soil fertility, and the importance of vegetation in tropi-
cal forests where nutrients arc held in vegetation rather than
in the soil  the rains would leach them away, 

  Book  Trees,  Johnson. 1973, $29.95
from:

Simon  Schuster
630 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10020

This is  finest and  beautiful guide  becoming a tree
lover I’ve ever found. It’s an incredible  Almost 250
pages of the best color  I’ve seen of  of 
in different seasons-their leaves, bark, flowers and 
along with  information on rhe different kinds of
trees. Combine that with beautifully illustrated explanations
of how a  grows and works,  and weather, hardiness
zones, frees and wildlife. planting and caring for  a useful
index   the meaning of botanical names. a guide io
choosing trees (which  moving,  ornamental bark,

 bcavy shade, etc.), charts of  of growth and 
 size, a  calendar of ornamental flowers, fruit,

and foliage, and much more!

  90% of a  is water. drawn from the ground by ifs roots.
 remaining 1”      91%  derived from  at-

mosphere by the leaves. which are    main feeding 
. The sap of a free carries  to its  Removing the bark
of a tree deprives the  not the tree above. of nourishment.
. Pears, apples and almonds are related co 
. A line   gnarled beeches  through Denmark, 

 and  whose malformation is believed to have been
 by a radioactive meteor several  ago.

The “Chinese cedar” or   common in Paris, would
probably be  if Parisian gourmets realized the delicacy of 
onion-flavored  and 



the need  appropriate   doing things and how
they can be developed.  are also  clear demonstration
that new attitudes, organizational patterns and careful research

 equally as important   tools   
together they  lead to   as well as simpler, less

    ones.   that tilling the land
   of  

bilities could only arise in   divorced from the 
 from the rewards  close ties to it  bring. Real skills

and sensitivity are necessary  successfully and sustainably
 the food  depend on from the vicissitudes of cold and

beat,  and flood, diseases, insects,  the marketplace,

else” have resulted in pesticide-contaminated, nutritionally
poor,  for mechanized growing, and
so old by  time we  it  we’ve almost forgotten the

 of good food.
 more, people  choosing other options-food

purchased direct from  and picked tbe  day, U-pick,
food,   lower on tbe food  and
co-op buying. Those choices are resulting in money savings,
energy savings, stronger communities, better food, and a lot
more enjoyment in the process. People feel so good about it
they often  it  Higb and Lightly”!



Radical  edited by Richard
Merrill, 459 pp., index, $6.95 paperback
from:

Harper  Row
10 E. 53rd St.
New York, NY 10022

California’s New Alchemist, Rich Mer-
rill, has put  the best introduc-
tion   new-with the best from the
old-agriculture. Contributors read like
a roll call of pragmatic food futurists:
Jerry  Helga  John
Todd,   Bill  Michael

 Murray Bookchin, Wendell
Berry and Peter Barnes; covering land
reform, agribusiness. energy efficiency,

the green revulsion. food cooper&es,
urban  organic farming, aqua
culture, biological pest control.

Highly recommended for  ,
land-grant college agri-engineering cour-
ses and an important addition  all
agriculture and energy libraries.

Farming, $2 from:
 Agriculture Resources

Project
Dept. of Applied Behavioral Science
University of California
Davis, CA 95616

Although new understandings and tech-
niques have been emerging as rapidly in

farming as elsewhere, there’s no  in
us covering  of what’s been going
on because these folks have already cov-
ered it and done a  job  we
could ever do. If  interested in

 seeds, soil fertility, forage,
field and free crops, biological control.
beekeeping, animal husbandry, 
management. machinery and farm build-
ing,  gardening, technical 

  or training programs,
 is the place to go  find  the

best sources available. This excellent
sourcebook is  he followed by ones on
food distribution. nutrition and eating,
land reform, energy, networks and
sharing. Keep in touch  them.

 Agriculture and the 
 Larry  1975, 70  pre-

pared for Environment Canada and
available 

Morrisburg, Ontario
Canada KOC 

 Canada should be com-
mended for having the foresight to
commission studies such  this-which
amounts  an environmental impact
statement on our present agricultural
practices and a comparative analysis of
alternatives available to us. It analyzes
the impact of energy inputs and outputs,

 damage, losses of agricultural
land,  climate changes, econo-
mic  of development, and policy
and process  A basic plan-
ning document for 
mental policy.

Center for Studies in Food Self-
Sufficiency

Vermont Institute of Community
Involvement

  Street
Burlington, VT 05401

These folks have carried  a 
organized study of Vermont’s agricul-
ture and  potentials for change to-
wards more self-reliant patterns for
food production and consumption.

 Bread and History ($2.50).
Explores the institutional changes in
Vermont’s agriculture from a time
when it was largely self-sufficient to
increasing impacts  outside 

 and land developments that

caused a specialization in dairy, maple
syrup. fruit and poultry products. If
surveys the stare’s present food con-
sumption and marketing  and
develops a methodology for aligning
agricultural land capability in relation

 diet choices. Agricultural land is
shown  be available  feed much
more than the present population on
present diets and change to a diary/
vegetarian  largely vegetarian diet is
shown  reduce agricultural land
needs by up to 40%. 

 Utilization in Vermont
Agriculture, Summary  Vol. 
Maple and Apple Production ($1.50).
Vol. Z-Egg and Dairy Production
(51.50). A full net energy accounting
of various  options for 

 of the state’s agriculture. Size
offers little  in maple or

apple production. Commercial egg
operations are more efficient than
homestead  while small
dairy farms are more than large ones.
Overall stare agricultural efficiency is

 input of 18 calories per
calorie of  Suggestions for im-
proved efficiency are given, as well as
social concerns which should be included
in determining state farm policy.

 for Vermont’s 
and Food Future, Report of the Gover-
nor’s Commission on Food, January
1976, $10 (summary  from:

 Dept. of Agriculture
1  State 
Montpelier, VT 05607

An excellent complement  the above
research  which helps round our
the process for  in one specific
region. 

 the  include setting up
community canneries, community
cornposring projects. farmers’ markets,
grain storage and cooperatives.

Council for Agricultural Science
 Technology

Agronomy Building
Iowa Stare University
Ames. IA 50011

Many published reports, including
 and Agriculture,” submitted

 Congress Nov. 26, 1973; also a
valuable “Directory of Environmental
Scientists in Agriculture,” Nov. 1972
($3). Also publish a newsletter report-
ing on developments in technology,
science and agriculture.



  and Waste Materials,
by William J. Jewel!, 540 pp., $22.50
from:

Ann Arbor Science Publishers
P.O. Box 1425

 Arbor, MI 48106
Details, from the viewpoint of the agri-
cultural engineer, of energy consumed

  production, technology and
  of pollution control and

 for producing energy from
&cultural wastes. Recommended 

  of  Use
 Crop  by 

free  no. 739, Nov. 73, from
Connecticut Agricultural Experiment

Station
Editorial Office
123 Huntington St., Box 1106
New Haven, CT 06504

Full of useful numbers, ending with
suggestions for increased energy effi-
ciency via green manure 
‘the manure spreader returns!-and
using crop residue for fuel. Long and
comprehensive bibliography. Ask for
their publications list.

 and Food:  Used in
 Processing, Delivery and

Marketing of Selected Food  by
   Jimeaon,  ‘75,

$4 from:
Center for Science in the 

1776  St. N.W.
Washington, DC 20036

More numbers on the energy inherent
in different foods at each step in their
route to  dinner tables. A basic
reference in this area as we!! as a primer
on energy-intensive agriculture and on
ways to reduce energy consumption
while keeping high nutrition standards.

Energy Efficiency in  Food System,
An Annotated  by Christina
Peterson, 10 pp., single copies free with
SASE from:

 Farm Program
Shoreline School District
N.E. 158th and  Ave., N.E.
Seattle, WA 98155

Comprehensive,  especi-
ally  for high school, undergradu-
ate and reacher training courses.

Enhancing  Nitrogen 
edited by Harold Evans, single copies
free from:

 of  Deputy Assistant
 for Biological and Social

Sciences, NSF
1800 G St., N.W.
Washington, DC 20550

The annual market  of nitrogen
obtained from the atmosphere by agri-
cultural legumes in the U.S. is about
$3.3 billion dollars. This nonpolluting
biological process utilizes  natu-
ral gas nor petroleum as its major source
of energy, hut is primarily dependent
upon solar energy captured by plants
through photosynthesis. This report
summarizes present knowledge about
nitrogen fixation and suggests ways to
increase the process in other species.
It suggests gaps in understanding where
further research would be useful.

Agriculture/Energy Project 
Center for  Biology of 

Systems
Box 1126
Washington 

 63130

Barry Commoner’s team has completed
six excellent studies which are available
free, analyzing the comparative ener-
getic and economic performance of
organic and conventional farms in 
Corn Belt. In both the first and second
year of rhe study organic farms 

  Although yields per
 were somewhat less,  of 

 and  inputs  substantial-
ly less, and  on investment greater.

CBNS-AE-1: Effect of Recent Ener-
gy Price Increases on Field Crop Produc-
tion Costs, Dec. ‘74,  pp.

CBNS-AE-2:  of 
Production to Energy  (simpli-
fied version of CBNS-AE-I), Jan. 
34 PP.

 Agricultural Resources
Consumed in Beef Production, June

 pp.
CBNS-AE-4:  Comparison of the

Production, Economic Returns and
Energy Intensiveness  Corn Belt

 Do and Do Not Use
 Fertilizers and Pesticides,

July ‘75, 62 pp.
  in  Belt

Production. July ‘75, 15 pp.
 A  

    
Corn Belt,  ‘7.5~27 pp. (simplified
version of 

“Economies and Diseconomies of Large-
 Agriculture,” Philip M. 

1969, from:
Department of Agricultural

Economics
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, MN 55455

“Farmworkers in  America, 1971.
72,” Part 3-A, Band C;  11, 12
and 13, 1972: Land Ownership, Use and
Distribution, U.S. Senate Committee on
labor and Public Welfare, Subcommittee
on Migratory Labor.

“Will   Family Farm Survive in
America?” Joint Hearings before the
Select Committee on Small Business and
the Committee on Interior and Insular
Affairs, U.S. Senate, 94th Congress.

The above reports all document the
absence of economies of scale in most

  beyond the size
of a single  farm. A!! reports
found  single family farm to have

 efficiency equal  larger
organizational  and superior
performance in many categories. The
argument  made for removal of 

 and tax advantages that make
possible unequal competition by large

 enterprises.

 and Economic 
U.S.  of Agriculture, 1963,
Economic Research Service, 
Report No.    from:

U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402

Economics  Size in Farming, by J.
Patrick Madden, Agricultural Report
No. 107   from:

 Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402

 own research findings on the
relationship  farm sire and
efficiency of production. In case after
case, economies of scale could be
achieved equally well on one and 
person farms.

 Farm Project
George D. Kemper
produce Development Section
State Dept. of Agriculture
Charleston, WV

In cooperation  the extension 
vice of West Virginia University, the



eight-acre farm is operated  research
and demonstrate  of farming
on limited land resources. Total sales
from the S-acre farm last year 
$1100  acre.

 Farmers and   
Agribusiness: Seeds  

 
New York Times Co.
330 Madison Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10017

Arno is an established reprint publishing
house, and this collection, which in total
(46 books) costs $1.200. is obviously a
library purchase. (Editions may be bought

 but nor inexpensively.) For
anyone doing research on the politics of
agriculture in the U.S., this is an 
collection. (Write for description of the
books in collection.) They have also made
available the Annual Agriculture Economics
bibliographies which were published by
the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture from 1929
to 1942.

Corporate Secrecy: Agribusiness, Stock
“A Tale of Two Towns,” Walter No. 5270-0178, $2.25 from:

 in  People’s Land, ed. by U.S. Government Priming Office
Peter Barnes, 1975, $6.95 from: Washington, DC 20402

 Press
33 E. Minor

Hearings before the  

 PA 18049
Monopoly of the Select Committee on

The effects of small  large 
Small Business, U.S. Senate.  

 far beyond the mere question of 
page report. Testimony, newspaper

 production. They  the whole
clippings. studies. articles.

 structure  and 
 Goldschmidt’s  study

 the social effects of  vs. 
scale farming  in California
showed this so clearly that  U.S. De-
partment of Agriculture  to pub

 it.
Here’s why:

“The  showed the  
 bad  as many 

 and did 61% more  business: the
small farms supported   people  a
measurably higher standard of living; the  Agbiz Tiller,  for
small-farm community had  institutions individuals,  for institutions,
for democratic decision-nuking and much from:
broader citizen participation in such activities;

 had far  physical facilities, such 
San Francisco Study Center
P.O. Box 5646

sidewalks. paved streets. garbage and sewage
disposal, schools. parks. newspapers.
churches and civic organizations; and 

 of  small-farm community 
  independent entrepreneurs. while
 the large-farm communities were 

San Francisco, CA 94101
A  newsletter monitoring the
activities of agribusiness from a public
interest perspective. Also publishes a
directory of major U.S. 
involved in agribusiness 

Politics  Land, Robert  
$5.95 from:

Grossman Publishers
625 Madison Ave.
New York, NY 10022

Condensation of Ralph Nader’s Study
Group  on Land Use in Califor-
nia. Politics of land ownership, who

 what and what the effects are.
corporate agriculture and rhe effects of

  on land values.

Wheels   1976, from:
Center for Rural Affairs
P.O. Box SO4

 NE 68067
Emergence of new patterns is  
signal to delve into what lies behind

 and what implications 
forces have beyond the surface events.
Center-pivot irrigation in Nebraska is
on  surface a shift I” capital and

   under-
neath it  a shift  investment
schemes.  shelters and lack of self-

 in rhe  viability of
 farming practices and rural 

 Big circles on the plains spell bad
news. This is a good analysis of what’s
happening and why, although it doesn’t
continue  analysis strongly into the
broad  of such 

AGRICULTURE AND SCALE



Only now, as  begin  face the loss of irreplaceable 
 areas, agricultural lands and mineral resources, are there

beginning to be heard those voices who  that the
integrity of the land is a concern which demands  attention
and to which   respond. This renewed regard for the
land has cone partly from the  realization  if  a
finite commodity and  human growth is occurring on a
much  rapid basis  the land can possibly keep up
with or support.   is also coming from an increasing

 that life  from  land is somehow frag-
mented.  lacking  sense of stability and pur-
pose that accompanies a  

Yet, as we begin to explore  of  our
bond with  land, we find ourselves confronted again and
again with the  of our  ignorance and carelessness.
People’s right  land is one of rhe most basic principles of

 national heritage;  increasingly,  are being denied
the means of realizing  rights. Lands  were once
appropriated for   and rhe  of 

 are now being increasingly owned or controlled by
large corporate industries-mining.  railroads, 
business-and those corporations are displacing people from

 land at an ever-increasing rate.  American Public
 encompassing seemingly  areas--

has shrunk almost  the point of memory. Lands  
taken forcibly from our  American forebears are now
being  from us through the various more  methods

 our society has since developed: increasing taxation,
zoning, spiraling inflation and economic “efficiency.”

There are several fundamental ideas  need to  con-
sidered. ‘The first of these has to do   way  we 
gard the land. This   a new
land  an attitude  considers the needs and require-
ments of the land  and which    foster
human   the land      land

 will  This kind of attitude, instinctively a part of
cultures  have maintained their  with the land, has
somehow been  in  society, and we need to devise ways
of making it known once again.

The creation of such a land   of necessity begin
 individual response. if   to reestablish our bond with

the land, each of us must examine his/her personal land sense,
and seek ways of strengthening and increasing it.  nerd to
work more closely with  upon the land, experiencing if.

 it  And we particularly need  look  the
land as a  of wisdom and learning-to, as rhe poet Gary
Snyder has written,  the possibility  nature
has a degree of authenticity and intelligence   that

 look at it  sensitively.” I’  can  this kind of
an  within  then we will have achieved a first
and critical step  establishing a renewed land  in

 culture.

 on a newborn 
  She’s involved in both

the Evergreen   and 
  Box   W A

98223).

Land  Land Speculation,
 Tenure, Land 

 The Encyclopedia of the
Social Sciences, ed. hy Seligman  John-
son, Vol. IX, The MacMillan Co., New
York, pp. 
This series of in-depth articles provides
an  introduction   
concepts  to man’s 
with the land. Each  historical

 an.’ outlines  of 
social consequences of given 
land developments, and they do an 

 job of including non-European
viewpoints. Not at all outdated. they
are a fine place to  some of the

 in fact. are as radical as

 bring heard today. Check
your local library.

The People’s  ed. by Peter Barnes,
1975, $6.95 from:

 Press
 PA 18049

An  primer, The People’s 
presents historical,  and
regional perspectives on land holding
patterns in the U.S. and explores it:
depth some of the possible 
institutions and policies that can 

a more equitable  of land 
in America: co-ops. farmworkers’ unions,

anti-corporate farm laws,   and
many others.  range 
Thomas  to Ralph Nader;
individually,  are both highly read-
able and concise, and together 
present a good overview of the land
reform movement in the U.S. today.

Tbe Lands No One Knows, T.  Wat-
kins and Charles  Watson, 1975,
$9.95 from:

Sierra Club Books
930 Bush St.

 Francisco, CA 94108
This is the kind of book   take



people who are just moderately inter
 in the need for land reform in

America and  them into 
and-down, screaming, hard-core 
The  of the American public do-
main, The Lands No One Knows 

 progressive loss of our common
landed inheritance  the increased
control of private landholders;  is a

 researched account of rhe
literal giveaway of hundreds of millions
of acres  speculators and corporate
interests. In the process, however, the
book also portrays  tragic social pat-
terns  have  the 
American   fraud and corrup-
tion, racial exploitation and 
discrimination, and a wanton disregard
for the needs of the  itself. It is a
stark and  of what
we as a people have already lost through
mismanagement, abuse and our own
confusion, but its major contribution is
that, by providing such a clear picture
of the effects of uneven land distribu-
tion it provides  kind of stimulation

 is going to be necessary if we are
to  what we have left for rhe 

 who are to succeed us. An 
 very readable-work.

  infrequent, but enormously worth-
while, publication, People and 

 originally published by the National
 for Land Reform in San 

Intended as a means of 
 information and articles about land

  people in America, P&L is the kind
 publication that can give the 
 land reform  a sense of

cohesiveness. Due  a lack of financial
support, the Coalition was forced  dis-
continue publication of P&L, but a new

   being put together by
 Land for People in Fresno,

 Write to them for more 
 or  the Coalition for

 about back issues (both
addresses are listed  the end of this

 Notes, suggested subscrip-
tion donation  from:

Roosevelt Town, NY 13683
The paper of the Mohawk nation, AN
is an eloquent voice for the 
of the Native American peoples on
matters relating  rhe land and our
cultural relationship with it. Fine

 deal with  the continuing
legacy of exploitation and land depri-
vation which the Native Americans
still suffer and-by sharp conrrasr-the
Indian peoples’ concepts of the land’s
sacredness and inviolate non-divisibility.
Extremely helpful for those 
in banning  notion of land owner-
ship from our cultural headspace.

A Bibliography on Land Reform in
Rural America, Charles L. Smith,
published by The Center for 
Studies, now available for $1.25 from:

Earthwork
1499 Potrero
San Francisco, CA 94110

Published in 1975, this bibliography is
 definitive reference work for infor-

mation dealing with land reform in
America. Over 1,000 entries, referenc-
ing books and articles, periodicals and
organizations currently on the forefront
of the movement. A valuable 
worth every cent.

The following are several short but
powerful papers dealing with the need

 a reassessment of  current land
 system. While their individual

  somewhat,   all
 worthwhile; their collective 

 greater than the sum of the parts.

reform measures. Write  the address
given above; ask for Conference Work-
ing Paper No. 3. $1.00 should  it.

Who Owns  Land?. Peter Barnes and
Larry  1972, Clear Creek, now
available from:

Earthwork
1499 
San Francisco, CA 94110

Probably the most familiar and widely
distributed land reform document now

 proposes appropriate and specific
remedies for the misuse of America by
timber companies, railroads, 
companies, agribusiness and other
speculators. Includes a short but dy-
namic  on land economics.

“Buying Back the Land: A Proposal for
California,” Peter Barnes, in Working
Papers for a New Society, Vol. I, No. 2,
Summer 1973
Quite obviously,  Barnes is one of
the most articulate spokespersons in 
American land reform movement. 
this short  pp.) article, he outlines a
state land  fund as a possible means
of redistributing the land. Deals speci-
fically with California, but the concept
may well be relevant  other  as
well. Contact Earthwork for reprint info
if you can’t locate Working Papers. See
page 57 for access information.

 Sharing  Land and Resources in
America, by Peter Barnes, $1.00 fro,,,:

New Republic Pamphlets
1244 19th St., N.W.
Washington, DC 20036

A hard-hitting little book in which
Barnes outlines the growing inequities of The National Coalition for Land Reform
our current land tenure system and R R 4
makes a solid case for redistribution.  IA 40801
It should be seen around more; its price The NCLR is an organization made up
makes if more accessible than of farmers, farmworkers, environment&

 Land, in which Barnes explores ists and others who believe  
 of the same concepts to a  of the land by those who live and

depth. work on it is the key  alleviating pov-
erty, easing urban overcrowding, redo<-._

Rural Land Use: Patterns and Proposals
 for Reform, Ronald P. Erickson, pub-

&: lished for  First National Conference
on Rural America, 1975, by:

Rural Housing Alliance and
 America, Inc.

1346 Washington Ave., N.W.
Washington, DC 20036

Another   concise  which
  the uses and  of
American land and which provides
statistical documentation as additional
weight in its argument for widespread

   
and building a stronger democracy.”
Both a politic.2 and educational 

 the Coalition invites support and
membership.

National Land for People
4696  Millbrook

 CA 93726
Probably   highly 
organization in the movement and
certainly one of the most dynamic,
NLFP has been concerned 



with the enforcement of the 
limit on lands irrigated with 
financed  in the Westlands Water
District in California, but  are also
emerging more and   an overall
clearinghouse for reform activists. As
mentioned above, they  currently
working on another issue of People
and Land;  also  available for
rent a couple of intensely eloquent
films,  Richest Land and  
possessed.

Heathcote 
 1.  129

 MD 21053
  is   of The

School of  which for more than
3”  has served as a voice for 

centralism in the U.S. The  spon-
sors workshops and seminars on all as-
pects of  philosophy and
application-including land reform-and
is  an important function in
putting  interested in such 

 into  with each other. Home
base, too, for The Green 

 for  and Community
Concord, VT 05824

Founded and  by John 
 rhe Institute serves primarily

as a dispensing  for 
 articles on  and

local autonomy.  for their 

The  Land Advocate, quarterly,
  from:

Bangor, ME 04401
The MLA focuses on what is going on
with general land issues in the New

  England  but  also includes fine

 - - - in-depth articles on land  
 The MLA has been around for

 years now; ifs  are good
folks  contact for information about

As one specific solution  the need for
a new way of regarding the land and a
new approach  land  the con-
cept of the land  is showing a 
deal of promise.  on the notion
that, because land is the common

 of all people,  must be stew-
arded in such a way as to protect the
long-term common interest, the land

 holds title   land in 
 and grants use rights  the occu-

pants only if they abide by  condi-
tions which  that common
interest. Still a rather difficult idea 
grasp in a society which places so much
emphasis on land  the land

 has been  
on a widespread basis in India, 
and Tanzania as a means of providing
the peoples of those countries with 

   for 
access. In this  its growth and
acceptance have been much more 
red;  have begun to be considered

 a viable alternative only within the
 couple of decades, and  a result

the land  movement in America is
still in a fairly embryonic  Numer-
ous trusts-and types of 
arising, however; and  famili-
arity with and  for  land

 concept should  in its more
widespread application as  alternative
land-holding mechanism.

The Community Land Trust: A Guide
to  New  Land Tenure in
America, Bob  1972, $3.50
from:

International Independence Institute
West Road, Box 183
Asbby, MA 01431

An excellent introduction  both the
 and irs application, the CLT Guide

examines the  of land tenure
systems in other cultures, 
beginnings of a single large land  in
the U.S. rural south. offers suggestions
about setting up legal  and
provides numerous  of existing
trust documents. Now a bit outdated
due  the  of trusts that 
arisen since it was published four years
ago, the Guide is nevertheless  only
book that is currently available on land

 and it remains well worth the
money.  is now in the process of pre-
paring a sequel  the CLT Guide; 
new book should be ready early 
year and will bring developments in the
movement up-to-date.
Since 1967, ey     providing
people with    and consulta-
tion about land   land trusts,
credit and financing alternatives and the
creation of viable rural economies.
Write for their complete publications
list and sample newsletter; subscriptions

the development of the land  from
idea  practical application.

Tbs  Revolution, 10 rimes a year,
subscription $6 from:

The School of Living
 Center

Route 1, Box 129
 MD 21053

Long recognized as the voice of de-
centralism in America (the GR has
been published for nearly thirty years),
this fine publication has begun  place
increased emphasis on land  and
is showing signs of developing into a
regular exchange medium for people
who are involved with promoting
their acceptance.

“A  for a State Land 
Act,” John  The 

 Legislation, June 1975,
Vol. 12, No. 4
An example of one way  the land

 idea could be applied on a wide-
spread basis in  U.S. 
proposes  that would establish
a State Land Trust in Vermont, with

 appointed by the governor and
income for the Trust to be derived from
a 1%  on real estate  The
State Land Trust’s purpose would be to
protect open space woodlands and agri-
cultural  from overdevelopment,



while at the same time providing farmers
with relief from excessive tax burdens.
Linked  the notion of transferable
development rights that has been tried
in several eastern states (mentioned in

 section on Land Reform). 
 proposal cuts through many of the

problems  usually accompany that
notion and enables the benefits from
the legislative process to go to the grass-
roots level. The idea is a complicated
one, but it is an important consideration
for those who are interested in seeing
legislation help to implement land

 at the local level. (See below)

COMMUNITY LAND TRUSTS

Of the several  types of land
 that are now emerging.  are

in many ways the most exciting. Widely
decentralized and usually arising from
the personal dedication and commit-
ment of individuals and small groups,
Community Land Trusts consistently
share a concern for making land avail-

,: able to people who, for economic or
social reasons, could not otherwise 

 to it. It is with the 
  Land Trusts that the different 

cations of the land  idea are being
  and tested most fully, and
 because   so closely tied to the
 communities in which they function,
 the  stand the best chance of
enduring over the long run.

The following is a list of several trusts
   country which, because of

their emphasis on community involve-
”  are good sources of information
and how-to advice. Virtually all are sub-

sisting an shoestring budgets, and they
incur a lot of out-of-pocket expenses;

 small donations to cover mailing costs
will he much appreciated (and will
probably speed answers!).

  Sam Ely Community Land Trust
136 Maine Street

 Box 116
Brunswick, ME

One of the oldest  in the country.
Sam Ely publishes the Maine Land
Advocate (cited above). A good group
to be in touch with; they’re 
and responsible in their promotion of

The Evergreen  Trust
  303

Clear Lake, WA 98235
 land trust in the  to

 a federally non-profit, tax
exempt status. Evergreen is working
on developing other legal precedents for

the  ELT is also one of the
more flexible/creative trusts currently
in existence, looking at ways that the

trust concept can  made applicable to
a wide variety of possible situations and
individual needs.

Northern California Land Trust
330 Ellis Street, Room 504
San Francisco, CA 94102

Organized for the specific purpose 
providing  lands to otherwise
disenfranchised people, NCLT has this
year acquired its first piece of land and
has placed  upon it. Because
it has been relying entirely upon gifts
of land and money to further its goals,
NCLT is currently trying to reconcile
a slow  growth with the vast num-
bers of inquiries that they are receiving
from people who would like to occupy
trust lands. They publish a newsletter

 and offer membership
 as an added means of draw-

ing those who are interested in their
activities into closer involvement.

Abnaki Regional Land Trust
 VT 05346

One of the quieter but more successful
trusts in the country, Abnaki is 

 steadily. Good ideas, good
approach. It works.

The People’s Land Trust
1000 H&s Street

 WA 98225
The People’s Land Trust is unique in
that it is, thus far, an urban-centered
trust. Holding title to about half a doz-
en houses and a community-use 
ing in the town of Bellingham. People’s
can offer assistance in dealing with
various potential problems connected
with urban properties held in perpetuity
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Another effective type of land trust
 has arisen in  U.S., the public

trusts  attempting to free large
 of land from the speculative

market  operating on a more profes-
sional,  level. Both of the

 organizations have been
highly successful in this regard; and
while neither is trying to provide peo-
ple with places where they can live on
the land. they have done much to set
aside public-use areas such as 
belts, parks and wildlife preserves.

The Nature Conservancy
1800  Kent Street
Arlington, VA 22209

With offices in many parts of the 
try, the Nature Conservancy has ac-
quired numerous areas for public access.
Their emphasis is on wilderness land;
they have initiated many local programs
in regional inventories of unique areas.
(Northwest Office: 1234 N.W. 25th.
Portland, OR 97210).

The Trust for Public Land
82 Second Street
San Francisco, CA 94105

Similar to the Nature Conservancy but
more oriented toward urban/suburban
open space property. They have a highly
polished  and have managed
to convince various large corporations
and  landowners to give land to
the public through them. Currently
setting up an intensive-and 

 program for those who are
interested in promoting this particular
approach to the land trust idea.



Good and Wild, International Associa-
tion for Education, Development and
Distribution of Lesser Known Food
Plants and Trees, quarterly, 
from:

 Box 599
 CA 90262

A small California-based group with a
strong    grassroots ways

 obtain more food. Knowledgeable,
direct  from the heart newsletter
discusses the properties of different
plants and how I” grow them,   a
network among people working in re-
lated areas.  and nurseries
planned.

Promising Economic Value, by the
National  of Sciences, 1975,

free from: .
Board on Science and Technology

for Industrial Development 
National Science Foundation
2101 Constitution Ave.,  21.5
Washington. DC 20418

‘This belongs on your bookshelf next 
   page 148). 

exploited is probably  good category
to be in if the other  are Extinct,

Exploited and Over-Exploited, but 
definitely   that  have tried

to  the world’s people with only
about 20 plants. We have an 

 range of soils end climates, and these
20 plants form a pretty  bulwark

   us and starvation. Diversity
has benefits, and this study lays ““I

 astounding   over-
‘looked in the rest of the plant king-

 tropical  alone! 
 and balloon  may

be good for some but not for all. Try
these for a sampling: a wild Australian
grass  yields nutritious grain on
just one deep watering; 
Central American grain with high yields
and extremely high levels and quality
of protein;  grain-producing
grass-like  that grows in sea 
arracacha-a Peruvian “parsnip” often

 instead of  at half the
cost;  the world’s
best-tasting fruit; plants that grow
through salt  on the ground; and

gourds that produce more oil, protein
 starch on the desert than 

 crops do with plentiful rainfall. This
list goes on and on. An important 
finder for  agricultural directions.

Perennial  Farming

 Ram,
    

the land forever, and chose who live on
the land. Perennials, once well-rooted.
if properly chosen, will live for years,
protecting the land and feeding it with
their droppings, and protecting and
feeding  life inhabiting the land.

Perennials provide many kinds of
foods: cereals, flour, beans, greens,
salads, fruits,  sweetenings, spices,
medicines, etc. Some produce more

 some produce  fla-
vored  more valuable products. They
will grow on high   level or 
lands. They are disease and  

 They can survive flood. fire 
draught. Trimmings are fuel  
the home. The soil. interlaced with
roots and covered with smaller 
won’t be carried away by wind and
water. The falling  and twigs 
rich and build up the soil. 
added remain where placed and increase

 crop.
 perennials such  

 rhubarb, comfrey and higher
plants like berries   grapes will
grow beneath the trees. An acre of 
can our-produce an  of plow crops.
Nuts, including acorns, can be used for
cereal or flour or pressed for oils. Home-
mad, machines  be used, or some-
thing can be adapted. Heavy-padded
locust produces a big crop of a complete

 feed,   and hay.
Apples  be eaten fresh or dried,

 or  down  sweetening,
 for  cider, brandy or

vinegar which will preserve your other
foods, or they can be made into a
spread or a jelly.

A perennial crop, once planted and
growing,  no  plowing or
hoeing. Perhaps perennials planted on
a slope, uncultivated,  given
a minimum of  won’t produce
as much as hybridized, expensive, 

 pampered plants on level (and
expensive) ground, but you can always
plant  or even 20, for less cost and
effort for  20 than the one.

 have been interested in perennial
farming for a long time, and while I am

      
 for you.

Paul 
225 E. Utah
Fairfield, CA 94533

Butterflies in My Stomach, Ronald L.
Taylor, 1975, $8.95 from:

Woodbridge Press Publishing Co.
P.O. Box 6189
Santa Barbara, CA 93111

One of the fantasies  been playing
with  is termite farming and
slug ranching for the Pacific 
both for people and animal food. Some-
one  told  that all the Northwest
is good for is growing conifers. so 

 to figure  how to develop a
food  appropriate  this region.

 have taken  eating habits with
 as we’ve moved from one region of

the planet   just as much as we
have taken  living patterns-building

 English Tudor hotboxes  live in
in the Florida Keys and eating oranges
and bananas in the subarctic rainforests.
Along with Douglas and Hart’s Forest
Faming, Taylor’s book-on eating in-
sects-begins to “pen some new options
for rethinking  eating habits and
developing ones that are both 
ate to  own regions and for 
standing and respecting the value of
other forms of  We generally abhor
insects and think of   harm-
ful pests. Taylor shows that  to
be both wrong and inconsistent-insects

 essential and valuable in plant polli-
nation (bees) and nutrient cycling. Ter-
mites and other insects are extremely
high protein and high quality food

 and, like cows. can harvest and
convert food sources  can’t  
selves (grass and  And we
consider ocean “insects” to be 
foods-but not their land cousins. What
is the difference between lobster 
landcrabs, oysters and slugs? Other 
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 don’t have the phobias we do

and relate  positively  tasty and
nutritious food  like termites.

 grasshoppers and bee larvae. If all
 makes your stomach/mind do weird

 take a look at this 
good food for thought. Protein charts,
recipes, extensive bibliography 
health and nutrition studies. 

SEEDS
 like people who  lived in  spot year  

pass from  I” generation inscrutable  to get
along with  climate. As we have increased our  into

 productivity and  the range of native
  encompass  anywhere     

and people,  have become dumb 
There hare been  formation of some small 

 who have been attempting   seeds  may
be able  find the path of right   
and Forming has  keeping  of those. Companies like:

Abundant Life Seed Company, P.O. Box  Seattle.
WA 98103 (504 for a mushroom-shaped 

 Seeds,  ME 04910  

J. 1.. Hudson Seeds, Box 30018. Redwood, CA 94064 
for catalog)

Wilson Seed Farms, Rc.  Box 7, Polk, NE 68654.
For possible  in your   to:  Readers

Service. 33 E.   PA 18949.  

L TOOL
Simple  are often difficult to find,
but ““cc we  how to add both

sides of a picture and see that simple
farming practices can be as  
more expensive ones, simple tools are
worth searching for. The following

 give helpful access to useful
farming and food processing equipment.

Tools for  A Buyer’s Guide
  Low-Cost  Implements,

2nd ed.. John  1976, $11.50 from:
Intermediate Technology Publications
9 King Street
London   England

A well-illustrated directory to more than
250 manufacturers and more  600
hard-to-find  from around
the world. Hand, animal and small-
engine powered equipment.  
to research organizations and 

 Lifting  for Irrigation,
by Alder and  1956, FAO

 Development Paper No.
60, from:

Food and  Organization
United Nations
Rome, Italy
 of print but worth getting from

your  through inter-library loan
if  are  in the relative
costs,   and per-
formance of a wide variety of people,
animal  mechanically-powered water
pumping devices. Covers examples from

 parts of the world, adaptations of
pumps I” special needs and calculation
of horse- (or other) powered require-
ments and energy consumption.

 Rice Research 

P.O. Box 93 3
Manila, Philippines

  developed a series of simple.
well-designed agricultural tools for 
cost/high  
Available for licensing in  U.S. and
other areas.

 of Pesticide 
Equipment, by Deutsch and Poole,
1976. available in photocopy from:

AID Reproduction Center
3853 Research Park Drive
Ann Arbor. MI 

A  international listing of 
of equipment used for pesticide 

 Not  just to pesticide 
equipment includes both  and
power operated granule  and 
applicators, special  applications,
components and  gear. 
English/Spanish.

CECOCO  $11 airmail, From:
CECOCO
P.O. Box 8

 Osaka, Japan
A  to  cottage industry and

 and food 
 produced  Japan.

Volunteers in Technical Assistance
3706 Rhode Island Ave.
Mt. Ranier, MD 20822

A do-it-yourself manual for useful tech-
niques and tools for farming, home

  village applications.

P.O. Box 128
 WA 98267

An  mail order  for hard-
to-find information and tools, such as

  for Arid and Tropical
 and  and  

manuals.



Rural America
1346 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
Washington, DC 20036

National, citizen-based clearinghouse
for information on rural issues and ad-
vocacy on behalf of rural people. They

 programs to assure
equitable treatment of rural people, da
research and sponsor a yearly confer-
ence. There are some fine people in-
volved 

Maine Organic Farmers and Gardeners

P.O. Box 187
 ME 04347

An example of an organic group at their
 has been working 

the State Department of Agriculture 
provide extension agents and assistance
to organic farmers and generally 
certification and distribution. 

 outside the U.S.! for their monthly
newsletter which is a wealth of infor-
mation.

Center for Rural Affairs
P.O. Box 405

  68067
Though this  newsletter has a
focus on Nebraska, there’s also national
news affecting the small farmers 
America.

 (International Federation of
Organic Agriculture Movements)

cl” Research Institute of Biological
Husbandry

 CH-4104
 Switzerland

Recently reorganized at an International
Conference,  coordinates and
networks developments in research,
agricultural techniques and education
on organic farming worldwide. A quar-
terly newsletter in English, French or
German is available for $4. Well worth it
for keeping up with the organic 

 as a whole.

Tilth
Rt. 2, Box 190-A
Arlington, WA 98223

Our good friends at Tilth are 
ing their hard work  network produce
truckers,  and experimenters.
They’re the ones to  about farmers,
markets, community gardens, 

 research (biological pest control,
slug earing, etc.), land frosts, 

 reports, etc., etc.
Their  recent projects include a
proposal for a N.W. Trade Network
and an  
culture project at their  Farm.
See Solar Greenhouse section.
Their newsletter-still  the
best bargain going. If’s always chock

 of good  information.

Organic Gardening   
year,  

 Press
 PA 18049

This is  much-loved basic journal of
how-to organic gardening that 
fat with  month. You’ll learn
different methods of  
many it will be hard  choose), how to
make canned spaghetti sauce. and what
to do about pests.

Acres,   monthly, from:
10227 East  St.

 MO 64133
This “Voice for Eco-Agriculture” covers
a wide variety of areas including research,
news, politics, alternative energy and
how-to. Informative ads (organic 

Countryside,  monthly, from:  wood stoves, seeds) tend to be

 19 East  based. Recent issues have been

 WI 53594 carrying a fascinating journal from

Practical  with a stress on Editor Charles Walter’s trip  China.

the small family   an 
efficient, productive and ecologically
balanced food producing operation.
How-to and general articles.

Garden Way Publishing
Charlotte,  05445

Many people know about this excellent
resource. but just in case: They publish

  some of  best 
 bow-to-do-it books.  ‘ring

 wood ($3:; Veterinary  for
Farmers  Making Apple Cider
($1.00); Have More Plan ($2.50); Be-
ginner’s Guide to  ($5.95).
Write for a catalog-a delight in itself.

Road Apple Press
159  Rd.

 Wash. 98596

They publish delightfully 
(but professional) books. One especially
of interest is The Vegetable Garden 

 a reprint of a 1940s vegetable
garden: how to do it, published by the
Royal Horticultural Society, London.
Of  some of the information is
not perfectly appropriate, but generally
good stuff, and some techniques I’ve
not seen elsewhere. 300 photos. A good
book to hold. $2.50. Ask about other
publications. They will  help people
publish worthwhile materials/resource
tools and help on occasion train people
in the use of offset press techniques.
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Institute for  Self-Reliance
1717 18th St. N.W.
Washington, DC 20009

 Institute-Integral Urban

 5th Street
Berkeley, CA 94710

$25 membership. A remodeled Victorian
house with greenhouses, rabbits, chick-
ens. fish, bees, cabbages, strawberries,
solar water heater, 

 shower, mulberry trees  silk
worms) and  on an ordinary tiny

 lot. Thanks  good publicity,
they are getting an average of  people
for their Saturday afternoon  p.m.)

 plus school and garden groups.
They teach classes and workshops in
gardening and small stock raising and
have a master’s program available
through Antioch West. Regular credit is
available through UC Berkeley. A 32.
page “self-guided  of the 
is available. Watch for  forthcoming
book by Sierra Club.

 Gardens:  in  
yard Garden, Doris  1976,  
pp.,  from:

Sierra Club
530 Bosh Street
San Francisco, CA 94108

I well  the excitement of wait-
ing for  first little seedlings I” sprout
-coming into the classroom each morn-
ing I” see if they were up yet. This is a
good place t” begin for teachers 
parents who  to get kids gardening
in the schools. It has been done success-
fully in  places. The Cleveland
Schools have been doing it for years
(write them for some “ice materials).
This booklet has an  bibliog-
raphy as  as how-to information.

 is involved in  program of experi-
mentation and demonstration of the
elements “f an integrated neighborhood
food/waste/energy system. This includes
rooftop hydroponic vegetables, 
dynamic/French Intensive gardening,
commercial  production (they
have a neat how-to on  large-scale

  of 
gardens, and research and organization
for expansion of  non-profit food
distribution system and its diversifica-
tion into food  and 

 People’s Book of Raising Food, by
 and Bill Olkowski, $4.95 from:

 Press
33 East Minor

 PA 18049
With usual  quality, a  hold-
ing hand book for city dwellers by
some of the people involved with the
Farallones Integral Urban House.

How  Grow More Vegetables, by
John  1974, $4 from:

 Action of Mid-Peninsula
2225 El  Real
Palo Alto. Ca. 94306

This is a thorough. derailed study 
workbook on the French intensive
method of gardening.  enables you 
produce four times more vegetables per

 using  the water and 1% of the
energy consumed in commercial 
culture. Obviously of importance to
city dwellers.

Almost half of U.S. households (47 
cent,  approximately 33 million) had
some kind of vegetable garden  1974.
The primary  given for planting a
vegetable garden is economic, the Gal-
lop survey revealed. Of all new gardeners
surveyed in  percent gave
“helps budget/saves money” as the most
important  Sixteen  gave
“for fun/joy of it”  the most import-
ant reason. In third place was “better
tasting food,” given by  7 percent
as the most important reason.

A Guide    
32 pp.,  from:

Gardens for All
Bay  Harbor Rds.
P.O. Box 371

 VT 05482
 booklet that   used by

experienced and novice alike. It touches
on  phases of gardening from start-
ing plants indoors t” winter storage.

 in  City,   
$2.75 from:

Community Environmental Council
109 E. De La 
Santa Barbara, CA 93101

This book is a cross between a how-t”
urban gardening manual and a descrip-
tion of the innovative El Mirasol garden-
ing project that CEC had going until
the land  sold. Both aspects are
interesting and useful, although the
image of all that sun in Santa Barbara
makes my Oregon garden feel soggy.
Now is the time to plan for community
gardens if you don’t already have one
going and this  give you 

 ideas for what’s possible in
the middle of the  bees, chickens
huge compost piles, classes and enough
surplus veggies to generate some extra
cash   project.

“Poisoned Cities and Urban Gardens,” in
   
1901 
Washington, DC 20009

  institutions). Gil Friend from
the Institute for Local Self-Reliance
wrote this excellent article in response

 one in the September Elements 
titled “Poisoned Gardens.” It puts the
whole issue of lead contamination of
urban (and suburban) gardens into a
broader perspective. Do me stop trying
to grow food in the city or do  attack
the  of the problem? -replacing

 and industrial pollution with mass
transit systems and neighborhood pro-
duction units. The situation is a 
some one because serious health prob-
lems are  stake. Research is 
being done on lead levels by Environ-
mental Response of Washington Univer-
sity in St. Louis. Watch for their 

 the meantime, wash your lettuce!



COMMUNITY GARDENS

Gardens for Al!
Bay and Harbor Roads

 P.O. Box 371
 VT 05482

 people  a  of clearinghouse
 the nationwide community garden

  have a series of useful
 and a continually updated

 of existing programs  the
country. Community  Procedural

 is a super step-by-step
manual for organizers from finding land
to harvesting. Write for a complete

 list.

Organic Gardening and Farming, 
year,  from:

   Press
33 East Minor

 PA 18049
This magazine covers information on

community gardening from time to
time. Several of their staff people know
quite a lot about it and can often 

you  people  agencies in your 
who could help you. Please send a
self-addressed, stamped envelope with
any request.

“Community  is a free 
 produced by the Hunger Ac-

tion Center describing Seattle’s P-Patch
 sample guidelines, etc. From:

S u s a n  
 Action Center

  
  9 8 5 0 5

Recreational Community Gardening,
Susan York Drake, Bureau of Outdoor
Recreation. Interior Dept.,  from:

U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402

A good bit of information here for set-
ting up community garden programs:
organizing, insurance,  

 budget, seed  how much to
plant, hooks on gardening. Should help
avoid some pitfalls if you’re just getting
going.

162
 Press

33 E. Minor
 PA 18049

‘They’ve been around for quite a while
and have a wide  of how-to
books-too many to detail here, so you’d

 write for a list. Mentioned else-
where is  fine  
and Farming  Compost
Science, and Environment Action
Bulletin. They also do a lot of 
ing and a self-addressed, stamped envel-
ope  OGF Reader’s Service will get
you information  organic groups
in your area,   or
basic information in reprint form on
biological  control, natural fertili-
zers, companion planting,  Good
folks to get  know.

Bureau of Outdoor Recreation
Box 36062
450 Golden Gate Ave.

 Francisco, CA 94102
Has  a pamphlet entitled
“Profiles of California Community
Garden Projects.”



by Woody 

BEST

 growing number of  are    chemical
farming methods to more  means-for very practical

 Chemical costs  skyrocketing and if’s becoming
 profitable   less expensive natural  What’s
 important, farmers  tired of  with 

nausea when neighbors    skin and lung
poisoning  pretty  costs to   alternatives 
available. And  are.  soils, resistant seeds, 
ate  good plant   predators, companion
planting, herbal sprays and careful crop rotation  a few of
the many effective techniques mailable and becoming more

  of chemical poisons is giving  to  con-
trols in urban  as well. Projects in Berkeley  other

CONTROL
California cities have shown  of up   by

 to natural controls of predators on street 
and public open spaces.

Woody Deryckx is a  par 
 and  committed to organic

 He   much about it as
anyone we’ve come  A founding
member of  he’s presently reach-
ing at Evergreen State College in

 Washington.

A change is occurring both in  atti-
tudes toward and in our practices of

pest control in agriculture and forestry.
Although synthetic insecticides and
herbicides continue to be used at in-
creasing rates,  economic
and  factors are beginning to 

 a change toward a  appropri-
ate approach  pest management. The
“only good bog is a dead bug” mentali-
ty is being replaced by the realization
that farms and gardens are really com-
plex  subject to all the
laws of ecology, and that rhe fanners.
gardeners    fulfilling an
important role as system 
Some of the members of these 
ecosystems are potential pests, which is
to say that they generally make their
living at the expense of the crop species
and can  reach levels of 

 and activity that significantly
compete with people for a share of the
harvest. Whereas the chemical 

 pest control seeks t” “eliminate the

competition” by the  of strong
broad-spectrum pesticides (often with-
out due cause), the increasing trend is
toward a practice that exercises only
those control  necessary 
keep pest populations below the eco-
nomic injury threshold-the level at
which pests threaten the value of the
crop itself. The key t” successful pest

 seems  lie with an aware-
ness of the ecological dynamics of the
system and an  t” identify trends,
anticipate problems and to employ the

 effective and least disruptive con-
trol  Often. the most progres-
sive thing that can be done is simply to
STOP doing something  is damaging
the system’s ability  control itself.

Some casual definitions may be help-
ful when using the references listed be-
low:

��NATURAL  Any 
 pest is t”  degree regulated 

controlled by naturally-occurring in-
fluences.  moisture levels,
photoperiod (length of day), 
al iimitations and environmental factors

 as natural controls. Natural
enemies-predators and parasites-birds,
other insects, nematodes, fungus diseases
and other biological agents join with di-
rect environmental influences in affec-
ting potential pest populations, and 

 they comprise a complexity of
natural  factors.

@BIOLOGICAL CONTROL generally
 the direct manipulation of the

 enemy relationship sys-
tem. This is done either by introducing
natural enemies that  imported from

 regions  by
boosting populations “f indigenous
beneficial predator and parasitic insects.

@CULTURAL CONTROL: 
crop rotation, crop selection, timing
strategies. fertilizing, irrigation. harvest-
ing, companion planting-most any
routine cultural practice can either ac-
centuate or hinder natural control
factors. Every activity influences the
whole system in ways that are often
not considered.

@CHEMICAL CONTROL: There are
many kinds of chemical insecticides and
herbicides being used now. Essentially,

 fall int” the following five cate-
gories:

1) Chlorinated hydrocarbons 
 etc.), generally very  and

persistent.
2) Organophosphates (Parathion.

Malathion, etc.), varying widely in both
persistence and toxicity.



3) Heavy metal compounds (lead
arsenate, Paris Green, etc.), very dan-
gerous and persistent in soils.

 Non-persistent  
Rotenone.  Garlic, etc.), generally
not specific, but they break down fart.
Some, like nicotine compounds, arc as
dangerous as many synthetics.

5) Phenoxy-herbicides (2,4-D and
2,4,5-T, etc.): These act as growth hor-
mones  disrupt and distort plant
growth. These compounds  to be

 dangerous  ecosystems in ways
that are not yet clearly understood.
Their  is increasing  rapidly as
growers seek chemical shortcuts in 

 and weed control.
‘The important thing to remember

about chemical  is that even rhe
safest. least persistent chemicals 

 included) are inclined to disrupt
natural control  By deci-
mating natural enemies, chemical mea-
sures can  whole new pest prob-
lems.

 CONTROL: Now 
 of   and economic

 that chemical control has
 been based on  

demonstrated  be false, eve” many
 orthodox  are 

 this new approach. 
 combines biological and cultural

 with a minimized use of 
 insecticides whenever pest 

 reach the economic 
 Integrated control involves

 careful and thorough use of regular
‘field observations and life  studies.

“BIOLOGICAL CONTROL

‘Handbook on  Control 
 1974, available from:

Brooklyn Botanical Garden
1000 Washington Ave.
Brooklyn, NY 11225

An introduction  valuable for its
illustrations and descriptions of many
beneficial insects.

 Control, Robert Van Den
Bosch and P.S.  1974, $5.50
from:

 Press
Div. of  Publishing Group
257 Park Ave. 
New York, NY 10010

Good  to 
 biological 

“Establishing an Integrated Pest Con-
trol Program for Street Trees,” William
and  Olkowski,  of
Arboriculture, Vol. 1, No. 9, September
1975, pp.  from:

 Tree Conference, Inc.
Box 71
Urbana, IL 61801

 Control by  Enemies,
P.  1974, 55.95 from:

Cambridge University Press
32 E. 57th Street
New York, NY 10022

The ecology of pest management; his-
 of biological control.

Biological Control, C. B. 
1971, $8.95 from:

Plenum Press
227 W.  Street
New York. NY 10011

A definitive text; principles explained
and illustrated with actual case studies.

Insect Resistance in Crop Plants, 2nd
Ed., R. H. Painter, 1968, $4.75 from:

University Press of Kansas
Lawrence, KS 66044
 most  text  the

finding, breeding and use of resistant
 varieties.

“Breeding for Insect Resistance in 
tables,” A. Stoner, in 
Science, Vol.   April 1970, quarter

 $3 from:
American Society of Horticulture
615 Elm 
Joseph, MI 49085

“Ecosystem Management: A Framework
for Urban Pest Control.” W. Olkowski,
in Bio-Science. Vol 26, No. 6, pp. 
389, from:

American Institute of Bio-Science
3900 Wisconsin Ave.
Washington, DC 20016

 is an alarming fact that about half of
 insecticides used in this country are

used in cities and towns-much of  by
municipal and county governments 
control pests on trees. lawns and scrubs.
This article and the one immediately
above  deal with the biology and 

 of urban pest control problems.
Citizen pressure, by the way. is Impor-
tant in influencing public authorities

 alter and improve pest control 
ods.

RESISTANT CROP VARIETIES
One of the most effective means of 

  problems is to avoid con-
flict  selecting crops that  less
susceptible   damage in specific

 Similarly, there is within crop
species a wide range of relative 

 among varieties. This is a wide
open and often overlooked field.

“Resistance of Plants  Insects,” Beck,
in Annual Review  Entomology, Vol.
10, pp.  yearly $15 from:

Annual Review of 

4139 El 
Palo Alto, CA

“A Preliminary  of Resistance in
20 Varieties of Cabbages to  Cab-
bage Worm Butterfly,” H.  in
Journal No. 2. $6 from:

New  Institute
B o x 4 3 2  
Woods Hole. MA

A,, example  lay gardeners 
farmers can make significant contribu-
tions  our  of 

 to insects with simple experi-
mentations and careful observations.

SOURCES 
NATURAL ENEMIES

 Industries, Inc.
 Box 95

Oak View, CA 93122
Fly  lacewings, 

 Inc.,
P.O. Box 370

 TX 79035
 wasps.

California Green Lacewings, Inc.
2521 Webb Ave.
Alameda, CA 94501

Green lacewings.

Western Biological  
P.O. Box 1045
Tacoma, WA 98401

 Products. Inc.
5600 Beach 
Buena Park, CA 90620

Bacillus 

Abbot 
AVPD
North Chicago, IL 60064

 (Bacillus 

For more extensive lists of insecticides
and dealers of natural control agents,

 Grow It Safely: Pest Control With-
out Poisons, Stephanie Harris, and
Gardening Without Poisons, by Beatrice
and  Hunter. Both books are refer-
enced  completely on  



REFERENCES

UNDERSTANDING THE ECOLOGY
OF INSECTS

An Introduction to  Study 
D.   and D.  1971,

 from:
Molt, Rinehart and Winston
383 Madison Ave.
New York, NY 10017

This is a good text and reference book
on insects, with a very fine keying 

 for identification to family.

Destructive and  Insects: Their
Habits and Control, C. L. Metcalf, et. al..
1962, $25.00 from:

 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 

This is a very useful guide to insects
based on  signs of damage  pests
leave behind them. Good, clear informa-
tion on habits and life cycles.

 Gardener’s Bug Book, C. 
1973, $12.95 from:

Doubleday and Company
501 Franklin Ave.
Garden City, NY 115 30

Ms.  advice is generally 
 (she advocates   of

insecticides),  her descriptions and
illustrations of insects make this a
standard reference.

WEEDS

Weeds: Guardians  Soil, J. 
 1964, $4.95 from:

 Co.
1 Park Ave.
Old Greenwich, CT 06870

Weeds persistently remind us that they
 have  role to play in “UT 

ecosystem, and  book tells  what
the herbicide  never thought
of-the beneficial soil-saving effects of
certain weeds.

 and Wbat   E. Pfeiffer,
1970, 55.50, from:

Bio-Dynamic Farming  Gardening
Association, Inc.

 PA 18360
Weeds serve as indicators of  condi-
tion of  soils;  book 
some ways  interpret and appreciarc
weeds.

Common Weeds of  United States,
Agricultural Research Services (USDA),
1971, $7.50 from:

Dover Publications, Inc.
180  St.
New York, NY 10014

thousands of OGF 
contributors   country as well
as  scienrificailg-based research
findings. 167 pages on the various
methods, such as companion planting,

 mowing, biological 
physical traps, barriers, and weeds,
are  by 480 pages encompas-
sing,  an encyclopedia of 

 listing plants, their pests and
specific remedies. Two  an
annotated bibliography and a detailed

 index end this.   addi-
tion t” your  pest manage-

 library.

Common Sense Pest Control, H. 
ski, 1971, $1.00 from:

Consumers’ Cooperative of
Berkeley

Berkeley, CA 94804

This elegant  guide to garden 
household pest management serves as
 clear  t”  same princi-

pals chat apply to any  situation in
any scale. Of all the books listed on this
section. this one best illustrates rhe
“whole systems”  of thinking in
pest management.

Identification of weed 

 Control Without Poison, Lawrence

Beneficial  L. Swan, 1964,
510.00 from:

Harper  Row
10 E.  St.
New York, NY 10022

This exciting hook describes the natural
history of the predators and parasites
which naturally control potential 
species. Every gardener and 
should read this comprehensive text 
biological control.

  Protection, edited by
Roger B. Yepsen, Jr., 1976, 51’2 95
from:

 Press, Inc.
3 3 E. Minor

 PA 18049
The single most comprehensive refer-
ence  controlling insects and diseases
in the garden, orchard and yard without
using chemicals. An update of The Or-
ganic Way  Plant Protection (1966,
Glenn F. Johns, editor), this new 
sion  twice as many pages full of
hints based on the experiences of

  Essex. England

 the best  gardeners exercise
“pest control by cunning.” Especially
good sections on  insects and bo-
tanically-derived insecticides. If this
booklet is  of print, HDRA has
many newer  of value-ask

   

Grow It Safely: Pest Control Without
Poisons, S.G. Harris. 1975, from:

Public Citizens Health Research

2000  Street, Dept. P, Rm. 708
Washington, DC 20036

A very good introduction t” the range
of possibilities-well-referenced.

Farming, $2.00 from:
Alternative Agriculture Resources

Department of Applied Behavioral
Science

 of 
Davis,  95616

Contains good resources on
plant diseases, biological control of in-
sects, farm equipment, soils and other

 of farming.



Companion Plants and How to Use
Them, by Helen   Richard
Gregg, 113 pp., 55.95 from:

 Co.
143 Sound Beach Ave.
Old Greenwich, CT 06870

A classic and pioneering book on one of
 least understood phases of ecology,

namely plant antagonisms and plant
symbiosis. Why do certain species of
plants grow better in the presence of
others, and why do some do poorly
when others are present? This publica-
tion combines the finding of many in-
dividual observant gardeners.   the
best we’ve got until Richard Merrill of
New Alchemy  has time
to write down  he’s learned.

Gardening  Poisons, B. Hunter,
1971, $6.95 from:

Berkley Publishing Co.
200 Madison Ave.

 York, NY 10016
Good  to biological and

 controls. References on where
 to obtain biological control agents.

  Because   of 
 mercial farming has been bound up in
chemical control methods for the past

   years,  of the popular 
 on appropriate pest control mea-

:,’  has been oriented around garden
 than   Farmers
 do well  read  works 

  then invent ways to apply the
same techniques on a larger scale.

Biological Control   Pathogens,
by  F.    James Cook,
1974,433 pp., 57 illustrations, 5 tables,

512.50 from:
W.  Freeman
660 Market St.
San Francisco, CA 94104

This is the first hook devoted wholly 
the microbial soil ecology. Years of re-
search and observation has led  or-
ganization of this knowledge into a,
thorough treatment of principles and
suggestions on practical application. Thr
authors present bio-control as one part
of an integrated disease-control pro-
gram, along with cultivation practices,
soil treatment, sanitation, host resis-
tance and mild chemicals. On reading,
one wonders how and to what degree

the ecological principles mentioned
might apply  human society.  any
case, it’s  to have people
knowledgeable about natural plant
disease  right in one’s own back
yard Prof. Cook is  Washington
State University in Pullman.

SOIL BACTERIA

Dear Rain:
It is to your credit   always

learn something new  my own
special field of interest, agriculture, and
more especially soil biology, when your
generalist paper comes around. But
speaking of biology,  do have a response

 your review of Biological Control 
Plant Pathogens by Cook and Baker.
Your lead  “This is the first
book devoted wholly to  microbial
soil ecology,” is not quite right. Al-
though soil micro-ecology is one of
the   fields of biology
and agricultural science, there are a few
very bright works available.  few of
my favorites being: Ecology 
Borne Plant Pathogens (prelude to 
logical control), edited by  K.F.,
and W.C. Snyder, U. of California Press,
1965. Proceedings of a symposium held
in Berkeley, 1963.  Ecology 
Bacteria. edited by Gray, T.R.G. and
D. Parkinson,  of Toronto Press, 1968,
680 pp., 521.75. Also proceedings. 
Microorganisms and Higher Plants,

 Nikof. Nicoli Alexandrikov.

166
Translated by Y.  Published
by NTIS (Springfield, VA  NO.
l-I-60-21126.

Plus there are  and Burgess
 listed in  Energy Primer, 

120.
The  pathology people 

 held attitudes about con-
 that were closer to a sensible 

  have their entomological
counterparts. This is mostly because
plant pathogens (i.e., fungi,  

 are much harder  influence
through  poisons than are 
and usually impossible. The 
of spraying is soil fumigation, and,
although fumigation has and will con-
tinue   practical, it is always a gross,
ecological catastrophe; it is also expen-
sive and ineffective. The more simple
the organisms are, the more difficult
the control. That is why more resistance
breeding is   disease-resistance
than insect-resistance. likewise biological
control.

Yours for a healthy soil community.
Woody Deryckx
Pragtree Farm
Arlington, WA

Pesticides

Citizens Against Toxic Sprays (CATS)
Route 2, Box 190
Tidewater, OR 97390

This group is one of   active
  know of anywhere, and a fine

model for people   stop
dangerous spraying of pesticides and
herbicides. They  lobby,
bring suit, put out leaflets and have an
enviable ability   favorable
publicity about the severe health
hazards that are being caused by the

 of toxic sprays.

Pesticide and Organic Gardening Ruling.
The  of Toppenish  us a
clipping on the recent court ruling in
their favor over a pesticides damage
suit filed in June 1973. The 
contended that pesticides sprayed near

  acre farm prevented their
crop from receiving an organic garden-
ing certificate. The ruling could 
ously have implications elsewhere.



 MARKETS

The farmers’ market remains one of the
central institutions of cities and villages
throughout the world. In Africa, Asia,

 America and much of Europe,
public markets are a beehive of activity,
The market serves as the place where
small farmers and gardeners can sell

 surpluses of fresh vegetables, meat,
milk and eggs, providing them with

enough income to keep on the land.
And it is also where  can get

 know the farmers and find  best
 on wholesome, locally-produced

foods.
Farmers’ markets serve as important

cultural  as well, providing con-
sumers  an intimate connection 
the foods they rat and farmers with rhc
opportunity   and share 
edge and skills. Such trading centers

 a common part of our experience
 until a generation ago. Farmers’

markets reached their peak in this
country during the Great Depression
when in  and cities  the land
hundreds of farmers would queue up at
daybreak in preparation for another
marketing day. No sooner than the

 were unloaded, early morning
shoppers would begin crowding around

 haggle over prices; seek  the best
buys and purchase the day’s groceries.
Then business would slack off until late
afternoon when rhe crowds would 
for  bargains as farmers
would begin packing up for rhe return
home.

With the end of the Depression and
  of “good times”  again,

  of farmers’ markets dwin-
dled rapidly in this country; a trend
which paralleled the rise of giant super-
market chains such as  and A&P.
This shift didn’t occur in isolation. of
course,  rather was promoted by
such factors as cheap energy, 
distance transportation and new tech-
nological developments such as im-
proved refrigeration. However, a reverse
trend may now be emerging, with one
of the key indicators being the 

 revival of farmers’ markets around
the country.

There   reasons for rhis new
interest in  markets. In purely
economic  they offer the promise
of providing the consumer with lower
grocery prices by purchasing directly
from the producer, thus eliminating the
“middle man.” The growers. in turn,
can get better than wholesale prices for
the crops they bring in, helping to 
it possible for them to stay in business.
But economics is only one of many 

 why farmers’ markets are sprout-
ing up all over.

The new markets are serving to make
small farmers visible once again. People
are once again able to get to know 
people who grew the food they are buy-
ing and learn about where and how it
was grown. In the process, urban 

  discovering that an abundance of
food can be produced in their own
local areas and they are becoming a part
of a growing  concerned
with the  of small-scale
agriculture close  urban areas. Thus

farmers’ markets have cultural and poli-

tical as well as  functions, and
they have a  role  play in the new
agrarian movement.

Organizing  Markets, Natural
Organic Farmers’ Association, 1975,
$2.00 from:

NOFA
RFD   247

 VT 05667
There are many areas of the country

 have  by-passed by the rush
toward bigness and  and it
is here  farmers’ markets find their

 natural home. One such  is
Vermont. and this pamphlet, while writ-
ten from the experience of forming
markets  New England, can be a help-
ful guide for any region of the country.

Farmers’ Market Organizer’s 
 Bowler, 1976, $1.00 from:

Hunger  Center
 College

Olympia, WA 98505
The  corner of the country is
also experiencing a rebirth of farmers’

 and this handbook grew 
of a day-long workshop which brought

 of many of these markets
 for  first time. The hand-

book recognizes that, nowadays, a city
person is very likely to be the organizer
of a  market, representing the needs
and interests of both consumers and
producers. Several organization-
al models are presented  well as details
on market management (equipment, lo-
cation, rules and regulations and food
stamps), plus sample budgets, a listing



As the food we eat is  body’s vital
link with the soil and the biological
processes of the Earth, so these bonds

 extended  the complex food
distribution  marketing systems 
link producer and  
side and city. These intimate bonds
have been severed in recent years by the
industrialization of agriculture and the

centralization of marketing by 
corporate empires.  majority of 

 have no control   source
 the quality of the food tbey 

 small farmers ore 
squeezed out of local markers.

One of the key elements in the
 to regain control  our

 lives is the emergence of new food
 and marketing systems

 are laying the foundation  a
 of small-scale agriculture, de-

 and  self-reliance.
In this section    Fanners’
Markers. Co-ups, and  growth of

 Networks which are emerging
as elements  the  food chain.

of  and a directory of markets
in Washington state.

  Packet, 1976, large
 SASE from:

Evanston Chamber of Commerce
807 Davis St.
Evanston, IL 60201

A group of consumers in Evanston de-
:  they wanted the opportunity to

 purchase directly from farmers and then
 the City Council to close off

a downtown street for a weekly public
market. They will be happy  send you
a packet of information on their ex-
perience in exchange for a stamped,
self-addressed, business-sized envelope.

24 W. 40th St.
New York, NY 10018

Yes, and even in New York City. Write
these people for info on their organizing

 story.

Reader Service
 Gardening  Farming

 PA 18049
Farmers markets, with their potential
for increasing the viability of 
scale agriculture, are an important part
of the organic movement. OGF is a
leader in this movement. It’s  activist
magazine. eager to  people  and

their Reader Service has basic “how to”
information available on starting far-
mers’ markets (plus a wide variety of
other topics) and can assist in putting
you in touch with other  in
your local areas.  enclose a 
addressed, stamped envelope with any
information request. 

FOOD CO-OPS

People form food co-ops for 
 For some it’s simply a  

getting cheaper food-for others
it’s a  of getting foods that are un-
available through  super-
markets-foods that  organically
grown, preferably from  
and without extensive processing or
packaging.

  now  estimated 
 of  types in the country,

serving over half a million people, 
nearly $100 million in  retail
sales. Food co-ops ore becoming  
economic force, and many people feel
that they have the potential of laying
the foundation for   economic sys-
tem based on cooperation rather than
profit and exploitation.

Food Co-ops for Small Groups, Tony
 1975, $2.95 

Workman Publishing Company
231 E. 51st St.
New York, NY 10022

This is a very  step-by-step 
 organizing a food co-op, with

systems for distributing food and hand-
ling money clearly drawn  in diagram
form. It includes lots of  
nation on such things as how to buy
produce and how to understand food
industry jargon,  well as providing
basic financial information. It is a good
primer for getting a co-op buying club
or  off the ground, but once it’s
started, you’ll need more detailed in-
formation such as is in The Food Co-op
Handbook.

 Food Co-op Handbook, The Hand-
book Collective, 1975, $4.95 from:

Houghton-Mifflin Co.
1 Beacon St.
Boston, MA 02107

This is the most in-depth book available
on the food co-op movement. It 
vidcs an analysis of the “whys” of food
co-ops and shows how they can provide
a true alternative to agribusiness as usual.

 also includes a brief history of co-ops,
from their beginning in 1844 to the
wide variety that exists today.

The Handbook is a valuable tool
both for people starting buying clubs
or  complex  operations.
including chapters on finances and in-
ventory control. The book also includes
extensive bibliographies and  
national food co-op directory. Written
by people involved in the movement, the
Handbook draws on the experiences of
co-ops throughout the  and
provides national perspective on the
various styles and directions taken by
food co-ops in different regions.

 Food Co-op Handbook is also
available at bulk  ($3.35 each) from
The Book Distribution Collective, 45

 Terrace, No. 5, Brookline, MA
02146.

“Who Shops Co-op, and Why,” by Philip
 in  Harbinger, Vol. 3,

No. 2,  for 4 issues, $2 single copy
from:

The New Harbinger
 American Student Co-Op Org.

 1301
Ann Arbor,  48106

Excellent doctoral dissertation which



should  required reading for all food
co-op staffs, one of many fine  in

 issue focused on food 

Food   53.00 per year from:
Food Co-op Project
64 East Lake St.
Chicago, IL 60601

The food co-op  in this 
try is in a period of tremendous, turbu-
lent growth. New co-ops and buying

  being formed  day. Ware-
houses and trucking   bring

  support and coordinate
 rapidly  flow of food

through  system Other 
 such as  and pub-

lication  are springing up,
as  as the establishment of 
farms.  with all of this growth, there
arc also serious problems confronting

   movement, including
 dissension and  hard 

of economics.
 is a bi-monthly newspaper

for the national food 
  for  actively in-

volved in co-ups, it offers  
 of what’s going on throughout the

 with background reports on
various   of 

 and analysis of critical problems
within the  Thr  sub-
scription includes a comprehensive
Food  Directory, a listing
of nearly 2,000 food  warehouses.

 and  organizations in
the United States and Canada.

Turnover,    
Food System,  from:

Newsletter Collective
3030 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94110

The People’s Food System of  San
Francisco  Area is comprised of ten

 and collective   fourteen
support  including staple and
produce warehouses, a bakery, herb,
cheese and yogurt collectives, and an

 farm  “Left Wing 
They arc consciously   

 a model of a worker  con-
sumer controlled economy.  Food

 is seen as an  
 in collective  and 

 reports on its development and its
 within the community. REGIONAL NETWORKS
In addition. the  

incisive articles on  politics of food,
 on the farmworkers’ struggles,

information  the foods available
through the cooperative system and
information on nutrition. The 

 is very well done and provides an
 view of one of  centers of

the

As   food system 
  the past few years, there

 a higher level of integration
between    

 within urban areas  then 
   incorporate  regions

  country.  Francisco, Austin,
Minneapolis-St.  Boston, Madison
and     extensive
“networks”  co-ops and buying clubs

 by warehouses and 
 collectives.   exten-

sive regional networks have also grown
to inter-connect cooperating communi-
ties  tbe nation.  the 

On the Marker
 Citizen Action Press

443  Blvd.
Davis, CA 95616

A monthly   provide a
medium of communication for farmers.

houses having  cen-
ters  the trucking  distribution 
ever-increasing amounts  food.

 Isolation, Las Truckaderos, 2nd
cd.,  $1.00 from: 

 warehouses and food 
 in Northern California. Loading

Dock is a similar  just begun
for Oregon and Washington. Write 

 385  Eugene, OR
97401.

Scoop, Cooperation in the North
Country,  from:

2519 1st Ave. South
Minneapolis, MN 55404

Another center of co-op activity is in
the “North Country”-Minnesota, 
Dakotas, Michigan and Wisconsin.  has
also been a  of intense controversy
in  past couple of years, especially in
the Twin Cities of Minneapolis and 
Paul. An intense political struggle 
ted there in the spring of 1975  con-
trol and direction of the 
resting the community’s cooperative
principles to their utmost. The past 
years have been extremely difficult 
in the Twin Cities, and the conflicts
there have had a major  on 
cooperative  around the
country. The Scoop is an independent
newspaper  provides lively and criti-
cal  of  in  food system
of the North 

 spirit 
Main P.O.  24112
Oakland, CA 94623

This pamphlet is one of  first major
theoretical pieces on the development
of a regional network  the 

 food sysrcm. Truckers have become
the main  in the food system

  latest news and information
from warehouse to warehouse and from

  co-op around the country.
 Isolation was based on the ex-

perience of Las Truckaderos, an alterna-
tive trucking collective, as  visited

 warehouses up and down the
West Coast in 1975. If includes 
descriptions of several collective ware-
houses in the region, noting their isola-
tion from each other. and then goes on

 critique several of  
 within   This sec-

ond edition of the pamphlet is especial-
ly valuable because it includes a 

 supplement with reprints from
several sources of feedback cm the ideas
presented, especially on  question of

     mighty
good introduction to the internal poli-
tics of the new food system. A new
publication is  in process.



 Ground,  
April, 1976,  from:

Free Spirit Press
P.O. Box 
Oakland, CA 94623

The warehouser  rhe elements of the
food system leading the push toward
regional integration. Generally staffed
by full-time  and infer-con-
nected with suppliers and other ware-
houses around  country, rhey serve
as information centers for  rapidly
expanding alternative food networks.
The warehouses on the West Coast
have been holding quarterly 

 for  a year  bringing 
 representatives from Tucson,

Arizona,  Vancouver,  Colum-
bia,  build regional 

‘The West Coast  are per-
haps the  outspokenly political in
the  There is a strongly-held

 that the collectives are in the van-
guard of  food system and that the
expansion of the alternative food 

 is a part of a  
 There is an on-going debate 

rhe West Coast (and  around
rhe country)  such issues as cooper-
ative   wheth-
er or   sell I”  makers and

 or not  support small, organic
farmers. Common Ground has been the

vehicle for debating these and other
issues,  well as providing information
of large group buys, trucking reports
and conferences. This issue gives a good

 of the dynamics of the 
towards establishing a network of col-

lective warehouses on the West 

 Trade Directory, 53.25

118 N. Bowdoin Place
Seattle, WA 98103

One of the efforts currently under way
I” facilitate the development of regional
networks is the creation of new 

 systems. The Trade Directory
is an example of such a sysrem created
for the alternative agriculture movement
of  Pacific Northwest.

Like New England, the Northwest is
an area where there is a great deal of
interest in the  of regional 
reliance. The directory was published by

a number of individuals and groups as a
model for a decentralized food system.
Over 160 well-indexed pages long: the
directory is intended as a vehicle for
putting local growers in   local
consumers. It includes listings for rhe
co-“ps of  100 organic and 

 farmers, plus the  comprehen-
sive directory of alternative markets

 300 co-“ps. warehouses, etc.) 
published for the region, as well as 

 on trucking, storage and proces-
sing   goal of  Trade Di-
rectory is to   food sys-
tem  much  possible, with the hope

 future  will be published
for other regions and on smaller scales
(for example. communities within each
valley or river basin beginning to take
on responsibility for providing  of
their own food needs).

Farms of  Sound,  plus SASE
from:

King Co. Conservation District
35 South Grady Way

 WA 98055
One of the finest models of direct mar-
keting information,   
Sound is a map that directs consumers
to small farmers throughout  
Tacoma area. The location of each farm
is  and there is an index describ-
ing the kinds of crops available. whether
they’re U-pick or not, and other details.
The first printing of 35,000 copies dis-
appeared within  months, and 
the idea is being picked up by communi-
ties all across the  (and elsewhere,
too). The map is  further step toward
local self-reliance. It was published as

 of a larger effort  the remain-
ing  lands near the urban
centers of  Sound by putting small
farmers “on the map.” The intention

  graphically show  
 significant amount of food is still being

grown on small farms in and near the
urban areas and that these farms  be
preserved.

 Cultivator,  from:
Federation of Cooperatives
Box 107

 ME 04347
The New England area has  of the
strongest  of co-“ps in the
country, and, although many 
federations publish  
Cultivator is among the best.  provides
insights into events within individual
co-“ps and  on  growth of the
Federation as a whole  a way that
really gives you a sense of  movement
in Maine. New England is  of the

 where there is a strong drive
toward regional self-reliance, and the
food sysrem there is viewed very 

 part of that effort.

 Market News, $5 per year
from:

Earth Cyclers
Rt. 

 WA 99008
An exchange of information 
farmers and co-“ps, rhe 
Marker  is  of rhe 
toward regional self-reliance in the
Pacific Northwest. It is serving as 

for  for the Northwest

The Food Co-op Project
64  Lake St.
Chicago,  60601

As mentioned before. these  the
folks who have  broadest view of
what’s happening within  
food system and the growth of regional
networks around the  To keep
abreast of what’s going  subscribe 

  Co-op 
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 Organic Farm

Cross Creek
New Brunswick, EOH IEO
Canada

 4 issues. Make checks payable
 Judy Hinds. A mimeographed, newsy

letter by Hal and Judy Hinds-organic
 books reviewed, an 

of Judy’s experiments with making 
 and  about their life on the

farm. For those   to know
them  and  a feel for their way
of life, they’re inviting 25  to 
Earthskills Workshop, August 21-28,
$75. Organic gardening, beekeeping,
natural crafts, cheese making and wild

edibles. Sounds delightful.

P.O. Box 1126
 MO 65616

 Ozarks Communicator and Carey
 have taken over the home-

“,’  networking newsletter that
 Joel and  Davidson put  

several years as Living in the Ozarks.
   but the down-home

exchange of useful information feels
about the same.

 
 BC

Canada
 12 issues. A kind of rural resources

and information two-way newsletter,
back to land, mother earth, especially
for B.C. area. Looks like good infor-
mation, friendly network of people.

Old  Recipe Book, Carla
 $17.45 from:

Box 1
 ID 83537

This wondrous book  been revised
several times and is now a huge 
plus pages of valuable, well-indexed in-
formation. As well  good recipes,
there’s information about root cellars,
drying, home remedies. dictionary of
antique cookbooks words, butchering.

crackers. soapmaking, blankets, even
biography and pictures of Carla and
her family. Mimeographed and 
punched-ready for a notebook.

Payne Hollow, Harlan Hubbard, 1974,
$5.95 from:

The Eakins Press
155 East 42nd
New York, NY 10017

 same author, Dodd, 1953
In the late  Harlan and Anna 
bard lived on a shantyboat floating down
the Ohio and Mississippi Riven in the
winter and tied up for the summer
months in coves and bayous along the
way. At the end of their journey they
went back to one of the coves called
Payne Hollow and built themselves a
house along  river bank. And they
live there today-“on the fringe of
society”-raising almost all their own
food, playing violin and cello duets and
painting. They are as close to being
self-sufficient as one can be. Really de-
lightful books. The  (which I fear
is out of print-1 found it in the Salem
library) is full of the joys and adven-
tures of wandering, the second is peace-
ful and settled. Both are warmly 

 with nice pen and ink sketches.

County Women: A Handbook f or the
New Farmer, by Jeanne  and
Sherry Thomas. 1976,381 pp., $6.95
from:

Anchor Press/Doubleday
245 Park Ave.
New York, NY 10017

Oooie! This is a beautiful book.  is a
good, solid collection of how-to materi-
al for homesteading-finding land.
building, fencing. planting, 
preserving, raising animals. The 
graphs leave little doubt that women

  the heaviest labor when 
 to. Yet rhe book is warm 
 experiences and graced with gentle

drawings that give the heartening sense
of women nurturing the land rather
than  heroics that others go through

 conquer it.  is put together by
 of the  women who do a very

fine magazine by the  name: 
 Women, Box 51,  CA 95410.

Send a self-addressed, stamped envelope
 inquire about price.

Living  Good Life, 1954, $2.25, and
 Sugar Book, 1950, 

by Helen and Scott Nearing from:
Scbocken Books
67 Park Ave.
New York, NY 10016

The  have been at  a long
time. He’s in his  dropped 
in rhe 1930s to homestead first in Ver-
mont and now in Maine. They do most

 for themselves.
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S
‘he Guide   John

 1976, $11.95 from:
Popular Mechanics Books

  57th Street
New York, NY 10019

 from Seymour’s lifetime
of managing an  sheep
ranch, living on a  self-sufficient
smallholding, being a veterinary live-
stock officer in Africa, working in a
copper mine, surveying and 
ing, living on a fishing boat, writing and
broadcasting. This is one of the best of
this genre-comprehensively illustrated
and covering in derail a range of skills

 usually covered in such 
working stone and splitting slate, basket
ry, charcoal making, barrelmaking,
thatching  much more. A refreshing-
ly broader, more  and more
derailed presentation than most Ameri-
can counter-culture based books.

 is worth IO-20 lectures (or more). . Whole  such as pruner. cherries and grapes. should be dipped
While maintaining the farm and earning about $250 a in blanch  for   seconds, drained. dipped in cold wafer

month teaching, they have managed to videotape a half-dozen   before drying.      dry quicker 
shows on  Ski” 

.  leathers  highly concentrated. chewy,  
  by purring fresh  canned  or any 

  in        of  
 if fruit is  Add sugar  and

  mixture      wrap   a
 sheer.

Glen and Kathleen challenge  definition of an institution.
They live at  the 1200’ level on a  farm 35 miles And they’ve done a book: From    1976, 

 of pp.,  from the address above.  a  hard to use (needs
 the past several years. mostly through  courses rhey an index) but it’s full of gems or, how  do it yourself.

teach at Portland Community College on homesteading and
innumerable other workshops, all in one fashion  another on

A couple of drying hints from the Simmons:

homesrending, they have entertained several thousand peopir
.  of   like    celery

at their place. (Last Christmas 90 students   for
and green peppers,    dry  are easily 

supper). It is  of the Simmons’ philosophy  in order
 and  be    flours  baking. Mrs. Simmons

to teach one  also show: one 98 percent self-sufficient
 the sliced vegetables just  go through  grinder properly

after  are dried.

  in  dryer   upper ride is no longer soft. Turn if
  a cloth, peel   and    ride dry in 

 until no  is apparent.   be dry enough to roll
 but not 

  between  of  wrap and seal in jars. To ear, 
ear a piece off. Mrs. Simmons recommends using  for berries 

 them set up. Their fruit leathers include grape. strawberry. 
 apple. cherry and 

  foods   blanched   for two or 
 before dipping in   and draining.  method pre-

serves  of the natural  and usually helps food hold 

 Baking  should  lowered when  recipes with
dried foods. For instance. dried   be ground into  meal to
make  bread or muffins.  less sugar when making the bread and
bake at a      

 Simmons puts most food on dish  or nylon netting
before placing  on the dryer  Things like   could lose
moisture  a cloth or    would  are dried on 
tie wrap.

Glen and Kathleen Simmons
Dear Haven Farm

 Route, Box 1370
Glenwood, OR 97120

Cloudburst (1973, $3.95) and Cloud-
burst 2 (1976,  edited by 
Marks, available from:

Cloudburst Press
1716 North 45th Street
Seattle, WA 98103

Handbooks of rural skills and tech-
nology. Useful  for homesteading
in the country

Foxfire Book   Foxfire
Two   Foxfire 
(1975,  edited by Elliot 

 available from:
Doubleday
245 Park Ave.
New York, NY 10017

You mean the old  have some-
thing to teach? You  Wigginton
got high school students to go find 
and these classics tell you abour how if
all used to be done in  A
very important resource of practical
information and folklore. Fine reading.
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Vegetarian Epicure
 think the reason  like  cook is that if brings  closer 

other people-whether food with or for others, there is a 
tain camaraderie and cooperative spirit involved that is very
special. Some of my favorite memories center on fixing food

with friends. The ice was quickly broken at my sister’s wed-
ding where neither of the families had  before. We all

pitched in for  days and  and chopped and mixed the
food  the wedding supper as well as rhe meals   during
that time-suddenly it became everybody’s party! Many people
at  Institute this summer said that the besr learning
experience of all came from working in the kitchen-5 or 6
people (rotated daily) planning and preparing the mountains
of zucchini hot dish, French onion soup and cream puffs, or

 cheese sandwiches  were eaten   rhe hillside.
At the Community Design Center in Minnesota a couple of
years ago  had homemade soup every day for lunch. It was
a time for staff and visitors (often as many as 20 folks)  sir
together around the big table without any other agenda than
enjoying each other and the creations of our chef. I’m con-
vinced that the  provided a  part of the warmth of
the place.

Consideration of food-preparation and eating-is 
 a part of living lightly. In a general sense. it doesn’t 

matter whether one  no  at all. enjoys only organically
grown foods, or simply  away from the sinful 
like sugar, bacon and white   never have been much 
a purist and find I  draw any  lines around my 

 wouldn’t be Christmas without my great-grandmother’s
sand tarts, and   resist a  nitrate-loaded bacon 
and then.  all part of rhe weaning  easy,
little by little.  our what you  do without or do for
yourself. Getting the breadmaking down and  beginning 
grind your own flour. Making choices-white flour only on
special occasions  fried chicken  a  (Like the two
friends who met each other in a  Fried 
both agreed they were still vegetarian in principle!)

 main point is  be aware of what you eat-what ir is
doing  you, the land and our natural resources.

The folks at the Center for Science in the Public 
in  D.C. are doing some of the best work on the
hidden  and  ms of food. They sponsored  Day
last year  make the public aware of problems such as 
in  sugar in baby food and preservatives and coloring in
general. Their book, Energy  Food, gives figures for energy
costs-ice cream and frozen orange juice head the list of “gas

 1975. $4 from:
Center for Science in the Public

Interest
1779 Church St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

 for a  Planet, Frances Moore
 Ballantine, 1971, $1.25.

Regional Cooking  China, Margaret
Gin and Alfred Castle, 101 Reproduc-
tions, San Francisco, 1975, $4.95.

The  Yogurt Cookbook, Karen
Cross White, Ballantine Books, 1970,
$1.25.

The Vegetation Epicure. Anna Thomas,
Vintage Books, 1972, 53.95.

The   Edward Espe
Brown,  Books, 

 Cooking, Edward Espe Brown,
Shambala, 1973, 53.95.
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Diet for  Small Planet is the classic that lays  the case

against a meat-centered diet for environmental reasons. Frances
  talks about all the energy and valuable protein

consumed by beef. More importantly, she provides alternatives
for combining vegetable proteins into as good, if not more

 protein. ‘There are fairly simple charts, as well as recipes
and menu suggestions that make it all clear. I’ve never found
the recipes themselves  great, but they do give a clear idea

 what different foods work together to give you what  
 need. Once you get the idea there are several books  can
 give you more exciting ideas for cooking.

The Tassajara books are a good place to start. Ed Brown is
  Zen monk who made the Tassajara retreat center in 

 famous for its fine vegetarian fare. Both the Breadbook
and Tassajara Cooking give clear basic directions with lots of
possible variations. They’re really good for freeing up the
fledgling cook by noting such things as “you can skimp on

the eggs or double the milk” and indicating what the probable
results  be. A good friend of mine says that the challenge

of cooking lies in making a good soup  of a seemingly
 empty refrigerator. In a  nice  way these books make
 the case for using every scrap possible and making feasts with

 you’ve got on hand “If you don’t have lentils, try
 beans” or “Zucchini would be  as   broccoli

 

  ‘The  Epicure is one of my favorites-it’s really a
 cookbook with everything from  with white

  to onions  It includes French, Greek,
 Indian and German foods (there’s an outstanding

 and  of good ideas for spices and  Some
  fairly complicated, using lots of pans (the opposite

of the  books which emphasize one-pot meals); others, like
  curries,  quite simple. The author talks about serving
 meals to people who say they can’t stand  meals and

 gustily consume what she puts in front  them. The
 I  is, very few people dislike good food and if you give

 just that, chances are  won’t even notice they
 consumed their  portion of meat.”

Speaking of curries. Indian food is a natural for good vege-
tarian cooking.  found  from one cookbook that there is
no such word as “curry” in the Indian languages, so it must
have been thought up by the  to describe a certain
kind of spicy food. In  there are many combinations of
spices that make up what we think of as curry-including
coriander, cumin, cayenne, turmeric, saffron, mustard; cin-
namon and ginger. I got a hint of the  in the Vege-
tarian Epicure but am still looking for a good, simple book with
lots of  and not too many exotic ingredients.

Food definitely doesn’t have to be  to be 
  living lightly! Chinese cooking is a perfect example oi

energy-conserving food. Vegetables and meat are  into small
pieces and cooked quickly over a high flame-generally in a
wok, which makes it easy to toss food from the red hot bot-
tom to the cooler sides. Meat is thus used  as a flavoring,
and a  can go a long way-l spent $1.49 last night on 112
lb. of pork tenderloin  fed five-including Lee. The 

 Cooking  Cbina   latest find (actually it was given
to me for Christmas). It’s really excellent: easy-to-follow
recipes with easy-to-find ingredients. They are basically 
frys and thus common Chinese food  opposed to the fancy
exotica in most books. I’ve long been looking for a book that
gives an understanding of the sauces and flavoring that you
get in a good Chinese restaurant. I’ve only tried  recipes
so far, but I think this is it-all  need is a little practice in
timing.

 Complete Yogurt Cookbook is  good book for getting
 of any  you might be in. My copy is spattered with

sauces, which is the mark of a well-loved source of good food.
The recipes in this bpok include dressings and sauces, soups,
vegetables, meat dishes and desserts. They range from Roast
Lamb with Macedonia Sauce to Spinach Soup Tanya. Central
to many dishes from Balkan countries and the Middle East,
yogurt is definitely good for you. I find that it can often be
substituted for  cream for a lighter (less fattening) dish.

There are several good kinds of yogurt-my favorite is
 but it’s expensive, so I usually use Nancy’s,

which comes  of the Kesey Creamery in Springfield.

adapted f rom Chris  

-Equipment: clean mayonnaise  or the container your
 store yoghurt came in-Nancy’s quart is good, an 

 cooler, or S-gallon crock. Fill with old towels or
   

Bring pint of water to full boil. Pour  can evaporated milk
 jar.  can with boiling water  oz.?)   into

jar. (This both measures amount and  any extra milk
   in  heaping teaspoons of  milk and

 ‘of your starter. Place in insulated vessel, cover warmly
 return in’4 hours to warm, creamy yoghurt. The  to

 temperature  efficient insulation and bringing water
  I read in the  that some  content is

 for little microbes to grow.  find regular evaporated
 better than iowfar. Old husband’s tale-stuff should not

be jiggled while growing. Old myth-yoghurt discovered by
 riding  on horseback. Costello troth-made

batch every day driving down bumpy Baja roads. Only used
one jar, leaving last  spoons for  each morning.
kept the dire rear  The best starter I ever had came
from S.F.-a  variety in stores, I sure like not having to
use a thermometer. Chris  for appropriate temperature is
to hold the glass jar (doesn’t work on plastic) for the space of
three heartbeats. If the heat doesn’t sting the hand, it’s 
warm--cool enough to add the starter. I also like using a
minimum of utensils as this does.



 all the pieces of a puzzle  together in a very
 way, delighting our minds’ search for  patterns.

  the  day when Bill  and 
 walked   RAIN House bearing copies  their

look  Tofu and Book of Miso and a vision that links 
 food utilization, good eating. cottage industry, local

elf-reliance and a Zen way of thinking. They are a fine 
 of what a couple of people can do with a strong 

 and lots of well-directed energy and generosity.

An initial love of tofu and curiosity about  making led
 research in Japan, the writing of   fine and thorough

 on tofu and  (see  and to a resulting mush-
 of interest in these protein-rich food products. Bill

nd Akiko have  up the New-Age Foods Study Center to
 carry  their work and now divide their rime between

 here    of tofu and miso-making
 studying and writing in Japan about food processing

Bill is learning the  art of sea farming--the cultivation
 a wealth of vegetables common  the Japanese 

   kelp and  They have also 
 that  a valuable delicacy in Japan,  wild

  the Southern part of the USA,  it is presently
 an uncontrollable  They are planning a book

 the full story of using  in cookery and natural 
 as well as employing the plant for fodder, fertilizer and

 control.

Publications by Shurtleff 
Aoyagi available from:

New Age Foods Study Center
790 Los  Manor
Lafayette, CA 94549

The Book of    A technical  for starting  
 tofu shop. 122 pager. typewritten. unedited,  by 

 format, staple-hound,  chapters only. Offset Printed; 

     A technical manual far starting  commer-
cial  shop. 45   unedited. offset printed, legal
size,  $3.50 each.
Pamphlets: Ten pages, accordion-folded, packed  
illustrations and   recipes. Special Prices for
quantity orders.  is   is     

  
 A  brochure taken  The Book   describing

how  prepare this savory fermented bean food.   for $1.50
 Recorded live   in America. Audio

  min.. Tofu,   each. Color Video.  min., Tofu,
Food for Mankind. $10   $30 

 WOW! Another really good thing is getting going-pear syrup!
 Pear syrup is a beautiful alternative  white sugar or honey as

a   has a much subtler flavor than honey, doesn’t crystallize,
and only costs about two-thirds what honey does. Made by evaporating
water  of mashed apples or pears, it is made of fruit sugars-45%
fructose, 45% glucose and   Can be used for baking, canning,
or  a syrup or 

It should  possible to scale the production fairly small and 
will be a boon to orchard areas and tree farming in general because it
gives another useful product for blemished fruit besides dried fruit 
cider. Bees and honey in the spring, nectar in the fall-double crop!
Access information on pear syrup is still vague. Watch RAIN
for more information.

Wild Foods Cookbook and Field Guide,
Billy Joe  1976, $4.95 from:

Workman Publishing Co.
231 East 51st
New York, NY 

Lots of good ideas here on how  find
and how  ear such free goodies as

 dandelions, lamb’s quarters,
fern fronds  Its dessert 

 was a  as I was 
ing for  alternative sweeteners and
virtually all call for  (not 

   think  add this  my
cookbook 

using the cooking methods
of other nations greatly decreases energy
use--chopped food  higher 

give you a wide variety of
excellent meals in 30 seconds! Better
than MacDonald’s by far. I



Nutrition Action
 for Science in the 

Interest
1779 Church St.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Seems  Day  an idea whose
time had come. We’ve heard directly and
indirectly about  projects that
got their initial push through  Food
Day activities.

The Center is going  keep people
in touch via Nutrition Action newsletter

 

A couple of years ago  pub-
lished Nutrition Scoreboard, your guide
to better earing. 52.50. A very interest-
ing analysis/scoring of foods we eat.
along with introductory  on
vitamins, minerals, additives, etc.

Nutrition Information 
Phoenix Reid
235 S.E. 13th
Portland, OR 97214

Especially involved with the ethics of
 food. Giving workshops on the “se of

complimentary plant proteins and 
  unprocessed foods. Has specific
 information geared  senior citizens,
 institutional needs, mini  food
  backpacking recipes.

  Composition of Foods, Agriculture
 Handbook No. 8, 52 from:

Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government  Office
Washington, DC 20402

A basic sourcebook on the nutritive
quality of foods. Filled with tables
covering the contents of more than
2500 raw, processed and prepared
foods. Covers about everything but
complementary proteins, for which
you’ll have to  to Diet for  Small

 ‘TIME is the full-flavored 10 
ond soup. Ingredients: corn starch, 

 vegetable oil, lactose, salt,
natural  dry chicken meat, chick-
en fat,  glutamate (flavor
enhancer), sodium  dehydrated
onion,  potassium phosphate,
mono and diglycerides (stabilizers), sili-
con dioxide (flow conditioner), corn
syrup solids, soy flour, sodium 
aluminate (flow conditioner), 
ted parsley, dehydrated garlic, turmeric,

 phosphate, spices, thiamine
hydrochloride, lecithin, polysorbate 60
(stabilizer), disodium  and 
sodium  (flavor enhancers),
turmeric extract, lactic acid, artificial
color. Net  0.6 oz.

San Francisco Food Directory, from:
Northern  Food Network
944 Market Street,  Floor
San Francisco, CA 94102

This is an excellent listing of food 
vices available in a  Includes 

 meals.  gardens,
 information. senior citizen

programs, co-“ps,  publications
and a speakers’ bureau. Fine model for
other communities.

Earthwork
i499  Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94110

Good people who are networking and
organizing around food as it relates 

 community, agribusiness, urban
gardening, land reform and nutrition.
Write for their list  

 Food Dyer’s Drying  by
John  and Connie Dexter, 1975,
52

 to Build Food Dying Equipment,
by John  1975,  from:

California Wood Plans
P.O. Box 541
San Lois Obispo, CA 93406

 feels good when someone just lays
 the options for you and gives you

what you need  do things yourself
instead of pushing a single  This
good set of booklets lays  how, what
and where to dry-in the sun. in the
oven,  a heat register, wirh solar
heating or electricity. Pros and cons of
each and how to prepare foods for
drying. Companion  has simple.
easy-to-follow directions and drawings
for making several kinds of food drying
cabinets.

Eat Your  Out, by Jim 
1975, $1.95 from:

Vintage Books
Random House
201 E.  
New York,  10022

A heavily-documented  of the
effects of concentrated ownership of

 food growing. processing and retail-
ing  Why the consumer, small
farmer, and taxpayers are squeezed and
who profits. Seeing what the problem is
means seeing  the  is. (TB)

Food for People, Not for Profit, by
Catherine  and Michael Jacobson,
1975, $1.95 from:

Ballantine Books
201 E.  St.
New York, NY 10022

A sourcebook prepared for Food Day,
   a good overview of

the whole range of  food problems.
More importantly, it provides a series
of brief case studies  support 

  exist and
can be viable. World food problems.
nutrition and disease, poverty and
food, government-industry operations,

 of food  food production.

The Hunger Action Center
Evergreen Stare 
Olympia, WA 98505

They have given away  550,000 in
mini-grants to innovative projects deal-
ing with hunger and world food prob-
lems. Six garden projects, six co-“ps or
buying clubs, five farmers’ markets, 
protein projects,  food-energy 

 and  nutrition education
projects,  information services, 
apprenticeship program, one food 

 project, and  canning
programs. Whew!

Modem Nutrition in Health and Disease,
by Robert  and Maurice 
5th edition, 1973, $35 from:

  Febiger
 Square

 PA 19106
 (1100) pages and expensive

(dig it  of a library),  the basic
reference source  go to if you’re 

 interested in the  between
nutrition and health. Covers the foun-
dations of safety and adequacy of food
supply, metabolism and malnutrition
during emotional stress, nutrition in
rhe prevention and  of disease,
and an extensive appendix  with 
sorts of useful  and tables. Orien-
ted to the medical professions, but
useful to others willing  wade through
occasionally opaque terminology. 

 by Mim 



  



Man   Dubos, 1965,
54.95 from:

Yale University Press
92A Yale 
New Haven, CT 06520

         
 know  give an understanding of what

 we can    There  a lot
of good, practical examples of people
working  to combat  social
stigma of  for instance, or the 

 tendencies of  medical 
 There is a lot we can all learn

from their experiences.

Behold Man, by   1973,
$25 from:

Little, Brown and Company
34 Beacon Street
Boston, MA 02106

If this beautiful  were put in
every doctor’s waiting room, it would
probably bring about a whole new 

 towards ourselves and  health.
350 exquisite photographs of the 
man body taken by the Swedish 

 whose sensational photos of 
development appeared in Life in the
1960s. Nor your normal pictures these,
but photographs of clouds in the sky as
seen from inside the eye, the path taken
by smoke being sucked into the lungs,
synapses in the brain, fallopian tubes
and mystically haunting photos of
fetuses. They make clear  incredible

 of our bodies. You won’t feel
the same about yourself once you’ve
seen this.

 Anatomy of  Human
Body, by C.  1971, $14.50
from:

University Park Press
Chamber  Bldg.
Baltimore, MD 21202

   and modern medical practices If you’re curious and nor too queasy,
  all  Ii is the  book I’ve
  giving a feeling for Maoist

this will provide fascinating 

   honestly
 about how everything goes 

  of the  and 
  inside us. Photos of cutaway

    bit by bit to’
sections through complete torsos, a
body from which the skin is removed

     
    the people.” And since

showing  all  go 
  major organ and system  the

‘body is shown  both exterior and



PROFESSIONAL CARE
We found  in Self-Help and  A Report from Social

I was in the courtyard of  place called  Zulu
Hospital, an institution of  200 beds in Durban, South
Africa. The wards and balconies opened  a courtyard
filled with flowering trees and warm subtropical air. Suddenly
a single soprano voice soared from one of the wards. wavered,
was joined and sustained by a chorus of women’s voices and

 again. After a moment, a great deep harmonic swelled:
the men’s wards had joined in. And for the  ten minutes,
the whole hospital sang. Someone translated for me. The Zulu
song was about the pain of being ill, the loneliness and  of
being in the hospital, and the goodness of being with the peo-
ple-other patients-for sharing and support. Every day 
twilight, I  the whole hospital sang-all the patients
and some of the staff.  was a profoundly moving experience.
At intervals since, I have tried to imagine patients so sustain-
ing themselves in a hospital in Boston. I cannot.

and  assistance (Medicare,
Medicaid, grants and national insurance).
It’s very depressing reading but useful
ammunition.  has been doing
substantial work in this area for some

Nutrition and 
Thorough and overwhelming like
Preventative Medicine, but an equally
valuable resource in an important area.
See review in Agriculture and Food
Section.

time and publishes an excellent 
monthly   for mice 
formation:  17  
New York, NY 10007).

Alternative Approaches to Meeting
  Needs in 

Countries, V.  and B.P.
Mach, 1975.24 Swiss francs from:
  Q Corporation

49 Sheridan Avenue

Preventative Medicine, Duncan Clark
and Brian  1967, 
from:

Little,  and 
34 Beacon 
Boston. MA 02106

  of those comprehensive,
overpriced   that cover
everything but bury you with words.
Needs translating into a more useful
form, but it provides you with a resource
on what’s known about preventative
medicine.

Pediatric Priorities in  Developing
 David Morley, $3  airmail)

from:
Intermediate Technology Publications
9 King Street
London, England

ible and experienced counsel on
developing   effective possihle

  programs on

  David  cd.,
 $2.95 

‘Vintage Books
Random House

 50tb
. . .  

 NY 12210
A  of 10 successful or 

 health  programs in vari-
ous parts of the world that replaced un-
successful Western  health
systems. Programs  China. Cuba,
Tanzania,   India,
Niger and  are  and
factors responsible for  analyzed.

Health, Manpower and Medical
Auxiliaries, Intermediate Technology
Development Group, $3.50 from:

IT Publications
9  
London, England

An  overview and introduction
  health care programs.

Contains essays on intermediate 
 in mcdicinc,  care tech-

ideals



Hawaii  Net
 Community Center

2535 South King 
Honolulu, HI 96814

 and Walter Strode have been co-
ordinating this pioneering networking

 for  years. People
 in innovative health care

(doctors, mental health workers, lay
healers)  together  a year at a

 and at various other 
in smaller groups to share 
skills and vibes. From all accounts, it’s
an exciting way  keep in touch.

 On Death and Dying, E. 
 $1.95 from:

M a c m i l l a n
8 6 6 T h i r d A v e .
 New York, NY 10022

 moving and sensitive  of
 with dying people. 

  of  society’s  feared
 taboo topics, Kubler-Ross has been

 in beginning  
 medical practices and social beliefs

 dignified  and acceptance
 death as an integral and meaningful

 of 

 of  Burial,  
  from:

  Press
 NC 
 helpful, practical booklet

 assisting people in obtaining simple,
 and economica! funeral 

  on anatomical
 “gifts such as  
  on  funeral practices,

 do when death occurs, 
   burial practices and

   impediments.

Washington Consumers’ Checkbook,
quarterly, from:

Washington Center for the Study
of Services

1910 K St., N.W., Suite 303
Washington, DC 20006

 An excellent new service 
should   a model for every com-
munity-a comparative cost and service

 to various services and products
available in a specific community. The
first issue focused on health-the cost
and service of various hospital emergen-
cy rooms, cost of drugs from every
drug store and pharmacy in DC, cost of
dental services, nursing homes, health

 abortion clinics and doctors.
 issues will explore little-known

local bargain  finance companies,
 repair shops and other services.

Master of Science in Biomedical
Communications

College of Medicine
University of Cincinnati
231 Bethesda Ave.
Cincinnati, OH 45267

A new program begun in fall of 1976
training communications specialists in

  education and delivery 
 to assist in the interaction 

 health professionals and patients.
Study  include: health care environ

 and delivery systems, media,
learning theory and instructional 
ods, applied behavioral science and

 and  mea-
 statistics and  design.

MADNESS
  

Madness Network News Reader,  by
Shirley Hirsch, Joe Kennedy Adams, 
at., 1975, $5.95 from:

Glide Publications
330 Ellis St.
San Francisco, CA 94102

An intense collection of poems, essays
and letters by former inmates, doctors
and  on the politics of being

 Highly political and full of right-
eous anger, yet warm with a healthy
sense of humor. It is directed  mental

 care institutions, yet provides a
model for the examination of all in-
appropriate institutions from schools to
hospitals. They also publish an excellent
newsletter subtitled “All the Fits That’s
News to Print.”  for 6 issues
from:

Madness  News
2150  Street
San Francisco, CA 94114

Dear 
 for a  about

 would  the idea that 
 people  are  back 

 oppression 
  lobotomy, lack of 

 for  inmates, etc.). We
 opposed to involuntary 

   have not commit-
red my   We feel that psy-
chiatry is  method of social 

 of healing. “We’d rather  
      lies!”

We have   booklet on 
 Drugs by   that  for
 You might also  to alert your

readers to  documentary film
“Hurry  that  made
inside a locked men’s  in the

 State  in LA.
For more information about the film,

  House  71 
St., San Francisco, C.4 94117.



 

SELF CARE
Medical Self-Care: Access to Medical
Tools, quarterly 

 Box 718
Inverness, CA 94937

 At last! Someone is doing an ac-
cess journal for self-help care.  the
area of   been wanting to get
into but lack the know-how to do in
depth. Editor Tom  recently
finished at Yale Medical School and
just moved to the Bay Area to do 

 medicine. The scope of the
      
 

to rake  of ourselves and  neigh-
: &  and family; first aid and long-term

 
health needs; books, drugs. networking
and how-r”. Only one issue so far, but

   if the quality stays the same. it’s a win-

   55.95 from:

Reading, MA 01867
A highly useful  medical 
which includes flow charts for figuring

  what to do about the 68  
mon complaints that bring people to a
doctor’s  colds, sore
throats, vaginal discharge, headache,
back pain, etc. Asks key questions and

allows you to follow a branching
logic  which tells you whether you

  see a doctor NOW, (2) see
 a doctor today,  make 

with doctor, (4) apply home remedies.
  you which home remedies 

use. Lots of people go to doctors when
they shouldn’t and don’t when they
should. This book should help you use
your   (Tom

Keeping Healthy in  Polluted World
Harold  1975, $2.95 from:

Penguin Books
72 Fifth Ave.
New York, NY 10021

I have mixed feelings about this book by
 former editor of Prevention maga-

zine. Is there anything I can eat 
breathe safely? Lots of good informa-
tion here about health problems. from
allergies to cancer caused by pollution,
food  and other chemicals in

 environment, along with lots of
preventive ideas. Vitamin C seems to be
an incredible cure-all (and the fact that

 bodies  produce it like virtually
 other animals may be a genetic mu-

tation). Much of his advice jibes with
my own knowledge and instincts, though
he tends to  pill supplements
rather than natural  and makes a
couple of inexcusably sexist comments.

 all so complicated.

BC, Canada
This translation of the  Chinese
Barefoot Doctor’s Manual is  excellent
accomplishment I”  any U.S. pro-
grams to develop local self-reliant health
assistance and self-care will be compared.

If contains 960 pages of solid, use-
ful information: understanding the hu-
man body, hygiene, diagnosis, therapy,
birth control. acupuncture, first aid,
treatment of common diseases, and 410
pages on Chinese medicinal herbs. Tech-
niques cover a wide range of traditional
Chinese medical practices  well  usual
Western medicine.

An herbal contraceptive: Decoction
prepared from render sprouts of 

 9 stalks (each about 5
inches   and roofs of white
stipa  be taken once after
conclusion of menstrual period, for 5
months in succession. Effective for 3

How to Practice Prospective Medicine,
by Lewis  and Jack Hall, 1974,
$12 from:

 Hazards Appraisal
cl” Methodist Hospital of Indiana
1604 N. Capitol
Indianapolis, IN 46202

I’ve  been much of a bug on 
 but this seems like a very 

ble use. Lays  simply and directly
your probability of dying from various
causes based on your age, sex and
habits. Then shows the impact on your
expected lifespan from changing various
habits-sropping smoking, losing weight,
changing diet, drinking less, using 
belts, etc. Tells you the odds; you
choose how you want to live and die.
Good approach and fundamental to the
development of self-care responsibility.
(Suggested by Mim Orleans)

A Bibliography of  Chinese Sources on
Medicine and Public  in 
People’s Republic of China: 
U.S. Dept. of Health, Education and
Welfare Publication No. 73-439 
$5.55 from:

U.S.  Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402

This has been hiding on  shelves
since I don’t know when. Seems to be
the companion to the  Doc-
tor’s  Would be easy to get 

 in it (485 pages, some 14,550 en-
tries), but so is a phone book, and I
have a hunch it might be really useful
to some people prowling around in the
interesting  in Chinese
medicine. Take a look if you have in-
terests  ALL English
translated  abstracted stuff from
China about medicine between 1960
and 1970. Whew!



 Diego, CA 92107
 A monthly down-home healing 
  to keep  in touch with natural
 cures for the flu, eye exercises for better

vision, herbs, acupuncture and basis
naturopathic medicine. Eve” homemade

car food recipes.

 Medicine  by the  of
  Reports,  384 pp.,
  from:
P a n t h e o n  B o o k s

Random House
2 0 1  E .  5 0 t h

New York, NY 10022
This book is  good solid look at 

  in the best Consumer Reports
 tradition: how and when to take certain

  things and the pros and cons of different

 of which 
  know in my bones that

  way to go, but it’s hard to
 pick   this almost lost art. This is

 most helpful resource I’ve found so
 with amounts given

 to overdo on sometime; 
   favorites starred. 

    been working
 healing for a long time  than

 It’s  good beginning
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FLUORESCENT  

 and  John N. Ott, 1973, $7.50 from:
 Co.

Old Greenwich, CT 06870
We just got another letter yesterday from a  wondering
if we knew why they commonly got a headache and had
trouble concentrating after a short period of time in fluores-
cent-lit buildings. We keep meeting mote people who have
that experience-as we have. Half way through a supermarket
we’re  asleep and have trouble remembering what we’re
doing. John Ott’s book “pens up some of the  why.
Like anything breaking new ground, it has caused a rage of
controversy. He’s what “scientists” are supposed to be-people
with their eyes and minds “pen enough to look into the 
sons why things go wrong when they’re not supposed to. While
pioneering time-lapse photogaphy of plants he found strange
things happening when he had to  the plants in glass
greenhouses  under artificial lights. A long series of experi-
ments by him and others  important effects on bio-
logical systems of spectra!   from artificial light

 blocked by window glass. He also pioneered research show-
ing dangerous effects of radiation from TV sets that brought
development of new safety standards-he found that some
TV tubes tested had X-ray emissions up to 1.6 million times
the acceptable safety level established by the National Com-
mittee on Radiological Protection! Health and Light is a 
cinating and important study of the effects of natural and arti-
ficial lights on people ‘and other living things.



One of the most exciting aspects of the grass roots movement
towards self-help care has been the women’s  All
over the country women have been taking charge of
their own   needs-learning to ask questions of 

  learning to examine themselves, and learning to use

  paraprofessionals-particularly other women-for such non-
illness health needs  birth control and birthing.

  
  don’t know where the movement towards self-help care

  
 

for women began-in fact, I suspect it’s another one of those
 urges that began simultaneously in many nooks and

  crannies all over the country. But in any case, one of the
 earliest groups was the Boston Women’s Health Book 

 a group of women who gathered to share in the con-
sciousness-raising process and decided to present a course on
women’s bodies and ended up writing:

Our Bodies, Ourselves, Boston Women’s Health Book
Collective, 1971, $4.95 from:

Simon and Schuster
630 Fifth Ave.
New York, NY 10020

It is a book that keeps growing-1  people who have
every version, from the rough newsprint to the newest, fat
Simon and Schuster. It has been   be-

,,,,, cause it is so good. Sections on Anatomy, Relationships. 
bianism, Nutrition,  and Self-Defense, Venereal Disease,

 Birth Control, Abortion, Childbearing,,  and 
Care. The: new  section is the finest  I’ve 
on the subject anywhere-good for women or men. They have
a special deal for  or groups   counseling

 70% discount  on orders of 12 or more
accompanied by an official  verifying health care
status. Nice move,  it should be required for all people

 A Spanish edition is  available: $2 or free if
you need it from the BWHBC  address 

 
And good news, the Collective is now putting out a monthly

  
collection of Xerox reprints on women’s  from all 

It’s often depressing  angering to read  the 
 proven dangerous things drug companies have fed us and the

 often brutal treatment of women by  but
 is good to have this information out. For the Women’s

Health News Bri ef s,  send  to: Boston Women’s 
 Collective. Box 192, West Somerville, MA 02144

HEALTH

National Women’s  Network
Box 24192
Washington, DC 20024

A new group who are lobbying, monitoring federal health
agencies and setting up an information clearinghouse. Mem-
berships are  for individuals; $35 for 
groups.

Vaginal Infections Research Group
 Women’s Resource Center

1915 N.E. Everett
Portland, OR 97232

A group of women in Portland who meet regularly to discuss
and compile information on natural approaches to self-care.
Current work is being done on Herpes Simplex and sessions
are planned on DES and nutrition. Write for a reprint of their
recent article on cures for vaginitis 

Women and Health,  from:
SUNY/College at Old 
Old  NY 11568

A bi-monthly academic journal that I haven’t seen yet, but it
sounds good. Designed to have research and ideas on policy,
structure and issues relating to women’s health care delivery.

The Birth Control section of Our Bodies, Ourselves is
thorough, but it doesn’t take any sides. Many of us who are
trying to wean ourselves from drugs and chemicals have be-
come increasingly disenchanted with The Pil! and the IUD
(“What does my body really feel like without its daily dose of
synthetic hormone?“). A milestone for me-and, as I later
learned, for at least five other women I know-was the 

 article by Louise Lacey which first appeared in the
Winter Solstice issue of Co-Evolution Quarterly. Soon there-
after it was published as a book:

New York, NY 10020

 Louise Lacey, 1975,
$1.75 from:

 

Warner Paperback Library
7 5 Rockefeller Plaza

 involves charting your temperature
and watching for its mid-cycle change (ovulation)  then
inducing that peak by sleeping with a light on those middle
three days (no light at all the rest of the month-i.=., heavy
curtains if you live in the city). Lacey found that she eventual-
iy got into cycle with the moon, ovulating when it was full!

Other books talk about other cycles-cosmic ones based
on  phase of the moon when you were born and an extra
cosmic fertility period at that point. For more 
read:

 Birth Control (formerly Astrological Birth Control)
 Sheila  and Lynn Schroeder, 1972,

$1.25 from:
Bantam Books
666 Fifth Ave.
New York, NY 10019



and
   Control Book, Art  and 

Jackson, Revised Edition, 1976, $3 from:
Aquarian Research Foundation
5620M”rt”n St.

 PA 19144
The latter book includes a chart for figuring  your awn
cosmic cycles and combines this method with a finger mucous
test (the  of your cervix changer consistency  dif-
ferent times of your monthly cycle).

All of these methods may sound  far  and in some
cases seem to contradict each other, but  feel strongly that
they’re more in the  direction, and I know of many
women who swear by one or rhe other of them.  rising
popularity is indicated by the increasing number of ads  see
in  mags and elsewhere for charting of cosmic cycles.
The Aquarian Research Foundation (address above) is in-
terested in success and failure  so am  it’s 

 a possibility worth exploring.

Now, if you are already happily pregnant, things arc opening
 in this  as well. Namely, the rising number of home

 and family-centered birthing.

 Alternatives in  Lee and David  ed.,
X976. $5 from:

 Association of Parents and  for
 Safe Alternatives in Childbirth 

 Box 1307
 Hill, NC 275 14

 are at all interested in the pros and cons of different
@thing practices, read this book. It is a  of 

 at the 1st  Conference by doctors, midwives
 It contains hair-raising documentation of the

 unmentioned hazards to mother and infant of 
  of drugs, forceps and  as well as  high chances

 serious infections in the hospital. Statistics
  in California and elsewhere show the increased

 and general lack of problems in home deliveries as long
 with potential problems are screened  before-
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hand. There are case studies of several midwives’ and doctors’
home delivery practices as well  descriptions of several birth-
ing clinics-a step in between that could be a good solution for
many  The results. success stories are encouraging:
hopefully we’re getting back to a rime where birthing  be
family-centered and treated   healthy, natural function
wherever it happens.

 is a network of parents and professionals dedicat-
ed to this cause. Contact them for information on how to find
helpful professionals in your area or where to learn midwife
skills.

Two groups pioneering in the development of birthing clinics
and the training of midwives are on Stephen  Farm
and in Santa  California. Both groups have published
books that are a joy to read-full of amazing pictures and
heart-warming tales (scary ones arc  as well).

And we can’t forget Dr. Leboyer, the Frenchman who has
made so many people aware of gentler, softer birthing.

  May and the Farm Midwives,
1975, $5.96 from:

The Book Publishing Company
The Farm
Summertown, TN 38483

  Violence. Frederick Leboyer, 1975,
$7.95 from:

Alfred A. 
201 E. 50th St
New York, NY 10022

1
Some other good books:

  Madness, Phyllis 
 f rom:

 ‘Avon
  ‘959  Ave.
  York, NY 10019

Complaints and Disorders:  Sexual
Politics of Sickness, Barbara 
and Deirdre English, 1973, 90 pp., $1.50
from:

The Feminist 
Box 334
Old  NY 11568

  Sexuality: A Teaching
Guide, Women’s Educational 
81 pp., $1 from:

Amazon Reality Collective
P.O. Box 95
Eugene, OR 97401

  Ellen Frankfurt, 1973,  
$1 .95  

  Books
  666 Fifth Ave.
  New   10019

Getting Clear: Body Work for 
Anne Kent Rush, 1973, 95.95 from:

Random House Bookworks
201 E. 50th
New York, NY 10022

VD Handbook and Birth Control Hand-
book (in English  French), 35d each
(bulk rates available) from:

 Health Press
C.P. 1000,  G
Montreal, Quebec  
Canada

For your local library:
Tbe Women   
Collection of the former Women’s His-
tory  14 reels on microfilm

 from:
Barbara 
Northeast Micrographics
27 Palmer Woods Circle
Branford, CT 06405
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L'nril recently n.'ry fc,,,. penpk h:n·c bee;-: intcrestcd in und··r
standing or ckaling \\-ith the results tlf ol!r bodily, personal or 
societal ac-i·.-ity :tnd han' left rhc probh:ms to be J~·alt n·irh hy 
eng.m·,:r:-:.. The fl"m1to, ha\t' lwt.:n 0\'l'f\\'IH·lming: klt with no 
conscicnCL' tn rcduc•,· ur us.: \\'<lStC'i. we han.' allowL·d our waste 
stream ro grow cxp()ncntially. TlK dollar cosrs of dealing \Yith 
the problems h:1vc bcconw insurnwuntabk as more and more 
nwch :1ni1.cd nr( >·:cSSl'S ;Jn· .1 t tempted tu dt';J] \\ i th rlw J.!l'tl\\'ing" 

dclu~t·. l'h'lSt' pr\ln·sst·s f!'t·qu·_'IHiy d(ln -~ \\·urk. pass (;n hL·alth 
prubkms 10 other furms. :111d :1:·c hL·cnming hu\:cd in by nthn 
constLlints uf sp:JtT and Ct.lSts ;'or disposaL 

Citizen Scicr.cc }Ja_~ again come ro the rescue :!nd demon-

stratcd irs essential role in dcYcloping solutions tn problems 
that correspond to the realities of cost, cfft.·ctin_·ncss and com
mtm st.:nsc rather than profit. Citizen grnups han· exp·lScd the 
costs, m;lifunctions and health problems of present systems, 
ha\'c shown that source reduction and kgishtion such as bot
tk bill; do wnrk :md ha\'c Jc,_·doncd \\·nrkabic ahernatin·s 
from compost toilets to the On· I~\ an that h;Hl lH:cn •;hruggcd 
off :1s unn--·:llist·ic by krh:1rgic :1nd sclf-intcrcsrcd author.: ties. 
Their stud it·:-. ha\T routinL·ly bt't~n nwn· cyt·--upcnmg :Ind 
j!rl)lll1d-hrcaking rlun official studies in :-:.pite of their lack or 
funding. 



Recycle?, 1972,  from:
  Voters,

1730 M Street, 
Washington, DC 

The most comprehensive, concise and
accurate study we’ve seen on the rea-
sons for recycling; obstacles to recycling
such as price biases, taxes, shipping

 and other laws favoring use of
virgin materials; the present state of the
art; and ways t” encourage recycling.

 documented and ““arguable
logic.

Reduce:  Means   
 Reduction, by Diana  

No. 576, $1 from:
 of Women Voters of U.S.

 1730  St., N.W.
  DC 20036

Explains the difference between and
 benefits of  reduction

(reducing the total amount of waste
with measures such as the  

 Bill or with methods such as the
ORE PLAN for home separation and
pickup of garbage) and resource re-
covery (trying to w-separate mixed gar-
bage using  air classifiers.

 separators and  
 systems).  this 

written before the ORE Plan was
nationally known.

 in America: Approaches 
 by Neil  30 pp.,

1975, $2 from:
Institute for Local Self-Reliance
1717 18th St. N.W.
Washington, DC 20009

 overviews of the different 
 of community recycling-comparing

 large-scale automated sorting
 with more appropriate 

 separated-collection
 These people are doing basic

 of localized waste-management
 and this paper gives a sense of

 advantages and disadvantages of
 approaches  the country.

System  and Recycling: A Study
   Industry, by Bruce

Han”““, Center for Advanced Compu-
tation, 1972, $3.75, from:

National Technical Information
Service

U.S. Dept.  Commerce
Springfield, VA 12151

Demonstrates the energy. economic and
employment potentials of  and 
cycling of products and materials.
Among other things, the report shows
that the soft  throwaway container
system is about   expensive as
the returnable system.

“Resource Conservation Through Citi-
zen Involvement in Waste Management”

 David   in
“The Role of the Ore Plan in Develop-
ing a Nationwide Recycling Network,”
by Rich Duncan in Compost Science,
May-June 1976.
A net energy analysis of  different
approaches to  indicates that
“user-delivery” of  (drop-off

 is  of the most 
consuming ways to go, while  ORE
Plan gets the best marks for 
savings.

Oregon’s Bottle  Two Years Later,
by Don Waggoner, 1975, $2.50 from:

Oregon Environmental Council
2637  Water
Portland, OR 97201

Despite the claims of the bottling indus-
try. the Bottle Bill works, and works

 Detailed analysis of the Oregon
experience shows total litter down 39
percent by  count and 47 percent
by volume, while beverage container
litter was reduced by 83 percent. Energy
savings amounts to 130  kw
hours a year (enough to heat 50.000
homes) and 365  jobs  created.
Vermont, South  and  
following suit.

    Oregon  single
copies free from:

Environmental Action Foundation
The  Building
Suite 724
Washington, DC 20036

A short  sweet  of an
Alcoa pamphlet that misused  to
try to show that the  Bill wasn’t
working.  prices are available: 
for $5, 500 for $20, 1000 for 

For details on Vermont’s experience
with bottle recycling, 

 Vermont Experience,
16 pp., free from:

Solid Waste Information Materials
Control Section

U.S.  Protection

Cincinnati, OH 45268

“China Recycles Her Wastes by Using
Them on the  Roger 

  Fall 1.975, single
 51 from:

 Press
33 East Minor

 PA 18049

With  usual  neces-
sitated by scarce resources, the Chinese
have come closer than  to elimi-
nating waste. They follow the dictum
of “highest and best use”-don’t crush
glass bottles for recycled glass, 
them. Don’t compost garbage if it 
be fed to animals. In fact, almost all
food processing plants arc next door to
hog farms-waste from one is food for
another, and the manure goes right back
on the gardens as fertilizer. Watch for

  book, to be
published by  Press.



$1, 
Community Environmental Council
109 E. De La 

 f or   and
The  Paper  free from:

Dept. of Environmental Quality
1234 S.W. Morrison
Portland. OR 97205

 Guide  Solid Waste
Management  1976, from:

Office of Solid Waste Management

U.S. Environmental Protection
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
Good description of the council’s,

experiences in helping the city of Santa
Barbara’s recycling program.

Berkeley Solid Waste 
2105 Grove Street
Berkeley, CA 94704

An active organization with a com-
munity compost project where people
exchange their garbage and 

 t” get  in return. 
solid  plan includes  
rion  commercial and residential
areas, a  transfer  and a pilot
pick-up study for 

 in Maine, edited by William
 16 pp.,  copies free from:

Division of Solid Waste Management
Dept. of Environmental 
State of 
Augusta, ME  3 3

 sell done; useful as a model for
bow to  message 
clearly and completely. Includes access
info to recycling equipment manufac-
turers, materials markets, relevant 

 and publications. Excellent
graphics.

1974  Report, free from:
Connecticut Resources Recovery

Authority
60 Washington St.
Hartford, CT 06106

One of the first  statewide
solid waste  plans organized
for reuse of resources as industrial ma-
terials and as an  source.

The National Buyer’s Guide  
cycled  $9.95 from:

Data Courier, Inc.
620  Fiftb St.
Louisville, KY 40402

Recycling: Alabama Style. 52  $2
from:

Alabama Environmental Quality
Association

Box 1100
 AL 36111

These  for various materials 
 provide extremely useful infor-

mation  anyone  involved in
recycling. Firms  buy recycled
materials,  producing recycled
paper.  of existing recycling
centers and markets, etc. Useful infor-
mation  put  for any area
that doesn’t have  available.

 
Box 14012

 OR 97214
This mimeographed  is prob-
ably one of the best sources of continu-
ing information  neighborhood re-
cycling.  is put together by  of

 people  the ORE  work in
Portland, but  covers projects nation-
wide. Send them  address label 

 in  for an issue.  
  an irregular basis.)

Agency
401 M Street.  
Washington. DC 20460

A solid survey of options and processes
 solid  management. Contains

good coverage of special wastes-waste
lubricating  tires, sewage sludge, hos-
pital  and hazardous  but
contains only  short pager on re-
ducing  generation and does not
cover inexpensive  energy systems
such as the ORE Plan.

Resource  and Recycling Hand-
book of  Wastes, Marshall
Sittig. 1975,425 pp., $36 from:

 ‘Data Corporation
Mill Road at Grand Ave.
Park Ridge, NJ 07656

Technical  of  
processes, laying  ‘how  
useful and valuable products from over
130 industrial wastes in categories
ranging from metals  food to heat.
Contains  for  patented
processes available as well as general
discussion of  recovery process
options. product options and uses, etc.
This expensive  is not  the

 but is a  for the serious
 and of particular value 

communities for demonstrating the
viability of alternatives  pollution by
industrial waste products.



  Recycling 
  

 0221 0

 Industrial Waste Information
Exchange

Center for industrial Research and
Service

Building E
 Stair University

Ames, IA 

Solid Waste Recycling Projects: A
 Directory,  

1973,  SW-45, $2.15 from:
U .S.  Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402

Lists mostly volunteer recycling pro-
  around  country but also
 access  municipal and industrial

materials recycling centers. Needs  be
updated to  new self-supporting

 services but provides a good
 beginning to find  what’s  on

 60  $1.30 from:
Children’s  Museum

The Jamaica Way
Boston, MA 02130

 of funny, simple sketches, this book
helps teachers  games, toys and

 projects out of junk and easy
 The  center (also

called Recycle) supports  by selling
barrels of industrial  and
industrial rejects to reachers who need
raw material.

G arbage G uide, free from:
Environmental Action Foundation
The  Circle Building
Suite 724
Washington, DC 20036

 This four-pager, funded by EPA,
gives a good overview of a specific topic
each issue-plastic bottles, source 

 hazardous  and the like.
Always has bibliographic material and
contact people. A good way to stay in-
formed.

Recycling Switchboard
Dept. of Environmental Quality
1234  Morrison
Portland, OR 97205

 Information Service
Dept. of Ecology
Northwest Regional Office
4350  Ave.. N.E.
Redmond, WA 98052

 (toll-free in Wa.)
 (outside 

Solid Waste Informational 
Control Section

U.S. Environmental 
Agency

Cincinnati. OH 45268
This agency is doing a good job of mak-
ing general information  to the
public on solid  and recycling
problems and projects.  them for
their publications lint-many of their
things  free. They  have names of
solid waste officials at the local level.
For general questions about research
and projects, contact:

The Office of Solid Waste Management
Programs

U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency

1835 K St., N.W.
Washington, DC 20460

National Referral Center
Science and Technology Division
Library of Congress
Washington, DC 20540

   a good bibliography:
Selected   
Solid Wastes. Contains access informa-
tion on paper. plastic, metal and other
recycling industry associations which
can give detailed information in 
specific 

National Association of 
 Inc.

330 Madison Ave.
New York, NY 10017

 Association sponsors  and
provides information and consulting
services on the  of solid waste
materials. Questions which cannot be
answered  referred to coopcrating
members for reply.



 no one believed it when Portland  claimed if
would be possible and economical to  to keep
their trash  to pick it up  pushcarts and 
vehicles and recycle it    need for
mammoth and  mechanical  systems, 
money and  and providing more jobs in the process.
A big order! Yet  works, and works well enough  
than 30 ORE Plans are now starting around the  Many
cities. and  the EPA,   to look seriously at this

  mini-system that outperforms the biggest
 best  around.

The following is  excerpt from Prof. Richard Duncan’s
Comport Science Paper on the ORE Plan. See the
Jan:Feb. 1976 issue of C.S.  from  Press, 33 E.
Minor,  PA 18049, single copies  postpaid). His
earlier ORE Plan article can be found in the Jan:Feb. 1975
C.S. (Vol.  1, pp. 24-32).

Portland Stare University’s Prof. Duncan has been shep
herding there neighborhood  organizations through
the city-county-state-federal political thickets, providing the
researched, academic analysis and conceptual background 
is needed  keep a working “small is beautiful” technology in

 of waste-management decision-makers.

The ORE   in     Inc.,
extended their  by  a  

   grouped recyclable  from    
 Wastes collected included    

which  sold  secondary    
a separate experiment added organic  CF. which 
posted  used as a soil conditioner in local  More
than 50% of the households in the community participated in
this   in March 1975 Sunflower 
using an  UT-10  with a  for home 

 as shown in Figure  The positive  of this project
led to the design of an alternative garbage collection system
where the main financial  would come from collection
fees.

The ORE Plan is now a full-line garbage collection service
where recyclable   separated by householders
and small-sized vehicles are used to pick up borh recyclable

 and mixed garbage at one  ORE  
 designed  be financially self-sufficient and pay fair wages

to all workers. Collection  averaging 20  40 percent
below fees for standard Service, provide the main economic
base and  supplemented by income from the sale of
secondary materials.

In May 1975, Cloudburst Recycling, Inc. became  first
new ORE Plan based business. Recycling collection fees aver-
aged about $3 per home per month, compared   55
for standard collection  Their strategy for obtaining

 initial set of customers was to canvass households already
known  be doing recycling. Over 80 percent of the first

 households contacted signed up for the service. The
 serviced by Cioudbursr is a relatively flat 

about  miles  by 1  wide, containing about 
single-family  Cloudburst is  serving about 
families in this  representing a collection density of 1.5

Waste materials   by  people using a small
 truck with trailer as shown in Figure 2. The truck

acts as a  vehicle”  a large  truck parked in the
neighborhood where materials are temporarily stored, reduc-
ing collection costs by lowering gasoline consumption. A

  energy” analysis by David  former direc-
tor of the Oregon Energy Study, indicated that the ORE
Plan was first among the nine systems studied in  of
overall energy-efficiency.

Basic collection fees range from 51.50  54 per month in
January 1976, with over 50 percent of the subscribers 
ring  collection of all their  Collection times 
serve about 80 customers have ranged from 3   hours.
These hourly  include  pick-up of wastes,
breaking  into containers and personal attention to cus-
tomers and potential customers,  exclude lunch and 

     workers, using a pick-up
 and trailer, could collect from 150 households in 8

hours, including the time needed to   to mar-
kers or disposal sites. An estimated 2,800 pounds of 
were collected from 80 households, of which more than 50
percent by weight were recycled.  derived from the
sale of  is currently between $0.55 and 50.75 per
household per month. The potential gross monthly income
from a Cloudburst-type recycling opt-ration is estimated at

 52,700 per month.



Several  factors  successful 
 ORE Plan    rodent control in organic

  flow   and 3) franchising 
 Sunflower and    

 near their    in an 
    of physical  necessary  

  problems caused   cease 
 1975, and all organic  have been

    Experience  date  a 
  for  as a  and 

  could be successfully  within
 areas   by decision-makers that 

posting is a cost-effective  of both  utilization
and  with  cooperation from  official and
government agencies. and through 3) policies making 

 small business loans available for  of proper
 and   equipment.

A second problem facing recycling  services is
proposed  control” legislation  would 

  in a municipal area would be destined for
processing by big machine “resource recovery” 

  of   could eliminate recycling 
  and force householders to deliver mixed 

    as  f r o m  
‘“flow control” ordinance show:

“Al! solid  collected  a solid  collection
service within the  Service District 
boundaries  be disposed of in   
solid  disposal  designated by the   in
accordance  the ordinances and regulations of 

M S D . ”

“No person engaged in business as a solid  collec-
tion service may deposit solid  at any 

 operated  regulated by  MSD if he has
culled, separated  removed from the   the
facility and sold, recycled  otherwise reused.”

ORE Plan kinds of home collection of recyclable 
would significantly reduce the purchase and operating 
of large-scale, mixed-waste sorting systems.  problems 
exclusion and big machine monopoly could be avoided by
explicitly staring in a “flow  ordinance that 
grouped wastes”  also  “source-separated wastes”)

  “solid waste” as used in  above

 of garbage is   by  pri-
vate   Portland.   companies 

  and  in as many as   
different       reason,
efforts        expenses.
Franchising in Portland could either  or harm 

 collection and recycling     of
a fair  obvious: 
efficiency and    dangers of a  de-
signed    in 

 Sector assignment. The   be  
 and assigned  collectors in proportion I”  pres-

ent cash flow. Since a standard garbage collection business
has about  households compared  the  
of  for  this would end their operations 
though they  the  rapidly growing  service
in the city  to lower prices.

2. Customer assignment. Cloudburst and Sunflower now
serve only customers who have  chosen  re-
cycling services. Thus. they are dealing with a specific clien-
tele who  be  assigned.

3. Standard franchise fee. A   that a poorly de-
signed franchise ordinance might  recycling
collection services is by requiring a standard fee, say $1,000,
from all businesses. Clearly  would end small ORE 

 business because most of  capital  is needed for
reinvestment during an initial period of rapid growth.

 home collection  and citizens alike would
welcome a properly worded, non-discriminatory franchise

 which would continue  allow customers to choose
among competing services according   and  ren-
dered.

 of  ORE Plan in Portland, Oregon, 
 it is an economically  garbage collection and 

cycling system. It is an  method for recycling
household solid waste that  reduced  bills 20  40
percent, compared  fees for  collection service.
More  spread of this approach should be possible  
that operating data exists for cities and private garbage col-
lectors  explore  relative economic and social ‘advantages
of offering an ORE Plan  service.

  of Durham, New
Hampshire, has invented a  aid
for keeping separate the  metal and
paper household wastes  remain
even when we reduce  waste  gen-
erate. Her  a three-section
plastic  is specifically 

  hold   bags,
allowing easy handling of recyclable
materials.  is 
available at  Coast department

 such as Jordan Marsh
and from Solid  Recovery Co.

  Rd., Durham, NH 03824)
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“The Sewerless Society,” by Harold
  of Atomic Scientists,

Nov. 1975,  10 issues, from:
1020-24 E. 58th Street
Chicago, IL 60637

Examiner where    trends in
 treatment  taking  and

 better alternatives to those 
what frightening prospects. Health
hazards,  demands and economic
costs of centralized sewage systems,
need for agricultural applications of
nutrients, and examination of available
technologies for simpler and  

 

“Goodbye to the Flush Toilet,” RAIN
Magazine, April 1976,  from:

2270 N.W. Irving
Portland, OR 97210

Surveys problems of water-borne sewage
systems and presents a range of 
manufacturers and how-to plans for
various waterless toilet 

Sewage Treatment Technology and Our
Urban Communities, Nesbitt and 
man, 1976, $2 from:

Institute for Local Self-Reliance
1717 18th Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20009

Comprehensive comparison of financial
and environmental aspects of Washing-
ton DC’s present high-technology sew-
age  and currently available 

 systems, plus methodology for
analysis of other municipal systems.

Clean and  Lawrence Wright,
1960, $2.95, from:

University of Toronto 
33 E. Tupper St.
Buffalo, NY 14203

A fascinating history of the bathroom
and the water closet, through which
flow 75% of our home water use. Our
phobias, fantasies and dalliances make
interesting reading once we’re free
enough from them to view them wirh
humor. They provide useful insights
for rethinking good and enjoyable ways
to accommodate our various bodily
needs and desires. Lots of interesting
and peculiar data here: Roman hot
water heaters, Queen Elizabeth I’s valve
water closet, Louis XIV’s cushions in
his bath, washbasins in pianos and baths
concealed in sofas,  the sex  of
sponges. Rut also absorbing insights into
how different our sense of what is clean,
decent and enjoyable has been at dif-
ferent times. Our attitudes towards
toilets and sewers and bathing are going
through some big changes-and hope-
fully  satisfying and 
new patterns are emerging.

I  PRESS The basic sourcehook for 
the processes next in line behind natural
soil processes for treating sewage. De-
tailed references to exhaustive pathogen
studies, chapter on anaerobic 
production, and a variety of 
ing processes. Composting provides

 speed, with sanitation and pro-
duction of fertilizer-and methane if
anaerobic  is used.

conducted a modest experiment. For
one month,  paper rolls used in
the main buiiding of  Press 
trimmed by  inch in the print shop.
Unsuspecting employees went through
just about the same number of rolls as
before, using 11% less paper without
even knowing it. Trivial? The savings

“Life in a Compost Pile,” Paper present-
ed at 1976  Waste Recycling
Conference by

Daniel Dindal
State Univ.  New York
College of Environmental Science

 Forestry
Syracuse, NY 13210

Sometimes the obvious is hardest to see.
Nature takes care of health problems of
sewage, given space and time. Dindal
shows the whole host of hungry crea-
tures that love to eat up pathogens if
given the opportunity. Almost  of

 sewage problems come from our
belief that centralized large-scale sewage
plants  ould be better, and the complex,
expensive, and ineffective processes
necessary because of the ensuing vol-
umes of waste requiring rapid treatment.

 by Harold  1956,
World Health Organization Monograph
Series No. 31, $12.80 from:

Q 
49 Sheridan Avenue
Albany, NY 12210



 and Ozone Depletion
Not M an Apart Letter, Sept. 
Herbert Schwartz, Ph.D.

 NJ
Dear Editor: Although aerosol propel-
lants are being blamed for damage  the

 layer, I   greater blame
should be placed on chloroform. Chloro-
form is produced by the haloform 

  waste and drinking water by
chlorination  to the following
equations:

  RCOOH + 
 

The volatile chloroform thus produced
enters  atmosphere and reaches the
ozone layer where it could react in the

 manner:

 + 
When one realizes rhe amount of 

ine used for water treatment, the 
of freon-type aerosol propellants used

 date becomes almost insignificant by
comparison.

Chlorination of municipal drinking  
 the primary  of  crippling 

 of  in   and   

sums  on the  of  
 were spent purely  

of drinking   people from
 a  mild form of  

  in early childhood, which
 their bodies  antibodies 

prevented their being stricken  by the
dangerous  of polio.

Chlorination of    
  in the   ineffective and dan-

gerous means of  with other endemic
life  has   be  a
means of speeding the  of more
resistant and  varieties of  dir
ease    to  To a

 you  play   larger and
 doses of drugs and  

 more  bugs,  such games
 that  bodies are innocent by-

standers  don’t evolve that fast and are
the  of ever   and 

 diseases and drugs. In  
long run  odds are also that  winner of
the  game will be the bugs, as 

 we  devote to such games-like
all our game-are becoming  and more
limited, and we are reaching   of

 that   can stand.

There’s really  lazy-man’s  
doing things   we   
do is keep  wafer sources  and stop
dumping   into  (which we
ought  do anyhow)!

Preliminary   Suspected
  Water, Report

 Congress. December 1975, from:
Office of Toxic 
U.S. EPA
Washington, DC 20460

If      are
ridiculous or   present practices
of mixing  sewage with our drinking
wafer have no   this 
port (or  in  the problem,

 solutions” by   and
 in  Science 

 Dec. ,975) will cause some
serious rethinking.  viruses from

 sewage are nor affected by present
water disinfection processes. Those
same  chlorina-
tion-are  clearly linked with

 and heart disease. There are
simpler and better ways-these studies

 reason to seek them.

Is it cheaper and more efficient? Who profits?
The people already living in a  presumably have in-

stalled and are using septic or other on-site sewage 
systems (at a  of about $1,500 per household). 
of the sewer system costs another 54,000 per  

  is often “Federally Funded,” most people forget it
still costs the same or more but just comes  of  tax
pocket instead of  sewer bill pocket. Add another $250 for
a hookup and maybe 5300 to install sewer  from the
street to the house. Then pay 57 per month forever and lose
your nutrients and  your drinking  The
sewer project ends up with expenditure of at least four times
the original cost of providing satisfactory
duplicates those already working systems.

sewage systems and

How about the costs for people building a home once the
sewer is installed. We’re  it  only cost a couple of hun-
dred dollars to connect instead  $1.500 for a septic system.
However, because a lot  a sewer doesn’t  the ex-
pense of a septic system it is equal in value to a  with a
septic system, and the developers have probably paid 5200
for a sewer tap and marked the price of the lot up by 51,500,
making a windfall profit of 51,300. The homebuyer ends 
paying the cost of the septic system without receiving a septic
system in return! So the  serving a new home add up:
54,000 in  to build the system,  hidden in in-
creased land  because the septic system is unneeded, 
$500 for lateral and hookup, and 57 per month forever-a total
of  immediately or 57,500  20 years. Or
five times the  of a septic system  as much as 25 times as
much as an owner-built  toilet system. Studies by the
Institute for Local Self-Reliance of the Washington, D.C.,
sewage system show similar figures for larger cities.

Why do it? The main beneficiaries are the developers who
can now market land that wouldn’t qualify for  systems
and who can gain windfall profits from the public expenditure
on the sewage system. Any community taking seriously its
charge to provide needed services at minimum cost to 
residents should take a hard second look and consider such
things as septic system management districts for all except the
highest density locations.



FARALLONES

COMPOST 

Residential Water Conservation, 
 1976,  from:

California  Resources Center
University of California
Davis, CA 95616

“Goodbye to the Flush Toilet,” RAIN
Magazine, April 1976. $1 from:

2270  
Portland, OR 97210

Stop  S-Gallon Flush, $2 Canadian
from:

 Cost Housing Group
School of 

 
  6070

Montreal   Canada
These three sources all contain 
information   means of adapt-
ing  replacing present toilet systems,
along with  information for 

 of the various equipment.

United Stand  Booklet, $2.50 from:
United Stand
P.O. Box 191
Potter Valley, CA 95469

Construction drawings and 
of several models of homemade 
posting privys for rural 

Technical Bulletin No. I 
 $2 from:

Farallones Institute
15290 Coleman Valley Road
Occidental, CA 95465

Detailed explanation of principles, 
 and construction of the 

 privy. Construction dra-wings.

 of  Operating 
 of a  

 Organic Household Wastes, Carl R.
 1969, available from:

Clivus  USA
 Eliot Street

Cambridge, MA 02138
Performance evaluation of aerobic home
compost toilet systems using 
h-temperature roil bacteria  destroy

 rather  
 processes which depend upon ther-

mal destruction  pathogens. 
U.S. evaluations are being carried 
by the Center for the  of Natural

 Washington  St.
Louis, MO 63130.

 TOILET
PERFORMANCE

Dry toilets have  been installed and
used in enough far-flung places that the
bugs in different processes  showing
up and attempts made  correct them.

    reports on testing
in cold climate 

 Toilets,” Maine Times, 
19, 1976,   from:

41 Main Street
 ME 04086

This fine paper keeps coming up with
excellent reports.  really worth
subscribing to. This six-page report 

problems   toilets gives a
good, detailed  of operating prob-
lems found with  designs, efforts

   and a comparative
 of   Flies,

brick-like  of wastes, venti-
lation, hearing problems,  costs
of  air  through the
units. and     

  sucking air from  units
 the  the nightmares

you could dream of. In  it looks
like things will  down okay 
the  comporting  picture.

Experiences   
  Toilets in  Mani-

toba. by J. M.  and D. S.
Morgan,  inquire for price and
availability from:

16-74  Street
Winnipeg, Manitoba  
Canada

An  report on testing in 
 cold conditions where 

sewage systems have been  pro-
hibitively expensive  impossible.
Installation and operating problems and

 are described iincluding one case
where the  flooded and the
Clivus almost floated away use your

 for a lifeboat!).  small, 
  was found to

be of little practical value in the 
Manitoba conditions-being particularly

 to overloading from beer par-
ties. The   felt to have a great
deal of promise in  northern 
in spite of  lack of kitchen vegetable
wastes inhibiting rapid 
action.



Septic    Warshall,
1976, ii.50 from:

P.O. Box 42,
Elm Road

 CA 94924
Careful description of the benefits of
staying with small-scale on-sire sewage
treatment rather than going  

 Explains design, 
  and  of on-site

  that on-site sys-
tems  be designed   
site if system is  for site condi-
tions rather than  site 

 bring  by design of
standard manufactured  Excel-
lent  more technical or

 

  Water  
 John  Timothy Winneberger,

1974, 510 from:
Ann Arbor Science Publishers, Inc.

P.O.  Box 1425
Ann Arbor. MI 48106

Design  for on-site  of
 household  remaining when

 toilets are used. Pollution
“content of grey water from various

  water drainage fixture 
 and sizing information for 

 treatment and subsurface 
Lacks information  inexpensive,

‘home-built systems   
  VITA, 3706 Rhode

island Ave., Mt.  MD 20822,
 but provides solid engineering data

 typical household application.

  Wind    Aeration 
Waste  A  Case Study, by 
Galanis, S.  C.C.  1975,
3 pgs. Send self-addressed envelope 

 Galanis
Mechanical Engineering Dept.
University of Sherbrooke
Sherbrooke, Quebec,  
Canada

Aeration, a phase in solid waste and
waste water treatment, provides oxygen,
which promotes bacterial growth and
consequent bio-degradation of organic
waste. Aeration, which is done by 
face aerators, mechanical mixers or by
bubbling compressed air through dif-
fusers  the bottom of aeration tanks,
could,  shown in this paper, be pow-
ered by the wind. Many sewage 

 plants are located in windy areas
 

CAN-PEE

AND

OTHER DELIGHTS

Helga Olkowski, one of the developers
of  pest control programs for
several California cities, constantly
shocks male audiences when she talks
about fertilizing the amazing gardens at
the Farallones Urban I-louse in Berkeley.
She merely placed a S-gallon can with
a  sticking into it in the bathroom
for men  use. Diluting the urine   
with  prevented it from burning

 the plants, and  was used 
 a high-nitrogen fertilizer. 

would  lose much of the 
 and  the urine separate from

the compost made  easier!

 simple you-can-do toiletry changes
include  legendary brick-in-the-tank
idea.  saves 34  gallons of water
per year in Cherry   where 
bricks were passed  to every home

 reduce the water used with every
toiler flushing.  the float arm
will  the same, and  bricks. 
you can remember to flush rhe toilet
when it needs it, not every time you
use it.

Farallones Institute
15290 Coleman Valley Road
Occidental CA 95465

United 
P.O. Box 191
Potter Valley, CA 95469

 newsletter. Inquire for pub-
lications.

 Press
33  Minor

 PA 18049
  nnd Farming 

  monthly. 
Science,  bimonthly

The  of Maine. Vermont and Cali-
fornia have large-scale testing programs
underway on  sewage 
alternatives.



  Her Wastes by Using
Them on the  Roger 

 Science, Autumn. 1975,
single copies  from:

 Press
 PA 18049

 had   this just   you
this picture-vines planted   
crop of grapes and summer shade 

 poultry   They  planted
where   utilize  washed

 of  pens during a 
Perceptive observations on 

  of reusing her  
 and as completely as possible.

 Water, Leon-d A.  
$10 from:

E. P.   
201 Park Ave., So.
New York, NY 

A history and survey of numerous in-
teresting programs of applying  
farm and forest land. Covers projects
designed for water  agricultural
production, sewage disposal and 

 Explores effectiveness and safety
of various processes, but  deal
with the problems of heavy metals 
sewage of cities  haven’t yrt insti-
tuted  systems  keep such
valuable and dangerous  
of the sewage. An appendix gives 

 of land treatment systems worth
visiting.

 Control of Water Pollution,
 and Pierson,  $20 from:

University of Pennsylvania Press
3933  
Philadelphia,  19174

The  of  systems for 
 requires unique design 

different situations. Although prohibi-
tively priced, this collection of concise
papers provides an extremely  

 of international projects employing
diverse  
tidal marshes,   algae and
forests to effectively  sewage.

Biological  Sewage Treatment
Natural systems are  always cheap-
er and   than our mechani-
cal ones. NASA has discovered the v&e
of common plants and has reached the
unsurprising conclusion that common
plants can process sewage much more
economically 

 treatment facilities.
The  of Bay Sr. Louis, with a

population of 8,000, is using water hya-
cinth plants for its sewage filtration 
teem. After rhe sewage flows through 4
acres of hyacinth, the water meets all
EPA and state standards. The city is
able  harvest the  and use them
for fertilizer and cattle feed. Eventually
the 4  of plants may be able 
supply the  with  the natural
gas it needs.  Morning News,

Waste Water Renovation and 
 Richard  Pennsylvania

State University, 1967.
Contains a  of the pioneering
work at Penn State on using 
and  for sewage 
aquifer recharge, and nutrient recycling
for plant growth. Ask for list of reprints

 stripmine spoils 
soils as nutrient filters, and use of sew-
age sludge and liquids for fertilizer.

  of Sewage 
and Sludges:  abstracts, EPA

 and  
    in

Animal Waste Management. EPA 4301
 ($4.70).

Roth from:
supt. of Documents
U.S.  Printing Office
Washington, D.C. 20402
 well as  by methane production,

the  of “sewage” in  
“fertilizer” is important method 

 Saves a  doesn’t it?

Conservation of  Lund and  Use
of Waste Materials for  
Committee on Agriculture and Forestry,
U.S. Senate,  25, 1975.
A pretty well-known summary of the
present and  effects of 
crop agriculture in the  and

 of or failure of  windbreak
systems. The second half of the report is
most interesting, outlining the use of
sewage  and animal  as
fertilizers.



Residential Water  by
Murray  1976,  from:

California Water Resources 
University of California
Davis, CA 95616
    
  for the home-diagrams

of  available. description of
operation and  analysis of
savings and  Directory of
manufacturers for toilers. 
drinking, washing, outdoor uses. Dry
and  flush  code  and
hor   reduction arc  covered
well, but it is  and 

 useful in other areas.

 Conservation  California, Bul-
letin 198, May 1976, free from:

State of California
Dept. of Water Resources
P.O. Box 388
Sacramento, CA 95802

Water may seem  plentiful  be
concerned about. but if is getting

 in many places as population
density, industrial and irrigation 

   shortages may
be  in the near future in some
areas.    a lot of money 
drain, purify and distribute and  pro-
cess again as sewage. We often  hesi-
tant  implement residential water 
reduction because  people feel it
just makes more available for wasteful
industrial or agricultural practices.
California  had an early taste of
these conditions in the last few years
and this report has some  figures
on how water is used, what savings can
be obtained and  measures 
possible I”  them. 85% of all

 Water  is agricultural, 0.1% is
  plant cooling, 2% for fish

and wildlife and 13% urban. 68% of the
urban  is residential, 14% 

 and governmental and 18% 
 44% of the residential  is 

landscaping and 55% for   of
which 12% is used by rhc  
32% by  bath.  report projects
50%   in  construction,
38% in existing buildings,   

 Case  of water 
 in industry arc presented  

projections of statewide cffccts.

  and 
Reduction in  Home, by 

 Special Circular No. 184,
available 

Pennsylvania St. University
College of Agriculture

 Service
 Park, PA 16802

A  technical   water
use reduction than the NTIS document,
this report gives  an excellent 
for what is easily possible to  in this
area. Contains photos. cost analysis of
flow reduction options  a bibliog-
raphy.

 in Detention of  
water Runoff, Special Report No. 43,
1974, $12.50 

American Public Works Association
1313 E. 60th 
Chicago, IL 60637

Because it’s cheaper than having 
 sewers,  urban sewage 

combine storm  with human 
age, causing overflows end pollution
wirh  major  The 

 contribute t” floods by letting
  drain    one

time. One alternative is    any
 at all-using   or

 septic tanks for sewage and using
on-sire absorption and surface 

 of storm water. This report sur-
veys techniques,  and  of
surface   find-
ing that such systems  frequently be
cheaper and  effective  con-
ventional sewers. Both simple things and
unusual ideas arc surveyed-detentian
ponds, soil infiltration, detention of
water on building roofs and in parking
lots, underground storage for special

 and   porous  Of
value  planners   groups 

  and  for 
fives    

 

Demonstration of Waste Flow Reduction
  PB-236 904, Sept.

1974, $5.25 print copy, 52.25 
 from:

National Technical Information

U.S. Dept. of Commerce
Springfield, VA 22151

A Z-year demonstration program was
conducted    savings,

  and acceprabiliry of
  devices. Reduced

flow  and flow limiting showers
were  in 8 single-family dwell-
ings. In 3  the homes bath and laundry

 were filtered, disinfected and 
used   flushing  Lawn
sprinkling. Toilet  savings were

 with  of  for lawns
resulting in  additional 
water swings. For single-family homes
recycle system  give  savings
in high  and   rate 
and in  of poor septic 

Meadow  Systems  Sewage
Treatment Plants, Maxwell M. Small,
Nov. ‘75, pub. no. BNL-20757, $4.00
from:

NTIS
5285 Port Royal Rd.

 VA 22151
The   and plain
money-saving possibility (where useful
natural filter systems haven’t yet been
paved    is that “both
systems produce  suitable for
ground water   other 
without public health hazard. On the
basis of  date, 
systems can be recommended as 
treatment plants and  producers
for human populations between 100
and 10,000.”

 Newsletter, twice month-
ly, 560 per year, and Water Newsletter,
$36 per year,  monthly, from

Water Information Center
14  Ave.
Port  L.I., NY 11050

Water  center, Inc. 
is a private publishing firm specializing
in  matters. They issue the oldest
commercial   the subject
(Water Newsletter). the only 
al newsletter covering ground water
(Ground Water Newsletter) and a list
of rather unique professional, reference
and text books on the subject.



It nfti'i! _;uui!d-' toJ1y !ikr· r•;·erg).' is the 11/ust important thing 
011 c';lrtb. It isu·t. It h;h h,·e:l ·1 C!'il!r<i! ,-/,'11/t'!JI il!tbcgro-:.:..'th 
culture ~~·e':'t' dc; . .Jr•fopi'd, c111d ou;· fli"i'Sl'!ll jhl!'c1iloi,, .tbui!l it is 
c!ost'!" trJ ,u/ .1Jdict ·~- jc.ns c:.•bifc l'flllilb!l!ig ,/UJ!tnd uying to 

get cU/1)/lh'r_j/x t1.1r7if <iii_}' i'l',iliUt\1\!/l'c' <)_/ ih intport,/11!"1'. r/J,• 
cbangr.1 iii tiN t'l/1'1}()' picturr' ·'l'r' t'd!ISi!!p: import.n!l ch,wg,·, 
h1 f>!n· \OC)I'!y. Wt''rt' guitlg tu /_,c~~·,· <'u ._·ur r:,\1.)' /,,/,·~·- \V1:'il 
Stll"i.'l7Jr'. IJ•1ng.' ,n·r· goiu;; to hr· dijj •. ·r,·nt /J.!rt pn·bt~fh hc!lt'r 

Safi', orjj;Jrdabli· llllcfc,?r puw-r•r j,- ulft of the qucstiolf. Cou
scrv.~tiou is the cht".lpcst (/lid br•.vt t'ilt''.-·:v 1ource next to the 
Sill!. Our st,<r pro,_,idn 11.1 t'llr)//r;b C/le;y,y j(Jr olli'l!cCds. fi \our 
respoiisibility ;ww to kec'p our dcn/,wds <~lid ;wnzbers witbiu 
cvbcrt is :~vai!Jh!,• ,m~i -;_;:h,!/ ,~,,· r,!il ,,(lrnd. Tl.i!' r,;rffiilr's dl'i' 

di'c~i'. ~1111"1' 'iJ}otk l'•.'illdius. hut it-~ {fme ro sl.rrt thinking ,!bout 
cv}.Jt,'i'<' 'ii.:1' go }ro111 /.11-rc. 



 own paths veered  into these
big woods of change when Howard T.

 Energy. Ecology and Econom-
ics   the  in late 1973, and
we suddenly realized    al-

ready  the  to 
  by limits  growth. M ore

 though, we realized that
the   of living and working,

and   that we bad
been seeking, exploring and  

sustain within the pressures of a 
 society  either necessary

  least compatible and possible in
 the  of society that  evolve

   to  within
 

We discovered  a 
future is likely  be BETTER 

  live 
  energy crisis and all it 

 to was still  feared
by those  of its approach, it meant

  that unavoidable  were
going  force  toward choices that
could well improve  quality  life,

 that fundamental changes 
we would  consider impossible

 achieve would suddenly become de-
sirable   if not inevitable.
Those  are already well in pro-
cess in energy,  is related in the fol-
lowing   are  into the
other  of society-the begin-
nings of which the previous  
this book relate.

Energy Basis   and Nature, by
Howard and   1976,
297 pp., $7.95 from:

McGraw-Hill Book Co.
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 

The clearest exposition of Odum’s 
 theory, net energy calculations

and  relationships between 

and money and growth, this primer is
full  interesting illustrations, diagrams
and cartoons which drive home the
point that no system can  beyond its
energy means and hope to  An
important, basic book to   along
with  and Odum’s short paper.
Energy, Ecology and Economics.

 Power and Society, H.T.
 1971, $6.50 from:

Wiley-Interscience
 Third Avenue

New York, NY 10016
After   Odum’s Energy, Ecol-
ogy and Economics    you’ll
be ready and able to  this classic.
which presents the  of 
systems as they apply to the complex
systems of nature and  

 basics for how steady-state systems
 from growth  how to

make a transition. and what this all
means for economics, religion and
politics.

Emerging Energy Policy Principles,
Tom Bender, and Cosmic 
Joel  and Tom Bender, 1974, $1
each from:

RAIN
2270 N.W. Irving
Portland, OR 97210

These papers. prepared during the 
 days of Oregon Governor McCall’s

Office of  Research and Planning,
still stand  perhaps  most succinct
and far-looking energy policy statements

 be prepared in any 
agency in the U.S. Principles to be care-
fully remembered in wending our way
through this transition, and outlines
for the simplest and most effective
economic mechanism we’ve seen for
guiding that transition.

The Limits to Growth, 2nd  
H. Meadows. et  1971, 52.95 from:

Potomac Associates
1707  Street, 
Washington, DC 20036
 don’t  need to  this 

  something substantiated by
computer modeling offers  a needed

 But a lot of people seem to
 that. so it’s considered a “basic

book.” Repeats what others  long
  limits and diminishing

 Those global limits are now
upon us and not to be shrugged off.

Toward a Steady State Economy,
Herman Daly, 1973

 review  page   on
transition of economics to resource
limited operation.

 Entropy Law and  Economic
Process, Nicholas 
1974,457 pp., $5.95 from:

 University Press
79 Garden St.
Cambridge, MA 02138

if one wants to understand the economic
 and whys of limits to growth, this

work is an excellent point of departure.
 to explain the entropy law of

biology and physics to his more mechan-
istically- and mathematically-oriented
fellow economists, the book 
slowly enough and abounds in enough
humorous, yet  gems so that
the interested layman can read with
relish. Still, it is best  a follow-on to

 Commoner or 

Net Energy Clearinghouse. Contact;
D. Johnson
Industrial Economics Div.
University of Denver Research Inst.
Denver. CO 80210

Heads a team of researchers assembling
a clearinghouse to disseminate informa-
tion on analyses of “net energy” meth-
ods used and studies made throughout
the 

toast, $180 (inquire about rental)
from:

Earth Chronicles
1 7 1 4  N . W .  

Portland, OR 07209
 excellent ll-minute film tracing

oil  the well to a piece of burnt
roast, again available. Made by the
Office of Energy   Planning.



We   you that Amory Lovins is someone all of you
  ought  begin   to. I first perked up

my ears  him and got deep  his work at the  “Limits
 Growth” conference in Houston, Texas.  we were. in
 heart of the fossil-fueled dinosaur, the deep-carpeted

(petroleum-based), plush-seared, Woodlands  and meeting
center and   listening intently to Harry Bovay,

 chairman of  Engineers, engineer emeritus and
fellow panelist.  Harry condescendingly explained why
nuclear   the only way to go.   match
was a bit unfair, for Harry was unwittingly supplying Amory
with all the facts and figures he needed to produce a withering

 volley. Quick  a flash, Amory drew his pocket calcu-
lator, took aim at the dinosaur, and shot  with his own data.
A standing-room-only crowd watched Harry’s   figura-
tively, and  beet-red,  and burst into  For it
was a modern David  Goliath, and we  it 

We’ve  excerpts  rhc Oak Ridge paper 
might be considered Amory’s responses  the Bonneville
Power Administration’s latest “non-policy trial balloon.”
BPA may  in advance to buy power from private
utilities who are unable to get loans and sell stock as cheaply
or easily as before. With such secure, federally-backed 
in hand, private power companies can easily get low interest

 for continuing construction of large-scale electrical power
plants. This is  calls the “hard path” of high ener-
gy, primary-supply-oriented, high  
increasingly electrified, and reliant chiefly on depletable coal
and uranium resources.

The following  are from “Scale, Centralization and
Electrification in Energy delivered  a conference
on Future   Development   “ak
Ridge.  and  be part of his  

   a  Peace.



ing to practical and ideological cunvenience, from such a!1 enormous 
armamentarium that the choice can !-ully respect pluralism and volun
tarism. 

I do not see how tht:: same pluralism can possibly extend to a hard 
~oarse-graincd enet!!}' path. The scale and the rcchnical difficulty of i 1 s 
enterprises are so vast that corresponding concentrl.ltions of social ~(_
sources must be efficiently mobilized without substamive rega,-d to 
diverse opinions and circumstances. Only large corporations, encC>ur
aged by large governmt>nt agencies, using large sums of private and 
public 'money to employ large numbers of workers on large areas of 
land, can rossib!y get the job done. It is not a task for householders, 
small businesses, block assvciations or town meetings. 

Soft technologies are thl!s inherently, structurally less coercive and 
more partir.:ipatcry than hard technologies. In a nuclear socir:ty, no
body can o;n out of nuclear risk. In an electrified society everyone's 
lifestvk is shaped by the economic imperatives o: the enetiQ' system, 
and, ~·rom tht· viewpoint of the cot)sumer, diver~ity hecomes a vani:.h
ing luxury. Like purchaser,; of model T Fords, the consumer can h::..ve 
anything he wams so long as it'~ electrified. But in a soft path, each 
person can choose his own risk-benefit balance and his own energy 
systems to match his own degree nf caution and involvement. People 
who do not cate to partake or the advantages of distnct heating will 
be free to reject them-and, if the system if thou~J:htfully designed, ro 
c~ange their minds la~er. People \~ ho want to drive big car~ ?t inhabit 
un;'1sufated houses will be tree to do ,;o-and w p~y the soctal costs. 
Peop!.e can r.hoose to live in city cente;·:., remote countryside, or in 
bet.\veen, v.ithout being told their lifestyle is cneconomic. Penple can 
choose ·.c1 m~nimize their "consumer humi\iation"-rheir forced de· 
pend.:-ncr 'J,' systems they can~ot underst:md, contro_l,_ diagno~e_,. 
rt:pair, or uodify-or t:an contmue lO depend on tradJttOnal uuhttC)>, 
for h<:;':' grds are already with u~ and in sorr~:e de~ee will pe;sist f(;r ~. 
long r!rne. ;n a soft path, then, dtss~.:nt and diversity are not just a rnL e 
gesture but a b<:Si~ for political action and a spur to private enterpr:),e. 
P.ut the monolithic nature, gargantuan scale, exacting requirement:;, 
and homogenizing infrastructure of hard technologies does not c.ffe•· 
such pluralism. Only our largest conglomerations of resources, shielded 
by the poweres of the state from the vagaries of the economic and 
political marketplace, can perform such demanding tasks. 

Centralized energy systems are also inequitable in principle because 
they separate the energy output from its s;de-effects., allocating them 
to different people at opposite ends of the transmission lines, pipelines, 
or rail lines. The export of these sid.:-effects from Los Angeles and 
New YorK to Navajo country, Appalachia, Wyoming, and the Brooks 
Range (not to mention Venezuela, the Caribbean, Kuwait, and British 
Columbia) makes the fiJrmer more habit::l.ble and the latter more resent· 
ful. That resentment is finding flolitical expression. As the weakest 
groups in society, such a.<> the native peoples, come tu appear to stronger 
groups as miners' canades whose !ate foretells their own, sympathy 
for the recipi:=nts of the exported side-effects grows. 
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Throughout the world, central government is trying to promote ex
pansionist energy policies by precmping regulatory authority, and i'l 
the process is ':'iciting a strong ~tate (or Provincial) and local responst". 
Washington, P1.tawa, Bonn, Pari:;;, :::.n~l Auckland are coming to ht· 
viewed local:v .!..'i the commo' ~·nemy. Unholy alliances form. Perhaps 
Mo~1t.ma mirht mutter toM.: .. :· .•·:lmsetts, ··we won't oil your beaches 
if y.;~: won't strip our coal.'' .<~. ~ ' ·.mgress-made of State peop~e with 
nO Fed.c:ral constituellcy-- in ::n:i!\: .. a,iy molds interregional conflict into 
a ~dn;•oon ~tates'-rif!hts ~·:onr, ,_l.;·,~i·.ions gravitate by default to the 
\ow~r oolir:cal k•.eb at •·.·hich +.::c;·~.:.'lSUS is still poss;ble. At those levels, 
further insults ro lo<-ai ~utone>rn~ t.y remote utilities, oil companies, 
b:m~ -, and Federa! ai!t'( ,·tes :1rc intokrabk Thus people in Washington 
sir drawing ,eactot:> ~cn•l coalplexc:, on maps, but the exercise has in
crell.·:l.l~~:v an air of 111 n·ality because it is overtake_n by p~litica\ events 
at the '~r:l."~roots. Tl~e greater t~le Federal preemption (as m offshore 
oille.··;.,:~np',. the ID £';/CIT the hon1eostatic State response. The more the 
Fedc· J.l au-horit:!:'·· .:ceat centr;f;_·gal politics as a public·relations prl''o
!cm, l~~o.: mare liKclv it hecor:-'.;:!. 1hat they will not only fail to get (heir 
facilirj, . .,. ·;i:ed, hut will also in •h.· process desrwy their own legitimacy. 
To some ( >.tenL th;~ has alrc<!dv ~''· :·urred, and I hav<.' no doubt that 
Std.le)> .v;!!, ~~on gain a veto pL!·.1.·r, ?'least, o\'er nuclear facilitie!i i:1 
th..:'ir j ... 1 !M <It don (as current ;'~deral ;egislation prop{~ses). On this 
issue,,,_; in C' .. her spheres, tho.: traditional linear right-left political spec· 
trum se(.J·"\.,'. '"become cv,· ~~as differently grounded distastes tor big 
governrr . .>n•· · ··!erge aCW";. ·~~ps of rhetoric. The re-.urgeucy of individual, 
decentra!i;:.ed dtizen eL"''' 10 politics, as in private !if;:< :;md career, 
seems to r.1e an imporr.•ot politkal universal in most industrial nations 
tnday. 

Big Brother dot:'> f\Gl iike losing his grip. Only last year, for exampk, 
some Federal offici:J.!~ were speculating that they might have to seek 
central regulation 0: domestic solar technologies, lest mass defections 
from utility grids ,_;i.ffiJ.F utility cash-flows and the ~tate and mur,,cj-
pal budgets depenrk~.- "n utility tax revenues. Since utilities are per
ceived as having to•; mll.::h power and utility regulators too liale sensi
tivity already, a ~ur,,r recipe for grassroots revolt would be hard to 
imagine. ! think p..:r.-.<•ptions of the value of dependence on utilities are 
shifting rapiJiy a:;. •ht: enterprise reaches such a size that it starts to 
intrude on life in r'1any t;aditionatly "safe" areas, as in Ontario,,,. as 
its vulnerability becomes painfully manifest, as in Engla.nd, or as gene· 
raJ politi•·:;.\ cocbcinusness rise•> in step with utility bills. The disiHusion
rnent a: J .. c,,entm<:"nt I see in many industrial countries is akin, perhaps, 
to that of <1 citizen of a poor country who is realizing that an energy 
technoiob'Y predicted to bring him self-reliance, pride, and the develop· 
ment of his village has actually brought him dependence, a cargo-cult 
mentality, aJ;d the enrichment of urban elites. I believe the recent 
shift of ins~itutional and individual investment away from utilities 
reflects not only concern with debt struc :.ure and interest coverage 
but also, more fundamentally, with gradual withdrawal of legitimacy 
by a fickle public that has already done the same to oil majors. I 
believe further that the grounds of this shift among a previously toler· 
ant, even supportiye public are structural, arise essenti::r.lly from ~uspicion 
of centrism, and would not be reversed by nationalization or rechar
ter:ng that ignored scale. 

It is perhaps encouraging, then, that the concept of a soft energy 
path brings a broad convergence which, even as it coincides with many 
pre--existing strands of social change, cuts across traditionai lines of 
political contlict. It offers a potential argument for every constituency: 
civil rights for liberals, States' rights for conservatives, availability of 
capital for businesspeople, environmental protection for conservation· 
ists, old values for the old, new values for the young, exciting tech
nologies for the secular, spiritual rebirth for the religious. As we 
realize that when we have come to the edge of an abyss, the only 
progressive move we can make is to step backwards, we begin to s~e 
that we can instead turn around and then st~p forwards, and that the 
turning around-the transitjon to a future unjjke anything we ha:ve 
ever known-will be supremely interesting, an unprecedented central 
project for our species. 

Faust, having made a had bargain by not reading the fine print and 
so brought disaster on the innocent bystanders (Gretchen's family), 
was eventually redeemed and accepted in heaven because he changed 
his career, redevoting his talents to hringing soft technologies to the 
rural villagers. That choice of "the mad less travelled by" made all the 
difference to him; and so it can to us. For underlying the structural 
differences between the soft and hard paths is a difference of per
ceptions about mankind and his works. Some people, impressed a_nd 
fascinated by rh~ glittering achievements of t-echnology, say that tf we 
will only have faith in human ingen·1ity (theirs) we shall witness the 
Second Coming of Prometheus (if w.: have yet recovered from the 
First), bringing us undreamed-of tyrannies and perils; and that ev~n _if 
we had a clean anci unlimited energy source, we would lack the d1ScJ· 
pline to ase it wisely. Such people are really saying, firstly, that energy 



You  Switch 
in  Middle of the Stream

completed    number of one it    to
 including  England. make  transition  the other if our

Sweden.  and  United States,
outlining their  potentials for

initial choice prows wrong. 

 wind and solar power.
   readings for the

 liquid fuels and other 
debars on   futures:

depicting energy   each case
he has demonstrated, as Bent 

“Exploring Energy-Efficient  for

did  for Denmark (Science, 
Canada,”  Society  
June, 1976,  from:

  that by tailoring the mix of
   the specific situation,

 country can develop a future that
is totally  of fossil fuel and 
energy. Lovins points out  only

Science Council of Canada
150 Kent Street,  Floor
Ottawa, Canada  

 5% of    industrialized
“Energy Strategy: The Road Not Taken

  expensive electricity.
   

Other needs can be met with low 
 from:

 solar,  (organic liquid
Council on Foreign Relations, Inc.
58 East 68th St.

fuels), wind and  Such presently
 techniques of proven safety

New York, NY 10021

    

  books by  Lovins
are  from  of  Earth,
529   San 

World    Issues
and  3973. $4.95
This provides  of   

 to the   picture-at
 readable, clearly  

technically prccisr.  pulls 
a  of  issues where  get
confused or  try to sidestep
thr    are
talking about,  much of existing 
sources    rate and
magnitude problems of altering a 
and expensive industry and  

   growth.  of 
 that get into real  issues

 gets it,  what risk,  risk
ethical  of  our radio-

   our children, and mili-
tary and political issues.

Non-Nuclear Futures, with John H.
Price, 1975, $5.95
Carefully lays out a detailed picture of
the technical reasons for concern about
nuclear power-walking the incredibly
thin line of being understandable to the

  technically convincing to
the  Lists such things as more
than a dozen successful sabotage 
military actions  nuclear facilities,

  accidents, and 
 safety, the absurd methods used

 calculate “safety,” fuel transport
problems, waste management, plutoni-
um toxicity, and net energy questions.
The second part of the book is John
Price’s excellent dynamic energy analy-
sis of nuclear power programs which
shows that rapid programs of 

 nuclear power may  a net
energy drain during roost of their life-
time.  overview of nuclear power.

Soft  Paths: Towards  Durable
Peace, 1977
This third volume of  

 will contain the full 
 paper  above along with

information on the studies Lovins has
performed for various countries (see

 demonstrating how they  make
 smooth transition to full operation on

renewable energies at lower cost and less
risk than with nuclear power. A map
info the future that should be carefully

 by everyone  in 
or 



Energy verview
 for  Wilson Clark, 1974,

$4.95 from:
Doubleday 
245 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10017

A comprehensive and highly useful
overview of the development and 

 of  high-energy  future
energy resources. and the history and

 of  energy 
 Encyclopedic, and filled with

fascinating detail.

   Richard ‘Merrill et
al., 1975, 

 Institute
540 Santa  Avenue
Menlo  CA 

The focus is on small-scale sys-
tems which can be applied to the needs
of the individual,  group  

 (More than 114 of the book is
 to reviews of books and hard-

ware sources. Hundreds of illustrations
and a dozen original articles are used to
describe the workings of solar water
heaters, space heaters and dryers, water-
wheels, windmills, wind generators.
wood burning heaters, alcohol stills and
methane digesters.) The introduction
and the final section of the book focuses
on the need for energy conservation
and  of the problems and potentials
of integrated energy systems. An 

 edition, published by  Books
 be  in 1977.

 Best Present of  Oliver 
 each from:
National Wildlife Federation
1412 16th St,, N.W.
Washington, DC 20036

The best  school level story
 the best present-Energy-from

various sources, such as: Mr.  and
Mr. Oi!, Mr. Coal, Mr. Atom, General
Water, Mr. Geothermal, and Ms. Sun.
One of many “Ranger Rick” nature
magazine  this one is 
illustrated with lively writing t” explain
energy resource facts and explore their
meaning in ways that maintain one’s
interest. Well-balanced  of

 of each energy
 are presented.

“Coming:  Real Energy Crisis” by
Dr.  R.  Dean, College of
Engineering, Univ. of  Island,
Kingston, RI, an:! member of 
(Amer.  of  Engineers), in

 Engineering, Aug. 1975,
p. 
“If we      

  year   unfold on a U.S.
Landscape dotted    fossil
and  power plants. A grievous price
will have been paid: capital  trillion;

 for    
  runoff of our major  and 

ecological impact-a possible  
   from the 

  A far more vigorous 
 is needed   energy,  thermal.

or   system-virtually
 of hear, gaseous and 

 commercially feasible.”

 Poverty  Barry Commoner,
1976, 314 pp., $10.00 from:

Alfred A. Knopf
201 E. 
New York, NY 10022

One of the important perspectives “n
America’s presently energy-wasteful and
environmentally-polluted modes of
production and consumption. how
they got that way, and how  must

 be afraid to borrow useful socialist
solutions  order  survive. After the
clearest explication of the 2nd Law of
Thermodynamics now extant, examples
are given of how  profit system has
failed to direct national resources
toward the obvious, best solutions in
energy transportation, housing and
other areas.

 Essays, by Malcolm Wells, 70
pp.,  $5.95 from:

Edmund Scientific
150  Bldg.
Barrington, NJ 

If you liked  Baer’s Sunspots,
you’ll  these “hey,  he say”
perspectives on such 3rd planet from
Sol topics as: air, water, food, waste
management, solar energy, miracles
and  And you’ll be
glad  did  Dave Deppen
says his  start on p. 9, 11, 27.
43, 47, 63 and 65. Malcolm is the
architect who may know the most in
the world about underground energy-
conserving houses and who brought us
the “Wilderness Graph,” suggesting
man’s works ought to at least do as
well as a forest.

Energy and Power, 1971, $3.50 from:
W.H. Freeman
660 Market Street

 Francisco, CA 94104
Reprint of the very fine September,
1971, issue of Scientific American 
energy. A fine graphic introduction t”
energy  energy flows in agri-
cultural and industrial societies, energy
and information. and resource deple-
tion.

 of  Consumption
between West Germany and  United

 by Stanford Research 
(SRI) for FEA, NTIS number PB 

 $5.25 for full report from:
National Technical Information

 VA 22151
or,   of free summaries
are available from:

FEA
Room 6438
Washington, DC 20461

West Germans use only  as much
energy as Americans:  the fuel in
transportation,  the energy in home
heating, 114  other residential uses
such as appliances and hot water heat-
ing. The U.S. uses 40%  energy
per unit of production than Germany.
According to the FEA, “the large dis-
parity  energy uses between these
economically similar countries suggests
it is possible for the U.S. to substantial
ly reduce the ratio of energy use t” 

Energy-Entropy-Economics-Environ-
ment: The Basics
Commoner,  
and  should all be read for a
sound basis in what’s going on in energy
environment-economics relationships in
the mid-70s.

 income,  cutting 
standards or economic growth.”



A Time to Choose, Ford Foundation,
1974, $4.95 from:

 Publishing Co.
17  
Cambridge,  02138

 growth, technical mix and
zero   reforming

    
 and economic growth. A two-

year, $4 million inquiry.

Energy: The Power of the States, 237
pp., write:

Jan L.  Director
Center for Governmental Responsi-

bility
Holland  Center,  of Florida
Gainesville, FL 32601

 Prepared for the  Energy Committee,
 ‘deals with federal and state authority in
the energy area, various  of energy

 control:  leasing, 
  of energy, and  and con-

!@

version of natural resources. This 
publications by the Council of State

 would be useful to the
energy-aware legislator.

Turning    Vol.  Ab-
stract.%  state  
of 1974 and  Regarding Solar
Energy, Patrick  editor, published

 National Conference of State Legis-
latures under National Science Founda-
tion Grant, publication no. PB 253-836.
$4.00 from:

NTIS
5285 Port Royal Rd.
Springfield, VA 22161

Excellent overview by a recognized
energy legislation expert and recent
consultant   governments such as

 on energy codes, ordinances
and executive orders.  also:
A  of State  Related

 Solar Energy, National Bureau of

Standards, publication no. PB 258-235,
$6.55 fro,,,:

NTIS
5285 Port Royal Rd.
Springfield, VA 22161

Environmental Defense Food
2728  Avenue
Berkeley, CA 94704

Willey explores the investment impacts
of alternative means of matching 

 electrical needs and sup-
plies and shows that current projections
are economically irrational and environ-
mentally destructive. Improved end-use
efficiency would reduce by one-third
the investment  for supply 

 and a scenario where investment
is shifted from the supply to the demand
side of the electricity market explores
the social and economic impacts of such
actions.  conservation in  use
of electricity is shown to be a lucrative
opportunity to the energy investor when
compared to the  opportuni-
ties in  (barer show this to

  and your local bank) to pro-
&de increased  and a 
distributive economic effect.

Transition. Oregon Office of Energy
  Planning, 1975, $6.95

($9.95 to libraries) from:
Prometheus Unbound, Specialty

Books
P.O. Box 42261

 OR 97242
An excellent antidote for people who

One of the most enjoyable ways of shar
ing  techniques quickly is in the 
site, hands-on, weekend workshop.
Many  not served by an energy
center such as TEA, AERO, Max’s Pot
or RAIN can still easily be reached by
outreach efforts which teach local resi-
dents. A small but  number of

 practitioners are available to co-
ordinate such training sessions in a
variety of fields and a few have pro-

:  do-it-yourself manuals as well.
They can be reached  the following
addresses:

Jack Park
 Inc.

 445
Brownsville, CA 95919
(wind-turbine construction workshop
using  1200 watt, Kedco)

Lee  Smith
 Group

2270 N.W.  St.
Portland, OR 
(solar water  construction work-
shop; manual available from  for
$3.00)

Bill 
Solar Sustenance Project
Rt. 1, Box 107AA
Santa Fe, NM 87501

 workshop: manual available,
 solar greenhouses, p. 226)

Kye 
New   Show
AERO
417 Stapleton Bldg.
Billings, MT 59101
(Ms.  is available for consulting
on how co set up energy show  in
other states)

Jim Parker
Center for Social and Environmental

Concern
710 11th St.
Helena, MT 59601
(has been sponsoring an  series
of practical workshops in the above areas
for the Community Action Agencies in



look at only one  of the puzzle at a
time. A summary of U.S.  

 and how the state’s fuel supplies,
population, electrical  

 and consumer  interface with
the U.S. 

 for Advanced Computation
University of Illinois  Urbana-

Champaign
Urbana, IL 61801

These studies are some of the best total
energy input/output studies available.
Computations of energy use options as
related to the economic employment
picture in America. A must for planners,
government agencies. environmentalists.
and  up many possibilities for 

 how to relate personal 
 options  the environmental/

energy system  large.

Write for publications list.
Especially recommended:

 The  Energy and Employ-
ment  of Air, Rail and 
mobile Passenger Transportation,
CAC  $3.

2) Transferring from Urban Cars 
 the Energy and Employment

Impacts, CAC  $5.
3) The Dollar, Energy and 
 Impacts of Certain Consumer

  CAC x97. $3.
4) Energy and the Regional Planner,

 x116. $3.

Citizens Energy Platform
National Consumers Congress
1346 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
Washington. D.C. 20036

A coalition of leading 
groups has  a  of 

  background and bibliographic
information) on  for energy

 ($1.00 donation)

Energy Costs of Using Columbia River
Water for  by David F. Scbuy,
Jan. 1975 (E.M.  available from:

Cooperative Extension Service
Washington State University
Pullman. WA 99163

This study describes an old shell game
on a grand scale. Large corporations in
eastern Washington and Oregon request

 of Columbia River water to irrigate
the desert-“We need food, you 
Removal of the water from the river
would decrease hydro-electric genera-
tion, requiring new and expensive nu-
clear power plants to make  the defi-
cit. The irrigation would also require a
lot of  itself to pump and dis-
tribute the water. And who pays the
costs? Nat those who benefit, but
the electrical  of Washington, Idaho,

 Montana and California-to the
tune of $88 million per year. The game
is called passing the buck. “The Colum-
bia River  a Resource” by 
Millard, et. al. (State of Washington
Water Research  Report No. 
Washington State University, Pullman,
WA 99163. June 1971) discusses similar
proposals for eastern Oregon. If we
wouldn’t pave  good fields, we
wouldn’t have to farm the desert.

“Energy and  in Science,
25 July 1975, Vol. 189, No.  pp.
255-260, by Bent  Bohr
Institute,  of Copenhagen.
A plan is outlined according to which
solar and wind energy would supply
Denmark’s needs by the year 2050.
These are the first steps to be taken in
developing a regional renewable energy
system. Biomass and ocean thermal
gradient surveys added to this and then

  the data on maps  la
 would probably  planners

and industrial park developers some
idea about where to put what, depend-
ing on the type of energy needed (fuel,
heat, electricity) and the availability of
a renewable supply/storage.

 Planner’s Handbook  Energy,
Robert  and James Clark, 1976,
from:

 Energy Office
Dept. of Administration
108 Collins Bldg.
Tallahassee, FL 32304

Good coverage of information useful
for planners in evaluating future energy
policy options and low energy housing
for hot humid climates. Useful outside
of these areas for people to see how
specific regional energy uses, problems
and solutions are. When we see passive

 for New Mexico’s high daily
temperature fluctuations, shading for
Florida, snow reflective systems for Min-
nesota. or wood heat for Vermont, we
rend to think their problems must be
easier  solve than   They
aren’t-they’re just different.

Other organizations which do not now
conduct mobile workshops but have the

 of doing so within their re-
gions, if requested, include:

Total Environmental 
12 Church Hill

 NH 03450

Domestic Technology Institute
Box 2043
Evergreen. CO 80439

Office of Appropriate Technology
state of 
P.O. Box 1677
Sacramento, CA 95808

 Urban Center
 5th Ave.

N L W  W E S T E R

   

The Shelter institute
72 Front St.
Bath, ME 04530

(See also Hands-on Building, pp. 

Other topics which could  this 
 include: log 

 toilets, community gardening,
home insulation retrofitting, plumbing,
accounting, small business 
etc. RAIN would like to hear about
other construction workshops which

.



National Energy Information Center
Federal Energy Administration
4508 New Post Office Bldg.
12th and Pennsylvania Ave., N.W.
Washington. DC 20461

Statistics, bibliographic materials, 
 studies, Petroleum Situation
 (weekly),  

(monthly), Petroleum  Weekly.

Development of an Energy Information
Retrieval System, by Donald 
and  Wright, Nov. 1975
Single copies $5.00 from:

Portland  Bureau Library
424  Main
Portland, OR 97204

A good, useful  at using simple
and inexpensive methods-optical coin-
cidence retrieval  keep track
of energy-related publications in such
a way that small towns and cities can
afford and manage (i.e., non-computer

 This first product of the Portland
Energy Conservation Project is an ex-
cellent example of appropriate tech-
nology which bows to human nature as
represented by the ubiquitous KISS
rule “Keep it simple, stupid!” Yet
it is one level more sophisticated 
your usual key-sort card system.

Selected  Resources on

National Referral Center
Science and Technology Division
Library of Congress
Washington, D.C. 20540

A handy guide to agencies and other
 associations.

  73-7.

 y of  Energy Research
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
P.O. Box X
Oak Ridge, TN 37830

Maintaining a computerized inventory
of energy related research in the U.S.
4400 entries to date.

Decentralized Energy Systems Bibliog-
raphy, available for $1 plus a self-
addressed, 246 stamped, 11x14 envelope
from:

Critical Mass
Dept. W
Box 1538
Washington, DC 20013

LC Science Tracer Bullets and Compu-
ter Printouts of Topic Area Resource
People, free from:

Reference Section
Science  Technology Div.
Library of Congress

 First St., 
Washington, DC 20540

A tracer bullet is a bibliography includ-
ing places to query for additional info:
they can also produce computer lists
of schools, companies and individuals
working on a specific subject, such 
energy  in industry, 
power,  energy, etc.

Environmental Action Reprint Service
(EARS) Catalog  from:

2239 East 
Denver, CO 80206

 a handy way to  hold of most
alternative energy and major AT 

 WE mention? Order them from
EARS. Their newest annotated collec-
tion is 20 pages packed full of familiar
goodies, including papers, books, plans
and films. Once on  mailing list,
you’ll continue to receive their useful

ERDA Research Abstracts (ERA), $119
per year, $148.75 overseas (Index only
$30.50 per year, $38.15  from:

Ass’t. Public Printer
Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402

ERDA’s monthly abstract journal, pub-
lished since March ‘75 but available only
to ERDA, its contractors and 
is now  to the public. ERA ab-
stracts and indexes reports, patents.
journal articles, conference papers. the-
&. books and monographs 
by ERDA.

The Alternative Energy Resources
Organization

435 Stapleton Building
Billings, MT 59101

Our good friend Kye  and her
friends at AERO are an  exam-
ple of what a non-profit citizens educa-
tional group can do-also what any state
or local energy office could do to let
people know what’s possible and hap-
pening  renewable energy sources.
They sponsor hands-on and informa-
tional workshops, did a traveling energy
show that visited towns around the
state with interesting and effective 

 publish  and act 
resource people.  had a huge
impact by making people aware of
alternatives that the power companies
and media were avoiding mention of.

State   A 
National Energy Information Center
Federal Energy Administration
Federal 
Washington, D.C. 20461

Free. Activities, publications, personnel
in all 50 states.

ERDA Speakers Bureau, contact:
Office of Public Affairs
ERDA
20 Massachusetts Ave., N.W.
Washington, DC 

ERDA can provide qualified speakers
for a variety of forums on subjects
ranging from wind energy and fuels
from biomass  nuclear fusion, energy
conservation and solar thermal-electric
power. Slides, films and publications
can  presentations.

Who’s Got  Power?, $1.50 from:
Center for Science in the Public

Interest
1757  St. N.W.
Washington,  20009

Conference listings for the February,
1975, Conference on Energy. One of
the best leads into energy research 

 state agencies. industrial projects.



formation from ERDA: Weekly 
 available free from:

U.S. Energy Research  Development
Administration

Washington, D.C. 20545
  done in any 

on with ERDA: reports, conferences.
 (requests for proposals). contract

wards in energy conservation, energy
meration, conversion, transmission
nd use; in solar, wind, nuclear, coal,

 transportation, storage, geothermal

 Reporter (monthly). Free from:
Energy Reporter Registration
Federal Energy Administration
Old Post Office Bldg., Rm 307B
Washington, D.C. 20461

Jso ask to receive  of new FEA

 weekly,  (free
 media), from:
Federal Power Commission
Washington, DC 20426

 to energy activists. Contains:
 releases; rate changes proposed by

 gas producers and 
tare pipeline companies; quality 

 filed by independent producers;
nd listings of formal documents issued

 the FPC.

 and Energy, monthly, 

Center for Science in the Public

1757  Street. N.W.
Washington, DC 20009
 excellent source for current 

 in energy policy, legislation, 
en action, nuclear and utility 

 Focuses    for
activists, nuclear and utility

 and those wanting public
 of “public” utilities.

Be Energy Index, free monthly from:
Energy Index
Sen. Mike Gravel
3317  Bldg.
Washington. DC 20510

 stories. debates, votes and
 are entered in the 

 Record, Sm. Gravel and his staff
 compile an index to nuclear and

 energy information. Citizens

can  to the Record (545 per
year) or read their public library’s copy.

  asks for citizens to send
him any important energy items they

 so that others across the U.S. can
learn about them quickly. Hopefully,
we’ll see much more on energy conser-
vation.
Alternative Sources 

Route 2, Box 90A
Milaca, MN 56353

   the only 
of grass roots development in  of
renewable energy, ASE is  and
more solid and useful. Now produced
quarterly, typeset and with more prac-
tical information. Latest issue had good
articles  “Icy-Ball” refrigerators, am-
bient air food coolers, and excellent

 and bolts  on wind power
by Martin  and a supplement to
their earlier  of ASE
hardware (See A.T. section)

Energy Perspectives, monthly, free
from:

 Energy Program
505  Ave.
Columbus, OH 43201

 primers on the current state-of-
the-art in various energy fields and a
calendar of energy conferences.

 Energy, ed. by Robin Clarke,
quarterly, subscriptions via;

Conservation Tools  Technology
 Association

143 Maple Road
Surbiton, Surrey KT6 4BH
England

This second issue of Alternative Energy
Sources, fortunately renamed so as not

 be confused with Alternative Sources
 in Milaca. MN, USA, features

 by the Vale duo on the autono-
mous bouse, on BRAD’s do-it-yourself
solar collector, on solar collector testing,
and windmill costs-benefits. Perceptive
book  news items and Letters 
the editor round  this handy publica-
tion.

Energy Today,  bi-monthly, 
yr. from:

Trends Publishing, Inc.
National Press Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20004

If you’ve the money. this is the energy

newsletter  get. Covers all  nucle-
ar, fossil, solar, legislation, projects, re-
search. international, domestic, relevant
new  and  trends
(who’s doing what where. conferences).
Highly recommended for public libraries,
corporate 

Government R&D Report. 12 pp.,
twice  $80 per year from:

William   Publisher
 R&D Report

MIT Station, P.O. Box 284
Cambridge, MA 02139

March  1976 (vol. 5, no. 6) issue
contained comprehensive and perceptive
articles on 1) support and opposition
to continued breeder reactor R&D
funding, 2) debate between Congress
and the White House on conservation,
solar, wind, geothermal development,
which the citizens’ representatives
favor,  more nuclear reactors, deregu-
lation of oil and gas, which the Admin-
istration favors, and 3) politics of 

 Solar Energy Research Institute.
Single sample copies  free.

 : A  y of Energy
Alternatives. $10 per year, twice
yearly from:

P.O. Box 4790
Grand Central Station
New York, N.Y. 10017

A real gold mine. Finally, a 
bibliography-index to publications, pro-
ducts and organizations dealing only
with alternatives to conventional fossil
fuel and atomic power; for those who
have gotten past solar. wind and 
version basics and need help keeping up
with the latest developments. Also covers
geothermal, steam power, heat pipes,

 pumps, hydrogen,  vehicles,
fuel cells, direct energy conversion,
waterpower, tidal power, energy storage.
Better, more concise services. (How
about a  or  

Hawaii  Newsletter, free from:

Dept. of Planning   
P.O. Box 2359
Honolulu, HI 96804

Part of an energy awareness drive,
which also includes a pamphlet, a report
on alternative energy sources for Hawaii,
the newsletter is a special issue on energy.



“Clean,  energy   you  even have 
meter it.  the dream we  promised in our 

 Hiroshima. There were  lot of things  didn’t 
about then  we do m-safety problems  com-
plex and radioactive systems, incredible health hazards of
plutonium, apparently   of storing 

  the unfavorable economics and 
of  and the political  military hazards of its
use. Despite     by the powers

 were, the facts  together, the alternatives laid  and
the implications of  choices known. We  afford 
choose nuclear power. We have better and  options.

ustian
Probably the best  and 

 on nuclear power is  
trilogy  earlier in this section.
For more detailed information.  rhe
following:

The Electric War: The   Nu-
clear Power, by Sheldon Novick, 1976,
376  $12.50 from:

Sierra  Books
530 Bush Street

 Francisco, CA 94108
This book is so outrageous in  story
if tells and the comprehensiveness of its
telling  Lane has  not  
read it,  she ordered it.  could
no: put it down. Novick provides us
with the observations of a passive eye,
not the exaggerations  of a
pro- or an anti-, or of the news muck-
raker. We see Thomas Edison, the elec-
trical wizard of Menlo Park, and Sam

 his private secretary. as Edison
fails and  finally wins in the at-
tempt to create the electric-power
monopolies we have today. We 
how the Cold War provided the breed-
ing ground for civilian nuclear power’s
multi-billion-dollar industry. We hear
bow Creative Initiative formed 

 to back nuclear safeguards
legislation in Oregon, California and
other  We learn a  yet are 
told how  decide  come  un -
derstand that we  soon do so. For,
as Jefferson and Samuel Johnson both
have said, when we see experts and
concerned citizens on both sides, we
know the decision will ultimately be up

 all the people.  work is an
 primer for that decision.

Nuclear Power:  Fifth Horseman,
 Hayes, 1976, 68 pp., $2 from:

Worldwatch Institute
1776 Massachusetts Ave., N.W.
Washington, DC 20036

This paper evaluates the future of 
clear power. subjecting it to several
tests-those of economics, safety, ade-
quacy of fuel supplies, environmental
impact, and both  and 

 security. If the world is to “go
nuclear,” adopting nuclear power as rhe
principal source of energy, each of these
criteria should be satisfied. In fact, as
explained within, none may be.

“Dynamic Energy Analysis and Nuclear
Power,” by John   December
1974. Contained in Non-nuclear 

 Case form Ethical Energy Strategy,
available From:

Friends of  Earth
529 Commercial Street
San Francisco. CA 94111

$5.95 paperback (54.94 for members).
The Price   the energy
consumed and produced by exponen-
tial growth of energy conversion facili-
ties; the  inputs and outputs of

  both singly and in such
programs; and demonstrates that under
many conditions (including many CUP

rem national energy development pro-
grams) such  growth pro-
grams consume more  than they
produce during the life of  program.

The Rasmussen Report, the study of
nuclear reactor safety by the Atomic
Energy Commission, has come under
criticism in a recent Environmental

 Agency Report. Especially
critical of the  definition of “ac-
ceptable risks.”

EPA
Waterside Mall Bldg.
4th  M Streets

 D.C. 20002

 Accident Hazards of Nuclear Power
Plants, Richard E. Webb, 1976, 228 pp.,
$6.95 from:

University of Massachusetts 
Amherst, MA 01002

Amazing. Now I know that WPA means
 possible accident,”  of

which AEC-ERDA have included in
their list of  basis acci-
dents”) used in planning reactor safety,
that “power excursion accident” prob-
abilities have never been verified in 

  and that  have been 
accidents and near-accidents in the
world’s nuclear reactors. An excellent
primer to what starts nuclear accidents.
keeps ‘em going and stops them; the
gaps in the Rasmussen Report; and an
intro to the jargon of LOCA. SCRAM

 PCMA.

 of Binding Energy, John 
1975, $1.50 from:

Ballantine Books
201 E. 50th 
New York, NY 10022

 interview with nuclear bomb
designer Theodore Taylor, which 
excerpted in rhe New  Taylor



lays  in frightening detail the 
with which    fab-
ricate effective nuclear bombs, 
of   from the nuclear

 processing cycle, and  ability
 hold a city for ransom without 

needing to fabricate a bomb. Sobering
view of the Faustian bargain nuclear
power  

Prometheus Crisis, by Thomas N. 
 and  Robinson. Doubleday,

1975, $8.95. We Almost Lost Detroit,
by John  Fuller, Readers Digest

 1975. $8.95.
TWO amazing books
on nuclear accidents-one truth, one
fiction. Both scary. The 

  by the authors of Tow-
ering Inferno, is  to he made  a
major film.

Not Man  twice monthly, $101
year from:

Friends of the Earth
529 Commercial Street
San Francisco, CA 94111

This whole newsletter, and  
 section in particular, has

 probably the finest  with
which  keep up  date on 
happening on the nuclear power scene.

“Nuclear Power Facilities in the U.S.
1977,” a map; “Safety-Related Inci-
dents at U.S. Nuclear Facilities,” a
diagram, and “World Nuclear 
tion and Opposition,” a map, are avail-
able  a  for $10 postpaid from:

Special Nuclear Materials
Eco 
13 Center 

 VT 05701
 are 17”  24” reference charts

chock-full of useful derails. Ask about
their bulk  for organizations.

 Directory of  Activists and
mailing lists, $7 and $5, respectively
($25 and $10 if profit-making business.
utility, government and persons associ-
ated with  nuclear industry), from:

Environmental Action of Colorado
1100 14th 
Denver,  80202

 Conservation Alternatives to
Nuclear Power: A Case Study, Robert
F. Mueller, July, 1973.

 Branch
Goddard Space Flight Center

 Maryland 20771
Mueller shows  construction of a
2,200 megawatt nuclear power 
could be avoided through cutting back
on resistance heating  excessive light-
ing.
A classic paper, the first on conservation

 nuclear power, and a classic 
 like that of rhe civilian who lost

his job in Air Force  control when
hc  the   the  

 to Congress, since Mr. 
was told  NASA employees don’t
do such things, In any  you should
hassle NASA  if necessary. remind
them of the  of 
Act  your congressperson  you
gcr a copy.

“See also  large-scale wind electricity
page for economic and immediately
implementable   nuclear
power.

Fast  of
Limits and Limits of  by Mark
Sharefkin, single copies free from:

Chairman
Joint Economic 
U.S. Congress
Washington, DC 20510

This new Congressional  prepared
for rbe JEC, is calling for a delay in the

 dollar breeder 
 The  disputes rhc 

primary arguments supporting rapid
development of rhc LMFBK:  di-
minishing uranium supplies  
sharply rising  for 
Rather than  growth  of 7%
per year projected by 

 Sharcfkin forcsccs electricity
   1980 being closer

 2%.     uranium 
  have been greatly under-

estimated.

 Liquid  Fast Breeder Reactor:
An Economic Analysis by Brian G.
Chow, 76 pp., $3 from:

American Enterprise Institute
for   Research

 17th St, 
Washington, DC 

The book disputes  asser-
tions that  breeder  can pro-
vide an overall saving in electric generat-
ing  An incisive study of  
bcnefir analyses   previously
supported the development of the

   concludes
 future  demand is 

uranium  are under-estimated,
and program costs for the LFMBR arc

 low.

Fast Breeder Reactor Report. Available
for $1 from:

  Office
Distribution Office
Box 1020
Washington, D.C. 20013

Copies of the July 30, 1975 GAO 
on the fast breeder reactor. Check 
money orders only. cost  etc.



raking Charge-A New Look at Public
 1976, 52.50 from:

Environmental Action Foundation
724 Dupont Circle Building
Washington, DC 20036

 the  3000 public
 systems. describes their benefits,

 analyzes the tactics and strategies
 power advocates have 

 used to take over  facilities of
heir private power companies. A useful

Power   by Louise  Young,
1973, $7.50 from:

Oxford  Press
200 Madison Ave.
New York, NY 10016

A community in Ohio decided to give
fight  the power company’s plans 
build high tension lines through their
farms and a state park.  of informa-
tion about the  that be” over
the rights and desires of small town
folks. Also data on environmental ef-
fects of the big wires. Much of the info
on electrical energy is dated, but the
book is another example of the import-
ance of standing up for what one be-
lieves.

  Notebook on 
 and Energy for New 

 300  $15 from:
Human Affairs Program
Cornell University
410 College Ave.
Ithaca, NY 14853

Excellent looseleaf guide to  
 against a utility or oil company.

Specific examples in NY state but 
 for any consumer or 

 group. or   individual
wondering what  do about 
landed practices or high energy bills.

The Power Line, monthly, 
from:

Environmental Action Foundation
724  Circle Building
Washington, DC 20036

Excellent   for what is
going on in   of utilities. Whose
money pays for utility lobbying on
nuclear  what  now

 lifeline  or bans on utility
practices of charging  for

 advertising, what’s hap-
pening  municipal takeover of
utilities, and resources for citizen ac-
tion against utilities.

How  Challenge Your Local 
Utility, Richard Morgan, Sandra 

 $1.50 from:
Environmental Action Foundation
724 Dupont Circle Bldg.
Washington, DC 20036

Utility regulation, energy conservation,
tax loopholes, rate-making formulas,
challenging a  increase, additional
information referral.

Regional Electric Maps, Cat. No. FPC
M-104,  per region from:

Assistant Public Printer
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402

‘The 1975 edition of rhe Federal Power
Commission’s regional “Principal Elec-
tric Facilities” maps, reflecting data 
of June 30,  are excellent for
school and state  office use.

 Utility Expansion  f or
 Federal Power Commission

Staff  issued June 
reported in the July 4, 1975,  
available from:

Office of  information
Federal Power Commission
Washington, D.C. 20426

States  projected national energy
 for the   years will

increase at  avenge annual  of
6.73% rather than the 7.43% projected
in the 1974  This is the first such
report including mention of new power
generation by solar energy, fuel cells and

 

Local Energy Action Program, for in-
formation 

LEAP
Center for Science in the Public

1757  St., N.W.
Washington, DC 20009

Aimed at filling  information gap
that has precluded interested communi-
ties and individuals from effectively
using federal assistance programs and
undertaking local energy efforts, LEAP
includes 1) the publication of a com-
prehensive study of all  existing
renewable energy and energy conserva-
tion applications that could serve 
models for other communities; 2) the

 of a Citizens Energy Direc-
tory and Resource Guide of  

  a series of “how-to” manuals
on the steps local governments 
follow to initiate energy programs.

 review of  Taxes  
Electric  on page 33 for another
dimension of the utility problem.



“The Energy Resources of the Earth,”
M. King   American,
September 1971
This and other of Hubbert’s publications
(see   Man, National
Academy of Sciences, 1969) are among
the most respected analyses of  prov-
en and estimated remaining energy and
mineral  Pretty sobering. With
a given quantity, how long  
such resources is inversely related 
how fast  use them.

U.S. oil fields are replenishing their
supplies through natural processes 
the rate of  barrels a day. The U.S.
uses more than 17 million barrels per
day. This is to say that we are currently
using as much oil in 3 hours  oil de-
posits have produced in 5 centuries.
(From the Minneapolis Tribune via

 Sources of  

The  reserve estimates continue to
drop: the U.S. Geological Survey now
says that there is 80% less oil available
than previously estimated off the Atlan-
tic Coast. Meanwhile, in California, a
bill has passed the legislature and been
signed by Governor Brown that effec-
tively delays leasing oil lands for drilling
off the California coast for a few more
years by banning construction of new
oil pipelines across state-owned tidelands
till 1978. (Source: Not Man Apart, mid-
September, 1975)

The   of  
which provides about 50% of industry’s
energy needs, is running short. U.S. pro-
duction has peaked and the country is
beginning to live partly off its reserves.
(And Canada has curtailed exports of
gas to the U.S.) (Time Magazine)

Observer Publishing Co.
 Blvd.

Arlington, Va. 22201
 A reporting service (Observer Co.

has several) published   in
the  industry. national and internation-
al. Research and legislation affecting the
oil industry.

Mineral  and  
National Research Council
National Academy of the Sciences
2101 Constitution Ave.
Washington, D.C. 20418

This  report comes up with some
estimates of America’s energy resources
that undercut estimates made previously
by the Dept. of the Interior. Including
the estimate that  U.S. would run out
of oil and   (assuming the con-
sumption remains the same) in 25 years
and no? the 40 to 60 years forecast by
the government.

A new U.S. energy source has been dis-
covered recently by  Evasion
League researchers who have mapped a
large network of surface deposits of
petroleum-bearing strata criss-crossing
the country. The strata  relics of an
age of highly mobile petroleum-eating
dinosaurs whose pathways covered a
vast portion of our land area by the
late 1970s before the deep earth pe-
troleum deposits that fed their metabo-
lism ran  These surface deposits,

 known as an “Interstate 
System,” are  highly valued for the
energy  of their  com-
pounds. Miners are said to be paying
exorbitant prices for old maps locating
the deposits. (Courtesy  
Register)

Fort Union Coal Field 
sponsored  Montana Academy 
Sciences, Eastern Montana 
$8.75, order from:

Eastern Montana College Bookstore
Billings,  59101

This five-volume work is an important
technical compilation on the develop-
ment and use of coal resources, espe-
cially in Montana, though applicable in
general. An impressive range of consi-
derations, including one volume on
social impact. A six-month turnaround
between conference and published pro-
ceedings, too!

Coalition Against Strip Mining
324 C St., S.E.
Washington, D.C. 20003

Surface Mining in Alabama: the
 Impact examines in lay-

man’s terms such topics as current land
reclamation in Alabama, principles of
good  reclamation, the need for
public awareness of surface mining’s
environmental impact, and options for
the future. Copies are $1.00 each.

I would appreciate your publicizing
these materials in an upcoming issue of
RAIN.

Thank you for your interest.
Nancy Callahan
Alabama Environmen

 Quality 
P.O. Box 11000
Montgomery,

AL 36111

 A Steady State Economy,
Energy  Power, and  all
contain easily accessible information
on fossil fuel and other natural 

 reserves.



 almost   realize bow far   tighten listed in  studies has  bigger  faster  
belts without it hurting-and  discover it may  feel fuel  Already people     50%
better! Five years ago people were certain we couldn’t reductions. Conservation is  much cheaper than  energy
any reduction in energy use, and considered it outrageous  that no community should  any new 

 we asserted that  could live  on one-tenth the facilities until after a stringent and brood  
 we then used. The figures for conservation potential has    effect.

Long Island, New   recently  by the
well-known energy engineering firm of 
for Suffolk County, NY, concluded  planned  
generating plants on Long Island would not be nceded  the
next 20 years if conservation  were 
They further concluded  Long Island  well adapted for
solar and wind energy  and that more than  million gal-
lons of oil could be saved per year-in addition  fuel saved 
electrical  plants through conservation-by adapting
existing buildings for simultaneous energy and heat generation
(total energy systems) and conversion  solar energy use. Con-
servation measures would be oaid back in  and solar

 wind energy systems  could be repaid within 20
 at significantly lower cost than new generating 

 Contact  Associates P.C., 42 W.
th Street, New York, NY 10018.

Seattle, Washington-The Seattle City Council has denied
Seattle City Light, the municipal-owned utility, permission to
participate in the  of new nuclear power generat-
ing facilities on the basis of a  which indicated that 
city could give away insulation  all homeowners in the 
vice area cheaper than they could supply new electrical power.
The council voted to set up an energy conservation office in
place of generating facilities. See Public White Papers. Seattle
Community Information Project, on page 98.

Vermont-Depending on   resources can be good for
us.  petroleum prices caused Vermont  look
into using  wood for home heating and electrical genera-
tion. Nor surprisingly. they found  wood could be eco-
nomically competitive in both areas and could provide  least
25% of Vermont’s energy needs.  more interestingly, they
realized that using their own renewable fuel resources 
of imported fuel could be expected  provide direct employ-
ment for 3,500 Vermonters, plus additional secondary employ-
ment, and produce $63  in gross income within the

 per year by 1985. See Vermont Governor’s Task Force
on Wood  a Source of  (free) from E. Bradford Walker,
Director of Forests. Agency of Environmental Conservation.
Montpelier, VT 05602.

Japan-A 1974 study by Amory  author of 
Energy Strategies and Non-Nuclear Futures, indicated that
careful examination of countries even as dependent upon im-
ported oil as highly-indusrrializrd Japan would show 
tion and income energy options  be significantly cheaper
and easier  develop than new fossil fuel or nuclear power

 capacity. Conservation, wind, solar heat, use of
 wastes, and co-generation of industrial hear and

 were shown to be a practical and desirable policy
direction. “Energy Strategies  Nuclear Power: An 

 Perspective,” presented to the  Party Symposium
on Energy,  and  Future, Stockholm, 25
Sweden, 6 Nov. 1974, by Amory Lovins, Friends of the 
Ltd., 9 Poland Street, London  England.

 plan has been outlined for conversion of Den-
mark’s energy supply to wind and solar energy sources by 
year 2050. indicating their technical and economical feasibility.
“Energy and Resources.” by Bent Sorenson, Science. 25 July
1975, pp. 

Sweden-In a recent article in  Christian Science 
 31 December 1975,  19,  Link reports on  de-

cision of Sweden  cancel plans for building any further
nuclear power plants and  in energy use
through conservation, use of  energy systems, and in-
creased use of solar and wind energy The new policy resulted
from extensive debate in the country on the costs, safety and
political implications of various energy policy options.



 prepared  move even further away 
wasteful, high-energy lifestyles. Norway has had  
highest standard of living in  world and faces even 

 through the  of newly-developed oil 
Both   and the people seem alarmed at  

 of what that wealth would  the country and are
raking measures to limit the release of the oil profits 
the country. A  Gallup poll revealed that an overwhelm
ing majority of  81 and  percent-be-
lieve that more wealth will  bring happiness but rather
more problems. such as increased materialism and pollution.
Seventy-six percent  their standard of living was already

 high. and 35 percent of  in the lowest fax bracket
felt  more money would  improve their lives. “Poll
Shows Norwegians Yearn for Simple Life.”  

Star, Oct. 27, 1975, p. C-2 (From  Notes.
Dec. 1975).

United  report prepared under a grant from the
Federal Energy Administration by  Hayes, former Illinois
Energy Chief, calculates that conservation efforts alone could
meet all new energy needs in the U.S. for the  quarter-
century without lowering the  standard of living. Prime
targets for more efficient energy use include auto gasoline mile-
age, building insulation and  of    of
inefficiency in food production, and changes in how electric
power is produced. Hayes   Americans waste more
than half the energy they consume, rapidly depleting energy

 with  regard for energy needs of future genera-
tions.     Institute, 1776 

 Ave., Washington, DC 20036.

  ERDA-supportrd studies
by David Goldstein and   of the Physics 

 and Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory  the University
of California, Berkeley, CA 94720, conclude  it is almost
always cheaper  save a  of peak power   invest
$1000 for   They claim that with an affirmative
energy management program. planned hydro and geothermal

 will satisfy California   for  next 20
years, and that such conservation scenarios would result in 
savings   lower electric  greater employment.
and no sacrifice in well-being. “Conservation and Peak Power:
Cost and Demand,” LBL 4438. Reprinted in  February
1976 Not Mm Apart  from Friends of the Earth,
529 Commercial Street, San Francisco, CA 94111). Also.
“Projecting an Energy-Efficient California.” Goldstein and

 LBL 3274.

IN THE BANK
UP THE 

The Seattle Trust and Savings Bank this summer  
of the first in the country  offer lower loan interest  as
an incentive to energy conservation. The bank is offering
home purchase, remodeling, car and boar loans at 112 to 
percent below its normal rates if certain  conservation
or efficiency standards are  (it pays to get a sailboat rather

 a motorboat). The program, developed with  
of Wilson Clark,  the bank’s concern for  impact of
energy  upon the monetary value of real and personal
property.   officers   a natural relationship

  resource conservation and sound economic
practices-that the desirable social and economic  of

 and maintenance of the community’s older
housing stock is directly connected with the ability of people
to live in the  efficient and economical manner. Wilson
Clark  that the conservation program could reduce fuel
needs by  yearly and provide economic savings which
would be paid back in four years or less. The program com-
plements the decision made by the City Council  develop

 conservation  in lieu of developing new gen-
erating capacity.

For more information,  Mr. J. C. 
Seattle Trust and Savings Bank, 804 Second Avenue. 
WA 98104.

 report sponsored by  Bonneville  Ad-
ministration concludes that 1) electrical energy needs 
ed for 1995 could  reduced 33% by  2) the
energy made available by investments in  is six
times  expensive than energy delivered by  in
new thermal plants, 3)  jobs would be created by these
conservation programs than would be by building  
plants, 4) there  measures  in limited  today,
and their broad application  have no  effect on
comfort or customary  style, and 6) environmental quality
would be improved. See “The Bonneville Power Administration
Energy  Study” by Skidmore,   
in the BPA     Document
No.  $10.00 from: National Technical 
Service, U.S. Depr. of Commerce, 5285 Port Royal Road,
Springfield, VA 22161. An excellent,  pamphlet detail-
ing the conclusions is available  from:  on Board,
Senator Building, Portland, OR 97204.



Living lightly is what can happen 
the  burden placed  us by

 possessions and lifestyles suddenly
 off  CSPI press-the reviseddawns on     to get  

those things    burden. Lifestyle Index 76, by Anne  
  me in 1970 when my    

This little booklet will help you tally up
 energy- score-what you use in
 life. from  to your share

 ‘and  broke 
 rime and I  how much of

my  and energy went into paying
for,  hauling around, 
just supporting the way I was living. I
had a big sale and got  of almost
everything I owned.  relief I 

 for a  living in a 
and lightly.

Cleaning things  is something we
have  do again and again, because

  around us gradually
and quietly. But the sense of release,
relief  happiness of living by what
we need  truly desire rather than
what we can manage to afford-of
realizing the effects of  lifestyles on

 and  a touchstone
 stays with  constantly reminding

us that too much can be too much.

of the    We’ve
found it extremely useful in “living
lightly” workshops. It helps   
it all goes. And you might   

 its companion,  Simple Lifestyle
Calendar 1977 (single copy 52.25).
Each day has another idea.

Less Is More, quarterly newsletter, $5
per year from:

Alex Wade
Box 43

 NY 12507
 cheaper housing, 

and food and includes feedback from
 This is  stuff. The

Fall ‘76  contained consumer
evaluations of small cars: Honda
Civic, Renault  VW Rabbit, 
and  low-cost beating systems;
building codes and rhe energy-efficient

 and other very interesting hints
on how to live lightly.

Living Lightly, Tom Bender, 1973, $2
from:

RAIN
2270 N.W. Irving
Portland, OR 97210

I  tbis together several years ago for
an architecture class  was teaching-as
a report on the thinking behind the
Ouroboros project we had begun the
previous year and to outline what we
could do in our own homes and lives 
live more simply. Discusses avoiding
problems rather than solving them,
energy flows through rhe  the
Ouroboros experimental house, broad-
ening our measures of economy, why
live lightly, and how  this opens op-
tions in how  live. A lot of still 
able thinking.

Simple Living, quarterly newsletter of
the

Simple Living Program
American Friends Service Committee
514 Bryant Street
Palo  CA 94302

$3 contribution requested. More effi-
cient schools, agriculture or transporta-
tion  break rhe holds those 

 have on our imagination. We
consciously have to go  directions

 discover how we can live lives of
quality and happiness without massive
demands on resources. This newsletter
and the project  is exploring
some of these new directions.

Living

99 Ways to  Simple Lifestyle, David
Taylor, editor, 1976, $5.50 ($11 insti-
tutions), from:

Center for Science in  Public
Interest

1757 S St., N.W.
Washington, DC 20009

Here’s the book  always  to
 Lots and lots of  

each section is followed by a good bibli-
ography. Nothing fancy and nor much
new here, but  nice to  it all in

 place.

Lightly

 Comer of  
 New Mexican’s Guide for Environ-
mental Living)

New Mexico Citizens for Clean Air
 water

P.D. Box 4524
Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

This is a well-conceived/executed booklet
  pages). giving an overall view of

 problems, with both indi-
vidual and group responsibilities and
possible actions-though mostly individual
A good how  keep your house clean
(environmental Hints from  sec-
tion.  serve  as a model for the
kind of project other local groups could
work on.

Becoming an Environmentalist, Barbara
Clark, 1976. 60 pp., $1.95 from:

Cottonwood Publishing Co.
P.O. Box 1644

  WA 99362
Subtitle: “Or How I Learned  Stop
Worrying and Love the Energy Crisis.”
If you are just beginning the long, slow
and joyful process of weaning you and
your family from the consumer-oriented
/energy-full lifestyle that has become
the American  this little book
will give you courage and a few ideas.
Here’s how Barbara Clark and her
family did it room by room and bit
by bit. Enjoy.

 Garbage Book, Canadian Office of
 Conservation, June 1976, free

from:
Box 3516, Station C
Ottawa, Ontario,  
Canada

“How to Save Energy and Money by
Throwing Out Less”-a good companion

 your other living lightly booklets.
It’s always nice to add new ideas.

Family Energy Watch Calendar, $1.50

Dept. of Energy
528 Cottage St., N.W.
Salem, OR 97310

The most informative, dense calendar
I think I’ve ever seen; yet laid  in
such a way as to  be useful as a
calendar. The information included is
of near book proportions. Many, many

 energy use charts, facts, quotations.
Designed  people keep a watch
over their energy intake.



    

Some people still claim that insulation programs won’t work
or  be effective, or that people  change their habits
of  use. Nor only have both proven effective, but it

 that social  or changing  habits, may be
more effective than technical innovation such as more efficient
heaters or insulation!

In a recent West Virginia experiment, people participating
in a rebate program reduced their use of electricity by an aver-
age of 29% prr household. People were  a cash refund for
lowering their home energy use by changing their energy use
habits. For more information.  J.D. Cone, Department
of Psychology. West  University,   Down-
town Campus.  WV 26506.

In a Pennsylvania  program. 762 
have  an average 23% reduction in   

  will be paid back by fuel savings in 5 years or less.
Contact Department of Community Affairs, Bureau of Housing
and Development. Km.  South Office Building. 
PA 17120.

Under a Puerto Rican law which went
into effect in July 1974. the government
pays for  cost increases for anyone
using less than 425 kwh of electricity
per month. 74% (736,000) of 

 customers are keeping their  of
electricity low enough to meet the 
sidy standards at a cost of $48 million
to  government. Much of  
of the program is attributed to the 
land’s energy conservation campaign,
which includes teaching people  read
their meters to be  they are staying
within the limits. For more information
contact  Verge, I-lead. Consumer

 Office, Puerto Rico Water 
sources Authority. GPO Box 4267, San
Juan PR 00936.
Source: Alternative Sources of Energy

1

The Energy Conservation Project
Environmental Law Institute

1346 Connecticut Avenue 
S u i t e  6 2 0

 DC 20036
These   preparing a series of
handbooks on energy conservation

policy in transportation, land use, in-
 and other areas. See review in

Transportation section. Good comple-
ment  the Ford Foundation’s A Time

    publications on
energy conservation in industry and
other 

 Conservation and Economic
Growth-Are  Incompatible?

 from:
The Conference Board Record
Box  FDR Station
New York. NY 10022

The Board, a non-profit business re-
search organization, concludes that a
substantial degree of energy conserva-
tion is an attainable U.S. goal without
ill economic effects.

Energy  Task Force
Report  Governor  Nov. 24,
1975, available from:

Oregon Dept. of Energy
528  St., N.E.
Salem, OR 97 3 10

Excellent suggestions by a 
citizen task force on the establishment
of a  energy conservation plan for
the various  residential, com-
mercial-industrial, transportation, com-

munications and agriculture. Full of
good ideas and implementable, practical
methods.

Energy Conservation:   Hid-
den Benefits, and Hidden Barriers,

 92 pp., $5 
NTIS
U.S. Dept. of Commerce
Springfield, VA 22 16 1

Discusses “hidden benefits”-such 
higher total employment less pollution.
lower  for  and hence
lower interest rates-and “hidden 

 as ignorance of energy’s
role in economic processes, lack of de-
tailed information about individual

 systems or options, 
of demand by 

  of Conservation Measures
(Conservation Paper No. 35)

Office of Utilities Programs
Federal Energy Administration
Washington, DC 20461

Or maybe your local FEA office. Free.
This manual was prepared for the 
ties Conservation Action Now” work-
shops of FEA. Unsurpassed as a guide
from the utilities’ point of view of what
can be done to save power. Some 

 are  others  but the
whole way through you can watch how
their minds tick.

   Savings
 Reductions  Hut Water

 by John George 
April 1975.43 pp., 

  Administration
Publications Distribution Office
Office  Communications  Public

Affairs
Washington, DC 20461

An excellent report! Contains an out-
line and summary which estimate 
the U.S. uses  million barrels per day
of oil  but that WC could save
560,000  without adverse effect on
comfort, health or life style. Excellent

 comprehensive references specific
 dishwashing, laundering and details

on all calculations.  formerly
at the FEA Energy Conservation Office
and the Energy Reporter, has moved
to emergency energy planning. Does 
know something we don’t?



Retrofitting Existing Housing for
  An Economic

Analysis, National Bureau of Standards
Building Science Series 64, $1.35 from

U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402
  technical analysis 

ing the economic desirability of dif-
ferent combinations of adding addi-
tional insulation, storm windows, and
weatherstripping to existing houses.
The first  available which analyzes
for a wide range of  costs as 
as climatic conditions. It  contains
a model that can be used to 
what combinations will give home-
owners the greatest savings in investing
different amounts of money in energy
conservation  for their homes.

National Bureau of Standards
Consumer Information Series 8
U.S. Government Printing Office
70d

The homeowner’s guide to 
energy   for the
home based on the technical report,
Retrofitting Existing  for 

 An Economic 
Both the technical report and the home-
owner’s guide  still the “best of the
bunch” of all the insulation guides 
seen. Insulation values are  
climate and  costs-you pick what
you think energy will cost through 
life of your home! They also give 

 for storm windows, weather
stripping, floor insulation and other
conservation 

“Thermography Helps Save Energy,”
Engineering New-Record, 27 March
1975, p. 11.
Short summary of a project by a 
west utility that used aerial 
photography to   escaping

from buildings in  to notify the
owners of   insulation

     
sis of buildings by  thermography

 to determine 
savings.

  Scanners.”  
Sept. 197   86, contains dramatic
thermograms and survey of develop-
ments in  field, and 
of  by  and 
1972, available from  
Box 1403, S-111 84, Stockholm, 

 Swedish  is the basic 
 manual for thermography, 

ing theory and techniques and containing
a catalog of black and white and color
thermograms for common wall 
conditions.

The  Story, 1975,  from:
 Fiberglass Corp.

  43659
 governmental  to the con-

trary.   is demonstrat-
ing its superior  and is
being implemented rapidly. 

 house designs, reducing hearing
demands by   now being
rapidly adopted even by speculative
builders because of their demonstrated
savings. Financing  
dorsing such designs, saying that non-
conserving homes are going to be a drag
on the market.  bro-
chure explains one widely-adopted
design.

 Session  Your 
water  4 pp., free from:

Water Heater Wrap
Conservation Dept.
Portland General Electric Co.
121 S.W. Salmon
Portland, OR 97204

 yours is an electric hot  heater

located in an unheated  you 
 $15 maximum,  average,

 year on your electric bill. Takes 45
minutes of your time, 1 roil of R-l 1

  insulation. 
wide. a    of duct tape, scissors,
marking pen, a measuring tape and
gloves. An  being ably
promoted by Pacific Power  Light’s
full-page “how-to-wrap-it” 
ads and by  nifty  red book-
let.    

   Kit
for   Course, Con-
servation Paper No.  available from:

Director
Office of  for Low

Federal Energy Administration
Washington, DC 20461

A beautifully done series of lesson plans
designed to help supervisors of work
crews engaged in home insulation, storm
window installation and weatherstrip-
ping. Also, vocational-technical schools
will find these four manuals very 
in training  large cadre of skilled

 specializing in 
 who will be needed as home-

owners turn to retrofit  for
relief from  energy costs.

Insulation Reporter, quarterly news-
letter free from:

National Mineral Wool 

382  Ave.
  07901

Contains info on developments in home
insulation and  gas and electric-
utility energy-conservation 

 studies, energy legislation and
 effort.



Keeping Warm  Ha/f the Cost, Phil
Townsend and John  1975,

 for $3 U.S. 
Conservation Tools  Technology
143 Maple Road, 
Surrey  4BH EN&LAND

This is by far the best homeowner’s
guide for reducing  use in the
home that   since Eugene

  Energy, Save  
  in England. and they  a

stock of   hundred 
old that   technique
for insulating, so  British  a 
of  WC can learn  The
book’s best new information seemed to
be a  on clear how-co information
for making insulating window shutters
and  windows.   for com-
mercial products  in England
that could be usefully prod-aced 

 laminated to  
 for direct application to existing

walls: rigid foam insulating tiles to 
ply    access to 
space is difficult: foam panels 
with  for insulating existing

 floors; kits for glass 
windows. Good derailed instructions,
clear illustrations and lots of practical

 for dealing with difficult 
 unusual situations.   sug

 should be at least doubled for
 U.S. (and probably for England).
   directly 

here.

Save Energy:  Mosey! by Sandra
&Eugene Eccli, Dec. 1974, 40 pp., free
from:

The National Center for Community
Action

Network Services: Energy
1711 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
Washington,  20009

Well-illustrated, straightforward “how-
to-do-it”   
booklet by the co-editors of Alternative
Sources  magazine.  tips
on how to   than  manu-
als supplied by  companies: 

 the house against heat loss, getting
heat where you need it when  
it, using the  furnaces-stoves-fire-
places, appliance savings, do-it-your-
self projects, what to do in 
Includes a list of CSA Regional Offices
who  help you winterize your home,
get heating fuel and gasoline.
Oriented to sensible actions that poor
people can rake in rented houses as well
as economical  projects.

In  Bank  Up the  
Dept. of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment, 1976, $1.95 from:

 Book Company
 PA 19089

Well-illustrated, useful how-to 
both for calculating what insulation

  economic for you and for
actually doing them. Insulating 

  and how not  
existing walls.  All with a 

 list of   available.

The Window Book, Fred Schmidt,
1976,  from:

Season-All Industries Inc.
Indiana. PA 15701

Written  promote the company’s
storm and  window pro-
ducts but contains a lot of sensible
information  heat loss and gain
through windows and doors, how they
are constructed, how to fix, improve,
or replace them. and  it benefits

 do 

“Insulating Shutters,” Alternative
Sources  Nos. 18 and 20,

 and 51.75, respectively. from:
ASE
Route  90A

 MN 563 5 3
‘Two  on  an” 
of insulating shutters to reduce night
heat loss through windows. RAIN 

 is assembling a collection of 
signs and how-t” information that
should be available early spring 1977.

Storm Windows:
Vinyl storm windows are a good tem-
porary substitute for permanent glass
storm windows, yet  vinyls have
a lot of visual   excep-
tion is Sear’s Super-clear 

 per square foot-available from any
Scars   catalog.

Cellulose Fiber  Manu-
facturers:
Nor widely known yet, cellulose fiber
insulation, made from  

 is inexpensive and effective. 
Cost,   by Eu-
gene  from  Press,

 PA  provides  list of
manufacturers on page 208. Some 

 remain as  the permanence of its
Fire retardant and possible absorption of
moisture-but it’s  checking 

 $1.95 for 90 Ft., from
 Company

 IL 60901
or From your hardware store

Modeling-clay-like caulking that 
like a long  earthworm wound into
a coil. You  unroll it and  it
into the cracks around your windows.
Doesn’t  the dead air space storm
windows arc supposed  but it really

 care of infiltration-which is the
biggest hear loss in a house. In 

 just  it up again for  year.
Good stuff. May be produced by other
manufacturers. but this is the only kind

 found available.

 Values of Materials  
 can be Found in several 

  if   figuring the in-
sulation value of a particular  
construction. Handbook of 

  the American Society of Heating,
Refrigerating and Air Conditioning En-

 contains derailed insulation
values for  broad range of 
and uncommon building  and
common building designs. Architectural

  by Ramsey and
Sleeper also  drawings of 

 kinds of construction with 
insulation values. Both are expensive
reference books best Found in a library
or architect  engineer’s office.

“Best” insulation depends on your
needs. Foam insulations give most in-
sulation for the same thickness but cost
most. Fiberglass has given the most 

 per dollar. while new cellulose
fiber insulations promise to be cheaper
if settling,  and Fire 
is equal.



 

Ventilation Shaft in Pakistan House

A Nation  Efficient Buildings
by 1990. Free from:

The American Institute of Architects
1735 New York Ave., N.W.
Washington. D.C. 20006

In their earlier report, Energy and 
Built  A  in Current

 the  concluded, “We are
now investing  quantities of increas-
ingly scarce capital resources in strafe-
gies which have less potential, less 

 and longer-delayed payoffs than
an alternative strategy emphasizing a
national  for energy efficient
buildings.” This new report shows how
such a program can be economically,
Financially and administratively feasible,
and presents  for
immediate action. Shows the 
significance of energy  in
buildings.

Energy Conservation Guidelines f or
Existing Buildings, FEA, 1975, from:

Federal Energy Administration
Washington, DC 20461

A two-volume set of guidelines equally
applicable to new or old buildings.

 the first  covers savings
through improved operating procedures.
ECM-I contains an excellent series of

 and charts that allow quantifi-
cation of savings for each 

Energy Conservation Design Guidelines
for New Office Buildings, 2nd Edition,
$2 from:

Regional GSA Business Sew. Centers

 Service Center 
General Services Administration
7th  D St.. S.W.
Washington; DC 20407

This latest edition features  sections
  software programs useful

for energy design and analysis, and rhe
state-of-the-art in solar energy.

 
 

Energy  in Building Design,
1974. $5 from:

The American Institute of Architects
1735 New York Avenue N.W.
Washington, DC 20006

A good  primer for architects
to give a sense of what contributes to
the energy use of buildings and where
potentials for  exist.
Doesn’t cover any of the reams of de-
tailed. technical and how-to stuff now
available, but is still a good place to
start for anyone needing an 
not buried in numbers and tables and
charts.

Energy,  and Building, by
Philip Steadman. 95.95 ppbk From:

Cambridge University Press
32 E. 57th St.
New York, N.Y. 10022

Energy conservation in buildings, solar
energy for water and space heating, di-
rectory and  of solar heated build-
ings in the U.S., windpower, small scale

 power,  waste treat-
ment and methane gas, water conser-
vation and local water collection 
ered in a clear and easy way. This and
the Energy Primer will bring  up to
date quickly.

 Covered Building for 
  Proceedings.

Write:
Frank L. Moreland, Director
Center for Energy Policy Studies
Inst. of Urban Affairs
Univ. of Texas at Arlington
Arlington, TX 76019

Covets life-cycle costs, finance and in-
surance implications, social and be-
havioral aspects, energy and material
consumption patterns, aesthetics, 
faces with city networks, political and
legal considerations, technical consider-
ations,  impact, imple-
mentation strategies.

   Guide
for  Buildings, by Louis A.
de   Oct. 1975, 
75-2. single copies free from:

Project Engineering Section
Dept. of Conservation
State Land  Natural Res. Bldg.
P.O. Box 44156
Baton Rouge, LA 70804

One of the nice things about this item
is a comprehensive, annotated bibliog-
raphy on  conservation publica-
tions and computer programs focused
on commercial buildings; another is the
almost layman  of explanation
which pervades, increasing its utility
and. finally. separation of conservation

 into those needing little or
no capital outlay and those which mean
a major expenditure.

New Energy  for Buildings,
by     edited

 Jane Stein, $5.95 from:
 Publishing

17  St.
Cambridge, MA 02138

Another excellent Ford Foundation
Energy Policy Project report, this time
on rhe institutional barriers to energy
conservation and solar technologies and
methods to remove them: Trade unions,
building codes, sun rights, the housing
construction industry. An excellent
overview.

SECA (Service For Energy Conservation
in 

 Boston Architectural Center
320  St.
Boston, MA 02115

 a day clearinghouse phone line
for energy conservation information re-
lating to   that supports it.
Acts as a referral service drawing on
professional expertise.

“Energy  Legislation
Dealing with Buildings.” from:

Federal Energy Office
Washington. D.C. 20461



   Conservation, $7.50
from:

Living Systems
Route 1, Box 170
Winters, CA 95694

Living Systems  been doing  of
the finest innovative work in energy
conservation  seen. They’ve recent-
ly  the design of a passive
solar heated and cooled office building
for the state of California  should
reduce energy use in rhe building by
90%. They’ve built a number of homes

 ins&ring shutters, water walls
and other simple techniques that cause
energy use  plummet. Planning for
Energy   a 
of city ordinances they’ve prepared for
energy  many of which

 already been  in Davis, CA.
Their new building code reduces energy
needed  heat and cool dwellings by
50%. Tree planting ordinances are ex-
pected  reduce summer 
in the city by 10°F. Ordinances 

 solar  reducing setbacks
of buildings (allowing more effective use
of land), reducing  widths, setting

up  to open lower energy
transportation options,  work

at home, restricting fossil fuel pool
  permitting clotheslines 

 

Using  Wisely, free from:
Mayor’s Energy Office
124 W. Ashley St.
Jacksonville, FL 32202

A fine information packet on energy
 can serve as a good model for

other communities. Outlines energy use
in the city, how to read your 
how to save  using their
shuttle bus service, vacationing near to
home, a “where-to-call” guide to com-
munity services. calculation sheets for
home energy use. and flexible working
hours the city has instigated  lessen
rush hour problems.

District  Development Work in Sweden, Peter 
1975, Report AE-VS.159 from:

 A5 Atomenergi, Sweden
S-611-01 Nykoping 1
Sweden

Two-thirds of the energy in our fossil fuels that are used to
generate electricity ends up as wasted hear energy. At least

  ir. Sweden has for years been using that “waste” heat
for space heating in   surrounding the electrical
generating plants, resulting in beneficial use of  of 
energy in the fuel rather than the  that we get. Makes
sense. This report is outdated in that it refers to use with
nuclear as well as fossil fuel thermal plants and  produced
before Sweden’s  decision to abandon nuclear power in
favor of energy conservation,  ir contains reports on recent
studies on district heating.

“Energy” issue of  New Harbinger,
Vol. 2, No. 6, Sept. 1975. quarterly,
52.00, single copy postpaid,  
scription from:

 New Harbinger
Box 1301
Ann Arbor, MI 48106

Food co-ops, utility co-ops, farmers’ co-
ops,  repair co-ops even! This time
the Journal of the Cooperative Move-
ment. published by the North American
Student Cooperative Organization, ex-
amines  in energy” with em-
phasis on  oil co-ops which sup-
ply over 30% of U.S. and Canadian
farmers’ petroleum needs. Includes the
story of the world’s first co-op refinery,
on co-ops banding together to find and
produce their own oil, on credit union
gasoline. Instructive  those who say

 can’t do it alone” they don’t
have 

*See Waste Recycling, Transportation
and other sections for other communi-
ty energy conservation ideas.



Wise use of the sun should be as obvious as day and night, yet
it’s been a long time coming. Even ERDA has finally had 

 in  the inevitable and report that solar beating is already
economically competitive with electrical beating and  be
cheaper than gas  oil in a few    better  is

 simpler, wiser and   ways  use solar bear are
 less costly. And unlike wind and methane  use of

the sun is most favorable on  individual basis.  last major
 of solar energy-solar industrial  beat-is 

beginning  be developed.  live  

I’ve Got  Question  Solar Energy.
16 pp., May 1976, available free from:

ERDA
Office of Public Affairs
Washington, DC 20545

Everyone who has  written RAIN
about solar energy ought to write ERDA
for a copy of this pamphlet. In a 
style info access format. the  
asked solar questions are answered and
addresses given for further queries. High-
ly  (Suggested by Bill
Rice, ERDA)

Toll-free Solar Info, call:
 or
 (Pennsylvania only)

Open since Oct.   National
Solar  and Cooling Information

 has available a list of financial
incentives reports from government
and private industry, and a general read-
ing list covering periodicals, directories,
technical solar textbooks, architectural
publications, catalogs and 
books. Or write:  Box 1607, 

 MD 20850.

Free solar, wind and other energy films,
w i r e :

Film Library
Technical Information Center
Box 62
Oak Ridge. TN 37830

“Technological Utilization: Incentives
and Solar Energy” by Arthur A. Ezra
in Science, February 28,  187,
pp. 
This very important article outlines the
difficulties which hinder the delivery of
solar technology, and where and how
incentives can be best applied to stimu-
late public use of solar energy. Ezra’s
perceptive comments were used by
ERDA in the formulation of the Solar
Energy National Plan. Although aimed
at federal level policy, the ideas are ap-
plicable at any level and local agencies,
public and private, should use it as a
guideline to speeding the transition to
solar energy, particularly banking and
lending institutions.

A Floridian’s Guide to Solar 
Robert J.  1976, 51.50 from:

Florida Solar Energy Center
300 State Road 401
Cape Canaveral, FL 32920

A  consumer’s guide to solar
energy-explains graphically the basic
concepts of solar radiation, collection,
storage, water and space heating and air
conditioning. Gives detailed information
on safety, costs, how to find a reputable
manufacturer, and current status of

 systems and equipment. 
 this  half of the book provides

a good model for other states to help
people know the specific potentials
and problems in their area.

Sunspots: Collected Facts and 
Fiction, by Steve  $3.00 postpaid
from:

 Press
P.O. Box 
Albuquerque, NM 87103

Absolutely great! Solar humor, work-
able fantasies open up your brain cells,
hard science is applied with a friendly
Mr. Wizard ‘watch this now, my friends”
touch. Subtly educational passages by
an inventor-philosopher who has listened
to the questions and his own head are
interspersed with smile-provoking 
timer” witticisms aimed at  expen-
sive energy establishment. A gas to read,
bound to be a word-of-mouth best seller.

   Book:
Tbe Story  Heat  Grownups

Can Understand, by   
 Malcolm Wells, arch., $1.50 each

 each for 50 or more) from:
Solar service Corp.
306  Rd.
Cherry Hi, NJ 08003

A funny, yet highly educational book
on solar energy for children 4 to 14.

 Now all  need is one each on
 conservation, wind power, gar-

dening, recycling and  and we’ll all
make it into the next century safely.
What did you put in the blank? Maybe
we can find it and tell you about it next
issue of RAIN.

The Solar Home Book by Bruce Ander-
son is probably the most 

 introduction to the use of solar
energy in housing-see review on page
221.

A Citizen’s Handbook on Solar Energy,
56 pp.. $1.50 for individuals, $8 for in-

 and businesses from:
Public Interest Research Group
2000 P St., N.W., Suite 711
Washington, DC 20036

Introduction to   and tech-
nical feasibility of solar  Ac-
quaints the reader with current areas of
solar research. Lists solar experts and
information sources.

SUNS PATH

 NORTH

SUMMER Solstice

EQUINOX



Building Value: Energy Design Guide-
lines for  Buildings, Tom Bender
and Lane  1976, $3.25 from:

Office of the State Architect
P.O. Box 1079
Sacramento, CA 95805

Policy guidelines prepared for the Cali-
fornia Stare Architect, containing a
guide to design resources for energy-
wise design, energy conserving land-
scaping, dry toilets, and economic
evaluation. Outlines valuation of build-
ings  include lifecycle costs. 

 costs. and institutional 
 in addition  regular fiscal

economics. The Stare Architect’s guide-
lines for state buildings include 
flush toilets, solar heating, accounting
of unused solar energy as lost income to
a building, source-stream energy analy-
sis, and landscaping for summer shading
of streets and 

‘76  Conference Proceedings,
including 350 papers from  
20, 1976, Winnipeg, Canada, joint meet-

ing of the International  
 Society and the Solar Energy Society
 of Canada, Inc., $7.25 per volume 
   (non-members), full
   for $57.50 (members),
 $67.50 (non-members) from:

‘76 Conference Proceedings
  
  300 State Rd. 401
  Cape Canaveral, FL 32920

 are:  international and U.S.
 solar flux; (2) solar 

 (3) solar hearing and cooling; (4) solar
  design; (5) solar

 thermal and ocean thermal energy con-
version; (6)  and materials;

  biomass, wind, new de-
velopments; (8) storage, water heaters,
data  education; (9)

 and cultural; and (10)
‘business, commercial. poster 

miscellaneous. If you’re serious about
solar energy, ask for info on how  be-
come an  member.

Solar  for Space Heating and Hot
 document SE-101, single copies

free from:
ERDA Technical Information Center
Box 62
Oak Ridge, TN 37830

Provides some of the   
figures that consumers and builders
need to decide whether or not  use
solar space heating and water heating
equipment. Charts, graphs and drawings
help the reader decide if solar equip-
ment would be economical for  
or building in his particular climate
zone. Excellent handout for  

 officer, environmental groups and
solar conferences.   
Conservation for Home Heating and

Cooling (EDM-817) is a useful com-
panion piece which is also available. It
explains how solar and conservation
technologies can be combined to help
homeowners save money. Ask for 
publications list.

There are  government publications
which should be on the shelves of every
solar engineer and architect in America.
They 

  Standards for
 Solar  and 

Storage Devices, by NBS (National
Bureau of Standards). February 1976,
265 pp., available from:

 of 
U.S.  Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402
SD Cat. No. 

andand

Solar Heating and Cooling of Buildings:Solar Heating and Cooling of Buildings:
Methods of Economic  byMethods of Economic  by
NBS, May  pp., $3.75 fromNBS, May  pp., $3.75 from

N T I S
 Technical Information Service

Springfield, VA 22151
The first reviews different techniques
that are or could be used for testing
collectors/storage and then outlines a
recommended  method. including
apparatus and instrumentation. for both
components. This document is  use-
ful  anyone. even a  working

 his  “new” collector design be-
cause the theoretical equations, backed
by an outstanding 163 reference bibliog-
raphy, will aid in refining a design
toward that goal of less  cost/BTU
output.

The second  explains and illus-
trates with simple, but realistic exam-
ples  use of life-cycle  analysis
and benefit  analysis  evaluate
and compare the economic efficiency
of solar and conventional energy 

 Since the equations  difficult
for anyone without experience in the
field of engineering economics (although
programmable on a pocket calculator),
their recommendation that a 
oriented handbook he produced is 
excellent idea.

Proceedings  Con-
ference on Program 
Announcement, DSE-75-1, and Pro-
gram Opportunity Notice, DSE-75-2,
Oct. 1975, free from:

Solar  Conference
Transcript

Division of Solar Energy
US-ERDA
Washington, DC 20545

This unedited question and answer
session will be very useful to any archi-
tect, engineer, city planner or 
oriented individual who is trying to
figure  how all this solar energy

demonstration-project money at ERDA
and  will be  Financing 
sharing, government procurement of
solar equipment, ownership, retrofitting

 of the questions are asked,
 the  are clearly stared. Vital

for the solar library; also useful for its
list of small and large solar 

 attendees at the back.

  Solar Energy R&D
Programs in  Nations, edited by
F.  and J.W.  294

 (print), $2.25 (microfiche)

NTIS
U.S. Dept. of Commerce
5285 Port Royal Rd.
Springfield, VA 22161

 for ERDA,  covers 32
   American

 UNESCO, and several private
 Descriptions were sup-

plied by representatives of each country;
many  taken from 
given  the Aug. 1975 
Solar Energy Society Conference held
in Los Angeles, California.

  Energy Utilization
Energy Information Center
Technology Application Center
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, N. Mexico 8713 1

Bibliography of 2,100 references with
abstracts. Space heating  cooling,
power generation. wafer 
solar furnace operation, crop drying,
cooking. A subscription with 
to bibliography  Bib. alone
537.50.

ERDA Solar  
 $13.75 (print), 52.25 (micro-

fiche) from:

U.S. Dept. of Commerce
5285 Port Royal Rd.
Springfield, VA 22161

 updated version  ERDA’s
1975 bibliography. A Z-volume 
list,  goes as far back  could  “b-
rained, is  through 1975, 

 divided into broad subject areas 
as solar energy conversion, 
power plants, solar radiation  
others.



  prices  heavily-insulated   
   si ze  syst em,    

 for the heat delivered.   heat  be used at a
 reduces  use so

 (5060%)  direct (passive) systems of solar heating
much lower  by south facing windows with 

become    mechanical systems  
 them  night  keep the heat  in the daytime

  heat needed    homes. 
from being lost again. Water beds.   

 systems require   pumps,   controls
walls  soak   heat   daytime and release it into
the    are other simple, yet effective, 

“Solar Era,” Harold Hay, Mechanical
Engineering,  1972.

Demonstrates the necessity for insight
into the elegance of simple ways 
doing things in addition to careful
engineering. Making ice in the desert,
why black is cooler than white, and
elegant houses that heat, cool, 
ice  hot water  their roofs.

 Solar Home Book,  Bruce Ander-
son, 304 pp., $7.50 from:

Cheshire Books
Church Hill

 NH 03450
Buy this book,  best amid a now
overwhelming flood of often  or
plain  solar texts, if (1) you’re
an architect-engineer who has begun to
rediscover the  BTU per buck”
potential of designing with the climate
and using direct (i.e. passive) solar tech-
niques and you need more info; (2)
you’re  to build or have an 

 design your solar home, as it will
enable you to understand what you
should include to “build-it-yourself
and to talk knowledgeably with your
architect; or (3) you’re simply interested
in  energy and want enjoyably to
find  more.

Design with  A Bio-Climatic
Approach to Architectural Regionalism,
by Victor  1963, 190 pp., $25
from Princeton University Press

41 William Street
Princeton. NJ 08540

Best basic guide to climate sensitive
siting and design of buildings. Quanti-
tative info and techniques for measuring
and calculating needed information are
usually given.

Passive  Heating  Cooling Con-
ference Proceedings, Univ. of New Mexi-
co, Albuquerque, NM, May 
1976, for availability and price write:

Solar Energy Lab (Mail Stop 571)
Los  Scientific Lab
P.O. Box 1663
Los  CA 87543

If you can only afford one publication
 this list, this is the one to get. The

40  speakers included most of the
direct-solar experts in the U.S., covering
all aspects in the field.

 Reference List, free with
stamped, large self-addressed business
envelope from:

  Center
 

 of New Mexico
 NM 87131

Excellent,  annotated sourcelist

to the weather data needed for 
solar design, compiled for the Albuquer-
que conference above. Ask for their
publications list.

“Why Not Just Build the House Right
in the First Place?” by Raymond W.
Bliss, in  Atomic Scien-
tists, March 1976, pp. 
A simple yet powerful 
analysis of the individual and national
energy- and dollar-savings possible via
direct solar plus  conservation
home design, using  Mass. cli-
mate examples.

Regional  Analyses, published
by the American Institute of Architects
and House Beautiful in the AIA 
tin from 1949 to 1952. Now $28 pa-
perback, 55 microfilm from:

Xerox University Microfilms
300 N.  Rd.
Ann Arbor, MI 48106

Graphically displays all climate charac-
teristics of 15 typical cities and regions
of  U.S. Fortunately, you can Xerox
all 200 pages yourself for $10, or the
section  your region for  Since it
only costs  a copy to print a docu-
ment this size, you might write the AIA
(1735  York Ave.,  Washing-
ton, DC 20006) and  they re-
print it at a reasonable price.



SUN NUMBERS

LOF Sun Angle Calculator,  from:
 Corporate Affairs-MDSE

 Co.
811 Madison Ave.
Toledo, OH 43695

First issued in 1951 to help architects
design natural daylighting, solar shade

 and “giant south-facing 
 window with night  

homes, this re-issue includes the classic
plastic    revised and
updated instruction book and an added

 availability overlay. Get 
quick  the price goes up and

  for a simple. 
solar energy 

Solar Guide   by Edward
 and David  1976, 11

pp., $3 from:
Center for Environmental Research
School of Architecture
University of Oregon
Eugene. OR 97403

Graphically explains where and how the
sun works in relation to a building and
site. and provides   with  simpli-

fied method of   angles
and the available hear energy from 
sun on vertical  horizontal 
Ask to be notified when the complete
direct-solar workbook is available.

Solar and  Radiation: Methods
and Measurement, by  
336 pp., 1975, $27 from:

Academic 
 Fifth Ave.

New York. NY 10003
Detailed  study of the
theory and measurement techniques
and instrumentation. Everything you

 wanted to  know about .
Excellent for  libraries.

U.S. Solar Radiation Data. Write:
Grady McKay, Chief
ADP Services Division

 Data Service-NOAA
National Climatic Center
Federal Building
Asheville, NC 28801

 from 60 stations across the nation
is available on either an hourly or daily
format on magnetic tape, punched cards
or listing from the tape.  above for
free reference manuals on hourly (CD-
280) or daily (CD-480) data and infor-
mation on ordering. The manuals 

 maps, suitable for framing, locating
each 

Direct Solar  on Various
 for 30 to 60 degrees 

latitude, John  Leo  Frirschien,
James L. Murphy. from:

Pacific NW Forest  Range 

809 N.E. 6th
Portland, OR 97232

Tables of daily values of  solar
radiation for  slopes, in 
degree gradients, and  of
hourly values of direct solar radiation
in 10 degree  (no price)

Solar Radiation  
and    the North
Central Region. North Central Regional
Research Publication 
Bulletin  54 pp., limited
copies available, write:

Agricultural  Station
Univ. of Minnesota
St. Paul, MN

Very useful to anyone needing solar
radiation data for North Dakota. 
Dakota,  Kansas, Missouri.
Iowa,  Wisconsin, Illinois,
Indiana. Michigan and Ohio. 
comprehensive  accurate 



MODELS

Solar-Heated Buildings: A Brief Survey,
by William A.  check en-
closed; $13 otherwise (add  for first
class shipment), from:

William A. 
19 Appleton St.
Cambridge, MA 02138

Now in its 13th   about
 6 months, this 
 of  and   

  descriptions of 17
such direct-solar buildings  St. 
School (England). rhc 

 (Australia), Kruschke (U.S.),
‘Terry (U.S.), Wright (U.S.),  (U.S.),

 (U.S.).  (U.S.), Kelbaugh
(U.S.),  (U.S.), Croft (U.S.).
Saunders (U.S.).  (U.S.), 
(U.S.), Hay (U.S.)  Cleveland (U.S.).

A   Building,
hy Harold Hay, $1.00 plus stamped, large

 envelope from:
 Processes  

2424 Wilshire Blvd.,
Los  CA 90057.

Introduction    roof for
thermal mass”  which  and
cools  Hay-designed 
California, home.

A  for Energy  by
Jon Hammond, $5 from:

L i v i n g  S y s t e m s
Rt. 1, Box 170
Winters. CA 95694

Excellent Davis,  area analysis of
direct-solar  chapter 6,  39-46.
showing Steve  guiding hand.

TECHNICAL EVALUATION

Simulation Analysis of Passive Solar-
Heated Buildings, LA-UR-76-89, 
Douglas  and Jim Hedstrom,
free with stamped,  self-addressed
envelope from:

Los  Scientific Lab
Solar Energy Lab (Mail Stop 
Los  NM 87544

Reprinted in    
(see page 230 for   results of
this comparison between direct- 
indirect-solar  illustrate that 

 solar can provide a major fraction
of  heat  required to operate
a  What  pay attention I” in
order  such  is explained,

Preliminary  and Performance
Analysis for New State Office Building
Site No.  1976, from:

Office of the State Architect
P.O. Box 1079

 CA 95805
Design,  and economic analysis
of the new $12 million  office
building in  being designed
by the State Architect’s Office. 

 is expected to reduce energy
use by 90% and be almost totally heat-
ed, cooled and lit by  renewable

energy  Derailed  of
solar hearing, night cooling, lighting and
solar hot water systems 

Skylight Energy Performance and 
 Analysis for Skylight Energy Per

  Donald A. Moore. 1975,
from:

  Industrial and Institutional
Development

McConnell 
University of New Hampshire
Durham, NH 03824

Skylights and roof windows are 
 ways to ger daylighting and 

bearing  inside of  They
save  for lighting, furl for
heating and make rooms feel good.
Combined with insulating  

 “Skylid,” and letting the
sun shine on  
they make a  and effective direct
solar hearing system. These  papers
evaluate the savings and extra 
from use of   a year’s time
and show that if  designed 
will save energy in almost every climate.

 second report is a guide  
manual and computer  to
enable engineers. code officials  
ple to analyze overall performance of
skylights-including data necessary.

passive cooling and  wall



“Roof-, Ceiling- and Thermal-Ponds,”
by Harold Hay, pp. 335-36; “Thermal
Evaluation of a House  a Movable-
Insulation Heating  Cooling System,”
by  pp. 338-39; and “Some
Performance Characteristics of the
CNRS  Solar Houses” by F.
Trombe, pp. 366-67, in Solar Use Now-
A Resource for the People, Extended
Abstracts,  Conference, Los An-
geles, July  1, 1975, from:

ERDA Technical Information Center
P.O. Box 62
Oak Ridge, TN 37830

Theory and practical evaluation of 
direct solar-thermal mass applications:
“Skythcrm” and “French Trombe Wall.”

 by David Harrison in 
 vol. 17, no. 5, Nov. 1975.

Description of normal and possible 
 configurations. BTU energy and

dollar cost savings relative r” 
and double-glazing and overall 

 of blowing bean-bag polystyrene
 between  sheets of glass to

insulate at night. A Zomeworks 

 Environmental  
 L.  1970,495 
 from:

  Prentice-Hall
 Cliffs, NJ 07632

This comprehensive text. which covers
the basic principles of psychometrics,

 air thermodynamics, solar 
 calculations for buildings, heating

and cooling via mechanical systems, also
includes information on how to figure
thermal lag in heat flows through walls
and roofs, The best general treatment
available until someone writes a book
focusing on direct-solar.

HOW  ACCESS

“Designing the Solar-Tempered Home,”
by Eugene Eccli, in Low-Cost Energy
Efficient Shelter, pp. 257-287, 1976,
$10.95 from;

 Press
 PA 18049

Includes designs for adjustable solar
  solar window 
 moving carpeting, interior masonry

walls for  mass, including modi-
fications to existing homes.

 Hearing Papers (Guide, 9.50;
Basics, $4; Supplement, $4; Builders
Set. $4; Index, $1). from:

 B.  P.E.
15 Ellis Rd.
Weston, MA 02193

A phased self-teaching course that be-
gins at the  high school level,
proceeds through construction to a
high professional level. Questions are
answered clearly and comprehensively.
Emphasizes use of passive methods and
energy conservation before application
of more expensive, active solar heating
systems. Covers  tradeoffs and
economics of life cycle. Excellent and
highly recommended.

  Water Heater, by Horace
McCracken,  pp., May 1976, 56 post-
paid from:

Horace McCracken
Rf. 1, Box 417
Alpine, CA 92000

Similar to Steve  
“Breadbox” solar water heater, except
that the insulated box has much larger
tanks and the sides do not “pen at sun-
rise and close at sunset.

Drum   Steve  $5
from:

Zomeworks
P.O. Box 712

 NM 87103
How to &ail  operate a 
south wall. Includes materials list and
instructions. Ask for product-publica-
tion price list.

Bread Box  Heater Plans, $2.50
from:

Zomeworks
 712

Albuquerque, NM 87103

A simple and effective design, one of
which heats shower water at the 

  Rural Sire in Occidental,
California. One or  ordinary 
hot water tanks (recycled) are stripped
of insularion, painted flat black and
placed in a glass-covered insulated box
with insulated reflecting doors. The sun
shines through the glass onto the rank
and  bounces off the reflecting doors
onto the rank. The doors are “pen dur-
ing the day to receive the sun and closed
at night to conserve heat. Zomeworks
strikes again!

.

 by Steve  1975
 Corp.

P.O. Box 712
Albuquerque, N.M. 87103

$6.00 for a minimum order of 20 
 window glass clips with which to

create your own Styrofoam beadboard
panels to insulate your large picture
windows at night (get ready for next
winter) and save money on fuel bills.
Represents the kind of simple excellence
and common sense for which Steve is
justly famous and which government
grants “ever seem  elicit. Superior to
drapes, storm windows or double glaz-
ing for energy conservation. Do-it-
yourself with clips and plans (buy bead
board locally) or have Z-Works fabricate

 for you. Free brochure on request.



 mastering the science of origins
(excuse me. the science of 

  carried the quest
to its  personal extreme. 
eyed and confident, he returned--
literally-to energy,  in
the pure essence that spawned all
life.

Even as  type these words, John
Paul  the baboon with the
firebug buttocks, and Jesus the
Christ of Nazareth are melting
together into 

  by 

 is  enough  see solar 
as a way of beating rhc  cost of
petroleum. They embody a rediscovered

 of   relationship
to sun and   economic,
cultural and energetic factors  
cafe  continuing metamorphosis are
beginning  be articulated. For instance.
John Todd of the New Alchemists
writes:

“if modern industrial agriculture
were replaced  a diversity of
alternatives that  small,
biologically-gardened  
regions during  normal growing

 and terrestrial capsules such
 Arks for year-round production

of foods, then a good  beyond
agriculture would be affected.”

 replacement of fossil fuel
agriculture might alleviate some of
the impact of the seemingly inevi-
table economic crash or 
it would encourage  
be less corporate and t” re-establish
it as a local and regional pursuit,
involving  it eventually must. a
much larger proportion of the so-
ciety- Thus decentralization
might in  lead  a repopula-
tion of  countryside and perhaps
even to are-birth of a diversity of
cultures and  which are
bio-regional in their content.”

Yes, bio-regionalism. Thr humble

solar greenhouse reflects.  a 
degree than  the passive solar home.

 rekindled human attention  what
Peter Berg, ace watershed analyst of the
Pacific Rim, calls “living-in-place” 

 For,  the already
myriad   of
passive design for dwellings 
temperature, humidity, windspeed and

 soil type, site landscaping
and topography),   now add 
long-evolved limits of various living
organisms, both plant and  And
we must design lift-provoking niches
for them.

Green  are exercise  for
 experimenters. In fact. there is 

ERDA-USDA funded  
greenhouse  being  Yet
it is   combination of sun,
plant and animal that pushes us  the
limits of   about such a
greenhouse’s site bio-region and of 
design and construction skills. We have

 greenhouses, rabbit ranches
and  farms. yet few models
of any  food production 

  an energy-short  which
mix  all together:  New Alchem-
ist’s Cape Cod and Prince Edward Island
Arks (vegetables, fish), Jim 
Survival Greenhouse (vegetables, rabbits)
and the Reichmuth-Barnes passive 

 reflector solar greenhouse 
Seattle, Washington (vegetables, fish).

Even on this  and scientific
frontier of food and  individual
resourcefulness and private 
have already established a clear lead 
the ivory-tower specialists in  
for less” sweepstakes. While the USDA’s
Agricultural Research Service funds n”

 greenhouse researcher for
less than $50,000,  still have all
completely missed what  pathfinders
mentioned above have not only already
intuited, but accomplished as finished,
working systems. If is doubtful our
nation can afford much longer the
stupidity of well-funded, 

 of integrated bio-solar systems.
In this field,  and 

  are 
You’ll find  of it in the government
documents listed; rather, as  

 reminds us, pay  I”
the writings of those who  
Wizard”  kids. Unless you 
$250,000 in taxpayers’ money  waste,
of  like the U.S. Dept. of 

 
A bir unhappy? Send your queries,

suggestions and complaints   men
responsible for the program,  writing

  (request for proposals). 
Mr.  E. Bond
Rural Housing Research 
USDA-ARS
P.O. Box 792
Clemson, SC 2963 

and
Bill Cherry
ERDA
Div. of Solar 
20 Massachusetts Ave., N.W.
Washington, DC 20545

 T E C H N I C A L  E V A L U A T I O N

Climatic Data Reference List, compiled
for Passive Solar Heating  
Conference  Workshop, May 
1976, Albuquerque, NM. Free with
self-addressed, stamped large envelope,
from:

Technology Applications Center

University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, NM 87131

Basic  for data and methods in
the analysis of any  for a
specific  greenhouse  passive solar
building site.

Climate Under Glass, Technical Note
No. 131, WMO No. 373, by Dr. J.

 40 pp., 1974,  from:
World Meteorological Organization

Geneva, Switzerland
Highly  technical treat-
ment of general  climatology



covering:  and heat balance,
heat transformation,  

   air
humidity. evaporation and consumption
of  carbon dioxide, climate con-
trol basics, regulation of light, tempera-
ture, shading,  

 installations and short-period
spraying. Excellent bibliography on each
topic, clear drawings and graphs com-
plete this  survey. We need it
updated with  and animal data for
integrated bio-solar greenhouses.

“The Development and Testing of an
Environmentally-Designed Greenhouse
for Colder Regions,” by Tom A.

 et  in  Energy, Vol. 17.
No. 5, 1975, or send $1.25 to:

Brace Research Institute
MacDonald College-McGill Univ.

 Anne de  800
Quebec, Canada  

This is the best starring  for a tech-
nical understanding of  interior
north wall solar  Ask for
their  and excellent  publi-
cations list.

 Analysis of Passive Solar
  by  Douglas 

comb and James 
76-89, available from:

Los  Scientific Lab
Solar Energy Lab
Mail stop 571

  NM 87544
 important paper, while not strictly

 greenhouses, explains in under-
standable  and straightforward
equations the physical basis for passive
‘design which can be then applied to
solar greenhouse design.

��MODELS
Two Solar 
Systems  Western Washington: A

 Report, by Woody Deryckx,
Becky Deryckx and Howard 

 December 1976 (Hunger Action
Center, Community Services Adminis-
tration Grant No. 00071-T-75/01), 51
pp.,  from:

 Group
747  Ave. 
Seattle, WA 98112

Two solar-heated 
 facilities have been constructed at

Pragtree Farm, near Arlington, Wash-
ington, as a joint  by Tilth and
Ecotope Group. These structures, the
small rhombicube octahedron and the
parabolic  wall greenhouse. 
sent an attempt to determine the feasi-
bility of integrating warm-water 

 systems into  
houses designed for the specific climatic
conditions of Western Washington and
to develop optimally efficient 
raising facilities for use by iow-income
families and individuals.

Evaluation of  Solar Heated, 
Greenhouse. by   Ken
Smith, Howard  $3.00 from:

Ecotope Group
747 16th Ave. East
Seattle, WA 98112

Design drawing,  description
and technical analysis of heat-gain and

 balances for a passive design with
a 4’ high wall of clear plastic water-filled
bags stacked behind  south 
windows. Graphs, tables and equations
included.

  of  New Alchemists,
Vol. 2. $6 single copy from:

Nancy Todd, editor
New Alchemy Institute
P.O. Box 432
Woods Hole, MA 02543

Explains your basic ARK   la Cape
Cod. A descriptive and artistic poster of
Ark II (Prince Edward Island) is avail-
able, and future Journals will contain

 of their work.

 Greenhouse  of   
An Attached Solar Greenhouse. by
Bill Yanda, $1.75 from:

The Lighming Tree
P.O. Box 1837
Santa  NM 87501

Step-by-step illustrated instructions, in
English and Spanish, for locating and
building low-cost extensions to existing
dwellings which grow food and provide
supplement home heat. Based on the
Solar  Project construction
of many such units  high, isolated,
rural New Mexico homesteads. Excellent
example of  instruction which can
be applied in   work-
shops.

 Survival Greenhouse, by James B.
 $7.50 

 Walden 
P.O. Box 
El  NM 87530

Construction and operation details of a
pit greenhouse.  how keeping four
rabbits inside  can increase vegetable
15 to 70% and provide 400 Ibs. of
protein annually; how to build a 
producing aquarium from a 
drum. 150 pp., 30 drawings and charts,

 ACCESS
 Food- and Heat-Producing 

Greenhouse: Design, 
Operation, by Bill Yanda and Rick
Fisher, $5.50 from:

John Muir Publications
P.O. Box 613

 Fe, NM 87501
Best survey available on the types of
solar greenhouses now being built in
various U.S.  covering the
work of  innovators in the field.

Energy in U.S. Agriculture: 
dium of   
Conservation Paper No.  by Jim

 and Gwendolyn Gales, 176 pp.,
1976, $7.50 from:

Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402

21 out of the 1291 entries in this docu-
ment list ongoing or recently-completed
research projects and articles related to
greenhouses. Projects  direct
and indirect (i.e. solar 
solar hearing, waste beat utilization, 
peak power for hearing and lighting.
and  of water, heat and
fertilizer. Lists the  award oi each

 greenhouse research team
which presented papers  rhe “Fuel

 Food”  Find a local li-
brary  is a U.S.  docu-
ment depository.

Solar Energy-Fuel and Food Workshop
 April 5-6, 1976, Tucson,

Arizona, edited  Merle Jensen, 258
pp., $5  copy (checks payable to
Univ. of Arizona) from:

Environmental Research Lab
 International Airport

Tucson, AZ 85706
Includes 17 reports from U.S. Dept. of
Agriculture-Agricultural Research Ser-
vice. corporate and university research-
ers with emphasis on  large
commercial greenhouses for energy
conservation and solar heating via a
variety of  Only  of the re-
ports, starting on page 129, considers
the possibility, for new greenhouses, of
a direct (i.e. passive) solar design in
which the greenhouse  the collector-
storage system  la Brace Research
Institute, New Alchemy Institute,
Reichmuth-Barnes and others listed
in the “Models” section. However, fore-
warned of this shortcoming, home and
commercial greenhouse builders will
still glean some useful hints. Best of all,
the name and address list of participants
at  back will aid you in contacting
nearby resource people for answers to
specific questions. (Courtesy Bill Rice,
- - -  



  and the   Collec-
tor, by Francis de Winter, June 1974,
29  free from:

Copper Development Association
405 Lexington Avenue.
New York, N.Y. 10017

An extremely useful annotated biblio-
graphy which clues one in to solar col-
lector  and development his-
tory, generally accepted  experi-
mentally proven) design principles for
different types of  which grew

 of such experimentation; economic
factors, relation of solar panel to solar
radiation available. A lot in a few pages.

Illustrated Solar Energy Guide of 
Plate Collectors for Home Application,
$3.00 from:

 Associates
P.O. Box 37

 Park, CA 91320
One of  expensive, yet practical-
ly useful. laymen-oriented 

 the basic theory and installation of
solar hot water heaters. it includes clear
system diagrams as  various installa-
tion options are explained as well as
concisely defining and describing 
advantages and disadvantages of direct

  heat exchange and natural 
mosiphon vs. forced circulation by
pumping.

Solar Heating of Buildings and Domestic
Hot Water, by E.J. Beck and R. L. Field,
Technical Report R-835,  pp., April
1976, free from:

Civil Engineering Laboratory,
Code 

  Battalion Center
Port  CA 93043

Much valuable material  a great varie-
ty of approaches to solar heating is
clearly presented in brief yet effective
descriptions and 15 pages of excellent
drawings and sketches. Much attention

  to  and energy savings cal-
culations, and the authors include many
charts and worksheets.

  Heating, by S.   pp.
paperback, $4 from:

Edmund Scientific Co.
555 Edscorp Bldg.

 NJ 08007
A complete guide to solar  hearing
including how a basic hearer works,
effects of climate on  solar heater
and how  compute your solar water
heating needs. Full of large charts 
diagrams on building solar water heating
systems. An excellent, practical intro-
duction.

Use of Domestic Hot Water f or Space
Heating. $10  to members) from:

Circulation Sales Department

United Engineering Center
345 E. 47th St.,
New York. N.Y. 10017

    that conserved, 
heated water   Ask for 
“Symposium Bulletin” publication
list.

 Collector Manufacturing Activity,
compiled by  Office of Data, FEA,

 6 months, free from:
National Energy Information Center
Federal Energy Administration
Washington, DC 20461

Contains number of manufacturers,
their addresses, phones;  footage of
solar   from Jan.-June
and July-Dec. of each year; analysis of
number of  of oil/day displaced by
use of solar  in the U.S.

Enhanced  Energy Collection Using
  Combina-

tions by D.K.  D.H. 
20 pgs.,  postpaid from:

Solar Energy Center
University of Oregon
Eugene, OR 97403

Theoretical derivation of the help avail-
able from reflective surfaces  solar
collectors, based on Henry 
use of an  foil horizontal
rooftop reflector and a  vertical
collector at his Coos Bay, Oregon, home.
Summary: Reflector increases solar
radiation available to collector by 1.2 to
1.7 times, averaging 1.5 times 
would he collectable by solar panel
alone.



Solar Energy Heat  Systems for
Heating and Cooling  Work-
shop Proceedings, June  1975,
Pennsylvania State Univ., edited by
Stanley F.  ERDA Document
No. COO-2560-l. available from:

ERDA Technical Information Center
P.O. Box 62
Oak Ridge, TN
 reports in these proceedings cover

everything you  wanted to know
about heat pumps of all kinds and how
they relate to solar energy, utility load

 and energy  An ex-
cellent refresher for architects and en-
gineers, it  introductory material on

 a heat pump is and does for the
beginner as  (Courtesy Dr. Fred
Morse,   Heating  Cooling
Branch Chief).

MITRE Air Solar Heating  Cooling
 Report, inquire  to 

  to:
 

 Research 
McLean, VA 22101

A research study done for the Sheet
Metal Workers International Associa-
tion finds Solar HVAC    using
air rather than water have  

 lower maintenance  
weight, no freezing. leakage or 
sion problems, and greater simplicity
and ruggedness. (From Sept. 1975
Advanced Solar Energy Technology
Newsletter.

 Water Heating in South Florida:
 and Lending Institution

Attitudes Toward Solar  and
Cooling  Residences, NSF-RA-N-74-
190, by Scott, Melicher and 

 169  $2.45 from:
Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, D.C. 20402

Much-needed history, clearly graphed
explanations of economic payoff (time
relative to different levels of initial

 (installation  versus
rising fuel costs, why owners-nonowners,
contractors and bankers like and 
solar systems.

    South Africa.
 Research Report 248, 

from:
Will  Director
Solar Water Heating Program
National Building Research Institute
Pretoria, South Africa

Reports on efforts to find a 
able to withstand the  et

 of South Africa’s intense and
 sunshine. Par: of a 

 campaign to  solar water
heaters in residences.
“The Sun  Heat Our Homes-Even
in the North,” by Richard A. Mirth, in
Vol. 6, No. 3, pp.  of

The  Engineer
Univ. of Alaska
Institute of  Environmental

Engineering
 Alaska 99701

Problems and  of solar energy
in Alaska by a registered professional
civil engineer;  Seattle, Spokane
solar heating analysis for 
with Alaskan communities.

*For up-to-dare information on rapid
developments in both air and water
solar systems.  the following pages
on solar access, and check the Solar
Industries Index.

       
Line the inside of a metal  with a wick from a kerosene
lamp, saturate the wick with  evacuate the tube, seal
both ends, and you have a heat pipe. Dip one end in a pot of
boiling water and within a few seconds the other end will be

 hot to handle.
Basically, a heat pipe is a super thermal conductor 

transmits  by the evaporation and condensation of a work-
ing fluid. It can transfer about 1000 times more heat energy
than copper, one of the best known conductors and do it with
a  drop of  than 3°F.  ft. Heat pipes have no
moving parts, require no external energy  than the heat
they transmit), are reversible in operation, and completely
silent. And, like any piece of tubing or pipe, they are rugged
and can stand lots of abuse.

Already in use in medicine. nuclear reactors: space flight
and as heat sinks in electronic equipment, the energy crisis

 the increasing demand for more efficient use of fuels is
prompting renewed interest in heat pipes for waste heat re-
covery and solar energy collection. Since you’ll  be seeing
and hearing more about heat pipes, we’ve selected a few

 that will introduce you  their theory and applica-
tions and listed manufacturers who supply them:

“Heat Pipes: Breakthrough in Thermal Economy?” by Charles
   Nov. 1973, pp. 

“How Heat Pipes  by Don  in Chemical Engineer-
ing, August 19,  pp. 89-91.

“The Heat Pipe,” by G. Yale Eastman, in  American,
May 1968, pp. 39.46.

MANUFACTURERS:

 Products, Inc.
3  11 Haven Ave.
Menlo Park, CA 94025

isothermics, Inc.
Dept. PM, Box 86
Augusta, NJ 07822

E. B. Kaiser Co.
2114 Chestnut
Glenview, IL

Acme Manufacturing
7500 State Rd.
Philadelphia, PA

Bry-Air, Inc.
 37W

 OH 43074



News  quarterly
Solar   quarterly
$30 per year for all three from:

ISES, American Section
300 State Road 401
Cape Canaveral, FL 32920

$30 yearly membership dues in 
brings the American section newsletter,
with  pages on U.S. local chapter ac-
tivities, conferences, educational semi-
nars, expositions, book reviews; the
S-page  News with international
coverage, solar energy history; and the
Journal with in-depth technical and
academic studies by solar scientists,

 architects, inventors and
economists the world around. A very
good deal but please be patient. Mem-
bership has recently gone through the
top of the charts. These are the people
who can tell you how to organize a

  ii; your town. The Ameri-
can section is now compiling a directory
listing  and their solar energy
interests.

 quarterly, $1  $3.50
single copy to non-members of the
International Solar Energy Society from:

320 Vassar Ave.
Berkeley, CA 94708

First July ‘76 issue contained Harold
“Skytherm” Hay’s article on ancient

and modern direct solar technology
Watch for increasing coverage of direct
solar design and engineering. Free to

 members.

Informal Directory of  
 People  in  Solar 
 of   William A. 

cliff, $5 if check enclosed with order;
$7 otherwise; add $1 for shipment by
1st class  Make checks to:

New England Solar Energy Assoc.
P.O. Box 121

 VT 05353
 institutions  agencies.

commercial concerns, universities.
professional societies, foundations!,
individuals  engineers, architects,
inventors, house owners, planners,
writers), 26 countries (U.S. 
much material on Canada, Great Britain,
France, Australia) and activities (all as-
pects of  heating of buildings: in-
vention, research, development, design,
manufacture. marketing. operation. use,
government).

Solar   monthly,
$8 pet year to individuals, $15 to li-
braries   from:

Alternate Energy Institute
 Box 3100
 Park, CO 80517

Rachel Snyder, former editor of 
Energy Washington Letter and Solar
Energy  Report, has gotten off
to a fine start as SUN’s editor. It’s in-
expensive and well-done, with names

 addresses for further information
where appropriate. Ask for a free
sample copy and send the names of a
few friends who are also interested in

 energy. (Suggested by Ken Smith,
Ecotope Group)

 Engineering Magazine, free to
qualifying solar professionals, 
for 12 issues to all others, from:

Solar Engineering Magazine
8435 N.  Freeway,
Suite 880
Dallas, TX 75247

Although  (active) solar systems
 presently emphasized, this is the

best place  look for the few direct
 components now on the market,

since it is the only solar  with reader
service cards for easy access to product
information.

 Age, monthly,  12 issues,
from:

Solar Age
Rt. 515, Box 288
Vernon, NJ 07462

Edited by Sandra  and Bruce An-
derson of TEA (Total 
Action), after  issues  seems 
have what a solar magazine should: the
understanding that wind and 
sion are  as they are solar-derived,
an excellent editorial advisory board of

 names  Farber, 
 Meyer,  Wright), un-

derstandable Capitol Hill legislative cov-
erage, attention to energy conservation
and storage since these help all renew-
able energy sources, and a refreshing
optimism that we can not only make
the necessary transition to a new solar-
based society and lifestyle but that
it will be a gas.



    of 
N.M. Solar Energy Assoc., 

 Box 2004
Santa Fe, NM 87501

  with membership in
NMSEA and  more 
direct-solar work than any other state
solar newsletter. Most of America’s
passive system pioneers  and work in
New Mexico.

New  Solar Energy Association
Newsletter. $5   from:

John T.    Coord.
NESEA
P.O. Box 

 Vt. 05353

Usually filled with useful  info,
 edited by John Schnebly.

 Colorado Solar Energy Association
  free to dues-paying members of:
 Colorado Solar Energy Assoc.

University of Colorado  Denver
1100  
Denver, CO 80202

CSEA is just now completing its forma-
tion as  regional chapter of the 
 Section of the  Solar
Energy Society. Their Sept. 1976 
contains much  of regional
interest and a membership questionnaire.
This is a good spot to watch for Colo-
rado’s solar developments.

 free to dues-paying mem-
bers.   from:

So.   Assoc.
  
 Diego, CA 92101

This regional chapter of the 
American Section puts out an 

 newsletter full of useful solar
info, with a Southern California focus.
Their    Directory

 manufacturers, engineers, archi-
tects,  distributors and con-
sultants in California, Arizona, Nevada
and Hawaii with over 500 listings. It’s
$2.35 postpaid ($1.35  members)
from SCSEA.

 Energy  Report. 
per year, twice  from:

Business Publishers
P.O. Box 1067
Silver Spring, Md. 20910

Covers significant developments and
issues involving solar energy of all types
heating and cooling, wind energy,

 to fuels, solar 
electric,  and ocean ther-
mal conversion. Includes information
on federal, state and local legislation.
new  publications. 
tracts and grants, marketing opportuni-
ties. Averages 8 pages. Excellent con-
ference calendar. Name, address and
phone contacts for further information.
Ask  Energy Resources Report.

Solar Energy  inquire for price
 availability from:
Solar Energy Industries Association
1001 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20056

In  by the above group, this
index will  the Catalog  
Energy Heating and  Products

 presently put  by ERDA.
 present volume contains company

 addresses, phones, contact 
 product description and product

information on 251 solar manufacturers.
For continuing  new solar pro-
ducts, see  such as Solar 

 that  technical
and economic developments and 
track of manufacturers and their pro-
ducts.

  Energy 
Newsletter. $60 per year, monthly,
from:

Carl M.  editor-publisher
A.S.E.T. Newsletter
1609 W. 
Phoenix. AZ. 85029

Emphasis  hi-tech developments in
solar flat-plate collectors, solar thermal
electric power plants, solar test facili-
ties, storage, NSF-NASA level of applied
technology. Covers important legisla-
tion, conferences. Succinct, very read-
abie.

Solar  Digest, by William B.
Edmondson. $27.50 per year, monthly,

Lillian B. Edmondson, Circulation

S.E.D.
P.O. Box 17776
San Diego, Ca. 92117

The first and  widely read, started
by rhe Edmondsons before rhe sun
looked better as a result of energy crisis
rising prices, Emphasis on all solar 

 including wind and biomass con-
version; covers only the most important
legislation on all levels. Attention de-
voted to hand tools and reference books
for the backyard “do-it-yourrelfer” is
unique and extremely useful. Especially
recommended for high school 
vocational and community colleges.
Ask for flyer on patented SOLARSAN
collector invented by Mr. Edmondson.



Yes, wood is stored solar energy. And yes, you  heat your
house  it, and cook with it, and use it to stretch out 
heating budget.  is a lot of wood around-if we
manage   our appetites.

Wood as  Source of Energy
For current availability, contact:

E. Bradford Walker
Director of Forests
Agency of Environmental

Montpelier, VT 05602
A task force led by K. Sam Lloyd 
Vermont) has released findings that
there is enough annual growth of cull

 unmarketable wood in Vermont 
supply all the state’s fuel requirements.
On a practical basis, wood burning
would only supply 25% of the state’s
energy needs. It  be an 

  to use wood as a fuel, as it
would use 4.7 million tons of cull wood
that otherwise tots.

The Physical Energy Potential of Wood,
by   pp., 1974, free
from:

Forest Research Lab
Oregon State University

 OR 97331
  A good companion to  “Wood

as a Source of Energy.” this also discusses
the use of wood as a  The amounts
and types of residue available and the
BTU/ton and  cu. ft. heating 

  of various woods  explained.

Additional  have been made
of the potential of wood as a major
energy source in  New Hnmp
shire and Maine, and the Mitrc Corpo-
ration and Georgia Pacific have received
a half-million dollar grant to evaluate
wood energy potential on a national
scale.

  Encyclopedia, Jay
Shelton and  Shapiro, 1976,
$6.95 from:

Vermont Crossroads Press
Box 333
Waitsfield, VT 05673

A long-awaited and refreshingly candid
comparative analysis of energy 

 of different kinds of wood heaters.
Should  the fire of efficiency studies
for quite a while. Stoves studied 
from Franklin fireplaces  oil barrel

  an-tight heaters and Scandi-
navian imports. Efficiencies of stows
tested ranged from 40 to 65 percent.
Almost all stoves tested appeared simi-
lar in efficiency, with  displaying a
wide range of performance depending
on how   operated. A 

of factors  in performance 
discussed. including  of  of
wood burned, heat   
pipes, low  high burning rates, case
of operation and fuel  A 
ber of  pointers for 
wood   given.

  Consumer  to Wood
Stows, 1976, $1 from:

RAIN
2270 N.W. 
Portland, OR 
 Day is a second generation wood

 repairperson from  His
advice on wood   installa-
tion   is based on long-term
performance and durability rather than

 a salesperson  tell you about
a   in a showroom. These 
pages are  from the 

“Getting  Field Guide to the
Stoves” in  Times, October 22,
1976,  from:

Maine ‘Times
 ME 04086

A good guide  how different kinds of
wood heaters work and feedback from
users on specific  of
different stows. Compiled with chc help
of Albic  of Maine Wood 
Co., RFD 1, Box 38, 
ME 04957, who is preparing a 
extensive guide  wood-burning 
and 

 Stoves, Bob and Carol
Ross, 1977, $10 from:

The Overlook Press
 Viking Press

625 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10022

The most detailed and thorough manual
 yet seen on design. operation and

installation of wood  Gives a
model description of  and design
of a very wide range of heaters, using a
fireplace for heating, and converting

fireplaces  wood hearers. Comple-
ments Shelton’s work  efficiencies
and Bill Day and Albic Bardcn’s guides
to actual  performance of various
units. Appendices with  designed
for wood heat, details of Ken Kern’s
barrel  chimney 

 comparing wood
and  fuel costs with various heater
efficiencies.

The SE  Stove
Southeastern Vermont Community

Action
9 Westminster Street

 Falls, VT 05101
This is the  that got top rating in
Jay Shelton’s wood  energy 
cicncy tests. It’s not a slick commercial
model bu:  by a local anti-
poverty agency for low-income clients,
It sells for $105 to people meeting OEO
poverty guidelines (that’s most of us!)
or $235    Made  of
discarded propane tanks. Hmmm!
if everyone who  bottled gas  up
their tanks... A good example of top
quality work being done by small local
groups.

Wood    (at least 4
issues) from:

Society for the Protection of New
Hampshire Forests

5 South State Street
Concord, NH 03301

Keep your eye on New England in
 matters-they’ve raced ahead of

the rest of the country in  con-
servation and conversion to renewable
energy sources, pushed by 

 costs and restricted fuel imports.
Wood  the real cutting
edge of developments in  of wood

 the long range prospects
for wood as an energy source in New
England to the  “how-to”
details of  and cordwood.

Wood Burning  
from:

8009 34th Avenue So.
Minneapolis, MN 55420

Similar in format to  Gardening
  but oriented to people

who heat with wood. Short consumer
articles on topics such as 

 fireplaces and avoiding chimney
fires and an extensive product access
for wood  heaters and accessories



Depending on solar energy for hot
water heating is a lot easier when 
wood, gas or electric demand heaters 
available to    the  
to desired    isn’t
enough sunshine available. Similarly,

 people are converting to burning
wood  combination  or
wood/gas units are  oil can

  to ignite the wood and to heat
the  when people are away or too
tired  deal with wood. Some of 
units that are available:

Spring Mountain Hot Tubs, Inc.
2617 San Pablo Ave.  
Berkeley, CA 94702

Produces copper coil convection heaters
for hot tubs, operating on propane.

natural gas or electricity to supplement
solar heating. Larger convection heaters

available also for use without solar
panels, as well as redwood hot tubs.

 Brochure and price list available.

Blazing Showers
Y.O. Box 327
Point Arena, CA 95468

Produces stovepipe  heaters
 wood stoves and

  for  
  don’t  so much heat up

the stovepipe). Soon will  available
a solar water heating system to use in
conjunction  thr wood 
natural combination as in many areas
there is usually need for the woodstove
anyhow when there’s not enough 
shine to heat  water. All these units

 be made yourself pretty 
Someone (you? us?) should put together
some simple how-to guides. Blazing
Showers has one for their stovepipe
heaters.

Wood and wood/oil furnaces are
becoming available again in rbe U.S.
Somr claim high efficiency. but beware

 efficiency of wood burning isn’t
the    efficiency of  whole
system. Few people put furnaces in their
living rooms,  means that heat
radiated from the furnace and distribu-
tion systems frequently ends up heating
a basement, crawlspace. unused rooms
or the sky instead of you. Some of 
wood/oil, wood/gas furnaces 
in the U.S. are:

 Yukon
Wilson Industries, Inc.
2296 Wycliff
St. Paul, MN 55114

This  is being specified  on
many Indian reservations in Minnesota,
North Dakota and Alaska. Wood, 

  wood/gas units. Forced-air space
heating.

 
Tekton Design Corp.

  01341
 in Denmark. Hot  

heating  water heating from wood,
coal,  or oil, with auto-
matic   fuels.

 Furnace Co.
Underwood, MN 56586

 wood-burning furnace designed to
add   to an existing oil or gas
furnace, sharing  ducts and
chimney.

Marco Industries, Inc.
P.O. Box 6

 VA 22801

 Wood or Wood-Oil Furnace
Modern Machine and Welding
2307 Hwy. 2 West
Grand Rapids, MN 55744

Richard Hill
  

 Hall
University of Maine

 ME 04473
Designed experimental high-cfficicncy
wood   in conjunction
with a solar heating system in the new
Maine Audubon Society Headquarters.
The furnace is designed to transfer so
much of its heat to the solar storage
unit that a small fan is  to 
the flue air out of the chimney. Water in
the wood that is convened  steam in
burning is  in the hear-
exchanger,  significant amounts

 of energy.

 our northern border can be
found more wood furnace manufac-
turers. Three Canadian companies,

  and Lunenburg
Foundries,  combination
wood-oil furnaces. Regular wood fur-
naces are manufactured by 
Comfort,  and Lunenburg
Foundries. Add-on wood  that
attach to existing oil furnaces and util-
ize their fans are made by 
Heating Ltd. Contact:

Bruce 
Conserve-r Society News
512 Blvd. Wilfred 
Aylmer, 

  Canada



 contrast between the bicycle and the  car is a
very  illustration of  of human scale. The 
cycle   supreme example of ergonomics-the optimum
adaptation of a machine  the human body, so that it uses
this power efficiently. Hence the worldwide success of the
bicycle and  derivations in meeting the real needs of people
in  rich and poor countries, with a minimum demand for
energy and raw materials or ill effect on the environment. 

motor car, on the other hand. is a machine of inhuman scale
 regards size. its weight. its power  100  1,000 times

 of the driver himself) or its speed.  is for these reasons
that  only is it  consumer of fuel and raw materials,
but it is a   of the  fumes, noise
and also visually. The social  are immense. though largely
overlooked,  least  fact that  increased mobility
has scattered families to such    rarely are rhe

 generations close enough for mutual support.

 general.  drive  be expected  give a continuous
power output of 75    H.P. per man, but up 
10 times this  for   In consequence it 
be considered as an   any fractional horsepower
motor drive for a machine or tool, e.g. spin drier, washing
machine,  bandsaw. fans (forge blower). small compressor
or hydraulic pump.

Pedal power is of course only one manifestation of muscle
power; it seems  muscle power, the   and
indefinitely sustainable source of power-of essentially human
scale-is unduly neglected in the present discussion of energy
sources. Other animals-horses. donkeys, etc.--are also possible
sources of power. as well as rhe more frequently-canvassed
wind power and  power. All of these deserve widespread
attention, particularly in  way of prototype design, 

 testing and development. Nor until the practical problems
are faced and overcome can any proposal be taken seriously,
but unfortunately suitable  for such work-people,
facilities and money-tend to be in short supply.

Chinese bicycle transport using vintage equipment still 
   service.

Energy-Cycle. developed by the research wing of  Press,
is  for a  of uses.



by S. S. Wilson, M.A., 
Department of Engineering Science, Oxford University
Oxford, ENGLAND

  
of Different Means of 

 from  ubiquitous bicycle,    field, pedal power   of pedal power actually demonstrated  for

 uses.  of which  applicable in the U.K. as well as
in  developed  The  below, is a basic

 tricycle chassis  take a variety of bodies for transport of
 goods or people. Prototype  has been funded by

can  applied  goods transport and   variety of 

OXFAM, and  is designed  be built from kits in any small
workshop, e.g. school/community workshops. The 

 include sheer    three-speed gears, 
ful foot brakes and a simple form of differential drive.  a

   with box van, hopper or   body 
be useful for OXFAM shops or  use with the OXFAM

 project,  an  to a 35  van-the
 payload is 3  which is more  the average

load in the majority of city delivery vans.

 me       over  
One use for the pedal pump is as a standby for a 
during periods of  wind.

corn milling and for wafer pumping, in which  can
. 

Among the plans awaiting the building of prototypes is a
design for a two-man pedal-driven winch. One major
use for such a winch is far cable ploughing and  on
the lines of the  as described in an  paper. For
many purposes. including small plots and allotments, the pedal
winch may be as effective as a motor-driven winch.

 chassis, designed for transport of goods  people. Pedal-powered diaphragm wafer pump, developed by 



O V E R V I E W
Capturing the Sun Through 

 the Conference Proceedings,
865 pp., March  1976, Washing-
ton, DC,  $18.00 from:

The Washington Center
1717 Massachusetts Ave., N.W.
Washington, DC 20036

 is part of a larger field of 
 called Rioconversion. The energy

 and waste  
 are covered in numerous 

of-the-art” reports on: (1) urban. indus-
try,  and forestry  bio-
mass sources; (2) land,  and

 farming of energy crops, such as
wood and kelp; (3) processes producing

gaseous, liquid and solid fuels and their
further products, such as fertilizer, feed

and feedstocks; (4) technology assess-
ment; (5) economic and social impacts
and (6)  impacts. Displays
the scope of  better than
any other single source. Ask  library

 buy it.

Methane Digesters for Fuel Gas and
Fertilizer, by L. John Fry and Richard
Merrill. Newsletter No. 3, 1973, 53
from:

New Alchemy Institute-West
Box 376
Pescadero, CA 94060

This is the most comprehensive and
available introductory publication on
the subject of methane. The background
information is presented in 
able laymen’s language and  some
of the calculations  off, it clearly de-
scribes methane generation and presents
some small scale ideas and designs that
can be built to explore the process.

 Agriculture and Waste 
 Proceedings   1975 Cornell

 Waste  Con-
ference, William  ed., 540 pp.,
522.50 from:

Ann Arbor Science
Box 1425
Ann Arbor, MI 48106

 has collected  of the best
and most up-to-date articles on waste
management and its effects on energy

 in agriculture. Techniques, 
 alternatives and limitations are

presented.
EPA Methane Digester State-of-the-Art
Report

Tom 
OASIS 2000
Box 1, Admin. Bldg.
University Drive
Rice Lake, WI 54868

Conducting a $100,000 study of digester
state-of-the-art. including: design for
safety, standardizing digester operations,
effluent use for fertilizer/greenhouses/
refeeding, electrical output, methane
gas utilization, use of other rural wastes
as digester input.

TECHNICAL EVALUATION
“Alternative Animal Waste Anaerobic
Fermentation Designs and Their Costs,”
by  and  in Energy,

 and Waste Management
(see above)
This short article in  book goes
through the economics of available
options for anaerobic digestion. The
economics of these alternative 

 systems are compared with current
energy  and current  hand-
ling systems costs, showing that a 
cow operation methane generator has

 potential for competing with pres-
ent energy 

‘*Anaerobic Waste Treatment Funda-
mentals,” Perry McCarty, in Public
Works, Vol. 95, Nos. 9-12, 1964 (check
your library).
This four-part article discusses: (1) the
advantages and disadvantages. 

 practices, and the current under-
standing of the chemistry and micro-
biology; (2) environmental 

 and control methods; (3) control
of toxic materials; (4) process design.

 done by an expert in this field.

Process Feasibility Study:  
 Digestion of Dairy Cow Manure 
 State Reformatory Honor 

Monroe, Washington, 1975, $8 from:
Ecotope Group

 Ave. E.
Seattle, WA 98112

The specific application to an existing
manure maintenance system is thorough-
ly investigated. A  of popular

 state-of-the-art literature indicated
the benefits of: (1) high rate mixing
through gas recirculation; (2) heat con-
servation through insulation and 
em/effluent heat exchanger; and (3)
use of  available and relatively in-
expensive manure storage tanks which

 sealed to form digesters. The 
 of fertilizer enhancement are

evaluated.

“An Economic Analysis of Fuel Gas
Production from Solid Waste,” by R. 
Kispert, S. E.  and D. L. Wise,
in Resource  and Conservation,
Vol. 1, No. 1, pp.  1975.
Summary of a study done for 
RANN on an anaerobic system for con-
verting 1000 tons/day of urban solid

 to methane gas. The concept,



into keeping the plant  enough  operate. However,  
  

 can be produced with  homestead,  
 operation.      liquid

fuels   in this country could  produced 
a fermentation industry only sewn times as large as our present
beer brewing industry.

similar to the older L.A. plant (see p.
237). is being demonstrated by ERDA.
at a $2 million plant now under con-
struction in Pompano  Florida.
Contact Don Walters, ERDA Fuels
from Biomass program, Washington.
DC for  reports.

“An Evaluation of Methane Production
 Solid Waste.” by the same authors,

in the same journal  above, vol. 3, no.
3, pp.  1976.
A technology assessment of where

 conversion of solid waste
would  most economically attractive
in  U.S. A map suggesting 18 spe-
cific   in the northeastern
U.S., is included.

 Recovery is 
For subscription, reprint and 
copy price, write:

Dr. Harvey Alter, editor
Resource Recovery and Conservation
National Center for Resource

Recovery, Inc.
1211 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

MODELS

Bio-Gas Plant: Generating Methane
from  waste, 70 pp., 1973, $5
plus overseas postage from:

 Gas Research Station

 
INDIA

Ram Bux Singh and his associates docu-
ment plans for above- and below-ground,
heated and unheated, single- and 
stage digesters. Performance data on
these options is not presented.

“Production and Use of Methane from
Animal Wastes in Taiwan,” by Chung
PO, in International Biomass 
Proceedings (see ACCESS section), or
write:

Dept. of Animal Science
National Taiwan University
Taipei, Taiwan

Chung PO has helped build over 
digesters in Taiwan with 3000 gal.
capacity and 3 digestion  with
floating  each costing about
$150. Growing algae on the effluent is
also explained.

“Energy  Nutrient Conservation in
Swine Waste Management,” by C. L.
Barth and D. T. Hill, June 1975. 

 at the 1975 American Society
of Agricultural Engineers Annual
Meeting. Send 51.50 for Paper No. 
4040 

American Society of Agricultural
Engineers

2950  Road
St. Joseph, MI 49085

Report an  digester built in
summer 1974 by Clemson University
agricultural engineers. Gives $127.90
per year as value of energy produced
from one 1300  cow. Cross-section
drawings include  wind-rotor
for stirring and solar collector for heat-
ing.

Monroe State Prison Honor Farm
Methane Plant, built by:

 Group
747 16th Ave. 
Seattle, WA 98112

100,000 gal. capacity with 2 digesters
at Monroe, Washington. Work to resume
soon on completion of system for di-
gestion of  from 350 dairy cows.
(See Technical Evaluation section for
feasibility study of this plant.)

 Feed Lot  Plant. for
info write:

Hamilton-Standard Labs
Windsor Locks, CT 06096

A digestion  capable of accepting large
 of cattle manure is being 
 Methane will be upgraded to

pipeline quality  and  removed)
and sold as “natural gas.” A 
pilot plant is now operating there under
an ERDA contract.

Bio-Conversion of  Agricultural 
for Energy Conservation and Pollution
Control, by William J.  1976,
available from:

ERDA Technical Info Center
P.O. Box 62
Oak Ridge, TN 37830

A new design for the small.  cow,
digester. A trench above the water table
lined with clay or a membrane, a 

 “Hypalon” rubber cover and
gravity  produce a low-cost system.
Initial results of this “plug flow” design
indicate high efficiency at only 25
days  time.

  a  dairy farm (numbers are millions of kilo-
calories). from  Agriculture   Management



Methane R&D and Digester Tanks
John H. Brinker, President
A. 0. Smith-Harvestore Products,

Los Angeles Sewage  Plant.
for info write:

Hyperion Treatment  
 Rey)

12000 Vista del Mar
 Del Rey, CA 90291

  1942, 18 digesters each 100’ in
diameter produce a total of 5 million
cu. ft. of methane  daily. 2.5 Mcf

 the plant, the other 2.5 Mcf runs
gas turbines which produce electricity

  public utility located  to it.
 fertilizer plant,  which dried di-

gester sludge was bagged and sold to
nearby farms, is no longer operational
although all equipment is intact. A free
pamphlet is available.

 Landfill Methane Recovery.
for info write:

Fred Rice
Reserve Synthetic Fuels
1602 Monrovia Avenue
Newport Beach, CA 92663

The  of methane from 
landfills is commercially feasible. Al-
though it is almost impossible  recover
any nutrients from a landfill. the 

  as a digester lid which can be
pierced  remove methane.

MOW-TO

“Turnkey” Methane Systems
Gene Dale, President
Agriculture Energy Corp.
704 W.  Ave.
Ludington,  49431

This company has completed  farm
methane systems, a  
plant near Ludington and a 
cow plant near Rice Lake, Wisconsin.
Both are   with hy-
draulically operated pumps and 
to end  spark danger of electrically
powered equipment. They offer com-
plete “turnkey” systems as well as de-
sign and engineering consulting.

h e .
550  Algonquin Rd.
Arlington, Heights, IL 60006

Ecotope Group used  “2 5-l 5”
(25 fr. diameter by 15  high) sections
of this company’s  tanks
with silo roofs as digesters  Monroe,
Washington. and gor on-site help from
a   
and a field engineer. Harvestore has
done 4 years of  research and

Mr. Brinker will
 your query  approp-

riate people in marketing or R&D

 Quality Engineering  
 Engine  W. Wesley Eckenfelder,

1970, $7.95  f r o m :

89 Franklin St.
Boston, MA 02110

This is one  the standard  in the
field of waste treatment for municipal

   and includes
municipal methane plants.

 Building of Methane Power
 L. John Fry, 96 pp.,  from:

L. John Fry
1223 North  St.
Santa Barbara, CA 93103

This is a documentation of how Mr. Fry
built a farm-scale displacement (plug
flow) digester in South Africa. The
manure from 1000 hogs generated
enough methane  run a small diesel
engine and generator. Fry’s book comes
the closest  a “how-to-” cookbook,
but it doesn’t really tell you everything
you nerd to know (i.e. drip traps,
pressure relief safety valves, flame ar-
resters, etc.).

ACCESS

 on Solar Energy: 
Conversion System, 
33 pp., 54 from:

NTIS
U.S. Dept. of Commerce
Springfield, VA 22161

Proceedings of  June 1975 meeting
sponsored by  British 
Society and the U.K. section of the
International Solar Energy Society.

 Biomass  Confer-
ence Proceedings, $12 from:

The Biomass Energy Institute
Box 129
Postal station 
Winnipeg. Canada  357

The proceedings cover many aspects of
 including: production of

single cell protein; mass cultivation of
algae; rhe effects of biomass by-products
on the environment, and dissociation of
biomass by plasma generators. A wealth
of information from an interesting

Compost Science: Journal  of  Waste
Recycling, bi-monthly,  from:

 Press, Inc.
33 East Minor Street

 PA 18049

An excellent source of articles on
methane and other resource recovery
techniques.

“Fuel Gas Production from Solid
Waste,” by D. L. Wise, et. al., in 

 and 
Journal, Symposium No.  pp. 
301, 1975,  from:

Elmer L.  Jr., Editor
 and 

 Publishers
Div. of  Wiley  Sons
605 3rd Ave.
New York, NY 10016

A survey of wbo is doing what, where
with solid methane-to-methane on the
municipal level, in another journal which
covers the bioconversion field.

Study  Current and Proposed Prac-
tices in Animal Waste Management, by
Whetstone, Parker and Wells, Environ-
mental Protection Agency Report No.

 January 1974 from:
Environmental Protection Agency
Washington, DC 20460

1162 publications are  which
deal with all aspects of animal 
utilization  disposal. About 30
deal directly with methane. Other sub-
jects include algae culturing, 

 conventional sewage  fish
culture, lagoons, pathogens and refeed-
ing of manure.



Biomass Energy Institute Newsletter
 per  quarterly, from:

 Energy Inst.
 Cambridge St.

Winnipeg, Manitoba
Canada  

Annual dues includes  
 biomass 

energy   fuel, anaerobic
decomposition of organic wastes 
methane gas and fertilizer.

 Conference Mailing List,
for March  Washington, DC, in-

 as  availability and price from:
  Coordinator

 
 Center for 

 Massachusetts Ave., 
Washington, DC 20036

   speakers, panelists, 
 porters and chairmen and 400 
  by  title, address and or-

 Extremely useful  anyone
looking for people who 
their questions on  phases of 

The Anaerobic Digestion of Livestock
Wastes  Produce Methane, 
1975: A Bibliography  Abstracts,
Gregg  and James A. Moore,
1975, $2 from:

 A. Moore
Ag. Engineering Dept.
University of Minnesota
St. Paul, MN 55108

Most of the current interest in methane
is focused  manure as a prime re-
source. This is the best annotated bib-
liography on the subject, tracing the
history of  process from its begin-
ning, through many foreign experiences
(Germany. India, France). laboratory
results, and current projects. Smaller
sections focus  digestion of farm-
generated  materials 
cornstalks. etc.) and  fertilizing

 of digester effluent.

LC Science Tracer Bullet: Organic Fuels
  free from:

National Referral Center
Science  Technology Division
Library of Congress
Washington, DC 20540

A guide  the literature on the 
 and economic  of 
 organic materials such as gar-

bage, animal  sewage sludge and
waste paper  oil. gas and other fuels.
The NRC can  supply. if asked, a
computer printout of  

 relative  bioconversion for
methane gas production.

 Technology
(Large-scale coal-based fertilizer plant) (Village-scale   

fertilizer plant)

 million

 million

26,150  8.8  per year  

 million 

nil

1.07

1000

about 0.1 million MWH per year

130,750  5 per plant)

6.35 million MWH per 

  Nitrogen per Year by Western and Alternative Technologies

Village-sired bio-gas plants have proven a very   capital in a capital-poor country; yield a much highrr
rare of return on investment: generate 130 times more employ

 generate  instead of consuming  and provide
employment  the rural poor rather than the urban elite. 
gas plants have been adapted in India  rapidly than in the



Wind has been  used  a  of mechanical energy for
 of years-for  ships,  mills,  

         
 produce electrical  for situations where  fuels
 difficult  supply   of electrical  

high. Wind electricity is fairly  though  so
 nuclear energy, and is technically much simpler.

The real problem   society depending upon electricity
for a large percentage of its energy supply is  

ERDA-NASA 100 

WIND TURBINE 

Catch  Wind: A Book of Windmills
 by  Dennis, 1 

pp.,  $7.95 from:
Four Wind Press
Scholastic Magazines, Inc.
50 w.  
New York, NY 10036

An excellent intro to wind energy for
both adults and children, covering how
the wind gets all that kinetic energy,

 early history of  
power in the U.S., the  of the world
and prospects for irs adoption as a ma-
jor power source. Footnotes, appendix
of research, manufacturing and market-
ing companies’ addresses, bibliography
and index. For elementary, high school
libraries or gift-giving.

A  of Two Energies, by David R.
 1976,   from:

Committee for Nuclear
Responsibility

P.O. Box 332
 OR 97498

An historical comparison of nuclear and
wind power, their proponents, the fa-
mous experiments, and a critique of 
slowness of present ERDA wind energy
programs. An enlightening 
by a professor emeritus of physics. U.
of Massachusetts, Amherst. MA.

 (NSF-RA-N-75-051), by
Frank R.  1975,  Corp.,

 VA, 77 pp., Stock No. 
000-00272-4, $2.25 from:

Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402

Although little  is given 
small wind generators, the focus being
on the past,  and future of large
wind-turbines, much  valu-
able for small-scale applications is 

 in a concise, informative. visually
superb treatment with excellent photos,
graphics and layout. Up-to-dare 
facturer-distributor list.

 Generation of Electricity by Wind
Power,  E.W.  1976, $19.95
(hardbound) from:

 Press
John Wiley  Sons, Inc.
605 Third Ave.
New York, NY 10016

 $9 paperback (surface mail) from:
Conservation Tools  Technology
143 Maple Rd.

 Surrey, England KT6 4BH

Among the best references on 
power, with extensive treatment of the
history and range of wind machine de-
signs, wind characteristics, wind distri-
bution and large-scale installations.

Windworks  $3 from:
Windworks
Box 329, Rf. 3

 WI 53149

Beautiful four-color poster with a his-
torical-technical survey of 17 wind
machines on   and an 

 small-scale wind energy on the
back, with expert commentary. 

 on commercial and do-it-yourself
windpower.

Wind Power Climatology of  United
  by J. W. Reed,

1975, $7 from:
NTIS
Department of Commerce
Springfield, VA 22151

A wind  of the entire country
which can give you an idea about winds
in your area. All suitable data in the

 Climatic Center archives for
758  have been analyzed for
monthly. seasonal and annual average
windpower.

 of Power from the Wind.”
by E. Wendell  in 
Meteorological Society Bulletin, vol.
56, no. 7, July 1975, pp. 
single copies free from:

Dept. of Atmospheric Sciences
Oregon State Univ.

 OR 97331

Excellent introduction  windpower
done by Prof.  for the Oregon
State Senate Subcommittee on En-
vironment and Energy. Covers history,

 atmosphere, large wind turbines,
wind site surveys, power duration
curves,  design, windmill
farms, novel designs, environmental im-
pacts, cost estimates, time schedule for
implementation, and general conclu-
sions. Includes an excellent bibliography.



“Advanced  innovative Wind Energy
Concepts” RFP, organizations desiring

 produce a study, write:
US-ERDA
Headquarters Procurement Operations

Office
2400  St., N.W.
Washington, DC 20545

Aimed   the 
of wind energy concepts which might
provide a significant  in

 per unit  (or other 
  conventional wind 

 systems. Multiple awards are planned.

SMALL SYSTEMS

Wind Power for  Homes and
 Industry, by Jack  and Dick

 for ERDA (Contract No. E
 1977. For price,

write:
Wind  Conversion Branch
E R D A  

 DC 20545
 you wanted to know about

windmills.  is covered in this 
 primer on thr selection and siting

of  windmachines. Written for the
layman, it proceeds through history,
aerodynamic theory, wind behavior-site
selection, power and energy require-
ments, wind system components, own-
ing a windmill.  economics and
legal hurdles. Examples with 
tions and graphs are provided through-
out. A glossary and wind power data
for 750 U.S. and southern Canada 
tions end the compendium. Kudos to
ERDA’ S Lou  (Wind Energy
Branch Manager), the  their
consultants and reviewers for this mod-
ern classic, a  addition to the library
of ail who are contemplating small wind

Windpower Calculator, by Robert G.
Flower. free with self-addressed, stamped
envelope from:

Life   Design
P.O. Box 246

 PA 18011

A  for the  “at-a-glance”
figuring wind-plant power output of
small- and medium-scale wind machines

 under 40’ blade diameter).

The Selection and Characteristics of
Wind-Power Sites,  by 
and  1952, $24 (U.S. “on-
member), $12 (U.S. member) from:

Electrical Research Association
 Rd.

Leatherhead, Surrey, KT22 
England

Explains how to develop the various
stages of a wind survey. Expensive, so
try a large library or inter-library loan.

 Aerodynamics of Wind Power
Machines, NTIS PB 238594, 55.25 

National Technical Information
Service

Dept. of Commerce
Springfield. VA 22151

Covers the operation and characteristics
of any wind machine.

Wind and   
for  Heating, by McGowan, 

 and   copies
 with business-sized SASE from:

Wind Power Group
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01002

Results of an analytical study to deter-
mine the feasibility of a residential
heating system for the northeastern U.S.
designed to be powered or augmented
by a wind generator system, with and

 thermal energy storage, and
 these systems with a solar

   includes a
description of an experimental system,
“The Wind Furnace  built at

 Mass.

 Windpower  for
Experimenters.  by Jack Park.
$6.00 from:

Heiion, Inc.
Box 445
Brownsville, CA 95919

From basics to exotica gently yet 
pietciy in workbook format with ex-
ample problems next to clear drawings
and graphs. Angie of attack; relative
wind, blade layout, aspect ratio ail
that will be clear enough to you when
you’re done reading that you’ll be able
to critique the plans you bought or
design-it-yourself.

Wind and ‘Wind Spinners, by 
and House, $7.50 from:

 
 CA 91350

Wind generator design and construction
with an emphasis on  rotors
and  electronic controls, for
which  and parts lists are
included.

Wind Measurement Equipment:
1.   Inc.

P.O. Box 373
Michigan City, IN 46360

2.  Inc.
Box 445
Brownsville, CA 95919

3. Natural Power. Inc.
B o x  
New  NH 03070

4  Wind Electric
P.O. Box 11174

 Alto, CA 94306
The  offer the necessary 
monitoring equipment at low 

Do-It-Yourself Plans:
I. Heiion  12’ and 16’  wind

generator plans, $10
2. Sencenbaugb  10’ diameter wind

3. Windworks  25’ diameter saiiwing
windmill plans, $25, 12’ diameter
wind generator plans, $15.

 and Scncenbaugh also sell kits
and completed wind generators.



LARGE SYSTEMS

Wind Energy Mission  by Lock-
heed and General Electric for ERDA will
be available in spring 1977. Write:

Wind Energy Conversion Branch

Washington, DC 20545

These extremely important documents

Wooden Windmill Blades
$25 to $60 from:
Thomas R. 
Aero Power Research 
P.O.  2001

 Ca. 94010
Straight,  kiln-dried
Douglas fir or aircraft quality  spruce
blades of  7’6” or 10’  Supplied
with complete balancing, finishing and
mounting  and with complete
plans for  economical wind generator.

  Synchronous 
 $2 postpaid from Windworks

for all three:
1. “Synchronous Inversion: Concept

and  by Hans Meyer, 12
pp., 1976, 

2. “Synchronous&version for 
power Utilization,” by Alan Wilkerson,
12 pp., 1975,  and

3. “Synchronous Inversion: Tech-
nology for Utilization of Waste Energy,”

by  Wilkerson, 25 pp., 1976, $1.00.
A free pamphlet on the Gemini, which
allows any DC power source   AC
power back into electrical grid and 
the existing grid rather than expensive

storage batteries, is also available. See
also the backside of the Windworks
poster on page 239.

 U.N. Rome Conference on  
 Wind Power,  7, held

August 21-31, 1961, $16 from
U.N. Publications
United Nations
New York, NY 10017

A classic wind conference, including
important items not available 
such as Hotter’s paper  windmill
blade design. In most libraries.

1st Wind Energy Conversion Systems 
Workshop Proceedings, ed. by 

 NASA PB-231 34119, 1973,
$6.50 from:

5285  Royal Rd.
Springfield, VA 22161

‘The first major wind conference since
 1961.’

2nd Wind  Conversion 
 ‘Workshop Proceedings, ed. by Frank

 held June 9-11, 1975, $7.40,
 N o .   f ro, , , :
Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402

 all aspects of wind
e n e r g y .

are   studies of
America’s wind energy potential and
how, where and when  can be 

 Since  large wind-electric
alternative is now less  or equal to
the costs of nuclear power, depending
upon  site windspeed and the  of
the  this data is very useful
to anti-nuclear  Preliminary
Lockheed findings, with such 
charts, are found in “The  Potential
of Wind as an Energy Source” by Ugo

 and Michael Dubcy, available from:
Wind Energy Program, Dept. 
Lockheed-California, P.O.  551.
Burbank, CA 91520. Send a stamped,
self-addressed, business-size 

“Fresh Breeze for Denmark’s Wind-
mills” by Don Hinrichsen and Patrick

 in   10 June
1976, pp. 567-569.
Very useful  nuclear plant 
as it contains a comparison by 

 of the relative reliability (i.e.
 factor) of a  U.S. 

clear reactor and the existing Danish
 windmill with and without a
 storage  Even that small

 storage makes the power avail-
ability of the windmill as good as 
of the nuclear plant. In addition, a de-
scription of   Colleges 

 of a   wind-turbine
shows that the NASA-ERDA wind

 with a  1.5 MW ma-
chine  for demonstration in
1979. may be bear by a Danish 

  school and college
 in the “big machine” sweep-

stakes.

“Wind Energy” by Bent  in
Bulletin of  Atomic  Sept.
1976,  38-45.
An  introduction to the poten-
tial for large-scale wind-electricity. cov-
ering energy storage methods, the rela-
tive  for wind- and nuclear-power,
and their environmental impacts.

r
The Homemade Windmills of 
1976, $3 from:

 

Converting wind motion into electricity
then back to mechanical energy to run

 to pump water, saw wood, 
shop tools  other industrial processes
IS expensive and roundabout. Using
windmills directly to provide mechani-
cal power can be considerably cheaper
than wind/electricity and less than grid
electricity in some  
pumping windmills,  and
sawmills were common in the early part
of this  along with many 
powered farm shops, and their econom-
ics are appearing more favorable again
today. Used to stretch electrical sup-
plies, or used independently with com-
pressed air energy storage or 
flywheel storage in rhe future, wind/
mechanical systems deserve closer 

 along with their more 

 grain, 

15290 Coleman Valley Rd.
Occidental, CA 95465

  reprint of classic survey, 

 Wind-Powered 
 mechanical windmills pumping 
 running direct-driven farm 

sawing wood. Community shops of 
future will store energy via compressed
air tanks  power air tools during slack
wind periods.

Food from Windmills, Peter 
1975, 58.15 surface, 510 airmail from:

LT. Publications Ltd.
9 King Street
London   

A,, excellent nuts and bolt; case 
of the development of low-cost, effec-

refinements.

tive water-pumping irrigation windmills
in Ethiopia. Economic, social and en-
gineering factors evolved a Cretan 
wing windmill at a cost of $700 

 that out-perfumed imported
 pumpers that  Efh. 

each. A fine account of various options
developed and suggestions for further



An    Potential Environ-
mental Effects of Wind Energy Systems
Development 
from:

NTIS
5285 Port Royal Rd.
Springfield, VA 22161

Excellent for the anti-nuclear 
presenting the now economic 
electric alternative.

 from  Wind, 1948, 1974, 
Palmer C. Putnam. $9.95 
from:

 Nostrand Reinhold Co.
Litton Educational Publishing
450 W. 33rd 
New York, N.Y. 3.0001

In 1941 a large  diameter, two-
 wind turbine was designed, fab-

ricated  erected on Grandpa’s Knob,
a 2000’ high mountain near 
Vermont. Called the Smith-Putnam, 
produced electricity for the Central Ver-
mont Public Service Company’s 
work at a cost close to that of today’s

 power plants. Putnam,
an engineer and consultant to the U.S.
government on renewable energy sour-
ces, describes the experiment from
start to finish, in what is now the de-
finitive and classic work on the planning

 and design of megawatt wind-electric
sys t ems .

 Testimony, by Lee Johnson
 of RAIN and Ecotope Group, at Pebble
 Springs Nuclear Plant Hearings, ask for

free reprint no. 136 from:
Senator Mike Gravel (D-Alaska)
U.S. Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Sen. Gravel entered this information,
designed for use by other nuclear power

 in the Sept. 21, 1976, Con-
gressional Record. It contains the 
useful points of argument to mention
when suggesting the use of large wind-
electric systems, with extensive 

 to support  If you’re pressed
for time, most large public and 
sity libraries get the Record.

“Windmills Stage a  by T.S.
 in IEEE Spectrum, Nov. 1976,

pp. 
A comprehensive primer on wind-tur-
bine electronic options for synchroniz-
ing wind-produced power with the grid,
variable-speed constant frequency

 and constant-speed 
frequency  systems are explained
A  technical version by the same
author is “Wind-Power Electric Utility

 in journal of Engineering for
 February 1976, pp.

293-296. Reading both should make
wind generator options perfectly clear.

ACCESS

American Wind  Association
  membership dues,

American Wind Energy Assoc.
12949 
Detroit, MI 48223

A non-profit organization working to
further the application and use of wind
energy, its objectives  1) to stimu-
late public  2) provide pro-
duct and service  and 3)
establish product standards for the
wind energy industry. Membership in-
cludes full voting rights, a quarterly
association newsletter and special rates
at conferences and workshops.

 Digest,  for 4 issues,
 copy, from:

Jester Press
54468 CR 31
Bristol, IN 46507

A subscription to WPD,  in
the  and getting your name on
ERDA’s Wind Energy Conversion
Branch mailing list should keep just
about any wind energy aficionado clued
in to what’s happening. The Dec. ‘76
WPD is an excellent issue to  with.
It contains reports from the ‘76 
can Wind Energy  confer-
ence, articles on the Zephyr Wind Dy-
namo, Rocky Flats Small Scale Wind-
-ill Testing, and is strewn with 

 tidbits by editor Mike Evans and
associate editors Diane Purnside and

 Carter.

Wind Energy: A Bibliography  
 and Keywords,  Van 

 1975, $12 airmail from:
Library Administration
University of Technology

 513
 Netherlands

This Z-volume work is excellent in its
comprehensiveness. especially on non-
U.S. wind experiments in the 
and large-scale wind-turbine range, and
in the ease with which even 

 foreign language reports can be ac-
cessed. The keywords, arrived at after a
survey of those most  and most

 used, reflect the fact that this
bibliography was produced by a work-
ing wind enthusiast for other such 

 the  around.

 Wind   
 $10 postpaid from:

Technology Application Center
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, NM 87131

Abstracts covering both foreign and do-
mestic  an author index, a 
poratc source index, and a 
index of titles and keywords. Subjects

 wind power plants, wind power
generators, wind machines and wind
energy storage facilities, to mention a
few.

Energy from  Wind: Annotated 
 by Barbara Burke and 
 Aug. 1975, available from:

 Energy Applications Lab
Colorado State University

 
Fort Collins, CO 80523

The best I have ever seen. It covers
everything from laymen articles to dense
theory, and covers it year-by-year. It is
possible to  all the wind publications

 any one year if you only know about
when something was published, or you
can find out how many items your
favorite windpower author has written,
and in what  by looking it up in
an author-year index. Well done and
thank you!

NSF-RANN Wind  Conversion
Research: Recent Publications, ask
for Bulletin No. 3, June 1975, from

National Science Foundation
Washington, DC 20550

An abstracted bibliography which some
wind enthusiasts may have missed if
they were not on the NSF wind mailing
list. Includes Sandia Labs’ vertical-axis
nind turbine reports, NASA Lewis Re-
search Center reports on the 
machine, as well as NSF grantee reports.
Tells you where to order what.

 Bibliography, 1974, $3 from
Windworks (see above).
Covers all aspects but with  emphasis
on small-scale systems, lists component

 and suppliers for the 

Federal Wind Energy Program 
May 1, 1975, free from:

ERDA
Division of Solar Energy
Washington, DC 20545

This tells who, where is doing what work
on wind for how much money.





RAIN is a group of people who have been active for a number
of years in various  discussed in this book-building wind-
mills and solar homes, doing People’s  Pages, setting up

 operating Community Design Centers and working on
economic and energy research. We all came together  of a
feeling that it seemed  useful at this point to pull together
and share what  are learning so it can be accessible and use-
ful to people working on local changes.

We’ve been working  of an old Victorian house in Port-
land, Oregon, in the land of Rain, from whence comes our
name.  addition to putting   Magazine  times a
year, we publish a variety  papers and book--check the
index for reviews of current publications or write for a current
publications list. We’ve recently worked on a Skills Bank for
local neighborhoods, energy  and renewable energy
studies for Montana;  WA; the California State Architect;
and helped plan the National  for Appropriate 
gy-as well as giving a lot of talks and workshops.

In an important  RAIN isn’t us-it’s a whole lot of
people in nooks and crannies everywhere-thinking. feeling,
building, applying, adapting, and living new ways. We’re just
trying to  people get  the word on good things they’re
doing and locate the resources for what they want to do.

This catalog is a compilation of things that have  in
RAIN  the past  and a half years of its existence, plus
at least as much new material collected especially for this book.

We’ve focused on areas  know well or have been involved
ourselves in developing. There is   when 
felt some groups or reports were an important part of more
than  section. There are  a lot of areas  wanted to
cover but felt we didn’t have a good enough sense of the 
works and resources involved to do more than  the tips
of the icebergs. The environmental and alternative learning
movements, for instance, are barely outlined; the arts, con-
sciousness and women’s movement are only hinted at. But
we feel we’ve given you some windows to  in on. a sense
of the kinds of things that  happening, and ideas of where
to dig further. We hope too that  conveyed some of our
optimism and joy for what  coming about.

HOW DO  KEEP UP  ALL THIS?

Read RAIN! WC intend to continue expanding and updating
this material through the magazine, as  as covering new
areas as they develop. This means both corrections to informa-
tion listed here  new material-some of which. alas.  al-
ready piling up along with  unopened mail.

Send us stuff you think should he shared with others Tell
 whar you or your community have been doing. We  to

 on you all to keep the network  Your sharing and
caring is  makes new things happen.

Subscriptions to RAIN are  for   you’re
living lightly (less than  income), you can get a
year’s subscription for $5. Some back issues are available for
$1 each. Write for a current publications 
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